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Foreword

In the academic year 1990-91, the Department of Linguistics at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign celebrated the 25th
anniversary of its founding. Among the commemorative events was a
series of lectures presented by eight nationaliy and internationally
prominent scholars who had received their training in the Depart-
ment. These lectures have now been published as Linguistics in the
Nineties: Papers from a Lecture Series in Celebration of the Depart-
ment's Twenty-Fifth Anniversary, edited by Hans Henrich Hock
(Studies in the Linguistic Sciences 20:2 [Fall 19901). Other events
were state-of-the-art conferences on "The Organizaton of Phonology:
Features and Domains", and on "Linguistics and Computation: Com-
putational Linguistics and the Foundations of Linguistic Theory", the
hosting of the thirteenth national meeting of the South Asian
Languages Analysis Roundtable, and an exhibition in the University
Library of representative works by Department faculty members
(for details of the entire program, see SLS 20:2 x-xii). This year-long
celebration now reaches its culmination in the publication of the
present volume outlining highlights in the hi'story of the Department
and cataloguing linguistic research at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign in the form of abstracts of master's theses and
doctoral dissertations by students who received degrees in the De-
partment over the first quater-century of its existence.

The 25th Anniver.ary Lecture Series was introduced by the late
Henry R. Kahane with a talk entitled "The Establishment of Linguis-
tics at Illinois", which is presenteJ in this volume along with auto-
biographical vignettes by Henry R. Kahane, Charles E. Osgood, Robert
B. Lees, Braj B. Kachru, and Charles W. Kisseberth, all of whom played
crucial roles in establishing the Department and in determining its
course over the first quarter-century. These vignettes were solicited
in 1974 for a book planned by Thomas Sebeok, but for certain rea-
sons, the book never materialized. Their inclusion here seems par-
ticularly appropriate, since they provide unusual and delightful in-
sights into the human side of the history of a linguistics department
from its conception, through the gestation period, to its birth, and on
to its coming of age. While these vignettes refer specifically to the
Department of Linguistics at Illinois, they cast interesting light on the
personalities and thinking of some of the most prominent linguists of
the second half of the twentieth century, since the founders of the
Department were themselves ensconced among these or were their
early colleagues or students. Of general human interest are the man-
ner in which these five scholars were attracted to the field of linguis-
tics and the quirks of fate that led them to their own specific des-
tinies, whether thcir paths started out in Central Europe or South
Asia, in Massachusetts or the Midwest. It is perhaps a pity that the
book planned by Seheok did not materialize, but it seems to me that
these vignettes from almost twenty years ago now make even better

7
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reading than they would have then, for they have taken on a certain
patina with time) and we can now judge them with greater objec-
tivity. In any case, they are valuable testimonies not only to the
formative years of the Department, but also to a critical period in the
development of the field of linguistics. We can all delight in t.he fact
that they have at last found a fitting repository for the edification
and inspiration of future generations. The Department had been
looking forward to a celebration of Henry Kahane's 90th birthday in
November of 1992. Instead, his unexpected death in September led
to a Memorial Tribute held in the Krannert Center for the Performing
Arts on 14 November 1992. The texts of these tributes are also pre-
sented in this volume.

While Henry Kahane's personal recollections of the events and
personalities leading up to the founding of the Department in 1965
are presented here, it seems appropriate to mention a few other
milestones in the Department's history, including the fact that the
actual proposal submitted to the University was worked out in 1963
by a committee chaired by Robert B. Lees (then of English and Com-
munications Research, and Director of the Program in Linguistics) and
consisting further of Joseph H. Allen (Spanish, Italian, and Portu-
guese), Katherine Aston (English), Frank G. Banta (German), Joseph B.
Casagrande (Anthropology), Kenneth L. Hale (Anthropology), Lee S.
Hultzén (Speech), Henry R. Kahane (Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese),
Frederic K. Lehman (Anthropology), Rado LenCek (Russian), Howard
S. Mac lay (Communications Research), Charles E. Osgood (Communica-
tions Research), Angelina R. Pietrangeli (Spanish, Italian, and Portu-
guese), Victor Terras (Russian), and Willard R. Zemlin (Speech).

From its very inception, the Department assumed a leading role
in the development of linguistics in the United States and currently
ranks among the top five departments in the nation. Only three years
after its founding, however, the Department was faced with a grave
internal crisis when its first head, Robert B. Lees, emigrated to Israel,
and two of its most prominent younger faculty members, Arnold
Zwicky and Thdore Lightner, were lured away to other institutions.
Compounding the difficulties was the collapse of the post-Sputnik era
of national educational enlightenment. To the great good fortune of
the Department, the helm was taken over by an energetic scholar of
vision, Braj B. Kachru, first as Acting Ilead in 1968-69 and then as
Ilead from 1969-79. Under his leadership, the Department made
great strides in enhancing its position not only within the campus
community, but also on the national and international scenes. Ile
initiated the journal Studies in the Linguistic Sciences (SLS), whi.-.h
has since attained such stature as to be included among the journals
surveyed by the Bibliographic linguistiquelLinguistic Bibliography
.

Thc time-warp becomes particularly obvious from the nos% blatantly
obvious absence of &ender-neutral modes of expresioo. There is no need Co
point Out instances, since they arc so apparent. They serve as an indication of
thc progress that has been made over a less sensitive agc.
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During his headship, the annual departmental Newsletter, now in its
twenty-fourth year, was initiated. He recruited promising young
scholars, encouraged members of the faculty to launch a conference
on African linguistics, and was himself co-organizer of a conference
on South Asian linguistics and director of a summer Linguistics Insti-
tute. While significant in themselves, these conferences were the
stimuli for the development of permanent national and international
traditions of regular conferences attended by the leading authorities
in these fields. We have recently witnessed the Twentieth Annual
Conference on African Linguistics (proceedings edited by Eyamba
Bokamba in SLS 19:2 [Fall 1989] and 20:1 [3pring 1990]), and the
Thirteenth South Asian Languages Analysis Roundtable (meeting
handbook edited by Hans Henrich Hock in SLS 20:3 [Spring 1991]).

In 1976, the Division of Applied Linguistics was established as a
research unit within the Department of Linguistics with a cross-cul-
tural and cross-linguistic focus. It coordinates and initiates research
activities in the areas of bilingualism/multilingualism, language and
development, literacy, and English in a global context. The Division
has organized and partially supported numerous international con-
ferences, colloquia, and seminars, and collaborates in activities re-
lated to English in the international context initiated by Larry E.
Smith of the East-West Center in Honolulu. The Division has interna-
tional academic contacts with scholars and institutions in such coun-
tries as India, Nigeria, Pakistan, and Singapore, which facilitates the
exchange of research in various areas of applied linguistics, par-
ticularly in the study and analysis of English in non-native contexts.
Among other projects, the Division of Applied Linguistics is at
present taking a leading role in the establishment of a databank for
various types of non-native Englishes, and with the support of other
campus units, sponsored a conference on World Englishes in April
1992. Research projects initiated by the Division have been sup-
ported in the past by the Ford Foundation, the American Institute of
Indian Studies, the Research Board of the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, among other agencies. Professor Braj B. Kachru is
Coordinator of the Division.

Under the leadership of Chin-W. Kim (Chair, 1979-1986) and
Charles W. Kisseberth (Chair, 1986-1989; Acting Head, 1989-1990),
the Department maintained and consolidated its positien of eminence
in the fields of phonology, syntax, and historical linguistics, and in

the areas of applied linguistics and non-Western language teaching
(particularly African and South and West Asian). It sought and
eventually received a faculty position in formal semantics in
conjunction with the Program in Cognitive Science/Artificial Intelli-
gence and the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Tech-
nology.

A particular strength of the Department is without doubt to he
found in the breadth of programs, ranging from the most theo-
retical to the most practical. Because of the wide scope of its activ-
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ities, the Department is intimately bound together with numerous
other campus units through formally organized joint programs, e.g. in
P.oinance linguistics with the Department of Spanish, Italian, and
Portuguese, and the Department of French; in teacher education with
the College of Education; in psycholinguistics with the Department of
Psychology; and in applied linguistics with the Division of English as
an International Language. It has both formal and less formal ar-
rangements with units such as the Beckman Institute, the Center for
African Studies, the Center for East Asian and Pacific Studies, the
Center for Latin American and Carribean Studies, the Center for Rus-
sian and East European Studies, and the programs in Cognitive Sci-
ence/Artificial Intelligence, in the Study of Religion, and in South and
West Asian Studies. In addition, the Department shares faculty mem-
bers through joint and/or adjunct appointments with the following
departments or programs: African Studies; Anthropology; the Center
for Advanced Study; Classics; Communications Research; Comparative
Literature; East Asian Languages and Cultures; English; English as an
International Language; French; Germanic Languages and Literatures;
Language Learning Laboratory; Psychology; Slavic Languages and
Literatures; Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese; and Speech and Hearing
Sciences. The centrality of the Department of Linguistics within the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is clearly evident and
accounts to some extent for the fact that an unusually large number
of its faculty members have been appointed to administrative posi-
tions in campus units outside the Department: Eyamba Bokamba,
Director of the Division of English as an International Language, suc-
ceeding Braj B. Kachru; C. C. Cheng, Director of the Language Learning
Laboratory; Chin-W. Kim, Director of the Program in East Asian
Studies (1990-91) and Director of the Program in Japan (1993-94);
Jerry Morgan, Associate Director of the Beckman Institute for Ad-
vanced Science and Technology; and Ladislav Zgusta, Director of the
Center for Advanced Study.

The diversity of the Department's programs was of particular
importance in the recent review of thc allocation of resources within
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. The Advisory Committee on
Financial Policy to the Dean wrote in its report, LAS Resources, 1993-
2000, Priorities and Principles for Allocations in the College of Lib-
eral Arts and Sciences (p. 13):

The Department of Linguistics is one of the College's best
departments, with a consistently excellent faculty, and its qual-
ity deserves protcction. The Advisory Committee recognizes in-
trinsic strength in our Department's tradition of combining
formal and applied areas (including training in the less com-
monly taught languages) within a single unit. We note that in
other universities, units devoted wholly to formal linguistics
have not been able to maintain vitality and have been slated
for closure. We congratulate our Department fot using a differ-
ent approach and for its success in sustaining iis strength.

I 0
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The excellence of the Department's faculty was recently re-
affirmed through the appointment this year of Braj B. Kachru as Pro-
fessor in the Center for Advanced Study, the highest recognition be-
stowed on a faculty member by the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. Other linguists accorded this highest recognition include
Ladislav Zgusta, James Marchand, and the late Henry Kahane. The
Department also claims two LAS Jubilee Professors, C.C. Cheng and
Braj B. Kachru, and a University Scholar, Rajeshwari Pandharipande,
all-in-all an astonishing record for a department of our size.

While the number of undergraduates majoring in linguistics at
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has traditionally been
quite small (partly a result of the first head's firm belief that linguis-
tic students should have a major in a particular foreign language), it
is worth pointing out that this small body of students :las shown an
unusually high level of academic achievement: for example, of a total
of eight graduating linguistics majors in 1991, two were Bronze Tab-
let Scholars (i.e., they ranked among the top 3% of the entire Univer-
sity graduating class), and four were elected to Phi Beta Kappa (i.e.,
in addition to other requirements, they ranked among the top 10% of
graduates in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, by far the lar-
gest college in the University).

At the suggestion of the Advisory Committee on Financial Policy
of the College, the Department is currently engaged in an intensive
effort to contract the number of graduate studentF in its programs
and to expand its undergraduate offerings that satisfy the Campus's
general education requirements. Three new course proposals have
already been submitted to higher administrative levels for approval,
and others are in various stages of preparation. The Department is
also seeking to strengthen its programs in Arabic lantguage and Sem-
itic linguistics, as well as in sociolinguistics.

The quality of the graduate programs in the Department of
Linguistics has never been in doubt. Over the first quarter-century,
the Department trained 168 Ph.D.s and 51 M.A.s, with 15 candidates
for the Ph.D. whose work is still in progress. The great diversity in
areas of concentration, in regions of the world, and in languages
treated is apparent, not only from the abstracts themselves pre-
sented in this volume, but even more readily from the useful indices
devoted to these matters. To round out the picture, there arc also
indices devoted to the authors of the theses as well as to the faculty
members who directed them.

I had the privilege of witnessing the events of the anniversary
year from thc vantage point of an acting head who was neither a
true insider, nor a complete outsider. I had held the titles of a faculty
member 'without budgetary implications' in the Department ever
since I came to the UniNersity of Illinois in 1967, just two years after
the. Department's founding. I have always been interested in, and
have often participated in, its activities Atter having committed

1 1
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myself only in this past year to a permanent and intimate rehtion-
ship with the Department and its excellent faculty, staff, and student
body, and having served as Acting Head for a year and a half, I
pondered why I had declined the kind suggestion by Henry Kahane
in 1967 that I accept a joint appointment in the Department of Ger-
manic Languages and Literatures and in the Department of linguis-
tics. I was no longer sure of the reason until I read the late Charles
Osgood's and, more particularly, Braj Kachru's contributions to this
volume with the vivid descriptions of their early encounters with the
Department's first head, Robert B. Lees. I realized then for the firs,
time that it was my failure to interpret correctly Bob Lee's straight-
forward mannerisms that had dampened my interest in a joint ap-
pointment, and not until after the decision had been made did I come
to realize what a generous and kind colleague he really was beneath
the disguising exterior.

In an era of great uncertainty in academe brought on by the
unstable economic situation in the country, it is my sincere hope and
conviction that the Department of Linguistics will be able to weather
the external storms and continue long into the future the excellent
work begun more than 25 years ago and partially chronicled in this
volume.

Urbana, IL
July 1993

1 2
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Preface

This volume has a fascinating biography. The plans for the
project were initiated as a modest undertaking at the invitation of
the Committee which was formed to plan a program for the
celebration of the 25th Anniversary of the Department of Linguistics
at U1UC. The original plan was to compile a volume listing the Ph.D.
dissertations and Master's theses submitted to our department from
its founding to 1992. This was one of several projects to celebrate the
Silver Jubilee of the Department as outlined in the Foreword by
Professor Elmer Antonsen. But as time passed, new ideas and
suggestions substantially altered the o7iginal plan. The volume
gradually became larger and larger, like the proverbial tail of the
mythical monkey-god, Hanumana.

What we now have is a three-part volume. However, these three
parts, I believe, directly contribute to our understanding of the
founding and development of the Department as one of the major
centers of linguistic studies and research in the world. The addition
of parts one and two was an afterthought, and thereby hangs a tale.

The reasons that motivated the inclusion of these parts have
been discussed in the introduction to each part. But, briefly, both
parts have historical significance for our Department. The first part
includes specifically commissioned perspectives originally written in
1973-74, over twenty years ago. These were meant for a specific
project that is briefly discussed in the introduction to part one. That
project, however, did not materialize; b copies of the papers were
preserved by Henry Kahane and me.

The title of the second part is self-explanatory. Henry Kahane
passed away on September 11, 1992. We were planning to celebrate
his ninetieth birthday on November 2, as some of us had been
celebrating his birthday for several years, at his favorite restaurant,
Katsinas, in Champaign, Illinois. Henry was deservedly recognized as
the founder and as one of the major builders of the department. He
delivered the inaugural lecture in a series of lectures organized to
celebrate the Silver Jubilee. These lectures have already been
published in a special issue of Studies in the Linguistic Sciences (Vol.
20:2; Fall 1990).

The third part consists of the original idea, providing
information about the Ph.D. dissertations and Master's theses from
the year of the Department's founding to 1992. That is actually the
original tail of the monkey-god Hanumana.

I hope that this special issue of SLS will be useful to our former
graduates and to new students who will join the Department in the
years to come, and to linguists in the USA and elsewhere.

13
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This 1..olume is dedicated to the memory of the late Henry
Kahane. Professor Kahane was, as stated above, as instrumental in
the preparation of Part I of this volume as he was in initiating
various other enterprises related to our Department since the time
he joined UIUC, and until he passed away on September 11, 1992.

Urbana, IL Braj B. Kachru
August 15, 1993
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Introduction

About twenty years ago, in the early seventies, when the
Department of Linguistics was still in an early stage of its existence,
we were asked (as were, nationwide, various other Departments of
Linguistics) to contribute word portraits of our members: to indicate
their development, training, scholarly aims and accomplishments.
The idea, which, alas, did not materialize, was good: To characterize
through collective pictures of selected departments the status of
linguistics in our country.

By now, the present of then has turned into a distant past, and
the plans of then into memoirs. The few pieces that follow (written in
1973-74 and appearing here without change, have to be read as a
testimony of the development of linguistics at our universities in a
time of restless changes, where "modern" means "old", and "post-
modern" refers to last Monday.

March 1992 Henry Kahane

I I

This part, as Henry Kahane has said above, has a history that
goes back to 1973. These papers were specifically invited for a
multi-volume series entitled, Current Trends in Language Sciences, to
be published by Mouton Publishers, the Hague, the Netherlands.
Thomas A. Sebeok was the Editor-in-Chief of the proposed project.
One of the first volumes in the series was to be on, The University
Teaching of Linguistics in the United States. The late Henry Kahane
was to write a case study of linguistic studies at the University of
Illinois. The plan was to include the University of Michigan and
Northwestern University as other case studies from the Midwest. In
January 1973, 1 was invited to write a chapter which would include

... a presentation and discussion ... of the principal lines of
development (roughly, from World War 11 on) in the
teaching of linguistics in linguistics departments and/or
programs in those private and state universities located in
the states included in your region [the Midwest].
This invitation resulted in the chapter "Linguistics in the

Midwestern Region: Beginnings to 1973" which was received by the
editorial office of the proposed volumes on March 21, 1974. Henry
Kahane followed a different route to compile the case study of
linguistics at Illinois. In a succinct note to his four departmental
colleagues, dated June 6, 1973, Professor Kahank outlined his plan for

is
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documenting the story of linguistics at Illinois. Let me quote here the
relevant parts from the Kahane letter:

My idea is to tell our story arranged according to
linguistic sub-disciplines and presented in the form of a few
portraits of the protagonists together with one or two group
pictures, rather than in terms of more or less irrelevant so-
called statistical facts. The technique of the self-portrait
should dominate, and again, not in the Who-is-Who style,
with an enumeration of degrees, awards, and publications,
but rather as an intellectual history of the portrayee: e.g.,
llow did you come to linguistics To which method or
'school' of linguistics Your development before and at the
U. of I. -- The reception of your field among students and
disciplines.., and whatever else seems relevant to you. And
above all: What did you do to develop your subspeciality
within the U. of I. and the impact of the U. of I. on you and
your groups work.

You sec what I am driving at. The value of the survey
would he greatly enhanced if you could write for us such an
essay, of any length that you may want, with
September/October as the target date. Since the volume will
be widely available, now and later on, your self-portrait is
probably, something that will remain and contribute a
precious contribution to the history of linguistics in our
country and to the methodology of the expansion of a new
(or renewed) academic field.

I myself will provide the frame and thc 'embedding' of
the individual contributions within our case history. I trust
that you will permit me to edit and streamline whenever
necessary.

Let me end with a trivial note which I feel I should add
for correctness' sake rather than for its content. 1 have been
offered $300 for my contribution. Since I am trying to have
these portraits authored by others, I shall divide the
amount equally among us. I apolc lize for the remark but
you will understand why I add it.
This letter was sent to Braj B. Kachru, Charles W. Kisseberth,

Robert B. Lees and Charles E. Osgood. It identified the areas on which
each person was to concentrate: Kachru on Applied Linguistics and
Sociolinguistics; Kisseberth on the Neo-Transformationalists; Lees on
the Transformationalists, and Osgood on Psycholinguistics. In due
course, the manuscripts were sent to the editor, and a note, dated
March I. 1974, confirmed, "...that University Teaching of Linguistics
in the United States has this date, been sent off to Mouton Publishers,
for immediate production."

However, a few months later, we teceived a "Dear colleague"
note from thc Editor-in-Chief, dated July 22, 1974, informing us that
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"...owing to irreconcilable differences which have arisen between me
and the new management of Mouton Publishers, I have decided to
relinquish the editorship of this series effective this month."

I do not recall having heard from the publishers after that. It
was the death of the projected series. This history provides a context
for the papers included in this part. During the past nineteen years
several changes have taken place: Robert B. Lees is now in Israel (in
fact, he submitted his contribution from Israel); Charles E. Osgood
passed away on September 15, 1991; and Henry Kahane passed away
on September 11, 1992.

When the deliberation for this volume started, we agreed
Henry and I that the contributors originally submitted in 1973-74,
should appear in their original form, without any changes, additions,
or updating. These five contributions thus represent perspectives of
1973-74, just a decade after the department was established. These
should be read within that context. Professor Elmer Antonsen's
Foreword provides a brief update until the academic year 1992-
1993.
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LINGUISTICS IN THE MIDWESTERN REGION:
BEGINNINGS TO 1973*

Braj B. Kachru

0. Introduction
This survey presents an overview of the earlier and current

position of the teaching of the linguistic sciences in thc Midwest of
the United States; the states included are Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin.

The focus and orientation of the teaching of linguistics in the
Midwest, as elsewhere, are directly related to the theoretical
breakthroughs which are made in this region and at other places.
Therefore, there are several digressions in this paper which are not
directly related to the teaching of linguistics, but are important for
tracing the development of linguistics as an autonomous discipline at
various institutions. I have also briefly presented the types of
linguistic traditions associated with each major institution which now
has a fully developed department of linguistics. I have also included
information on the teaching of the applied aspects of the linguistic
science. There are two areas which have developed due to serious
involvement of linguists, i.e. the teaching of non-western languages
and the programs in the teaching of English as a foreign (or second)
language. These arc discussed in sections 8.0. and 9.0. This brief
report therefore is primarily about the teaching of linguistics in this
geographic region with the perspective of the state of the art as seen
in diachronic and synchronic terms.
1.0. Three earlier phases in the teaching of linguistics

The growth of linguistics in the midwestern states is
characterized by roughly three stag..:s. In a sense, these three stages
also indicate the chronological order in which the lirmuistic sciences
developed in these states. The first stage could be called the pre-
thirties period, when linguistic studies were still a part of the
comparative neo-grammarian tradition. Courses in linguistics were
available in departments such as Classics or German, but most
generally, in the depPrtments of English. These courses had
essentially a comparative focus such as "Comparative Indo-
European," or they concentrated on the elements of language and
phonetics or historical linguistics. The second stage could be termed
the phase of "field linguistics." This phase is important since it slowly
changed the direction of linguistics in the USA from a humanistic
area of research to a research arca within the social sciences. During
this period linguists began to he housed in Anthropology, Sociology,
and later, in Psychology departments. For example, at Indiana
University, Carl F. Vocgclin, who had originally come to the
Departinent of History, moved to the Department of Anthropology. At
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Anthropology housed
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the linguistics program for several years, and Kenneth Hale (now at
MIT) joined that department. The result of this shift toward the
social sciences was that several courses with an interdepartmental
focus came into existence.

In linguistic theory this was primarily the period of
Structuralism. It was during this period that the distance between
language scholars and linguists started widening; this trend reached
its climax in the states during the peak period of structural
linguistics. The reasons for the LANGUAGE-LINGUISTICS controversy are
varied, and we shall not go into those here.

The third stage began in the fifties. Gradually, but definitely,
efforts were made to view linguistics as an autonomous field of
study. As a result of this desire for recognition as a discipline, a few
independent departments of linguistics were established. In addition,
several programs or interdepartmental coordinating committees for
linguistics were set up.

The development of programs in linguistics peaked in the
sixties. This does not mean, however, that the loose structure of the
pre-sixties inhibited linguistic activity or its development as a
distinct discipline. The program at Indiana University, which had a
serious impact on the development of linguistic study and research
in the USA, did not become a Department of Linguistics until 1963
but by then it had already established itself as a center for teaching
and research in linguistics and had also granted several degrees in
the field. This was also true at Michigan and Illinois. The sixties,
however, saw the formalization of a dozen departments of linguistics
in the Midwest. This was a big step forward in one decade. These
new departments were: University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
(1960's); University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Illinois (1964);
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana (1963); University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan (1963); University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota (1966); Northeastern III inois Universi ty,
Chicago, Illinois (1961); Northwester n University, Evanston, Illinois
(1966); Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio (1967); Ohio
University, Athens, Ohio (1969); Western Michigan University.
Kalamazoo, Michigan (1968); and University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (1964).

This trend toward expansion continued until the end of the
sixties, when a period of rethinking about the diffusion of higher
education was initiated. Understandably this had an effect on the
further growth of linguistics departments. However, expansion did
not come to a complete stop. The following departments were set up
in thc early seventies: University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Chicago,
Illinois (1973); University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa (1970); Oakland
University. Rochester, Michigan (1970); and University of Southern
Illinois, Carbondale, Illinois (1970).
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In addition to these formalized departments a few programs in
linguistics were also set up; for example, the following, among others:
Cleveland State University, Cleveland, Ohio (Ad hoc,
Interdepartmental Committee in Linguistics, 1973); Indiana State
University, Terre Haute, Indiana (Committee on Linguistics and
Lexicography, 1973); Northern Illinois University, Deka lb, Illinois
(Interdepartmental Committee, 1971); University of Toledo, Toledo,
Ohio (Linguistics Committee, 1970). At present, the expansion seems
to have come to a standstill. The reasons for this probably can be
traced to the more-or-less stagnant condition of hher education in
the USA in the past few years, at least as far as the addition of new
departments or programs is concerned.

2.0. Teaching of linguistics in the 'Big Ten'
The following uhiversities are traditionally called the 'Big Ten' of

the Midwest: Chicago, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Michigan
State, Minnesota, Northwestern, Ohio State, Purdue, and Wisconsin.
In this study, the University of Chicago has been treated as the
eleventh member of the group. All of the Big Ten universities have
departments of linguistics, except for Purdue. In chronological terms,
the University of Wisconsin at Madison has the oldest formalized
department of linguistics (1954). The University of Illinois at Chicago
Circle has the youngest department, established as an independent
entity in the summer of 1973; it is still primarily an undergraduate
program.

The story of the pioneering universities which initiated linguistic
offerings in the Midwest is of interest both in terms of the growth of
linguistics as an autonomous discipline, and also from the point of
view of the typical stages through which linguistics has had to pass
at some of the major linguistic centers in the Midwest. The following
selected excerpts give some idea of this process at these universities.
At the University of Chicago, the offerings in linguistics date back to
1892. At that university, linguistics

...has been an independent unit since the founding of the
university, which was in 1892, under the name of the
Department of Comparative Philology. It became
Linguistics eP-ly in the 1960's.2
Chicago has an old tradition of teaching and research in

linguistics. Carl Darling Buck was selected to join "the original faculty
of the University of Chicago, as Assistant Professor of Sanskrit and
Comparative Philology, when the University opened its doors on
October 1, 1892...ln 1930 he was named Martin D. Ryerson
Distinguished Service Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philology, and in 1933 became Professor Emeritus."3 Leonard
Bloomfield was there as Professor of Germanic Philology from 1927
to 1940.

The Department of Linguistics at Iowa was established in 1970.
It began as a program in the department of English in 1962, with a
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National Defense Education Act (NDEA) grant. It continued there until
1965, "...when it became an interdepartmental program directed by a
committee of nine faculty members representing seven departments
in the university."4

At Michigan, the Department of Linguistics
...was established in 1963, with Herbert Paper as the first
chairman, John Catford as the second, and then me
[William J. Gedney]. It grew out of an Interdepartmental
Program in Linguistics going back to the 1930's,
established originally by Professor Charles Fries, headed
later by Hans Kurath and then Albert Marckwardt...5
At Michigan State University the department of linguistics has

the title of Department of Linguistics and Oriental and African
Languages:

[Iti was established in 1964 when the formerly existing
Department of Foreign Languages was broken into three
a Department of Romance and Classical Languages, a
Department of German and Russian, and this Department
Department of Linguistics and Oriental and African

Languages].6

The University of Minnesota established its department in 1966
under the chairmanship of Walter Lehn.

At Northwestern University, the Department of Linguistics
became a degree-granting unit in the 1965 academic year:

It was a direct outgrowth of a department of African
Languages and Linguistics which had been created and
staffed a year before. The Program in Linguistics under the
direction of Professor Werner Leopold had been in
operation at Northwestern University since the mid 1940's.
The earlier Program of Linguistics consisted of faculty
members from the Departments of Anthropology, English,
German and others. The growth of the current department
has been essentially an independent one and much
linguistics oriented work is still offered in other
departmcnts. Much of the impetus for growth in the
department involved the exploitation of established
scholars in the field of African languages and linguistics.7
At Ohio State University, the tradition of linguistics dates back to

the twenties when George M. Bolling (Classics) and Leonard
Bloomfield (Professor of German and Linguistics from 1921 to 1927)
were there. However, it was not until 1961 that a planning
committee was set up for the development of linguistics. The
committee included Leonard Newmark (then in the English
Department) and William S-Y Wang. In 1962 a Division of Linguistics
was created and Wang was appointed its chairman. It was, however,
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in June, 1967 that the Department of Linguistics was established,
with Ilse Lehiste as the first Chairperson.

At the University of Wisconsin at Madison, linguistics passed
through several phases, beginning in the 1920's:

In the middle 1920's the Department of Comparative
Philology was established, listing the (by then rather
extensive) offerings of several .departments in these areas.
To what extent this was a purely 'paper department' I

have not been able to tell; in 1936 its listed staff, Arthur
Gordon Laird (Classics) and Alfred Senn (Slavic and
German), were both members of other departments. In
1938 Miles Dillon was appointed as the department's first
proper chairman, and its staff was considerably
augmented, on paper at least... That year the department
included Morris Swadesh on its staff, sharing him with
Anthropology, but he left a year or two later. In 1947 the
staff consisted of the following, some of whom are known
figures in the field: Martin Joos, Frederic Cassidy, Joseph
Russo, Miles Hanley, Einer Haugen, Roe-Merrill Heffner, J.
Homer Herriott, William Ellery Leonard, Freeman Twadell,
Julian Harris, Lloyd Kasten, Edmund Zawacky, and Murray
Fowler (who joined the staff in that year). In 1950, the
department was rechristened Comparative Philology and
Linguistics...8 [his italics]

It was renamed the Department of Linguistics in 1954.

At Illinois and Indiana, autonomous linguistics departments
were not formed ucitil the sixties. At Illinois, the Program in
Linguistics was a component of the Department of English. (For a
detailed discussion see the chapters that follow in Part I). At Indiana,
the Interdepartmental Program in Linguistics was set up in 1946
with serious input from seven members representing five
departments: H. Herzog and C. F. Voegelin (Anthropology), Thomas A.
Sebeok and F. Whitehall (English), Fred Householder (Classics), Harry
Velten (German), and Marion Porter (French and Italian). A
Department of Linguistics was formally established in 1963.

3.0. The components of the departments of linguistics
The composition of the linguistics departments in the Midwest is

not uniform. The variation in the organization of the departments is
as follows: First, there are those departments which focus only on
offerings in the various branches of the linguistic sciences. In these
departments, the core faculty concentrates on the areas of syntax,
phonology, and semantics (e.g. Wisconsin, Iowa).

The second type of department has a full graduate program in
linguistics with Master's and Ph.D. degrees. However, they also have
the added component of non-Western language teaching. The reason
for this combination varies from one institution to another. The
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following departments have such ,:omponents: Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (Arabic, Hindi, Modern Hebrew, Swahili and Yoruba);
Southern Illinois (Vietnamese, Lao, Cambodian, Arabic, Hebrew, and
Persian); Western Michigan (Mandarin Chinese, Korean, Japanese,
Hindi-Urdu, Arabic, Swahili, and Hebrew); and Chicago (Malay and
Japanese). At some places this integration of the non-Western
language component manifests itself in the name of the department,
as, for example, the Department of Linguistics and Oriental and
African Languages at Michigan State University.

The third type of department has both non-western languages
and English as a Second Language as added components (e.g.
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee).

In the above discussion I have included only those universities
in the Midwest which have independent departments of linguistics,
not what are termed 'interdepartmental programs or
'interdepartmental committees.' (See below §3.1.)
3.1. Interdisciplinary programs and committees

Interdepartmental programs and committees continue to play
an important role in teaching and research in linguistics. Universities
with such interdepartmental programs also help in providing
graduate students for specialized training in linguu,ites to those
universities which have fully-developed departments of linguistics.
David Lowton is right when he says, "I think the interdisciplinary
programs in linguistics are worthy of mention lin this survey! since
these programs are not generally widespread insofar as linguistics is
concerned."10 The main interdepartmental programs are at the
following universities, among others: Ball State University, Central
Michigan, Miami University, and Youngstown State University.
4.0. Toward establishing theoretical traditions in the

teaching of the linguistic sciences
This section is an historical note on the theoretical developments

in linguistics in the Midwest. These developments have a direct
relevance to the focus in the teaching of the linguistic sciences in this
regio:..
4.1. The forerunners

It was in the Midwest that the initial framework for Structural
linguistics was developed by Leonard Bloomfield (1887-1949). In the
linguistic literature, this development within the discipline has also
been called "The Bloomfield 'School'" (sec Fries, 1961). Bloomfield
spent a number of years in midwestern universities. lie began his
career as an Instructor in German at the University of Cincinnati
(1909-1910), and then moved to the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, where he/ worked as an Instructor from 1910 to 1913;
from 1913 to 1921, he was an Assistant Professor of Comparative
Philology and German at the University of Illinois. In 1921, he was
appointed Professor of German and Linguistics at Ohio State
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University, a position which he held until 1927. His last job in the
Midwest was at the University of Chicago (1927 to 1940), before he
became Sterling Professor of Linguistics at Yale University.

It was at another midwestern university (Wisconsin) that
Bloomfield had done his graduate work:

Here he met Edvard Prokosch, his senior by nine years,
and fell at once under the spell of the older man's
personality. The meeting was an important event in
Bloomfield's life; for it marked the birth of his career as a
linguist) I

It was during his tenure at the University of Illinois that
An Introduction to the Study of Language (1914) was published. In
the Preface to this book Bloomfield says (Bloomfield, 1914, v):

This little book is intended, as the title implies, for the
general reader and for the student who is entering upon
linguistic work.

Commenting on the then available linguistic offerings in American
universities, the Preface adds:

Students whose vocation demands linguistic knowledge are
subject in our universities to a detached course or two on
details of the phonologic or morphologic history of such
languages as Old English, Gothic. or Old French details
which are meaningless and soon forgotten, if no instruction
as to their concrete significance has preceded. To this
method of presentation is due, I think, the dislike which so
many workers in related fields bear to linguistic study (iv).

It has already been noted in the literature that the theoretical
orientation of An Introduction to the Study of Language was
somehow different from that of Language, which came out in 1933.
This change of focus in the second book is partly responsible for the
direction which our discipline took during that period.
4.2. Post-Bloomfieldian breakthroughs

The other theoretical breakthrough in descriptive linguistics
came from Kenneth L. Pike, who had received the Ph.D. degree from
the University of Michigan in 1942. Pike has been working at this
same university since his graduation. It was here that he developed
the Tagmemic model of linguistics, the preliminary version of which
appeared in 1954 in Language in Relation to A Unified Theory of the
Structure of Human Behavior. A revised edition was published in
1967. It should, however, be mentioned that the University of
Michigan never became known for its Tagmemic theoretical
Orientation. The main center for that model continued to be the
Summer Institute of Linguistics.

A recent development in linguistic theory termed "Case
Grammar" initially came from Ohio State, where the seminal papers
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on this theory were written by Charles Fillmore (now at the
University of California, Berkeley) during his tenure at that
university. It was originally at Chicago, Ohio State, and Illinois that
this model was presented in the courses on syntax.

The developments in three areas, i.e. syntax, phonology, and
phonetics, are presented below. These developments manifested
themselves directly in the teaching of courses and graduate student
research.
4.3. Syntax

The midwestern contribution to syntax and its teaching should
be viewed in terms of the work done under various traditions (or
models) of linguistics. In a sense, the Bloomfield 'school' (or
'tradition') was initiated in the Midwest, though Bloomfield himself,
as Fries says, never meant to establish a 'school' of linguistics (Fries,
1961:196):

He (Bloomfield] despised 'schools', insisting that the usual
attitude of the adherents of a 'school strikes at the very
foundation of all sound science. Science, he believed, must
be cumulative and impersonal. It cannot rest on private
theories. To Bloomfield one of the most important
outcomes of the first twenty-one years of the Linguistic
Society of America was that it had "...saved us from the
blight of the odium theologicum and the postulation of
'schools'.'
In the thirties and forties Bloomfield's book was the

fundamental basic text in linguistics, and it soon replaced Whitney's
Language and the Study of Language and The Ltfe and Growth of
Language. It is still used in the classroom at several places, especially
in introductory courses. Fven at those places where it is now
considered outdated, the sections on historical linguistics continue to
be used.

The Tagmemic model has been used for the analysis of the
largest number of unwritten languages, both in the Western and
non-Western parts of the world. Pike was its main architect for over
a decade, and the model was used by a large number of missionaries
in reducing unwritten languages to writing so that the Bible could be
translated into those languages.

In the sixties, the universities of Chicago, Indiana, and Illinois
were actively engaged in suggesting modifications to
Transformational theory, and in applying this extended model to a
wide variety of Western and non-Western languages. The graduates
from these universities became the radicals in the field.

At Indiana University, the Transformational model, along with
other models, was taught by Fred W. Householder, Andreas
Koutsoudas, and Thomas A. Seheok. The University of Illinois took a
front position as one of the main centers in the USA for
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Transformational Nguistics, and developed an exclusive
Transformational ft. which has since continued.

In the period of the sixties the primary development in the area
of syntax and semantics was that of Generative Semantics. In certain
circles the term 'neo-Transformationalists' is also used for this
development. The varied contexts in which the term 'Generative
Semantics' is used is succinctly summarized in Green & Castillo
(1972:123):

In the broadest sense, 'Generative Semantics' refers to the
assumption that semantic representation provides the
input to the transformational rules of a grammar, an idea
which was unthinkably radical when Jeffrey Gruber
proposed it in his 1965 MIT dissertation, but which now is
taken almost for granted by many. However, only a

relatively small part of the literature is concerned with
elaborating and explicitly motivating this assumption. In
another sense, the term 'Generative Semantics' is taken to
refer to a theory in which global rules and other
derivational constraints play a major role although as G.
Lakoff argued in "Global Rules", this theory is logically
quite independent of the role of semantics in grammar. In
still a third sense, 'Generative Semantics' is used to refer to
what was for a time called 'abstract syntax', which is not so
much a theory or an assumption as a way of doing things...

In some midwestern universities, a young, enthusiastic group of
linguists has continued to contribute to the paradigm, both by

applying it to various languages, and by bringing a rigor to the
analytical techniques.

At the University of Chicago, James D. Mc Cawley has
significantly contributed in developing a focus in teaching and
research in semantics as an area of linguistic study and investigation.
In this he is helped by an Illinois graduate, Jerrold Sadock. The
proceedings of the annual Chicago Linguistics Society meetings (CLS)
are the primary source of very insightful and programmatic papers
in this area. Mc Cawley's two students, Georgia Green and Jerry
Morgan, have developed a serious interest in Generative Semantics
among a number of graduate students at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. At Illinois, Herbert Stahlke is using this
framework for the description of some African languages, and
Yamuna Kachru for the description of Hindi.

At Ohio State University, Michael Geis, Johnny Geis, and Arnold
Zwicky are working primarily in this framework on English. Indiana
University, through its Indiana University Linguistics Club, makcs
available very influential (and controversial) "underground" papers
on Generative Semantics. (See §13.0.)

In teaching and research in syntax, therefore, this model has
become the main thrust at these universities. On the other hand, at
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places like Michigan and Wisconsin the aim is toward eclecticism.
(See §10.0; for a detailed discussion see Francis, 1973.)
4.4. Phonology

The well-established departments in the Midwest have a long
tradition of research and teaching in phonology in the framework of
Structualism. Detailed discussion on this can be found in Valerie
Makk i (1972).

In phonology after the early sixties, it was primarily the area of
Generative phonology in which Chicago, Indiana, Ohio State, Illinois,
and Minnesota made contributions. In recent years insightful new
developments in the theory of phonology have been taking place at
Chicago, Illinois, and Ohio State. At Chicago, James Mc Cawley has
given direction to this research. At Illinois, the team of Charles
Kisseberth and Michael Kenstowicz (now at MIT) has attempted to
reevaluate certain assumptions and bases of GeneratiVe phonology.
In their research and teaching, they have not over-emphasized form
to the neglect of function (see Kisseberth, 1970). They have re-
evaluated the assumption that the "ordering" of rules is the natural
way of showing the interactions that exist among rules (see
Kenstowicz & Kisseberth, 1970; Kisseberth, 1973a, 1973b). They have
attempted to relate "phonological" explanations of phonetic
phenomena to "morphological" explanations. Thus, an attempt is
being made to relate phonetic and morphological levels to
phonological processes. In their research, Kenstowicz concentrates on
Balto-Slavic languages and Kisseberth on Amerindian and African
languages. At Ohio State, David Stampe (now at Hawaii) and Arnold
Zwicky have addressed a variety of theoretical problems in
phonology (see Stampe, 1973). Contemporary phonological models
have been applied to a wide variety of languages at Indiana,
Michigan, and Minnesota. The following, among others, are actively
involved in theoretically insightful research in phonology: Andreas
Koutsoudas (Indiana),13 Kenneth Hill and Charles Pyle (Michigan),
and Gerald Sanders (Minnesota). At Michigan State University and at
the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, paradigms other than
Generative phonology are being actively discussed and taught. At
these latter universities, the Stratificational model has been used for
the analysis of several languages and is also discussed in detail in
courses on phonology. (For detailed discussion see Wang, 1973.)
4.5. Phonetics

The attitude toward phonetics as a branch of the linguistic
sciences has varied in the United States from one of "benign neglect"
to outright academic hostility. In the linguistic literature there is
substantial discussion on FORM vs. SUBSTANCE, and their roles in
linguistic description. In the I3loomfieldian tradition the emphasis
was primarily on FORM. However, in the Midwest, there has been a
continuing interest in phonetics and it has become a serious
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component of the teaching at several universities, especially at
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio State.

Three books which have had a serious impact on the study and
research in phonetics were written by linguists from midwestern
universities. Two of these scholars were from the University of
Wisconsin: Martin Joos, Acoustic Phonetics (1948) and R.-M. S.
Heffner, General Plwnetics (1950). Five years before Joos book was
published, Kenneth L. Pike of the University of Michigan published
his Phonetics (1943). This book continues to be the standard work in
the field. In later years, Pike also published his Intonation of
American English (1945), and Tone Languages (1948). Research on
phonetics has not been restricted to articulatory phonetics, since
innovative research in experimental and instrumental phonetics was
initiated at the following centers, among others: the University of
Michigan, Ohio State University, and the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. These universities developed phonetic research
as a subspeciality. At Michigan, in addition to Pike, there was Gordon
E. Peterson, before he finally moved to Santa Barbara, California.
Peterson was the Director of the Communications Laboratory and
trained two distinguished phoneticians, Ilse Lehiste and William S-Y.
Wang. These two were then responsible for the early planning and
development of linguistics at Ohio State University and where, under
their guidance, research in experimental phonetics was conductee. In
her book Suprasegrnentals, Lehiste says (1970:vi):

For a linguist, phonetics is only a means toward an end, not
a purpose in itself. The end is to provide reliable answers
to linguistically relevant questions. However, for providing
these answers, phonetics is indispensable. I believe firmly
that true statements regarding phonological phenomena
presuppose correct observation of their phonetic
manifestation. A phonologist ignores phonetics at his own
peril.

At the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, in the Speech
Research Laboratory, an active team of researchers worked under
Grant Fairbanks during his tenure at Illinois from 1948 to 1962. This
group included, among others, Lee Hultzen and later, Willard Zemlin.
Some of the important papers by Fairbanks have been published in
Experimental Phonetics: Selected Articles (1966). In 1967, Chin-W.
Kim, a student of Peter Ladefoged, joined the active group of linguists
in the Department of Linguistics. Kim helped in setting up a research
and teaching laboratory for phonetics. In addition, research and
teaching in experimental phonetics is being done by Kenneth Moll at
the University of Iowa, and by Raymond Daniloff at Purdue
University in the Department of Audiology and Speech Sciences.
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5.0. Teaching of the applications of the linguistic sciences
5.1. Linguistics and language pedagogy

In C 33 Leonard Bloomfield included a chapter in Language
entitled :,pplications and Outlook" (pp. 496-509; see also Bloomfield,
1942). that chapter the applications of the linguistic sciences are
seen as being primarily in the area of language learning and
language pedagogy. This tradition of restricting the application of
linguistics to this one area has continued in the United States.
However, it is well known that this restricted view is much narrower
than how the applications of linguistics are viewed on the other side
of the Atlantic.

In any case, it was the area of language pedagogy which was
fostered earlier by linguists in midwestern universities. (A detailed
survey of the national scene is presented in Moulton 1961.) In 1942,
the Intensive Language Program was initiated with support from the
US government. A large number of linguists were involved in that
program. In the following year, the Army Specialized Training
Program (ASTP) and Civil Affairs Training Schools (CATS) were
established. Their operation naturally involved the preparation of
pedagogical materials. Linguists from midwestern universities
contributed to these programs, especially in the production of what is
known as the "Spoken Language Series." The following linguists from
the midwestern region contributed to this series: Einar Haugen, then
at the University of Wisconsin (Norwegian); Carleton T. Hodge,
Indiana University (Serbo-Croatian); Henry and Renée Kahane,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (Greek); Norman A.
McQuown, University of Chicago (Turkish); Thomas Sebeok, Indiana
University (Finnish-Hungarian); and S. N. Trevino, then at the
University of Chicago (Spanish).

It was in the fifties that linguistic insights were first applied to
the teaching and learning of English as a foreign (or second)
language. This was considered an important area of applied
linguistics, and the Midwest provided the lead in this work for over
two decades. (For further discussion see §9.0.) At present, at most of
the universities where linguistic offerings are available, there is at
least one course in linguistics and language pedagogy or language
learning. Such courses are offered either in linguistics programs (i.e.
Chicago, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, and Northeastern), or in
the TESOL or education programs. (See 1 able II in Appendix B.)
5.2. Linguistics and the study of iiterature

In the last decade courses in linguistics and literature (or what
is now called "stylistics") have not only developed in linguistics
programs but the language departments are also making such
courses available. (See Table II in Appendix 13.) The term "stylistics"
is used for that area of linguistics which is concerned with the formal
analysis of literary texts.
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The first interdisciplinary conference on stylistics was held in
the Midwest in 1958, under the auspices of the Social Sciences
Research Council at Indiana University (Sebeok, 1960, v):

... to explore the possibility of finding a common basis for
discussing and, hopefully, understanding, particularly
among linguists, psychologists, and literary critics, the
characteristics of style in language.

The proceedings of this conference were incorporated in Style in
Language (Sebeok, 1960), which set the foundation for this now fast-
growing area of the application of linguistics in the USA. (A survey of
the current trends in the field of stylistics is presented in Kachru &
Stahlke (1972); see also, Chatman & Levin, 1973).
5.3. Linguistics and lexicography

Recently, linguists have become involved in theoretical or
applied research in lexicography and have initiated teaching of
courses on lexicography in linguistics departments. It was in 1960
that "... a small group of linguists and lexicographers met at Indiana
University to discuss a variety of problems related to the making of
dictionaries."13 The proceedings of that conference, entitled Problems
in Lexicography (1962), certainly had some impact in focusing
attention on the linguistic aspects of lexicography and the then state
of the art.

In the fifties and sixties, courses in lexicography were offered at
a few universities such as Chicago and Michigan. Currently, one or
more courses on lexicography are offered by six universities in the
Midwest, i.e. Chicago, Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Indiana,
Michigan, Northeastern, and Indiana State.

Indiana State University has taken several important steps in
drawing attention to lexicographical research and teaching. In 1970,
an alumnus, Warren N. Cordell, gave that university some five
hundred dictionaries. This collection includes rare and out-of-print
dictionaries. With gifts and matching grants from the National
Endowment for the Humanities, this collection is soon expected to
increase to:

... four thousand dictionaries that cover the entire history
of Western lexicography. Several areas are especially
worthy of note. These include one hundred and fifty
different editions and issues of Samuel Johnson's A
Dictionary of the English Language; comprehensive
holdings of Renaissancc English-Latin Latin-English
dictionaries; numerous dictionaries by American
lexicographers such as Webster and Worcester; and
representati ve classic dictionaries in several Western
European languages. 4
At Illinois, Ladislav 7.gusta, the author of the Manual of

Lexicography (1971), is actively involved in the application of
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contemporary linguistic models to lexicographical research. Fredrick
G. Cassidy (Wisconsin at Madison) is compiling a Dictionary of
American Regional English and is also involved in the teaching of
courses in lexicography. (For a detailed discussion see Read, 1973.)
5.4. Linguistics and the theory of translation

There are two books which have set the tone for teaching the
applications of linguistics to the theory of translation, i.e. Nida (1964)
and Catford (1965). There are some institutions (e.g. Michigan) which
have courses in this area. In addition, in the fifties, it seems that
courses in machine translation also were offered at several places. In
recent years, courses on machine translation are slowly disappearing
from the scene in the Midwest (see Table II in Appendix B).15
6.0. InterdIsciplinary teaching and the linguistic sciences

In the United States the tradition of interdisciplinary course
offerings goes back at least to the thirties. However, this interest was
primarily restricted to areas such as anthropological linguistics. The
focus of such courses partly depended on the departmental
affiliations of the faculty interested in linguistics. In the last two
decades, a considerable number of courses with an interdisciplinary
focus have developed. The interdisciplinary areas are primarily the
following: anthropological linguistics, bilingualism, computational
linguistics, mathematical linguistics, philosophy of language, and
psycholinguistics.1 6

7.0. Teaching of linguistics and the challenge of the sixties
The late sixties presented a serious challenge to the linguists of

the United States. They were called upon to show the relevance of
their discipline to society in general. It was appropriate, therefore,
that in 1973 the theme of the Linguistic Institute of the Linguistic
Society of America at Ann Arbor, Michigan, was "Language in the
Context of Time, Space, and Society." This new trend led to the
development of a wide variety of courses and projects on the
sociology of language, sociolinguistics, bilingualism, and bilingual
education. This societal aspect also became the main focus of
linguistic research at several places (see Kachru, 1972). Such courses
cover a spectrum from Black English on the one hand to language and
sex differences on the other. More than a dozen univeristies in the
Midwest now ofter courses in the areas of the sociology of language
or sociolinguistics (see Table II in Appendix B).
8.0. Linguistics and the non-Western languages

In this subsection I shall concentrate primarily on the
involvement of linguists with the languages of the non-Western parts
of the world. These languages are often termed "exotic," "uncommon,"
or "critical." For the most part this includes the languages of the
African continent, the Far East, the Middle East, and South Asia.
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In a sense, the interest of linguists in non-Western languages,
such as Sanskrit is related to their interest in the Indo-European
languages in general. The beginning of this interest is generally
traced back to the now famous "discovery" of Sanskrit by Sir William
Jones. In the early years, before the recent upsurge of interest in the
study and teaching of non-western languages in America, the
Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago had already earned a
considerable reputation for teaching and research in the languages of
the Orient.

It was not until the early fifties that linguists actually became
involved with modern non-Western languages. It was during this
period that non-western language teaching and organized research
on these languages started in the USA, and linguists took an active
role in this undertaking. The motivation for this research, and the
background for the allocation of federal and other funds for this
work have already been discussed in the literature by, among others.
Brown (1960) and Lambert (1973). The current role of midwestern
linguists and institutions in the teac':ing and research in this area is
presented briefly below.
8.1. African languages and linguistics

The universities of Wisconsin at Madison, Northwestern, Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, Indiana, and Michigan State have a heavy
emphasis on the teaching of African linguistics. A smaller, but very
active center is located at Ohio University, Athens, Ohio. The five
major programs have little overlap in African linguistics and have
been cooperating through the Big Ten Committee on Institutional
Cooperation in offering joint Summer Programs.

The distribution of work in African languages and linguistics,
like that of the languages taught, shows a great deal of
complementarity. Wisconsin is particularly strong in Berber
linguistics (Jeanette Harries), and Bantu linguistics (Lyndon Harries,
Daniel Kunene, and Patrick Bennett). The concentration at
Northwestern is more in pidgins and creoles (Jack Berry), Ghanaian
languages (Berry), and Mende linguistics (Richard Spears). Michigan
State is strong in Bantu linguistics (Irvine Richardson), Hausa
linguistics (John Eulenberg), and Efik linguistics (John Ritter). Indiana
University has a strong program in Hausa and Afro-Asiatic linguistics
(Carleton Ilodge), and Mende linguistics and literature (Charles Bird),
as well as a rich and varied program in other areas of African
linguistics through the use of an exchange scholars' program. The
University of Illinois. the newcomer in African languages and
linguistics in the Midwest, has established a program in Swahili
language and linguistics (Chin-W. Kim and Herbert Stahlke), as well
as a rich program on the contribution of African linguistics to
linguistic theory (Chin-W. Kim and Herbert Stahlke). The University
of Illinois initiated the Annual Conference on African Linguistics in
1970.
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8.2. Far Eastern languages and linguistics
Research and teaching on the linguistic aspects of the Far

Eastern languages and linguistics has continued mainly at four
universities. The University of Michigan has produced several
dissertations on Chinese and Japanese linguistics. Indiana University
has done primarily pedagogical research on these languages. Indiana,
Illinois, and Michigan State are the only midwestern universities
where there is a focus on the Korean language and linguistics. At
Illinois there are several linguists working on Far Eastern linguistics:
C-C. Cheng (Chinese), Seiichi Makino (Japanese), C-W. Kim (Korean),
and Frederick Lehman (Thai and Burmese). This group of linguists
and their students have worked on phonological and syntactic
problems concerning these languages in the framework of
contemporary linguistics. In cooperation with William S-Y. Wang at
Be.keley, C-C. Cheng of Illinois has developed a computer file of
Chinese dialects. The file contains phonological information on 23
dialects of Sino-xenic languages, each having about 3000 lexical
items. A theory of phonological change, called lexical diffusion, has
been proposed based on studies of Chinese. historical phonology. (For
further details see Wang & Cheng, 1970, nd Cheng & Wang, 1971.)
At Southern Illinois University, James H. Y. Tai has been working on
constraints in Chinese syntax.
8.3. Middle Eastern languages and linguistics

The oldest center for research on the Middle Eastern languages
is the University of Chicago where the Oriental Institute made
available offerings in this area. At Michigan Ernest Mc Carus, and at
Minnesota Walter Lehn, have continued to direct research and
teaching on these languages, primarily Arabic. Illinois has initiated a
vigorous program on the linguistic and pedagogical aspects of
Modern Hebrew.
8.4. South Asian languages and linguistics

There are courses on the structure of one or more South Asian
languages at several midwestern universities, e.g. Chicago, Illinois,
Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. In recent years linguistically
interesting and original research has been conducted primarily at
Chicago, Illinois and Wisconsin. In the Midwest, Chicago was the first
to enter the field of South Asian linguistics. A group of researchers
there have worked on several of the languages of this area, for
example K. C. Bahl (Hindi and Panjabi), Edward Dimock Jr. (Bengali),
John Lindholm (Tamil), and A. K. Ramanujan (Dravidian, primarily
Tamil and Kannada). The Munda Languages Project, initiated by
Norman Zide, has resulted in several papers and monographs. At
Illinois, the primary focus in teaching and research has been on Hindi
linguistics and Yamuna Kachru and Tej Bhatia continue research on
various aspccts of that language. Braj Kachru continues his research
on Kashmiii and South Asian English. Courses and research on
Sanskrit linguistics have been initiated by Hans Henrich Hock and
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Ladislav Zgusta. (For a detailed bibliography see Subbarao and
Bhatia, 1973.) The University of Wisconsin at Madison has
contributed to the development of teaching materials and linguistic
research in several South Asian languages, primarily Hindi (M. K.
Verma) and Telugu. At Minnesota, both the Departments of
Linguistics and South Asian Studies have members who are
continuing research on the languages of this area, e.g. R. V. Miranda
(Indo-Aryan).
9.0. Linguistics and TESOL programs

The applications of the linguistic sciences to language pedagogy
(see §5.1.) were naturally extended to the fast growing
interdisciplinary area of the teaching of English as a foreign (or
second) language. In the Midwest, the pioneer in this field has been
the English Language Institute of the University of Michigan. It was
founded in 1941 under the leadership of Charlcs C. Fries. Fries was a
typical representative of the Bloomfieldian "School" and his American
English Grammar (1950) and The Structure of English: An
Introduction to the Construction of English Sentences (1952) have
becgme models of the application of the structural model to a
lan;uage.

In the forties, Fries published his Teaching and Learning English
as a Foreign Language (1945). It became a classic in this field and
continued to be used as a model for the LINGUISTIC approach to
language teaching for over two decades (see Kachru, 1967). The
Institute at Michigan has always had a linguist as Director and the
previous directors included Charles C. Fries, Robert Lado, Albert H.
Marckwardt, and J. C. Catford.

At several universities in the Midwest, TESOL programs have
either developed within the linguistics departments, or linguistics
has had a serious input in their development. There are some TESOL
programs which are part of English departments, and they are doing
linguistically insightful work, for example the program in Applied
English Linguistics at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. This
program has produced very significant research under the guidance
of Charles T. Scott. Their publication Papers in Descriptive, Historical,
and Applied English Linguistics has included many original
contributions, not only to the field of TESOL but to several other
areas of linguistics, such as stylistics.

At Indiana the TESOL program started as an adjunct of the.
Department of English and then became a small component of the
Program in Linguistics. It was under the direction of Bernard
Spolsky, between 1964 and 1968, that the academic foundations for
a TESL program were set. In 1968 for several reasons, both
academic and administrative this component was restructured as
an independent unit and renamed thc Department of Urban and
Overseas English,
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, At Illinois, the Division of English as a Second Language also
started as an adjunct of the Department of English. Several members
of its faculty are contributing to linguistically oriented course
offerings and research, e.g. Katherine Aston, Lawrence Bouton,
Wayne Dickerson, and Yamuna Kachru. The departments of
linguistics at the University of Minnesota and at Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio, also offer an MA program in English as a second (or
foreign) language. (For a detailed discussion see Allen, 1973.)
10.0. The theoretical focus in the teaching of linguistics

The fast-developing and constantly changing field of linguistics
creates a pedagogical problem for those who have to develop a
curriculum for it at various levels of instruction. The basic question
they have to answer is: What constitutes the basic component of
linguistic knowledge that should form the basis for a linguistic
curriculum? Once this question is settled more or less to the
satisfaction of all the faculty, soon another, more intriguing, question
comes up: Which model (or models) of linguistics should one focus on
in teaching linguistics in a particular department? If one finds even
more or less agreement on this question, it is an achievement.

The broad dichotomy generally used to discuss the focus of a
department in terms of its teaching is traditional vs. contemporary.
As we know, there is no agreement on what these terms mean, since
they can be defined in a time dimension or in terms of a particular
linguistic model.

One may take the position, as some departments do, that these
polemic questions are primarily of interest to an historian of ideas in
linguistic thought, not to a teacher of linguistics. However, it soon
becomes obvious that such a position is not necessarily correct. If the
curriculum is essentially based on one model for example, Systemic
or Transformational the pedagogical implications are that it results
in a monolithic curriculum. On the other hand, if the choice is made
in favor of an ecletic curriculum, the danger is of developing no clear
focus in research or teaching. In any case, both these choices have
their advantages and disadvantages. And, the decision made in either
direction is important from the point of view of teaching.

The situation in terms of the theoretical focus in teaching
linguistics in the midwestern states provides an interesting profile
about the state of the art and the linguistic curricula. The responses
to the question concerning the theoretical focus have been
summarized in Table I (see Appendix A) under six categories.17
11.0. Current trends in the teaching of linguisitcs

As section 1 indicates, there have been approximately three
phases in the teaching of linguistics in thc Midwest. The forties and
fifties were essentially a period of Structuralism. The emphasis was
primarily on methodological and procedural refinement. This was
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also the period when interdisciplinary course offerings were
developed mainly with Anthropology and Sociology.

The sixties initiated a period of polemics and argumentation at
the main centers of linguistics. It was during this period that a wide
variety of courses were developed and interaction was sought with
philosophy, psychology and, in certain cases, with mathematics. This
argumentation was not restricted to the scholarly journals but it was
obvious in the classrooms, too. The Linguistic Institute of the
Linguistic Society of America, as usual, presented this phase of our
discipline at Indiana (1964) and at Illnois (1968 and 1969).

This was also the period when the earlier dichotomy between
language, literature, and linguistics began to become less visible and
research was done in the area of the "linguistic" study of literature. It
was during this period that stylistics came of age. In the Midwest
now a number of linguistics departments have offerings in this area.

The late sixties and the early seventies again brought a new
dimension and a new challenge; the linguistics departments, as did
other departments, had to demonstrate their relevance. As a result, a
closer relationship developed with the departments of philosophy
and psychology. The language and linguistics departments also
rediscovered their relevance to each other. But, more visible .3 a
non-American was the phenomenon of midwestern linguists
discovering the role and manifestation of language in the Midwest.
There was a sudden upsurge in urban language study, Black English,
and language and sex differences. In short, language variation, which
had been pushed under the rug for over a generation, was back in
the classroom. (See also Cassidy, 1973.)

In reorienting the teaching of linguistics in the Midwest with the
new thought and new demands, several linguists played an
important role at various stages. They were, among others, Eric Hamp
(Chicago), C. C. Fries and Kenneth Pike (Michigan), Fred Householder,
Thomas Sebeok, and Carl Voegelin (Indiana), Henry Kahane, and
Robert Lees (Illinois).

In linguistically orthodox setups, room has been made for new
insights in the field, and younger scholars are now more readily
accepted.

At institutions such as Illinois at Chicago Circle and Michigan
State, attempts are being made to represent, both in teaching and
research, linguistic models such as Stratificational (A. Makkai) and
the Scale and Category (M.A.K. Halliday). The main thrust of the
seventies points toward looking at all aspects and manifestations of
language in both teaching and research (see §12.0.)
12.0. The spectrum of linguistics offerings

In Table II (see Appendix B) I have attempted to show the
range ot linguistic offerings in the various linguistics departments
and proerams in the Midwest. In the seventies, it seems that all the
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aspects of the linguistic sciences and their applications are
represented.
13.0. On teaching "underground" linguistics

In the sixties and seventies, the way in which linguistics has
been taught at the main centers in the Midwest has made
conventional course titles and course descriptions misleading if not
irrelevant. In addition, these present only a part of the linguistic
"iceberg". The main core of it is underground: By "underground" I
mean that the active, innovative groups have telephonic,
mimeographed, or dittoed channels of communication about their
ideas on the various branches of the linguistic sciences. These convey
the state of the art today. They are circulated to the initiated
members of the group, who then present the material in their
classes. This restricted research has developed into a large body of
material in certain areas of linguistics, but especially on syntax,
phonology, and semantics. The pedagogical implications of this are
that evaluation of course content at various universities has become
difficult. Another implication is that this material is not readily
available to all the institutions and faculty members interested in a
particular field.

In order to remedy this situation, several departments in the
Midwest have started their own in-house publications which help in
making available the current thinking of active workers in the field.
A partial list of such publications is given below; it includes only
publications from the Midwest.

Contributed Papers (Speech, Hearing, Language), Purdue
University; Indiana University Linguistic Club Publications, Indiana
University, Bloomington; Informal Working Papers in Applied
Linguistics, Ohio University; The Informant, Western Michigan
University; Minnesota Working Papers in Linguistics and the
Philosophy of Language, University of Minnesota at Minneapolis;
Natural Language Studies, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor;
Newsletter of the Department of Linguistics, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign; Occasional Papers of the WOLFENDEN Society on
Tibeto-Burman Linguistics, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign; Papers in Descriptive, Historical, and Applied English
Linguistics, University of Wisconsin at Madison; Studies in Generative
Semantics (SIGS), University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; Studies in the
Linguistic Sciences, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign;
Working Papers in Linguistics, Ohio Statc Universiity.

The Indiana University Linguistics Club plays an important role
in making such "underground" literature w:clely available. Chicago
and Illinois also make availab:c the research of their graduate
students and faculty. The Papers of the Chicago Linguistic Society
Meetings (CLS) has become an important trendsetter in the new
thinking in linguistics. At several universities in the Midwest such
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materials continue to form the basic core of the advanced courses in
linguistics.
14.0. Conclusion

In the previous sections I have presented an overview of the
earlier and contemporary trends in the teaching of linguistics and
attempted to relate these to the breakthroughs in the theories of the
linguistic sciences which were initiated in the Midwest. I have not
presented details concerning the role of linguistics in the curricula of
English departments or any other language departments. At present,
substantial or marginal course offerings in linguistics are available in
the Midwest in humanistic disciplines, in the social sciences and also
in the colleges of engineering. At several places, programs in
computer studies have linguistics-related courses. Therefore, it is
obvious that all the manifestations and orientations in the teaching of
linguistics have not been covered in this study.

The current status in the teaching of linguistics is exactly the
same as the status in the development of the linguistic sciences, one
of constant change and innovation. It seems to me that the direction
in the near future will be toward developing theoretical foundations
and methodological rigor in the teaching of applied linguistics and
interdisciplinary offerings.

NOTES

*1 gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of the executive
officers of the linguistics departments and programs in the
midwestern region for supplying me information concerning their
institutions for this survey. I owe special gratitude to Chin-Chuan
Cheng, Henry Kahane, Chin-W. Kim, Seiichi Makino, Herbert Stahlke,
and Ladislav Zgusta for providing me useful data in their areas of
specialization. My thanks are also due to S. N. Sridhar for his
assistance.

I Communication dated 10 December 1973 from Howard I.
Aronson says, "There has been no success in establishing a cl.,finite
date for the origination of the Linguistics Department. I expect it has
been an independent unit since the founding of the University, which
was in 1892, under the name of The Department of Comparative
Philology. It became Linguistics early in the 1960's."

2 Ibid.
3 Lane, George S. 1955 "Carl Darling Buck", Language 31, 181-

189. Reproduced in Portraits of Linguists: A Biographical Source Book
for the History of Western Linguistics 1746-1963, ed. by Thomas A.
Sebeok (Bloomington, Indiana University Press), Vol. II.

4 Excerpt from a communication dated 15 November 1973 from
Robert Howren, Chairman, Department of Linguistics.
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5 Excerpt from a communication dated 31 October 1973 from
William J. Gedney, Chairman, Department of Linguistics.

6 Excerpts from a communication dated 28 November 1973
supplied by the secretary, Department of Linguistics and Oriental and
African Languages.

7 Excerpts from a communication dated 13 November 1973 from
Richard A. Spears, Chairman, Department of Linguistics.

8 Excerpts from a note entitled, "An Account of the Department
of Linguistics, University of Wisconsin-Madison", supplied by
Andrew L. Sihler, Chairman, Department of Linguistics.

9 Note that several of these departments also include the
teaching of one or more Western languages. For example, Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, provides instruction in Modern Greek. Western
Michigan, in addition to some non-Western languages, also provides
instruction in Brazilian Portuguese, Serbo-Croatian, Polish, and
Latvian. At Chicago, Celtic, Georgian, Albanian, and Modern Greek are
taught in the Department of Linguistics.

10 David Lowton, Director, Interdisciplinary Major in Linguistics,
Central Michigan University, in his communication dated 22 August
1973.

11 See Bernard Bloch, "Leonard Bloomfield", Language 25 (1949),
87-98; reproduced in Sebeok 1963.

12 For a detailed discussion on the contribution of Indiana,
particularly that of Andreas Koutsoudas, see Valdman's contribution
which was planned to appear in this series.

13 See Householder, Fred W., & Sol Saporta. 1962. Problems in
Lexicography (Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University, p. v.

14 Mimeographed brochure provided by the Cunningham
Memorial Library, Department of Rare Books and Special Collections,
Indiana State University.

15 Note that currently only two institutions have courses in
machine translation, one of them being Chicago.

1 6 Interesting insights about the development of
psycholinguistics as a distinct area of research are contained in
Charles E. Osgood, "The Tale of an Eager then Lonely then Contented
Dinosaur" (in this volume).

17 These si x categories have been abstracted from the
information supplied by the executive officers of the linguistics
departments or programs. I found that these six categories were the
crucial terms used to define the theoretical focus or orientation of a
department. In certain cases, some executive officers rightly felt that
my use of the term 'contemporary', for example, was not well-
defined. But then who can define 'contemporary'? If a department
did not fall under any of these categories. I have left all the columns
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blank and presented their explanation in a footnote, for example,
Northwestern.

A few universities did not provide information on this point and
therefore have not been included in this table, for example, Ohio
State.

18 "The primary emphasis is generative-transformational,
although structural linguistics, especially phonology and morphology
is taught." (Ball State)

19 "The linguistic focus is probably 'contcmporary' rather than
'traditional' although I am not certain what you mean by these
terms." (Bethel College)

20 "The focus is bipartite." (Central Michigan)
21 "We follow more than one method or school of linguistics."

(Chicago)
22 "Our focus is contemporary. if by that you mean post-

Bloomfieldian. In fact, I like to think that it is post-Chomskyite in the
simple sense that we do not espouse any party line. I would call ours
a highly eclectic department. Here a stuclent learns not only about
TG, but also about the views of Pike, Halliday, Lamb and even
Bloomfield!" (Illinois at Chicago Circle)

23 "Although most of the linguistically oriented faculty members
are interested in contemporary developments, there is no focus in
the minor program on either contemporary or traditional linguistics."
(Indiana State)

24 ''The theoretical orientation of the department, although not
monolithic, is mainly generative-transformational." (Iowa)

25 "The range of our course offerings is pretty traditional, and is
intended to serve primarily although not exclusively, students with
interest in English. Somewhat unfortunate, but by necessity, our
courses tend toward the 'applied aspects of linguistics often at the
expense of theory. We don't call ourselves a program in applied
linguistics, but this is pretty much what we are. I guess." (Miami)

26 we have prided ourselves both back in the days of the
Interdepartmental Committee and during the last decade with a
Department, on a variety of points of view represented. We are often
called an eclectic department." ( Michigan)

27 "Our orientation is contemporary; theoretical courses adhere
essentially to the generative-transformational approach, though not
in the orthodox way. Scepticism is encouraged and members of the
department are, actively engaged in consideration of alternative5 to
established theories." (Minnesota)

28 "Our program is not so extensive that we can be said to have a
focus. We have tried to include structuralism, general semantics,
philology, communication theory, and traditional grammar, as well as
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transformational grammar and some of the later models." (Minnesota
at Duluth)

29 "I would say that the department represents both traditional
linguistics and contemporary linguistics, but perhaps with more of an
emphasis on the latter." (Northeastern)

3° "Members of the faculty are F. .1 versed in contemporary
linguistics of various types but one could say that most of us are
resistant to and weary of what someone has described as flash-in-
the-pan, provincial back -patting 'schools' of linguistics."
(Northwestern)

31 "The 'focus' [...I is certainly 'contemporary' although
'traditional' linguistics constitutes a portion of the content of various
courses." (Ohio University)

32 "...focus is in terms of contemporary linguistics for both
theoretical and applied linguistics." (Southern Illinois)

33 "Presently, our approach is non-doctrinaire." (Toledo)
34 "The focus of the Department as a whole its programs,

courses, and philosophy could be described as contemporary..."
(Western Michigan)

35 "Currently, the Department is theoretically unfocussed,
tending on all hands toward an agnosticism whose general footing is
that structuralism didn't work, and currently fashionable theories
endlessly fascinating though they are don't seem to be working
very well either. No one here,se4als to be working on either wholly
novel theories, or particularly trenchant explorations of current
theories. Since the Department is heavily data-oriented and
empirical, I would aver that its focus is, if anything, traditional."
(Wisconsin)

36 "The focus of the department is on contemporary linguistics,
and its orientation is 'generative'..." (Wisconsin at Milwaukee)

37 "...the group would have to be described as eclectic."
(Youngstone State)

38 The term 'area linguistics includes course titles such as
linguistic typology.

39 In 'Language Structure' I have included courses on the
structure of a particular language (e.g. the structure of Hindi) and
courses entitled 'language structure'.

40 By the term 'other' I mean courses which could not be
classified under the categories set up in this Table, e.g.
neurolinguistics. Note also that the numbers in the Table indicatc the
total number of courses which could be classified under each of the
categories.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix B:
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The History of the Department of Linguistics at the
University of Illinois

Henry Kahane

Introduction
In certain ways, the birth and growth of a new academic

department at a large modern University reflects changes in the
intellectual and social climate of the Nation; it thus merits a modicum
of general attention. A new discipline usually exists long before its
official recognition; it is hidden under other labels until the time
when its inherent dynamics pushes it to the fore, when, as the saying
goes, its time is ripe. The story of Linguistics at the University of
Illinois, one of those huge Midwestern state universities, is a typical
example of the process (paralleled, of course, by the history of
linguistics at various other American Universities). I shall try to tell
the story by stressing the roles and functions of the scholars,
teachers, and administrators on the local scene. The underlying
methodological credo is, obviously, my conviction that the academic
development of a new unit, particularly in its early stages, before
departmental routine has strangled the alternatives, is largely due to
the impact of individual personalities.
Bloomfieldian Prelude

An early, short-lived attempt to establish linguistics at the U. of
I. deserves interest primarily because of the one man involved.
Leonard Bloomfield (1887-1949), the central figure of the American
School of Structuralists, taught at the University from 1910 to 1921.
He was a member of the German Department, yet his bent toward
linguistic generalization was already evident in his academic title
from 1913 on, Assistant Professor of Comparative Philology and
German. It was the period in which the Urform of his influential
Language (1933) had just appeared as An Introduction to the Study
of Language (New York, 1914). The early version shows that a
mentalistic-psychological approach to language strongly influenced
by Wilhelm Wundt still dominated the curriculum which Bloomfield
had established. (After he left Illinois for Ohio, Chicago, and Yale, he
discarded the mentalistic approach for the mechanistic.) Bloomfield's
curriculum at Illinois, necessarily modest as a one-man operation,
resembled the Indo-European curricula of European universities,
which were often the domicile of linguistic theory. Bloomfield's three
courses from 1914 to 1921 bore the titles, Introduction to the Study
of Language. Comparative Philology of the Indo-European Languages,
and Sanskrit.
The Founding Fathers

The department (or group of (let, ments) in which linguistics
surfaced varied from university to university: it could be
Anthropology or Philosophy or English or Oriental Studies or Classics
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or the foreign languages. Particularly in the language departments
linguistics in some form or other had traditionally been taught,
intertwined with. a specific language: for textual interpretation; in
connection with the dreaded medieval courses, Old English, Gothic,
Old Spanish; in the framework of the teacher's pedagogical
preparation as French phonetics and Latin syntax. The main purpose
of these courses, whether historical or descriptive, was to convey
information about the target language; linguistic methods, rules, and
implications came in, so to speak, by the backdoor. At Illinois, as
elsewhere, Linguistics grew not so much from a single department as
from a constellation of them. By the mid- and late forties, we had a
group of faculty members, most of them associated with the
Linguistic Society of America, who, in their respective departments
and through common gatherings, tried to promote the "cause of
linguistics". The most active were, in Speech, Lee Hultzen (1896-
1968), oscillating between phonetics and phonemics, and Grant
Fairbanks (1911-1964), an experimental phonetician and a specialist
in the acoustics of speech; in Psychology and Communications,
Charles Osgood, the psychologist, and his faithful collaborator,
Howard Mac lay, who contributed to the concept of hesitation
phenomena; in Philosophy, Leonard Linsky (at the U. of I. from
1948-67), the semanticist; in Anthropology, Joseph Casagrande (with
us since 1960), an ethnolinguist, with a special interest in the
Amerindians, who activated the anthropologists's concern with
linguistics; and in Romance (Spanish and Italian), the present
chronicler, Henry Kahane, philologist. In terms of the general
background, the terrible event of WW 11 provccl to be a boon for
linguistics: The Linguistic Society developed the so-called Army
Method for teaching foreign languages to enlisted men, and through
applied linguistics made university communities (among them
Illinois) aware of the existence of linguistics itself.

We decided to launch a Department of Linguistics. The academic
steps, one after another, were the usual ones: (a) A small curriculum
with a director but minus a budget, using the available faculty
members on released time; (b) a modest budget for the curriculum;
(c) an officially established Department under a head and with
members still largely from other departments; and finally (d) a
regularly constituted Department. The Department's foundation was
a long affair which took about eighteen years, with objections coming
partly from administrators who doubt.ed the future of linguistics, and
partly from the language departments which often disliked both
linguistics per se and a young, dynamic, and often aggressive
competitor. We succeeded when, after many hopeful and hopeless
memoranda and frustrating notes, two deans of our Liberal Arts
College sensed the potentialities of the newcomer: Lyle Lanier and
Jack Peltason. The program of the early stage was determined, first,
by the constraint, in view of our budgetary conditions, to use just the
men and the courses available on the campus, and second, by our
consensus to balance, within the available, the various directions of
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linguistics: these were, by then, psycholinguistics, phonology and
experimental phonetics, semantics, and historical linguistics. The
addition of a theoretical linguist was the most urgent desideratum:
we had no doubt that linguistic theory would become the core of the
curriculum. By 1961, the Program in Linguistics was in existence as a
graduate program; in 1965 departmental status had been reached;
by 1974 we had 14 faculty members and 66 degree students, and we
offered 65 theoretical courses (in addition to 40 devoted to specific
languages). Linguistically oriented members of other departments
cooperated generously in the teaching of many related fields. Plans
were underway for an undergraduate major.

So far five men have played a preponderant role in the history
of our department: Henry Kahane, a historian and comparatist linking
linguistics to the humanities, the founder and first director, who put
the curriculum on its feet and established the basic design for his
successors to build on; Charles Osgood, who cooperated from the very
beginning in the founding of the Department, the widely known
creator of psycholinguistics, whose influence and prestige greatly
helped to convince the skeptics, and whose field became one of the
hallmarks of the linguistic offerings at the U. of I.; Robert Lees, the
orthodox representative of standard transformational theory, a

brilliant intellectual, the first head, who gave to the department its
decisive direction and put it on the map; Braj Kachru, our
sociolinguist, who with extraordinary energy and never-failing
gentlemanliness steered the department from its modest beginnings
to a complex and flourishing University unit; and Charles Kisseberth,
a leading neo-transformationalist, who gathers about him an
enthusiastic group of adepts trying to push back the known frontiers,
this very moment if possible. These five men (including, I apologize,
myself) have consented to portray himself and to give substance, in
this way, to the image of our Department. Nationwide, the curricula,
our surface, look very much alike; the real image of a department,
which we were asked to present. is to be found in its deep structure,
the personalities that make up the team. Therefore, the chronicler
yields to the protagonists.
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The European Emigree

Henry R. Kahane

I was born in Berlin early in our century, an Austrian in the
German world. I grew up in a milieu of literary and intellectual
stimulation: my father was a man of letters and for three decades the
literary adviser of the stage producer Max Reinhardt. My fecling for
acculturation and comparative literature developed early. From the
study of Literaturwissenschaft I turned to Romance linguistics,
attracted by the magnetic personality of Ernst Gamillscheg, a trail-
blazing genius, who, up to his death in 1971, was inexhaustible in
linguistic themes and explanations and, despite political flings, of an
incorruptible professional objectivity. Two other teachers who
sharpened my insight into the interrelatedness of language and
history and area were Max Leopold Wagner aud Gerhard Rohlfs. My
classical, Romance, and German education widened, principally
through my marriage with a scholar of Greek origin who became my
life-long co-worker, to a preoccupation with the Mediterranean, that
unique testing ground for comparative methods. These methods,
within the range of my interests, were essentially historical:
explanations stemmed from the similarities and differences between
earlier and later stages. With the political events of the Hitler period
we found a new home in Illinois. Emigration to America meant to me
(among other things, to be sure) the transfer from a diachronic state
of mind to a synchronic. Diachronic and synchronic interpretations of
the world around us go far beyond academic disciplines; they are, in
their different concern for yesterday and today, different forms of
life, and I had to adjust to the new way. In linguistic matters, the
school of the phonemicists, in high bloom in the forties and early
fifties, was a hard and interesting training for a European, and its
terse style and precise expression strongly shaped my modes of
approach and presentation. In my own studies and in cooperation
with my students, I experimented with structural analyses, often
eliciting the pattern variants through fieldwork, sometimes without
reference to meaning although usually with semantic correlates. But
my wife and I returned time and again to the Mediterranean and its
cultural conformity, most evident in its nautical parlance, and from
the Mediterranean lexicological equations we glided to the problem
of the heritage of Hellenism in the Western world. Since we came
from word studies, we approached texts with an analysis of the key
words; through these, as a point of departure, we tried to solve old
riddles of medieval magic, science, and literature. These endeavors to
exploit genetic and comparative methods for the reconstruction of
medieval humanism culminated in our derivation of the Grail myth
from Hermetism. We also attempted, on the basis of the
sociolinguistic model of lexical borrowings, to reconstruct a complex
phase of medieval history that had not been described by the work
of historians: the relations between Byzantium and thc \Vest. Sua
studies involve an interplay of numerous techniques of historical
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linguistics: the filiation and chronology of records, phonological
substitution, semantic change and semantic connotation, dialectology,
and linguistic geography and diffusion. The material and the methods
are largely linguistic but the target lies beyond the borderline of the
field: with sociolinguist lexicology, the linguist turns into a historian.

I have always loved the classroom performance. What I know
about teaching I owe to two highly educational but non-academic
experiences. For a few years, right after my doctorate, I became a
foreign correspondent in the Balkanic area for a large and prestigious
newspaper, the Berliner Tageblatt; both the pressure for lucid
phrasing and summary and a constant awareness of the reader's
level of comprehension formed a unique curriculum in Teacher
Training. As teaching has always helped me to write, so writing has
always helped me to teach. The second experience was furnished by
the theatrical milieu in which I grew up: For me, still today, the
classroom is a theatre, the teacher's desk the stage, and the teacher
himself a performer on a high level to be sure (or so we believe)
and a flop if he is not lively, stimulating, or personal, even with a
subject matter as brittle as historical grammar.

In my own comparative-historical courses I drew on the
classical. Romance, and Germanic languages using them as a vehicle
for an introduction to the many forms of diachronic analysis. Within
the Department of Linguistics we soon expanded into the area in
which the techniques of reconstruL.tion can best be developed, Indo-
European linguistics, and we were fortunate in finding three co-
workers who approached the problems in their personal ways:
Antonio Tovar (with us from '61 to '68, when he left for Tubingen), a
many-sided Spaniard, classicist, philologist, grammarian, etymologist,
Celtiberianist, Euskarianist, Myceneanist, and Amerindianist; Ladislas
Zgusta (who came in '71, taking over my chair), of Czech background
and training, again a most versatile, most learned, most productive
scholar, covering such fields as onomastics, lexicology, dialectology,
and machine translation, such languages as Sanskrit, Chinese and
Hittite with the other tongues of ancient Asia Minor; and finally a
scholar of the younger generation, Hans Henrich Hock, who
specializes in the generative analysis of historical problems, with
application to a wide range of languages. Zgusta and Hock represent
today's historical linguistics.

(Received December 1974.)
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The Tale of an Eager then Lonely then Contented Dinosaur*

Charles E. Osgood

In his instructions to the contributor to this section on the
development of psycholinguistics in the Middle West, Henry Kahane
explicitly requested that "the technique of the self-portrait should
dominate, not in 'Who-is-Who's style'... but rather as an intellectual
history of the portrayee." Although I'm not much of a portrait artist,
this should be fun, and I'll daub away at will. Since I was
intermittently, and at such times, intimately, involved in the
evolution of linguistics at Illinois as well, my picture will have
several reflecting facets a bit surrealistic, no doubt. The theme for
psycholinguistics is marital engagement, marriage, divorce, and
reengagement and an introspective little dinosaur (there were
little dinosaurs, you know) will, of necessity, be the main character.
A Confession and an Awakening

As a baby dinosaur I was teethed on Meaning by a dentist
grandfather who had always wanted to be a professor. He fed me
rare words and then gave me money to buy jelly-beans when I used
them correctly in sentences. Later, around the age of 10, my aunt
gave me Roget's Thesaurus perhaps to even the odds with Grampa
0. a bit and I remember having vivid dreams about multi-colored
word-points distributed in clusters in an endless space. After an
entirely murky spell in grammar school (spent more in reading
Tarzan books and science fiction magazines than in school work), I
found myself as Editor of both the weekly newspaper and the
monthly magazine at Brookline High School, near Boston. I
contributed several short stories to The Challenge, as the magazine
was called. The Thesaurus came in very handy, and I went off to
Dartmouth College convinced that I was destined to become, not a
dinosaur but, a newspaper man and novelist.

But in my sophomore year at Dartmouth I took Introductory
Psychology and then an advanced course in Experimental Psychology
from a man who was to become both a mentor and a father figure for
me Ted Karwoski. Karwoski was a scholar-scientist with unusual
sensitivity, eclecticism in research pursuits (from Purkinje after-
images to visual-auditory synesthesia), and an enviable capacity to
think about the same problem on several levels at once. The young
dinosaur had found what he wanted: a field that offered the right
balance between rigor and creativity. My undergraduate thesis (we
had them then) was a combination of laboratory work on auditory-
visual-verbal synesthesia (or metaphor) and cross-cultural study of
parallel polarities (e.g., between white-black, up-down, good-bad,
and supraordinate-subordinatc) in the medical, religious and other
facets of the cultures of about ten human societies (based on field
reports by others, of course).
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I wonder how common it is for the schema of one's scholarly life
to be set in his undergraduate years; this certainly was the case for
me a focus on meaning. At Yale I got swept up in the monumental
edifice of learning theory that Clark Hull was building. I believed
that, with appropriate extensions, such a theory could handle Man's
most complex behaviors, including language but my focus was still
on meaning. With a Ph.D. under his belt (1945: thesis title,
Meaningful Similarity and Interference in Learning), this dinosaur-
to-be began teaching at the University of Connecticut and writing
drafts of chapters for what was to be the last graduate-level text in
experimental psychology written by a single hand.'

In 1949 came the bonanza that every young scholar prays for:
an invitation to a major university at a tenwed level and rare in
those days with half-time explicitly for research in a newly formed
Institute for Communications Research at the University of Illinois.

Confession
At Illinois I went busily to work on both the (learning theory)

nature of meaning and the (semantic differential technique)
measurement of meaning, and with a growing group of interested
colleagues and graduate students things went along at an exciting
pace. But I must confess that at this time except for the work of
Charles Morris in semiotics I didn't have the foggiest idea of what
scholars in otkler fields were thinking and doing about language
behavior. Specifi:ally, as to LINGUISTS, I had only a vague notion that
they were stranAe, bearded, bird-like creatures who inhabited the
remoter regions of libraries, babbling in many exotic languages and
constructing dictionaries for them hardly fit companions for a
robust, rigorous and objective young dinosaur! Of course, it was true
that at that time few linguists had much interest in meaning my
own focus but there were some who did (Jakobson and Weinreich,
for examples) and there was much else they were doing about
language that was certainly relevant. The alinguistic state of my
awareness is evident from a perusal of the last chapter (title.
"Language Behavior") of my graduate text, Method and Theory in
Experimental Psychology: it is devoid of references to the works of
linguists (the possible exception being Benjamin Lee Whorf).
Awakening

In the summer of 19512 the Social Science Research Council
sparked by Jack Carroll (attuned to linguistics via his tutelage under
Whorf) and supported by John W. Gardner (a psychologist, then with
the Carnegie Corporation of New York, and later to become secretary
of HEW, and still later organizer of Common Cause sponsored a
summer conference of linguists and psychologists at Cornell
University. The linguists were Fred Agard, Tom Sebeok and Stan
Newman and the psychologists were Jack Carroll, Dick Solomon and
by a bit of a fluke Charles Osgood.3 I say "fluke" because Bernard
Ricss, a psychologist who had been doing studies on semantic
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generalization as a function of age, was the original invitee but had to
withdraw (for reasons I can't recall). Since I had already been
awarded an SSRC Research Fellowship (for support of the semantic
differential studies), I was invited to be his substitute and frankly,
in part because of the attractiveness of a summer in the hills and by
the lakes of Ithaca I readily accepted. I often wonder how the
course of my scientific life would have run if this "fluke," and all that
followed from it, had not happened. It is at least quite certain that I
wouldn't be writing this paper of remembrances for this volume. In
any case, that summer was an eye-opener: not only were the
linguists NOT either polyglots or lexicographers, but they WERE robust,
rigorous and objective and mayt e more so than the young
dinosaur!

As a result of that summer's meeting and with the continuing
push of Jack Carroll and the support of John Gardner the SSRC
established a new Committee on Linguistics and Psychology in
October of 1952. The initial membership was as follows: Charles E.
Osgood (psychologist and, for reasons I can't fathom, ,hairman); John
B. Carroll (psychologist, Harvard); Floyd Lounsbury (ethnolinguist,
Yale); George A. Miller (psychologist, MIT); and Thomas A. Sebeok
(linguist, Indiana). Joseph B. Casagrande was officially the SSRC staff
representative on this committee, but in matter of fact he served
more as a regular member.4 George Miller resigned from the
committee at the end of the first year, and Joseph H. Greenberg
(ethnolinguist, Columbia) and James J. Jenkins (psychologist,
Minnesota) were added in the fall of 1953. This turned out to be a
very busy little committee and, as Howard Maclay (1973, p. 596)
notes in his history of relations between linguistics and
psycholinguistics, contributed significantly to what he calls T he
Formative Period of the relationship (in the 1950's). Maclay's other
two stages are The Linguistic Period (in the 1960's) and T he
Cognitive Period (so far into the 1970's): these correspond to my
Engagement, Marriage, and Re-engagement phases below.
The Engagement

One of the first steps taken by this new Committee was to plan
and sponsor a research seminar on psycholinguistics, this being held
during the summer of 1953 on the campus of Indiana University
when and where, not by chance, the Linguistic Institute was also
having its summer session. In his foreword to the monograph that
resulted from this seminar (Psycholinguistics: A Survey of Theory
and Research Problems, 1954),5 John Gardner says, correctly, that the
seminar "... set itself to the task of examining three different
approaches to the language process (and their relationships): (1) the
linguist's conception of language as a structure of systematically
interrelated units, (2) the learning theorist's conception of language
as a system of habits relating signs to behavior, and (3) the
information theorist's conception of language as a means of
transmitting information... (as well as) to examine a variety of
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research problems in psycholinguistics with a view to developing
possible experimental approaches to them (p. x)." The senior
participants were Greenberg, Jenkins, Lounsbury, Osgood, and
Sebeok, with Jack Carroll, Eric Lenneberg, and Joe Casagrande
participating for a period of two weeks and with occasional visitors
for briefer periods Grant Fairbanks, E. M. Uhlenbeck, John Lotz, and
Werner Leopold. Graduate-student participants for the whole
summer were Susan Ervin, Donald Walker and Kelly Wilson
(psychologists) and Leonard Newmark and Sol Saporta (linguists).

According to one impartial chronicler (A. Richard Diebold, Jr.,
1965), "within a year or two of its appearance, this monograph
became the charter for psycholinguistics, firmly establishing the
discipline's name. It so successfully piqued the interest of linguists
and other behavioral scientists that the volume itself was soon out of
print, and also became notoriously difficult to obtain second-hand, or
even in libraries (p. 208)." And Sol Saporta was in 1961 to edit the
first "... long-awaited reader, Psycho linguistics: A Book of Readings ...
(which was ) also a testament to the fact that there (was) an ever-
growing number of university courses variously titled 'psychology of
language,"psycholinguistics,"linguistic psychology,' etc. (p. 208)."
According to another observer (Howard Mac lay, 1973), "the
Formative Period was characterized by extremely good relations
between psychologists and linguists. This happy state of affairs had
two major sources: a common commitment to an operationalist
philosophy of science, and a division of labor that prevented a
number of potential difficulties from becoming overt ... linguists were
assigned the 'states of messages,' while psychologists assumed
responsibility for the 'states of communicators' and, by default, 'the
processes of encoding and decoding (pp. 570-71)."

The thrust of the continuing SSRC Committee on Linguistics and
Psychology is evident in the other projects and seminars it supported
during the 1950's: (I) a "Southwest Project on Comparative
Psycho linguistics" (centered at the University of New Mexico,
summer, 1954);6 (2) a conference on Bilingualism (Columbia
University, 1954); (3) another conference on Techniques of Content
Analysis (University of Illinois, 1955); (4) yet another on Associative
Processes in Verbal Behavior (University of Minnesota, 1955); (5)
and yet another on Dimensions of Meaning Analytic and
Experimental Approaches (1956);7 (6) a very impressive, large-scale
conference on Style in Language organized by Tom Sebeok (Indiana
University, 1958); (7) a summer seminar on the Psycho linguistics of
Aphasia (Boston Veterans Administration Hospital, 1958); and a
conference on Language Universals (Dobbs Ferry, New York, 1961).8
Ah, happy eager dinosaur! Now reaching maturity, he had
participated in the full kaleidoscope of these SSRC activities, and
Spring was turning into what HAD to be a Golden Summer.
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Psycholinguistics at Illinois in the 1950's
Our eager dinosaur was also very busy on his home grounds at

Illinois. During this decade there were a series of theoretical papers
elaborating my own version of Neo-behaviorism and its relevance for
understanding human perceptual, motivational and semantic
processes, in general as well as in language behavior per se: "The.
Nature and Measurement of Meaning" (1952) which demonstrated
the abject wrong-headedness, of course, of everything psychologists
had previously done in trying to measure that elusive thing called
'meaning'; "Behavior Theory and the Social Sciences" (1956) mainly
argued for the power of a two-stage mediation theory for
underpinning the social sciences generally, via its incorporation of
meaning, but also introduced my three-stage model with its
"integration level" on both sensory and motor sides of the behavioral
equation; "A Behavioristic Analysis of Perception and Meaning as
Cognitive Phenomena" (1957a) and "Motivational Dynamics of
Language Behavior" (1957b) both of which further elaborated on
the necessity of a three-stage (or level) model, if behavior theory
was to incorporate gestalt-like perceptual and equivalent motor (cf.
Lashley, 1951) skill integrations; "A Question of Sufficiency" (1958)
a highly critical review of Skinner's (1957) Verbal Behavior, mainly
on the grounds of his complete failure to handle meaning; and
"Cognitive Dynamics in the Conduct of Human Affairs" (1960)
which was an excursion into the dynamics of congruence and
incongruence ("psycho-logic") in human thinking and sentencing.9

While all this was going on in my own thinking, our little group
of psycholinguists at Illinois was busily pushing the developing
Semantic Differential Technique (SD for short) into various nooks and
crannies of the social sciences:10 into the affective thinking that
characterizes the "authoritarian personality" (by George Suci, 1952,
my first Ph.D.); the prediction and measurement of attitude change
(by Percy Tannenbaum, 1953); the nature of dream symbolism (C.
Scott Moss, 1953); into the role of source credibility in mass media
communications (Jean Kerrick, 1954); the semantics of passive sonar
signals (Laurence Solomon, 1954); the nature and measurement of
interpersonal identification (Lionel Lazowick, 1954); application of
the SD to the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) cards (Margaret
Reeves, 1954); into the semantic factor structures of schizophrenics
(Joan Bopp, 1955); the development of assigned meanings in the
context of meaningful adjectives (Joan Dodge, 1955); the semantics of
advertising (William Mindak, 1955); the semantic structure of
aesthetic judgments of visual art (William Tucker, 1955). And in
1954 Zella Luria and I published our blind (SD) analysis of a case of
triple personality the case that was to become famous as "The
Three Faces of Eve." Of course, our psycholinguistic interests were not
limited to SD research: Kellogg Wilson's (1954) thesis was on an
extension of information theory and statistics; Wilson Taylor's (1955)
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thesis was an intensive evaluation of his "Cloze Procedure" in
information theory terms.

In these days, when so much of research is ''administered"
senior people like myself having practically nothing to do with it
between original designing and terminal writing-up it is a real
pleasure to look back on those early days at Illinois whc:n we
literally lived and breathed our research from morning to night I

used to be my own first "guinea pig" (not impossible for a small
dinosaur!) in every experiment, to try to get the "seat of the pants"
feel for what might go on in the real subjects' heads. In the midst of
doing one experiment, others were always aborning over cOffee,
over sandwiches and beer, and even over cocktails and dinner, much
to the amusement, but never irritation, of our spice. I am minded of
an enlarged photograph on the wall of my office which caught Percy
Tannenbaum and "myself, glasses in hand, in animated mid-flight
over something or other and a caption had been appended, reading
"BUT THERE MUST BE A MEDITATION PROCESS!" Al Heyer and I spent an
hilarious weekend, practically without sleep, constructing a
monstrous three-dimensional distance model with colored balls and
wooden dowels to represent the meaningful similarities among 40
facial expressions of emotions. I still have that old model in my
office, but ANGER and BITTERNESS have fallen off, and SURPRISE has
somehow gotten attached to ADORATION by a bemused janitor, no
doubt.

In the comparatively brief period from 1950 through 1955
some 70 studies were completed, and in the summer of that year the
Osgood family took off on its first sabbatical in Tucson, Arizona.
Packed into the trunk of our second-hand Buick Roadmaster (freshly
painted in Dartmouth Green) was everything psychological about
meaning and the measurement thereof that I could put my hands on.
My sabbatical job was to put into one document all the diverse things
we'd been doing on the development and application of SD technique

first with generous support from the University of Illinois Research
Board and later from the Social Science Research Council. As each
section was completed, I would whip it off to George Suci and Percy
Tannenbaum, now on our Institute staff and my closest colleagues in
this exploration of semantic space. They showed copies of some of
the earlier chapters to the editor of the University of Illinois Press
(Miodrag Muntyan), and he suggested making a book of it. So The
Measurement of Meaning (Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum) was
published in 1957. Because it had originally been planned as merely
a research report, the first hard-cover edition didn't even have an
index so I firmly recommend the later paperback edition (which
DOES have an index) to anyone interested in sampling this early work.

To the enduring ama7ement of Osgood. Suci, and Tannenbaum,
this little book proved to be one of the best sellers on the University
of Illinois Press list.
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Linguistics at Illinois in the 1950's
Professors in disparate fields are often brought into contact by

students they share. This is what happened between Henry Kahane
and myself. I had only met Henry socially a couple of times by 1953,
but when plans for the st..nmer psycholinguisties seminar were
taking form I asked for his recommendation of a linguistics graduate
student at Illinois who would profit from and contribute to this
enterprise and he suggested Sol Saporta. Not only did Sol
contribute most solidly, but he continued to work closely with our
psycholinguistics group while completing his thesis under Kahane.] I
It was during another large conference at Indiana in the incredibly
hot and humid summer of 1955 this one on Anthr000logy and
Linguistics12 that Kahane and I began, during our commatings back
and forth between Urbana and Bloomington, to talk about getting a
Ph.D. program in linguistics underway at Illinois. Although there
were students specializing in this field, there was no degree-granting
pathway for them to follow (for example Saporta's Ph.D. was in
Spanish Linguistics).

I spent the academic year 1958-59 as a fellow in the Center for
Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Palo Alto. I had
proposed to spend that year doing the first-drafting of a book to be
titled after my graduate text in experimental psychology with the
Oxford Press Method and Theory in Psycho linguistics. I actually did
just about everything but: finished the final drafting of Approaches
to the Study of Aphasia (jointly edited by Murray Miron and myself),
had long discussions with George Miller and others about Chomsky's
new Syntactic Structures (1957),13 did research with Albert Hastorf
on predicting the meanings of facial expressions fused in a
stereoscope, joined Ed Dozier and Ian Waterhouse in a two-week
field-trip to the Grand Canyon area to apply new psycholinguistic
techniques to the study of kinship with Hopi and Hopi-Tewa Indian
subjects and MAINLY, given the example of psychiatrist Jerome
Frank (who happened to have the Center "cell" next to mine), I

worked on problems of applying psychological theory to
international relations, ending up with what was to be acronymed
GRIT (Graduated and Reciprocated Initiatives in Tension-reduction
cf. An Alternative to War or Surrender, 1902).

But by the end of the 1950's the distant mutterings of a
scientific revolution were in the air impelled by Chomsky's
generative and transformational grammar (1957 ) certainly in
linguistics and possibly in cognitive psychology, too. In the preface to
his Psycholinguistics (1901) Sol Saporta was to say: "... all attempts
by psychologists to describe 'grammaticality' exclusively in terms of
habit strength (etc.) ... seem inadequate ... to account for some of the
most obvious facts of language (p. v )." In 1959 Chomsky wrote a
carefully documented and scathing review of Skinner's Verbal
Behavior (1957) never responded to by Skinner himself and this
was to have cumulative impact on many psycholinguists. Perhaps
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because our dinosaur was confidently mature, had a much more
complex behavior theory, and, indeed, had written a highly critIcal
review of Skinner himself, he was not particularly disturbed and
kept right on nuzzling along and munching away at his semantic
daisies.
The Marriage

While at the Center in Palo Alto in 1958-59 George Miller,
Eugene Galanter and Karl Pribram were working on their Plans and
the Structure of Behavior, to be published in 1960; it was heavily
influenced by Chomsky and included a chapter on "Plans for
Speaking." This was followed by Miller's important paper titled
"Some Psychological Studies of Granunar" (1962) and soon thereafter
by a small flood of papers by Miller, his students and others testing
the psychological reality (in terms of effects upon processing time,
memory and the like) of grammatical structures and transformations.
The consummation of this intimate relation between linguistics and
psychology was symbolized by two chapters in the Handbook of
Mathematical Psychology (1963) written jointly by Chomsky and
Miller: "Introduction to the Formal Analysis of Natural Languages"
(Chomsky and Miller) and "Finitary Nlodels of Language Users"
(Miller and Chomsky).

The distant mutterings of revolution were becoming heavy
rumblings of imminent paradigm clash. In concluding their debate
with Martin Braine over the learning of grammatical ordering of
words in sentences, Bever, Fodor, and Weksel (1965) felt themselves
able to say: "As the empirical basis for assuming an abstract
underlying structure in language becomes broader and the
explanatory power of that assumption becomes deeper, w e
recommend to all psychologists that they seriously question the
adequacy of any theory of learning that cannot account for the fact
that such structures are acquired (p. 500, italics theirs, not mine)."

By the middle 1960's even the middle-aged dinosaur in his
daisy patch was beginning to eye the ominous storm with some
concern. But he was still eager and busy, and as such things are
measured he was successful in his profession and therefore quite
confident. In 1960 he received the award for distinguished scientific
contribution of the American Psychological Association for his studies
of meaning and in 1962 he was elected president of that
A ssoci ation.14 So early in 1963 I began to worry about what I should
say to my fellow psychologists. I went through a period of intense
ambivalence about this: on the one hand, since my year at the Center
at Palo Alto I had been giving top priority to strategies of
international relations in a nuclear age (from 1960 through 1963 I

must have averaged about 20 lectures, seminars, etc. per year on
GRIT as a rational strategy), and I knew that most of my potential
audience expected a tough policy speeLli on this major social issue; on
the other hand, I felt a strong urge to follow the tradition of most
past presidents of A PA and talk about the most crucial scientific
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issues in my own specialty even if to a much smaller audience as
far as comprehension was concerned. I took the latter course, and the
title of my address, "On Understanding and Creating Sentences,"
indicates what I thought was the most crucial issue for
psycholinguistics.

I can thank Noam Chomsky (remotely) and Jerry Fodor
(intimately) for not letting my "success" make me complacent. I have
always been a believer in bringing the opposition up close both to
keep in touch with their ideas and to bounce my ideas off them. So
when I met Fodor at Oxford University in the spring of 1961, I
decided to invite him to Illinois as a Visiting Professor; he came in
the fall of 1962, on a joint appointment in our Institute of
Communications Research and the Department of Philosophy. He sat
in on my seminar on psycholinguistics (if you could imagine Jerry
just "sitting in" on anything; bouncing between floor and ceiling
would be more like it!), and several of the students in the seminar
told me it was the most exciting course they had ever had. In 1969 I
was able to attract William F. Brewer here from Iowa via
Minnesota and he performed the Devil's Advocate role most ably
and amiably.

Oh, how the dinosaur worked on that APA address! By the
middle of the summer of 1963 (and only a few weeks before the
convention) he had pounded out a small book of 204 double-spaced
pages that had to be paired down to about 36 deliverable pages. The
full version was never published I was not really satisfied with it

but much of it was predictive of the path our dinosaur would be
following through the next decade. By 1966 the conflict between
competing psycholinguistic paradigms had reached what Thomas
Kuhn (1962) terms the "crisis" stage in scientific revolutions. Fodor
(1965) had published a paper titled "Could Meaning Be an rm ?" ,

explicitly aimed at 0. Hobart Mowrer but obviously including me, to
which I replied (Osgood, 1966); it claimed to reduce neo-behaviorist
two-stage mediation theories to single-stage Ski nnerian theory,
hence rendering them heir to all of the inadequacies claimed by
Chomsky (1959). In the spring of 1966, at the University of
Kentucky, there was a conference with an innocent-enough sounding
topic, Verbal Behavior and the General Behavior Theory. This was
published in 1968 under the same title (Dixon and Horton, editors).
Particularly in the session on Psycholinguistics, the prepared papers
by "revolutionaries" Bever, Fodor, Garrett, and McNeill constituted a
frontal attack on behaviorism and associationism generally. As
discussant of these papers, I found myself in the unenviable and
unfamiliar role of defending The Establishment. The title of my
discussion, "Toward a Wedding of Insufficiences," is indicative of my
ambivalence in this role. And I was beginning to realize that I WAS
the dinosaur!

This is not the place to go into a detailed analysis of the issue of
revolutions vs, pendula swings (however, see the chapter by the title
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in my forthcoming Prolegomena to a Behavioral Theory of Cognizing
and Sentencing). But my conclusion from making such an analysis is
that, although the impact of Chomsky on linguistics was certainly a
revolution in Kuhnian terms, this has not been the case for his impact
upon cognitive psychology (or even psycholinguistics). Why? Because
it has not met the criteria which distinguish revolutions from mere
pendula swings in the competition between viable paradigms: (1)
there has been no attempt to incorporate solutions to problems
successfully handled by the old paradigm; (2) the old paradigm has
not been shown to be insufficient IN PRINCIPLE; (3) there has been no
new paradigm to SHIFT TO in the sense of a well-motivated,
internally coherent alternative theory of language performance.
There has been a SHIFT AWAY FROM behaviorism in any form, but in
the absence of any alternative paradigm this would be better called a
"revulsion" than a "revolution." Mac lay (1973, p. 579) notes that the
responses of "... psychologists who had a vested interest in research
on language ... fell into the three familiar categories of AVOIDANCE,
CONVERSION, and COMPROMISE ... their overwhelming response was
conversion ... (and) the quasi-religious nature of scientific conversion
required that those who had seen the light should condemn
everything connected with their erroneous views they had
previously held."

Mac lay also points out (pp. 579-80) that in a clash between
paradigms the middle ground becomes very insecure, and he kindly
comments that "Osgood was the only major psychologist who
continued to take linguistics seriously but who rejected some of its
implications for psycholinguistics ... (particularly) the assumption of
the centrality of grammar. While acknowledging the success of
transformationalism as a linguistic theory and insisting that his
students be trained in linguistics, he continued to argue that a
revised version of behavior theory was, at the least, an essential
component of an adequate psycholinguistic theory." But it was a
rather lonesome old dinosaur who kept offering his daisies at the
shrine of a near-deserted (if still viable) paradigm in the late 1960's.
What was particularly disturbing to him was that, given the
prevalent liturgy that Chomsky had demolished Skinner and Fodor
had reduced Osgood to Skinner, thereby demolishing him as well
many young psycholinguists didn't even bother to read what Osgood
himself had to say. The old dinosaur even sent some of his best
students (after helping guide them to their Ph.D.'s) to serve at the
shrine of the opposing paradigm at MIT Merle Garrett and then, for
briefer periods, Ken Forster and John Limber.
Psycho linguistics at Illinois in the 1960's

But this period was another busy one on thc home ground, and
the dinosaur didn't have much time to brood about possible
paradigms lost. For one thing, the extension of the SD technique
cross-culturally and cross-linguistically began in 1960, and the
number of communities involved around the world increased
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steadily from six to about 25 during the decade accompanied by a
steadily increasing local (some 10 staff and graduate-student
assistants) and foreign (from a dozen or so colleagues to nearly 60)
co-workers, increasingly long periods traveling abroad by the
Principal Investigator (the friendly dinosaur), and exponentially (it
seemed) increasing correspondence. Nevertheless, he kept a talon or
two in psycholinguistics more generally: while the running debate
with Fodor, Bever, et al. was going on, there was a study on the
semantics of communication via facial expressions (Osgood, 1966)
and two papers jointly with Hastorf and Ono (1966) and Ono and
Hastorf (1966) on predicting the meanings of facial expressions fused
in a stereoscope from the meanings of the component faces. Whose
face? Why the genial dinosaur's, of course! A major thrust was
toward development of a procedure for discovering semantic
features other than the semantic differential; working first with Ken
Forster in Hawaii (second sabbatical, 1964-65) and then with
Marilyn Wilkins back at Illinois, a "semantic interaction technique"
was evaluated a technique in which the appositeness,
permissibility or anomaly of word-pairs in phrases (e.g., !plead with
humbly, °plead with sincerely, *plead with tolerantly) were judged
by native speakers and the pattern of judgments analysed factorially
to determine the features operating (cf. Osgood, 1970a, 1970b). And
there was a little piece with Jerry Boucher ("The Pollyanna
Hypothesis," Boucher and Osgood, 1969) that used our cross-cultural
data to test certain hypotheses relating to linguistic and affective
marking.

Throughout the decades from 1950 to 1970 the Institute of
Communications Research was the focus of psycholinguistics at
Illinois, often with joint appointments in Psychology, and the
continuing grants from NIMEI and NSF for the cross-cultural projects
also supported both staff and graduate students specializing in this
field. Osgood was Director of the Institute from 1955 through 1965,
when Howard Mac lay took over. And James Carey was to become
Director in the 1970's. Murray Miron was Co-director of the cross-
cultural project and a "resident psycholinguist" during the early
1960's; Leon Jakobovits took over the same role in the middle to late
1960's; since then William H. May, truly my right arm (as chief
programmer, data analyst and budget manager), has served as Co-
director since 1969. Danny Steinberg was with us for a couple of
years in the mid-60's as a post doctoral student from Hawaii.

Brief citations of the topics of the doctoral theses of my students
during this decade will document the gradual shift of focus from
words to sentences:1S Murray Miron's thesis (1960) was a cross-
cultural study of cognitive interaction among words, colors and
forms; Ken Forster (1964) compared the difficulties of completing
left-deleted vs. right-deleted sentences (left-deleted, of course, were
harder for English speakers, but later Ken extended this study to
speakers of Turkish, a left-branching language, and found the same
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difference, but less in amount); Merle Garrett (1965), working then
at MIT under Fodor, did one of the earliest studies on the subjective
displacement of clicks in one ear as a function of the syntactic
structures of sentences received in the other ear; Dogan Cuceloglu
(1967) one of the five or six young people so far who first worked
as field staff on our world-wide project and then came to Illinois for
advanced degrees did a three-culture study of the communicative
components of facial expressions; John Limber (1968) did a three-
mode factorial study of the functions of sentence-frame, noun, and
adjective features in determining the acceptability of resulting
sentences; James E. Martin (1968) made a theoretical and empirical
study of the determinants of prenomi nal adjective ordering; and
Tulsi Saral (1969) returned to the domain of facial, gestural and
postural communication, but now between live humans in
interpersonal interactions.
Disillusion and Divorce

The marriage between fi ngui sties and psycholinguistics in the
1960's might better be called an elopement or perhaps even an
abduction because it was a very one-sided affair. The intuitions of
generative linguists were to provide a theory of Competence, or
knowledge that native speakers have of their language, and the
wifely psycholinguists were to cook up experiments on Perforniance
designed to demonstrate empirically the validity of such a theory of
how the mind works in sentenci ng. Th is presumed a direct
Correspondence Hypothesis (Hayes, 1970) "that the sequence of
rules used in the grammatical derivation of a sentence that is, the
der:vational history of the sentence corresponds step by step to
the sequence of psychological processes that are executed when a
person processes the sentence (p. 5 )." a Learning a language was
equated with the acquisition of its syntax, and semantics took a back
seat. Since it seemed inconceivable that such an incredibly complex
capability as a transformational grammar could be learned in the
incredibly short period of three or four years, it was assumed that
much of it must be innate universal to humans and specific to
language.

Although the early psycholinguistic studies of sentence
processing by George Mil ler (1962) and his students and associates
seemed to give credence to such a Correspondence Hypothesis, even
by the mid-60's sufficient contrary evidence had accumulated to lead
Fodor and Garrett (1966, p. 162) to say "... an acceptable theory of
the telation between competence and performance models will have
to represent that relation as abstract, the degree of abstractness
being proportional to the failure of formal features of derivations to
correspond to performance variables." In the absence of ANY
character;zation of this "abstract" relation, of course, all this does is to
remove competence grammar from the danger of being disconfirmed
by performance data.
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Ti,e denouement of the Competence/Performance distinction, in
my opinion, came at a symposium on Cognition and the Development
of Language held in 1968 at Carnegie-Mellon University, the papers
being subsequently published under the same title in 1970 (Hayes,
editor) particularly in the contributions of William C. Watts ("On
Two Hypotheses Concerning Psycho linguistics") and Thomas G. Bever
("The Cognitive Basis for Linguistic Structures"). Watts first
demolished (to his satisfaction, as well as mine) the hypothesis that a
Competence Gra:itmar, derived from the intuitions of linguists, could
be isomorphic with what he terms a deeper Mental grammar i.e.,
that Competence could describe how the mind works in
understanding and creating sentences; 7 he then proposed the
hypothesis that what he terms an Abstract Performance Grammar
must be isomorphic with the deeper Mental Grammar and although
he was rather vague about the nature of this APG, it is clear that a
theory of "how the mind works in sentencing" is to come from
abstracting about the performances of speakers, particularly
children. The main theme of Bever's paper was that performance, at
least in part, determines ultimate linguistic Competence; "many
aspects of adult language derive from the interaction of grammar
with the child's processes of learning and using language (1970, p.
280)," and after demonstrating this in a variety of language
processing situations, he concluded that we must "... reject the claim
that a linguistic grammar is in any sense internal to such linguistic
performances as talking and listening (p. 344 )."
Re-engagement

Needless to say, the elderly dinosaur in his daisy patch was
following these developments with great interest, and even the
casual observer could see the brightening gleam in his eye and the
increasing vigor with which he flicked his tail. By the early 1970's he
had discovered a new field of semantic daisies ones that grew in a
wondrous variety of little trees made up of chains of linked blooms
and he fed upon them with relish whi le he refurbished and
expanded the shrine for his paradigm. The denouement of the
Competence/Performance distinction had (some might say
paradoxically) paved the way for a new, more balanced, and
potentially very productive relation between linguists and
psycholinguists in what Maclay (1973) has called The Cognitive
Period of the 1970's.

And in the Midwest the old dinosaur and his companions have
also been moving happily into this new relationship. He contributed a
paper titled "Where Do Sentences Come From?" to the Steinberg-
Jakobovits collection (Semantics, 1971 ); the main point was to
demonstrate that there is an intimate inte,action between non-
linguistic and linguistic channels in the process of Simply Describing
ordinary events, and hence that these channels must share some
deeper cognitive level that cannot, in principle, be characterized by
LINGUISTIC constructs and rules." The dinosaur and one of his friends
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even invaded the heartland of the linguistic domain by puHishing an
article in Language (Osgood and Richards, 1973) titled "From Yang
and Yin to And or But," in which laws of cognitive congruence and
incongruence were used to predict the discriminative use of these
conjunctions in simple conjoined sentences of the form X is ADJ1

ADJ2 (e.g., X is sweet kind or X is cowardly
honest) frames which, linguistically speaking, will accept either
and or but. A wife-and-husband team, Sara and William Smith, .
demonstrated in their theses that a priori semantic features intuited
on a behavior-theory basis were, indeed, predictive of the speed of
completing skeleton words (Sara. 1971) when given cue words
varying in feature overlap with the skeletons (e.g., completing X
LO T when given BULLY and IMPOSE ON vs. WARN, varying in
feature similarity to EXPLOIT) and predictive of falsely recognizing
as "old" new interpersonal verbs in long lists as a function of feature
similarity (William, 1972).

In the spring of 1972, after I got back from several long trips
around the world in connection with the continuing cross-cultural
project which was becoming something like a dinosaur having a
bear by the tail! what we call our Cog Group began to hold regular
idea-suggesting and idea-critiquing sessions, first with a small group
of my own graduate students and psycholinguist colleague, Bill
Brewer, and later with an expanded group of students in several
fields and two lively young linguists at Illinois, Georgia Green and
Jerry Morgan. Combining my type of componential mediation theory
(semantics) with liberal dashes of intuition about meanings of
entities and their action and stative relations (syntax) in pre-
linguistic behavior, we were trying to build a fresh conception of
"where sentences come from and go to" or, going back to Watts'
notions about the characterization of the deep Mental Grammar, you
could say that we were trying to build an APG (Abstract Performance
Grammar) on a psychological as well as a linguistic basis.19 Oh, these
Cog Group sessions have been exciting for the old dinosaur down-
right rejuvenating, in fact! And they are good intellectual fun
particularly, I guess, when the old fellow tries to put on his baby
booties and intuit how his pre-linguistic world was structured
cognitively.

A number of recent theses and research papers were generated
by these Cog Group sessions, and they pretty well portray the nature
of our new thrust: Rumjahn lioosain's thesis (1973) confirmed the
prediction that cogs20 encoded from the perceptual channel (e.g., two
outline facial expressions) as well as cogs across perceptual and
linguistic channels (e.g., a smiling face and "I flunked the exam") will
display the same processing difficulties as functions of (a) negativz..
affect and (b) incongruence as do conjoined sentential cogs. In
another study titled "The Processing of Negation," Iloosain (1974)
demonstrated the same effects for simple linguistic cogs, ako to be
conjoined by and or but, and added a third negativity factor, the
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number of explicit nots. In her thesis (1973) Gordana Opacic explored
the psycholinguistics of various modes of conjoining cognitions, in
terms of types (Simple Junction. Sequence, Cause, Cause and
Sequence, Intention), in terms of forms (basic, centered and or but
and their extensions like and so, but still then, and the like, vs.
displaceable adverbials like before, because, and in order to), and in
terms of displacement of adverbials and clause order and
predictions based on assumptions about "naturalness" (based on
intuited pre-linguistic experiences) were confirmed. Tom Hewett
(1973) tackled the problem of presuppositions, confirming the
prediction that, since the theory says that presuppositions of
sentences are cognized and stored at the time of comprehending
them, along with the given sentence, subjects should falsely
"recognize" the presuppositions but not control statements using the
same words. Meridith Richards (1974) tested the hypothesis that, in
both comprehending and producing triplets of prenominal adjectives
in the context of displays of object-sets, both adults and children
would order the adjectives according to the abstractness (frequency-
of-usage) of the semantic features they tap with generally
supportive results.
And so, the old dinosaur is contented but neither complacent nor
satisfied. There will always be much to be busy about. Whence
psycholinguistics at Illinois into the 1980's and maybe beyond? The
cross-cultural project, particularly its Atlas of some 600 translation-
equivalent concepts for some 30 language-culture communities
around the world, has generated enough data on what we now call
"subjective culture" to take up the energies of a dozen young scholars
for several years to get it reported to social scientists and
meanwhile Oliver Tzeng, Bill May and I are working on refinements
in methodology for analyses of the some 50 categories of concepts in
the Atlas. I now expect that this little shrine to the neo-behavioristic
paradigm will go through a period of expansion. Bill Brewer and his
students are busily mining gold in the field of memory for ideas
not necessarily incompatible with my views, by the way, since we
are moving in on a cognitive theory of "ideas," too. But the old
dinosaur knows that he will never be satisfied. Life is like the ending
of his favorite symphony Sibelius's Second, especially the Robert
Kajanus rendition that I got second-hand from the music library at
Dartmouth College 'way back in 1938 always striving for
fulfillment, but never quite achieving it.

NOTES

* An earlier version of this paper was published under the title,
"A dinosaur caper: Psycholinguistics past, present. and future," in the
Annals of the New York Acadony of Sciences, Volume 263, pp. 16-
26, September 19, 1975.
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1 Not because there was no other hand capable of doing it, but
because the field of psychology was literally exploding in numbers of
people and numbers of research papers.

2 To keep my "confession" and "awakening" unconfused in time,
it should be noted that, although my Method and Theory was
published in 1953, it was already in production at the Oxford
University Press by the fall of 1952 too late to do any re-writing of
whole chapters.

3 1 might also note, as relevant to the development of
psycholinguistics at Illinois, that Don Dulany who some years later
was to come to Illinois with the help of my prodding and become a
central figure in our cognitive psychology program participated in
this Cornell meeting as a graduate student member.

4 Again for historical purposes. I should note that in 1960, when
I was asked to chair a search committee for a Head for a new
Department of Anthropology (separate from a department that had
combined anthropology and sociology). I was fortunate to be able to
talk Casagrande into leaving SSRC and coming to Illinois.

5 Appropriately enough, this monograph was published
simultaneously in both the International Journal of American
Linguistics and the Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology.

6 It was mainly out of our contacts with Howard Mac lay on this
project that he was invited to Illinois as an Assistant Professor in the
Institute of Communications Research in 1956.

7 It was at this one that our little dinosaur first met Noam
Chomsky and got the impression that he was (a) brilliant, but (b) not
convinced that meaning was the central problem for students of
language.

8 Many of these activities resulted in book-length publications
(Trends in Content Analysis, Ithiel Pool (Ed.), 1959; Style in
Language, Thomas Sebeok (Ed.), 1960; Approaches to the Study of
Aphasia, Osgood and Miron (Eds.), 1963; Universals of Language,
Joseph Greenberg (ed.). 1963 ) and others in journal publications by
individual participants.

9 It is perhaps testimony to the pervasiveness of "psycho-logic"
that most behavior theorists were oblivious to the existence of an
Integration Level in my general theory perhaps because it
introduced S-S and R-R relations where only S-R (stimulus-response)
relations "obviously" should obtain!

10 All dates in what follows refer to doctoral dissertations by
students who were my advisees, available in the University of
Illinois Library. Most have also been published in various journals.

11 Sol collaborated with Jim Nunnally and myself in preparing a
monograph describing a procedure for analysing sentences in texts
into their ( paraphrastic as sets ) kernel assertions in principle, if
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not in formal elaboration, like the transformational grammar that
was soon to appear in Chomsky (1957) kernel assertions that could
then be coded on affective features. This monograph was published
in Litera (Osgood, Saporta, and Nunnally, 1956), a journal edited in
Turkey as I recall, and proved to be one of the best kept secrets in
psycholinguistics!

12 Obviously, Tom Sebeok was an extraordinarily effective
organizer of scholarly conferences! As the only psychologist
participating, I found myself in the often embarrassing situation of
trying to field questions of the form ". . .and what does our
PSYCHOLOGIST think about X vs. Y?"

13 Considering what was to happen in psycholinguistics as a
result of the Apact of Chomsky, it's a good thing I didn't write my
book and I STILL haven't, but definitely plan to now.

14 The sequence between that award and election to presidency
of APA, with two or three years intervening, seems to be repetitive;
George Miller followed this course a few years later, as did Donald
Campbell, for example.

15 See fn 10. I'm sure I must have omitted a few of those who
did their dissertations under my direction, and to them I can only
apologize for lack of evidence in my files and for the memory lapses
of an old dinosaur.

16 In an oft-quoted (recently) footnote, Chomsky himself (1961,
fn 16) early stated that this is an "utterly mistaken view."

17 It is interesting that th;s characterization of Competence is
more prevalent among converted psycholinguists (e.g., McNeill, 1970,
Palermo, 1971) than among linguists (cf. fn 16).

18 Maclay (1973, p. 583) points out that "if language is
inextricably involved with . . . nonlinguistic systems, the distinction
between competence and performance becomes highly questionable"

'completely untenable', I would say.
19 The final chapter of my forthcoming Prolegomena to a

Behavioral Theory of Cognizing and Sentencing (Mouton Press, 1975)
will be an attempt to put all of these Cog Group activities into more
formal expressions.

20 "Cogs" is our shorthand for "cognitions": a simple cog can be
represented as [MI (M) M2I, where the Ms are the componential
meanings of perceptual entities (or the subject and object
constituents of base sentences) and thc arrow is the Action or Stative
relation between them.

(Received February 1974.)
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How to Find the Right Tree to Bark Up

Robert B. Lees

One of the reasons I flunked the required course in Inorganic
Chemistry TWICE at the University of Chicago back in 1947 was my
pretentious and misguided practice of taking down all lecture notes
in German, a language with which I have never had more than a
studious tourist's acquaintance. But the disaster forced an already
crystallizing issue, and still on the GI Bill, I walked across the
campus, to sample the Geisteswissenschaften.

No doubt some covert feelings of intimidation or discontent still
troubled me, and I was disposed to leave research on classified
projects, for we had been rather shaken by having enjoyed the
dubious privilege of appearing, as first on the list of atomic scientists
in Chicago, before a government-organized tribunal investigating the
extent to which I and my wife were Communist supporters of the
Soviet Union. Such questions are still alive in Washington, though
Sen. Joseph McCarthy is not.

With chemistry credits as minor, plus music, a sizable dose of
Germanic philology, Bloomfield's and Sapir's, Pike's and Harris's
structural linguistics, and several years' worth of Sanskrit, they
conferred on me my first college degree, the Artium Magister and
inducted me into the Phi Beta Kappa, and I went to work as an
apprentice linguist for my professor, Norman A. McQuown.

Despite the efforts of my Germanic mentor, George Metcalf, of
my Sanskrit guru, George V. Bobrinskoy, of the newly arrived Indo-
Europeanist, Eric P. Hamp, and of course, of McQuown himself to
instruct me in the ways of scholarship, the transition from my
laboratory across the campus to our paradigms and phonemes has
never really been completed, and in many ways my heart still lies
close to mathematics, cosmology, and the stink of chemicals.

Behind lay several years of an interrupted B.S. in chemical
engineering plus meteorology and forecasting in the Air Force, some
work as a metallurgist, four years of research in physical chemistry
at Argonne National Laboratory Why leave all that? If occasionally
you manage to discover some little thing, it's enough encouragement
to go on; but if you ALMOST discover one big thing, you must leave it
all to the real experts. I ALMOST discovered carbon-14 dating; but
Willard Libby was the expert.

In those days linguistics was basically quite easy and more than
a bit tedious it takes little talent to find those phonemes. But all
the new exotic languages were great fun Aua unsar, pu in himinam
in half a dozen archaic German languages, Asiii raja", Nalo niima and
the rest of that cops-and-robbers boy-meets-girl saga of classical
Sanskrit, and the struggle to speak left-branched Turkish.
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It was about this time that I became acquainted with the late
Morris Swadesh, Sapir's most devoted student. He had just begun his
study of lexico-statistics with the clever and, I believe, independent
observation that the etyma in the word-stock of a language may be
viewed as subject to a first-order-rate law, the same which governs
the temporal decrease in mass of an element which undergoes simple
radioactive decay. I had just abandoned a laboratory crammed with
Geiger counters.

At an LSA meeting at Michigan some tedious paper on
Stammbäume prompted me to rise and presumptuously and
arrogantly announce our definitive resolution of the language family
problem on the basis of a mathematical model of morpheme decay.
The graybeards gently invited me to lecture on the subject one
evening. Later I surveyed some languages, consulted with a rea!
statistician, William Kruskal, and published a paper on what Swadesh
insisted on calling "glottochronology". The subject seems still to be
very much alive, mostly among anthropologists.

We edited an English-for-Turks bristling with Smith-
Trageremics, and a year or so later I took it to Ankara for Leon
Dostert (Georgetown University) and inflicted it upon the grateful
natives. Our students dutifully heard out my broken-Turkish lectures
on the Smith-Tragerology of English grammar, struggled manfully
with our pattern-drills, plus-junctures and barred-eyes, and,
mirabile dictu, survived.

Returning via a four-month stint on an old Emek Jezrecl kibbutz,
some months at the central Berlitz sweat shop of New York, and half
a year of delightful labor as an audio-engineer at Consumers Union,
somewhat reluctantly accepted Victor Yngve's offer to return to the
University not much ivy It was MIT. Yehoshua Bar-Hillel had
breezed through and called upon the computer world to graduate
from counting numbers to translating natural-language texts. (Not
long afterward he was to breeze back again with a theorem
purporting to prove the impossibility of machine-translation!) Yngve
took his place, accepted an R-and-D grant, and looked for man power.
He had chatted with me occasionally back at the University of
Chicago on how to persuade the Physics Department to accept his
proposal for a dissertation on Machine Translation (they remained
unpersuaded). Though his offer of a position for research on the
quixotic project was, in my 1956 ignorance, not entirely unpalatable,
the major attraction was the possibility of a return to study and a
Ph.D. As it happened, our decision to move up to Boston was a
turning-point another in a long series of accidents and minor
disasters which somehow turned out each time for the good (a sense
of humor is required, of course), but this time particularly auspicious.

Arriving at the Research Laboratory of Electronics for duty, I
found several colleagues already at their desks. G. I I , Matthews
poured over hi s Hidatsa grammar. J. P. Applegate fussed over
German with Yngve, and next door N. A. Chomsky stapled together
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dittos of a chapter or two of some obscure work. I fussed over
German verbs too, and uttered snide and discouraging commentary
on Machine Translation (for which a year later Yngve fired me). We
helped this Chomsky collate his dittos. And his mild-voiced time
bombs sputtered away in our structuralist souls.

The dittos became Syntactic Structures, and I became a
transformational grammarian. My review article in Language on that
parvum opus was, perhaps, the first challenging polemic in our
standard journals to signal the beginning of the Chomskyan
Revolution in Linguistics.

We had already met once before, when at a cold winter meeting
of L.S.A. in Cambridge in the early 50's, an old Chicago friend, Eric H.
Lenneberg, introduced Chomsky to me. He sharply disparaged the
journalistic doctrines I had brought from the previous summer I had
spent in study at the Indiana Summer Institute with Louis Hjelmslev,
but he granted that they might at least be "insightful".

Still another friend from the University of Chicago days was
beginning to make his influence felt. Morris Halle had been engaged
several years previously, ostensibly to develop a speech typewriter
at the Research Laboratory of Electronics and to teach Russian in the
Modern Languages Division of the Institute. He, I believe, was
responsible for persuading Yngve to hire Chomsky, who might have
persisted as a Wall-Street formalist in linguistics had not Halle's
Jakobsonian leavening fermented so fruitfully inside an otherwise
not very yeasty laboratory a most propitious confluence of Harris's
Methods and Jakobson's features, of Philadelphia logic and Riga
languages.

At that time Harris was seeking legitimate help in spending a
sizable grant for linguistic research, and I accepted his invitation to
do a research project on his budget (which meant not doing much for
Yngve, who continued to pay my salary, a contributing factor,
perhaps, in his agonized decision to dismiss me after the year). I

studied nominal compounding and tried to construe it as a set of
transformations over sentences in order to represent more generally
one's knowledge of syntactic relations such as subject, object,
modifier, etc. However, to avoid the inelegant assumption that a
person simply memorizes each compound he believes his language to
allow, I had to idealize the notion of grammaticalness to the extent of
regarding an indefinitely large set of compounds not in use to be
grammatical (in a given dialect, at a given time). To relate
compounds to other nominal expressions and to generalize some of
the rules, I was led to study nominalization processes as well.

Chomsky and Halle immediately met the crisis of my dismissal
by persuading the head of the Research Laboratory of Electronics,
Professor J. Wiesner (later President Kennedy's science adviser, and
now President of MIT) to grant me a fellowship; Halle then
persuaded the Department of Electrical Engineering to accept me as a
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student and to accept an extended version of the compounding paper
as a dissertation, and in two years I was ready to be graduated. My
committee consisted of Jakobson, Halle, Chomsky, Walter Rosenblith
(a student of von Békésy and representative of the Research
Laboratory of Electronics), and Peter Elias (representative, and
subsequently head, of the Department of Electrical Engineering).

The defense was a memorable occasion. Elder Statesman
Jakobson was not expected to attend would be in Poland but
ominously appeared at the last minute. Why the omen? He was
known to have been outraged at a grammatical dissertation which
said almost nothing about the long, though not too glorious history of
the subject. The first hour consisted entirely of a nearly
uninterrupted sequence of questions put by Jakobson to the non-
plussed candidate about a score or so of illustrious linguistic scholars
of the past several centuries. No one else in the room, except
occasionally Halle, and least of all the ignorant electrical engineering
candidate masquerading as linguist, could identify any of these
professional ancestors or what they had said. At the end of the hour
Jakobson dropped a tiny scrap of paper on the table and departed.
Halle told me later it contained the one word "Passed".

During the second hour I explained at the blackboard to Elias
and Rosenblith what I thought the dissertation was about. There had
been a written examination on linguistics, analytical philosophy,
information theory, and audition; I offered a minor in algebra. MIT
graduated me the first and probably last linguist the Electrical
Engineering Department has ever certified.

Jakobson had, of course, made a valid point, and, comfortingly
for me, with good humor what we called linguistic analysis in those
days was indeed crude, and some of us were, or werc to become,
cruel polemicizers. But Chomsky's revolution has turned linguistics
back from its empiricist dead end. Some roots in the past have been
found for the new ideas, and Chomsky's name is now anathema in
only a few houses. And linguistic research has expanded explosively
in several countries, thanks only, in my opinion, to his ideas.

The problem of employment was quickly solved, for just at the
time of my graduation the expanding interest of the huge industrial
R & D laboratories in language proccssing opened up a number of
positions for linguists, and I accepted a post with IBM. We warned
them that a serious linguist was not likely to expend much thought
on how to make a computer translate Russian into English. Although
they were sincere in their desire to hire "pure" scientists, at least in
order to keep up IBM's prestigious image in their field, still the
pressures to exhibit practical results were felt eventually, and thc
intellectual atmosphere was largely dominated by the tutitudes and
interests of engineers.

Having just finished a dissertation it was not dit ficult for me to
publish a number of papers on related topics and thus help to
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publicize transformational grammatical claims. I even managed to
fiddle a bit with a computer program, but it never came to anything
of importance.

And so, the visit of an emissary from the University of Illinois
two years later was very welcome, even the offer of a position in an
English department.

When I arrived at the University of Illinois in 1961, the state of
linguistics was indeed a strange one, contrasted with the majority of
other sciences. A large and influential body of linguists in the world,
mainly older scholars, had by then managed to assimilate the basic
notions advocated by the Junggrammatiker of, say, 1880 a kind of
mixture of Latinate grammar, i.e. philology, some evolutionary ideas
from biology, a bit of inexpert laboratory phonetics, the glimmering
of so-called "structuralism" based mainly on a strongly entrenched
empiricist dogma about the nature of Science, a growing respect for
exotic languages and for anthropology, an abiding disrespect for
psychology and philosophy, and no inclination whatever to evaluate
or reappraise their methodological doctrines.

There were also a number of "younger" (not always on the
calender, of course) linguists with an even stronger intellectual bias
toward empirical science and a deep hatred for "traditional
grammar," a deep suspicion of semantics and the mind, and an
antipathy toward theory and abstraction -- great respecters of "hard,
cold facts," and often allied to ethnology and field studies; they were,
or thought of themselves as the heirs of Sapir, Bloomfield, and de
Saussure. Europe and America differed little except in style, slogans,
and totems.

The challenge we transformationalists noisily flung down before
all was an unmistakable and inescapable exposure of fallacy at the
very heart of things, and it took a good long time for the gravity of
this disclosure to sink in. We were not always articulate; we did not
all speak with the same voice; acolytes and fellow-travelers often
distorted the message. Some understood us to have advocated an
alternative notation for old ideas. Some thought the structures were
important only for computer fanatics. Some feared we wished to
mathematicize linguistics or kill off the humanities altogether. And
many a structural linguist was (and in a few cases, still is) sure that
Chomsky is a modern mystic.

There was good reason for these reactions, even for the
acrimony and bilter disputes, for we were experiencing a true
"scientific revolution" in the now well-known sense of Kuhn. We
Chomskyites were demanding not minor revisions in linguistic
practice, not adoption of some ncw gimmicks, hut nothing less than a
radical reorientation of the prevailing philosophy of science, a
painful, wrenching swerve from our comfortable empiricist doctrine
to an unfamiliar, bewildering metaphysics of rationalism. And at the
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same time, of all things, we were all to send our friendly Navajo
informants back home and start boning up on mathematical logic!

Everything seemed to be turned upside down; formerly a hard
problem was one which require.d nine months of field work in the
jungle, or preparing a 900,000-entry slip-file, or a tedious search for
every Welsh word in the N.E.D. Now that was all dismissed as so
much data collecting, and, after all, we are swimming in data. Now,
we are told a REALLY hard problem is one which requires the
creation of heretofore unheard-of concepts. Concepts?! Linguistics
was supposed to be about words and sounds and subordinate clauses,
not about theories, the implicit knowledge of an ideal speaker, the
recursiveness of nominalization processes all philosophy,
psychology, mathematics anything but linguistics.

Yet, now that the dust has settled, we see that, except for a few
recalcitrant casualties, we have all made the transition into a new
world, and in a sense, linguistics has come of age. Today research
flies off in all directions, and every week several bright, young men
solve all problems. The technical literature has long since
outstripped any one linguist's ability to stay au courant.

In my own view, none of the currently and often obstinately
defended theories of grammatical knowledge is truly serviceable,
and I for one, look forward to an early reorientation of our
conceptions about what kinds of knowledge we must presume a
person to control. It simply cannot be the case that all the constraints
on what we can say and understand are correctly formalizable in
terms of branching-diagrams of grammatical constituents plus a
lexicon of taxonomized morphemes. Some as yet undelimited, and
perhaps quite extensive, part of what most linguists have tried to
force into such a formulation just doesn't belong to one's LANGUAGE
per se but rather to one's beliefs about the world, to one's
imagination (conceptualization of other worlds), to one's knowledge
of logic, to one's feelings about social propriety or ethical behavior. It
elucidates nothing to build into the syntactic or semantic organization
of sentences arbitrary cases of non-linguistic constraints (our
notations are so powerful that that can always be done quite easily);
such linguistic imperialism merely conceals the relevant principles
which govern our non-grammatical mental powers.

Thus I am hopeful for efforts, just beginning now, to formulate
the relations between grammar and logic, between grammar and the
perceptual mnemonic, learning, and processing constraints studied
by psychology, and between grammar and the vicissitudes of social
history. But such studies will have to be conducted by real
professionals philosophers, logicians, psychologists, and linguists
brighter, younger men of the coming decades.

(Received February 1974 )
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Three Linguistic Reincarnations of a Kashmiri Pandit

Braj B. Kachru

I shall start this note with a non-linguistic aside. It was in the
winter of 1961 that I first met Robert B. Lees in the Faculty Club of
Edinburgh University, Scotland, during his two-day visit to that
University. In the typical Leesian manner, he left two distinct
impressions on the rather tight-lipped group of British linguists: the
first, of being a missionnary-at-large for the then impatient, vocal,
and brisk Transformationist school, and second, his typical verbal
capacity for intense shock treatment. Those who know Lees know
very well that his linguistic discussions are replete with non-
linguistic asides. It is these asides which either bring people close to
him or convince them not to cross his path again. The first Leesian
aside for there were hundreds more to come in later years left a
distinct mark on me. It was a casual remark perhaps consciously
uttered to shock the middle-aged members of his not-too-
sympathetic British audience. While mentioning the work of several
very young members of the transformational CLAN (for that is what it
was in 1961), there was a mischievous spark in his bright eyes when
he said. "You know, linguistics is the discipline of the young. When
one is forty one should stop doing linguistics." If this Leesian aside is
to be taken seriously then the tone of this note should be one of
linguistic auto-obituary, for I was born on May 15, 1932. Thus I have
already crossed the crucial year.

In deciding to use individual profiles to develop the linguistic
profile of the Department of Linguistics at the University of Illinois,
Henry Kahane has provided an opportunity for ego trips;
psychologically this might help in a retrospective look at one's self
and also at the department. This note is, therefore, mixed with
nostalgia and historical tidbits. Some of these are personal and some,
I think. are helpful in unfolding the linguistic spectrum at Illinois. In
order to bring this personal chronicle to the foreground, some
background information may be in order.

In the Indian context (I suppose as well as anywhere else),
among other things, several RIGHT things should happen to a person
at the time of birth. For example. thc place of birth should be right,
the caste should be right, and the family should be right. I don't
know if all these things were right for me, but they were vital.

I was born in Srinagar, Kashmir, India, in a Kashmiri Pandit
family. Being a Kashmiri Pandit is like being a Jew in several ways.
Incidentally. there is a theory that claims that the Kashmiris
represent the lost tribe. Whether we are the lost tribe or not, is not
important. What is crucial is that the Kashmiri Pandits have the
psychological, cultural and identity problems of a very small
minority. The Kashmiri Pandits are not a minority in the sense in
which this !elm is generally understood, sinee among over tisc
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hundred million inhabitants of India, Kashmiri Pandits are around
seventy-five thousand. It is perhaps their stamina and God's sense of
humor which prevented their complete annihiliation. They would
then have become an interesting minor anecdote in India's three-
thousand-year history. Kashmiri folklore tells us that once they came
close to complete destruction; they were persecuted and reduced to
eleven families. They not only survived, but they survived with a
vengear.ce, as a constant irritant. They also developed all those
characteristics which, understandably, such a minority develops. In
passing I should mention that it is not accidental that in the Kashrniri
language pandith (pandit) refers to one set of characteristics of this
minority, and bat,ika:kh refers to another set of characteristics. Let
us not disturb this can of worms any more, for thereby hangs a tale.

A typical Kashmiri Pandit family used to be something of a
commune the commune was not really a discovery of dissident
western youth. My father lived with his two brothers and their
families in a four-story stone house. I was never able to count the
total numbe; of rooms in this house, but neither did we ever count
how many of us lived in it. It was always a festival for the children,
since the family had been very productive again the minority
complex. In addition, we would be joined by a host of kids of
relatives who lived on the two banks of the river Jhelum, in the City
of Seven Bridges as Srinagar used to be called. The mothers didn't
know if their kids got fed, and the kids were not supposed to know
who were their actual parents. The head of the family and his wife
were considered the PARENTS, and often, their names were used on
official documents. In fact, when our joint family broke up in 1946,
the legal sorting out of parenthood took considerable time. The
children were taught to show deference to age, and the eldest in the
family had the honor of being considered parents. Again, this is a
digression not directly relevant to a linguistic profile.

In 1952, when 1 graduated from Sri Pratap College with honors
in English literature, it came as a shock to several people, including
many members of our family. The reason was that the doctors had
given me up as a patient of rheumatic heart disease and had kept me
bedridden for several years. Later, in Edinburgh, I found that the
diagnosis had been wrong. So my early years were spent doing what
a heart patient usually does learning to paint, doing some light
reading with private tutors, or just whiling away the time. The result
was that I never went to school until 1948, when I found myself in a
junior college as a shy kid perspiring under the gaze of over sixty
students learning English, Sanskrit, history and economics from
professors who made it obvious that they didn't enjoy the experience
of teaching.

In 1953, 1 went to Allahabad University for my Master's degree
in English literature. At that time it was the place where the
intellectual action was to be found. It was politically stimulating and
full of anti-British intellectual (and physical) activities; it was the
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center of the so-called "Hindi movement" and it was also the center
of the creative upsurge and experimentation in Hindi literature. Since
my ambition was to become a creative writer in Hindi, I couldn't
have made a better choice. The University of Allahabad had a
reputation of being the Oxford of India. During those days we always
had to have a British model! That Oxford of India is now in shambles
both physically and academically. In the fifties, the English
Department there had scholars such as P. E. Dustoor, Harivanshrai
Bachchan, S. C. Deb and R. S. Firaq. All of them had distinct, individual
characteristics, and all of them were distinguished in their fields. It
was at Allahabad that I was first exposed to what may be considered
an academic atmosphere. The Department of English at Allahabad
exposed me to several things. First, how inadequately students are
prepared for the study of literature at the MA level. Second, how the
teaching of literature is done without any rigor or theoretical
foundations. Third, how crucial it is to have training in language
linguistics, especially when one is teaching a foreign or second
language. The real stimulation to go in the area of language and
linguistics came from an outstanding teacher and scholar, P. E.
Dustoor. It was due to his encouragement that I was indirectly
thrown into the lap of Structuralism. (But then, it was already 1955!)

My first encounter with Structuralism was at Poona, where the
Linguistic Society of India and the Deccan College Postgraduate and
Research Institute had initiated linguistic institutes with funding
from the Rockefeller Foundation. It was at one of these institutes that
I first met senior American linguists such as Henry A. Gleason Jr.,
Charles F. Ferguson, Henry Hoenigswald, and Gordon Fairbanks. It
was also just at this time that the United States had discovered South
Asia and the social scientists were flocking to find the answers to
questions such as the exact number of castes in India, or the
workings of an Indian Village. The group also included several young
linguists, e.g. William Bright, John J. Gumperz, John Kelley, and
Norman Zide.

The enthusiasm of the Structuralists was contagious. If we found
an allophone in a language it was like holding a newly born baby
delivered by phonemic caesarian. The atmosphere was full of attacks
on the 'traditionalists' and challenges were thrown to traditional
Pandits who had spent their lives studying Sanskrit, Pali or other
Indian languages. It was there that we were exposed to the academic
grouping and divisions in linguistics. If we went to Sukumar Sen (the
Khaira Professor of Linguistics of Calcutta University) with a problem
in linguistics, his pat answer was, "Why don't you go and ask your
American friends." There was the usual disgruntled group among the
Hindi language scholars, who accused the whole linguistic operation
and Structuralism as an attempt by the Americans for cultural
domination of India.

In 1957, I was selected as a Fellow of Deccan College Research
Institute for a year's training in linguistics. The American visiting
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scholar for that year was Henry Gleason, Jr.; it was like getting
structural linguistics from the horse's mouth.

In retrospect I can think of several things that happened at
these schools. One is that for the first time I looked at my mother
tongue, Kashmiri, with an entirely different language attitude. The
earlier, typically Kashmiri, attitude changed to one of treating it as a
HUMAN language which could be an area of serious academic and
intellectual research. Second, I had an opportunity to think seriously
about Indian English; its status, roles, and academic position.

In 1958, when I had just finished my tenure at Poona, I was
selected by the British Council for specialization in linguistics at
Edinburgh University in Scotland. The British Council tried to make
our transition smooth and cushioned the culture-shocks by a one-
week orientation course. The orientation had both serious and
hilarious aspects. One morning a beautifully dressed, efficient-
looking person gave us a talk on how to break a boiled egg for
breakfast. I was fascinated by his impeccable Received
Pronounciation (RP) and was unmindful of the fate of the egg. RP had
been a mystical goal which all the nonnative speakers of English
were persuaded to aspire to; the word received always intrigued me.
Received by whom? It was much later that Ruclaiya Hasan solved
this riddle for me when she said, "Received by Almighty God." We
were trained how to use forks and knives with distinction. It was
there I learned, for example, that a fork should not be used as a
weapon to win an argument, and that a knife should not be used as if
one is slicing the air to emphasize a point. In later years. I found that
this same information had been elevated to an academic level
internationally in the programs on the teaching of English as a
foreign language, under the "cultural component." After a week's
cultural (and social ) orientation, the Council thought that we were
ready to face British (or Scottish) culture. There was the typical
British challenge sink or swim.

Once at Edinburgh, I found that, linguistically. I had to go
through two processes at the same time: the first, of learning the new
paradigm, and the second, of unlearning thc earlier paradigm
without even leaving any 'substratum.'

There was a distinguished group of linguists at Edingurgh. J. R.
Firth (1890-1960 ) had retired from the Chair of General Linguistics
at London University in 1956. It was the first Chair of General
Linguistics in Great Britain established in 1944, and he was its first
occupant. During my first year at Edinburgh, Firth was there as a
Visiting Professor for a term. Michael Halliday had just left
Cambridge University to take a position at Edinburgh in what was
then the Department of English Language and General Linguistics. Ile
was already well-known both as a political and linguistic radical, and
his study, The Language of the ChineAe "Secret History of the
Mongols," was being seriously discussed in linguistic circles. J. C.
Catford was Director of the School of Applied Linguistics, attempting
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to give new direction to APPLIED linguistics. Angus McIntosh. David
Abercrombie, Peter Ladefoged and Peter Strevens were also
contributing to the program.

Since Firth had spent eight years in India (1920-1928), and
since, at that time. I was the only Indian student in linguistics at
Edinburgh, he took a personal interest in me. In his unique way, he
would talk for hours and fill me in on the personal, political and
linguistic history of the members of what was then called the
"Firthian" or the "London" group of linguists. I would sit in front of
him (one seldom got a chance to discuss or converse with Firth) both
bewildered and dazed, listening to his impressions about Indian
English. It was there, listening to him, that my ideas about Indian
English, and the non-native varieties of English in general, began to
be structured. (I guess Indians really need gurus!)

At these sittings. I also learned that two distinct types of
linguistics were developing on opposite sides of the Atlantic. In
1958-59. the Firthians were still flogging the structural horse. The
transformationist (Chomsky) group was still not recognized, and
Harris was considered out in the left field of linguistics. This
diverger.ce in approach would sometimes show itself in interesting
ways. For example, Angus McIntosh did not like my use of the term
"phoneme" in my thesis proposal. I was told that I should use the
term "phonematic unit". In linguistics the term phoneme was used
for a long time as a sort of caste mark it marked you either in the
"in group" or "out group."

Michael Halliday did not bring the theoretical differences to
class, he merely presented H IS point of view. His seminal paper
"Categories of a Theory of Grammar" (Word, 17.3. 1961) was written
and discussed primarily during this period.

In the Indian tradition, we are taught to learn from a teacher by
"sitting at his (lotus) feet." The sisya and guru concept is deeply
rooted in us. A Western teacher, who does not understand
'inscrutable India' is confused by the docility, unarming humility,
and blank look of an Indian student. I have heard hundreds of
interpretations of this attitude of Indian students from my Western
colleagues. And, I would say to myself, "here again, the mystic East
confuses them." I guess I was not much different from the typical
Indian student finding his way in the Scottish educational system.
But there was a difference.

Firth loved to perform like an Indian guru, and Halliday had
been seriously exposed to the mystic Fast in China. Therefore, he
understood the limitations of a new oriental student in a Western
classroom. Firth's personality was multifaceted. In a sense, one facet
of Firth represented the typical Britisher with the raj mentality. But,
on thc other hand, India had played its three-thousand-year-old
trick on him: it had worked the process of Indianization on him the
first step toward assimilation. But in some ways he was so Btitish
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that the Indian trick would not have completely worked on him. Ile
had imbibed several characteristics of the typical sahib who had
lived in India too long. In linguistics, as in everything else, his likes
and dislikes were too strong.

In the late fifties Edinburgh had perhaps the most stimulating
atmospitere for linguistic studies. During his stay, J. R. Firth gave the
classes a crispness and charactei. Michael Halliday was both
innovative and inspiring. Ile had the unique quality of bringing out
the best in every student. David Abercrombie was a superb teacher
who taught us Henry Sweet with the zeal which traditional Pandits
use for the teaching of Pzinini. His seminar could have only six
students since there were only six chairs in his office!

In this stimulating atmosphere, I completed my Ph.D. thesis (in
Britain it is not called a dissertation) on some linguistic aspects of
Indian English under the supervision of M.A.K. Halliday and J. C.
Catford. It is usual to feel a vacuum after finishing a Ph.D. thesis. I
spent several months working in the Phonetics Laboratory for which
every Friday (payday) 1 received a sealed brown envelope with my
wages. These wages helped me to continue to sit in Michael Halliday's
seminars in his overheated tropical room and look at the icicles in
George Square. We had a small but very stimulating circle of
graduate students who interacted both linguistically and socially.
Among others, the group included Hanna Ulatowska, Rodney
Huddleston, Ayo Bombose, Rugaiya Hasan (now Mrs. Halliday), John
Mountford and R. W. M. Dixon. Dixon's status was not quite .hat of a
student he used to straddle the fence between groups and read us
sections of his forthcoming book, Linguistic Science and Logic,
(Mouton 1963).

Semantics and phonetics were relevant and exciting areas of
linguistics, and one didn't have to use the side door if one was a
phonetician. In fact, when sociolinguistics became a popular
bandwagon in America. Halliday made the apt remark, "What is now
sociohnguistics in America, was always linguistics for us."

By now I had already spent three years in Edinburgh and had
passed through several academic and cultural experiences. One, that
of Poing from (pure) literature to language (1954). Second, passing
through an intense period of Structural linguistics with all the
leading gurus. Third, passing from Structuralism to Firthian-
Hallidayan linguistics. The question was: What next?

It is here that Lees comes into the picture. In that 1961 meeting,
Lees and I had a fascinating discussion. I guess for an Indian
anthropologists tell us that wc are full of humility and deference I

was rather forthright and less tight-lipped than others who had
dinner with him in a pseudo-Indian restaurant. But then, what other
mode of ommunication could be used in talking with Lccs during
that period'? If he was not abrupt, he wai ironical; if hc was not
ironical, he was caustic. Above all, he was the typical 1.ees, with the
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mischievous smile and kind eyes, watching and observing
everything.

A few months after Lees Edinburgh visit, Halliday received a
letter from him asking if he could recommend someone for a possible
opening in his linguistics program at Illinois. As a postscript, he
inquired if the "Indian boy" he had met at Edinburgh would be
interested in the position. Yes, I would be interested in the position,
but a year later, was my reply to Lees. I had already accepted a
position to initiate a program in applied linguistics at Lucknow
University in India. Lees agreed to defer the offer for a year, and in
1963 I went to Urbana, right in the middle of a new culture, new
linguistics, and a new phase of my life.

The process of learning and unlearning linguistics started again.
It was like trying to move from one caste to another caste and being
conscious of it all the time. I guess intellectual (or religious, for that
matter) conversions can be painful. It was challenging to share with
Lees and with a part-time assistant a small room in the Department
of English where we were a Program. How we changed from a
Program to a Department has already been discussed by Kahane and
Osgood, and I shall not repeat it here.

The sixties were a period of youth in linguistics; a generation of
linguists was being retrained and reoriented in a fast-changing
discipline. In this process some survived, some be;.ame a part of the
new movement, some copped out, and many either disintegrated or
became bitter and cynical.

Illinois was in the forefront of the new "revolution." I was
fascinated and awed by the overcharged linguistic activity here. I

spent a lot of time in classes, trying to understand the fast changing
paradigm. I also published s:. veral papers on my pet hobbyhorse,
Indian English. The reactit ns to these papers varied, and a
controversy was generated. In the beginning, the Indian scholars
and also some non-Indians did not accept the identity of Indian
English. You could not claim an ontological status for a foreign
language. How sad that the transplanted languages never seem to
grow roots! It was anotkr manifestation of linguistic schizophrenia
in India, and it took several years to attain academic acceptability for
"Indian English". In my papers the processes of the 1NDIANIZATION of
English were discussed and INDIAN English was considered a "culture-
bound" language which must be studied in the Indian socio-cultural
context. The Firthian (and Malinowskian) concept of "the context of
situation" was considered crucial for such a study. I adopted the
same position for other non-native varieties of English as the
Chairman of the Committee on Regional Varieties of English at
Brisbane, Australia. Later this model was adopted by several
students who concentrated on various aspects of Indian English. This
interest naturally led me to sociolinguistics in general. It was during
this period that we also initiated linguistic projects on several Indian
languages.
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In teaching, my primary thrust was toward developing the
applied linguistics program, using the term "applied" in a wider
sense. In developing such a program, one was fighting against
several problems. In America, APPLIED linguistics had been reduced
to some uninteresting aspects of language pedagogy. A person
interested in APPLICATION of linguistics was suspect in the new
paradigm and there were good reasons for this suspicion. Initially,
Lees and I did not see eye to eye on this part of our curriculum, but
then he left me alone. In this background, therefore, it was
challenging to initiate and teach courses such as Introduction to
Applied Linguistics, Sociolinguistics, Stylistics, and South Asian
English. My other interest was the history of linguistics. Since an
Indian always carries the burden of three thousand years of history
on his back, the historical development of ideas fascinates him. In
the sixties, however, the attitude of the linguistic radicals was that
linguistics as a disc ipl ine REALLY started in 1957. It was
unconventional and old-fashioned to suggest that a course on the
history of linguistics be taught in a department whose focus was on
new linguistics. if such courses were taught, these were labeled "bad
guys" courses. On my part, therefore, i t was "I inguistic
antiquarianism" when I first taught such a course, and I continued to
teach it until Ladislav Zgusta joined the department and willingly
agreed to share my antiquarian interest. Thus, during the early
sixties, if you talked of applied linguistics. sociolinguistics, or history
of linguistics, you were the lowest of low caste shudra on the
linguistic totem pole (certainly not a desirable position for a Saraswat
Brahmin!). It did not take linguistics too long to enter the phase of
neo-transformationism and nco-Firthianism. The actors on the stage
changed, and so did the focus of interest. We now have the PURISTS
and NON-PURISTS. We have lexicalists and non-lexicalists on this side
of the Atlantic, and, on the other side, we have, among others, the
"Firthians" and "neo-Firthians." Membership in a group is not given
without challenge, and this has added more interest to the polemic
controversies. Consider thc following remark of F. R. Palmer about
Halliday:

Today Firth's name is linked with M.A.K. Halliday's 'neo-
Firthian' or 'Scale and Category Grammar' which Halliday
explicitly states in his "Categories of a theory of grammar"
to have derived from Firth. B ut llalliday's essentially
monosystemic categorization seems to me to have little in
common with Firth's approach. (F. R. Palmer, ed., Selected
Papers o.f. .I. R. Firih /952-58, 8-9, 1968. Bloomington ).

The main characteristic of this period is that the much maligned and
ignored area of semantics came hack to the forefront of linguistic
investigation. In America, one heard of 'conversational postulates,'
'context,' and 'appropriateness.' It was like going back to Firth's class
in 1958. 59. L in gu istic antiquarians started going th rough I he
literature on our discipline, and found that these concepts were very
close to Bhartrharis' (ikank.sti, yogyata and sannidhi. Whitney,
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Jesperson, and Henry Sweet in short, the whole earlier linguistic
tradition were being studied with interest. And one wondered if
Firth's concept of "contextualization" was not worth revisiting. I keep
bringing up these names from the past since each linguistic
"reincarnation" has left its impression on me.

By 1968, the young team of linguists such as Ken Hale, Chin-W.
Kim, Ted Lightner, Arnold Zwicky, and, of course, Lees, had already
put Illinois on the linguistic map. Among the Ph.D's Illinois produced
during this period were LeRoy Baker, C.-C. Cheng, Austin Hale,
Charles Kisseberth, Ronald Langacker, Frederick Newmeyer, and
Jerry Sadock. They took the positive image of Illinois to the leading
institutions where they were hired.

In 1969, Lees made the decision to move permanently to Tel
Aviv University in Israel in order to initiate a program in linguistics
there. This decision was again in line with Lees personality an urge
for something new and challenging. In September, 1969, I was
offered the position of Head of the Department, which Lees had
occupied with distinction since the beginning of the Department. The
new role I accepted was both challenging and awe-inspiring. There
were several questions facing us, but the primary one was: What
should be thc future direction of the Department? In a sense, the
Department was going through a reincarnati on (or, was it
disintegration?). Ted Lightner and Arnold Zwicky left at the same
time as Lees. Budget constraints were suffocating higher education,
and Illinois was not left untouched by all this. The linguistic scene
had again changed in America. And, here we were, attempting to
revitalize a program!

The linguistic re.,1Iutionaries of the sixties primarily the
Transformationists wc. e close to their forties. If we followed Lee's
dictum, they were close to their retirement from ACTIVE linguistics. A
new generation of their students had emerged on the linguistic scene.
At this point, in line with our earlier Illinois tradition of "radical"
linguistics, we decided to invite a young team of fresh, energetic, and
innovative scholars to the Department. In working out these plans, I

had the cooperation and advice of three persons representing three
areas: Henry Kahane, a historical linguist; Howard Maclay, a
psycholinguist, and Chin-W. Kim, a phonetician and phonologist (he
really does not mind being called just a phonetician!). The first thing
we did was to hire one of our students, Charles Kisseberth. Then
came Herb Stalke, Jcrry Morgan, Georgia Green, Chin-Chuan Cheng
and Michael Kenstowicz. It did not take them too long to make their
presence felt in the profescion and infuse grad, te students with
new ideas. K isseberth's note ( see Section VI ) discussed their
contribution in detail. Michael Geis (who later left for Ohio State
University to become Chairman of the Linguistics Department there),
Yamuna Kachru, and Hans Henrich Hock were already members of
the young team. In 1971 Ladi slay Zgusta joined us after an
adventurous escape from Czeihoslovakia. Ile brought with him some
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fresh East .tan air, and his typically European scholarship. In
order to anr our "rt rnation," we started a house journal,
Studies in -,nguistic .ces (SLS) and a Newsletter. SLS has
become a hly respected jownal in our profession.

Once team was put together, the next question was: How
should the linguistic spectrum unfold itself at Illinois? Again,
continuing the earlier tradition, we decided to have a strong
contemporary orientation. But we also agreed to present all the
aspects of the spectrum of the linguistic sciences at Illinois. We
initiated an area-oriented program in linguistic offerings. Herbert
Stahlke was invited to offer African linguistics; C,-C. Cheng, Chin-W.
Kim, Seichi Makino, and Frederic Lehman offered courses in Far
Eastern linguistics; Yamuna Kachru and I added courses in South
Asian linguistics. Recently, Peter Cole, a graduate of the Department,
joined the faculty for Semitic linguistics. The areas of applied
linguistics were strengthened and expanded; specialization is now
available in historical linguistics, sociolinguistics, mathematical
linguistics, computational linguistics and lexicography. Charles Osgood
and Howard Maclay have further developed a strong program in
psycholinguistics and language acquisition. In short, the
manifestations of languap. in all its aspects are under study and,
like Va"gdevi, the goddess of language, one wonders at the immense
potential and infinite awe of human language.

In linguistics, usually every ten years brings new linguistic
thinking. It is both healthy and fascinating, and demonstrates the
vitality of our discipline. The final question now is: Can linguistics at
Illinois keep up with the new paradigm that might come up in the
next ten years? The answer to this question is difficult, since in the
next ten years my present vocal linguistic colleagues will be in their
forties and. I should guess, will be writing THEIR linguistic auto-
obituaries.

(Received March 1974.)
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A Sense of Perspective

Charles W. Kisseberth

From the time was ten I wanted to write novels. Beginning
about the age of seventeen I wanted to write richly philosophical
novels about the human condition. As the years passed, I settled
more and more for the academic study of literature and philosophy,
drifting finally into a M.A. degree in English literature. I accepted a
teaching position at the college level in Ohio, and thoughts about the
great American novel were submerged in teaching freshmen how to
write their weekly theme. It was during this period that I had my
first exposure to linguistics: Robert Hall's Leave Your Language
Alone! was one of the freshman English textbooks we used. In the
course of casual reading I even came across a little blue book called
Syntactic Structures, but was rather easily frightened away.

In the Fall of 1966 I entered the Ph.D. program in English at the
University of Illinois, but almost immediately decided to switch into
the Department of Linguistics. I enrolled in a couple of elementary
linguistics courses and audited a couple of others. I began to spend
long hours in the "conference room'', which was the site of much
animated discussion among linguistics students: I listened most of
the time, said very little, and managed to learn a great deal. Almost
the first student I met at that time was Michael Kenstowicz, who had
entered the Department that Fall and who later was to join the
Illinois faculty with me.

The enthusiasm of the I in guistics students and faculty, the
smallness and thc intimacy of the department (in striking
comparison to the gargantuan English department), the youthfulness
of the field and of its leaders all of these things appealed to me
greatly. It seemed as though here was a field of study where papers
and theses that students wrote were not just academic rituals, of no
earthly interest to anyone at all, but rather were potentially
significant documents that might well find a place in the rapidly
expanding "underground literature", then so characteristic of
transformational grammar. One wrote with the expectation of being
read. One didn't have to be a graybeard to join the ranks of the
"scholars" for the names that recurred most often in classes (in
addition to Chomsky and Halle, we heard most about Haj Ross, George
Lakoff, Paul Kiparsky, Jim McCawley, Paul Postal, etc.) were largely
the names of very young scholars. In many cases they were people
exactly of my agc. It was all very intoxicating.

In 1966-67, the transformational camp of linguistics was still in
the era of good feelings. The "bad guys" had been routed and all of
the "good guys" were still good guys. MIT was still mecca, Chomsky
and I lalle were still the voices of authority, and what now seems a
quite unhealthy smugness reigned: just as the taxonomic dragons had
been completely vanquished. Language would soon follow, The
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dominant mood appeared (at least to me, as a beginning student) to
be that armed as we now were with deep structure and
transformations, ordered rules and cycles, etc., it was just a matter of
time before each problem of language structures would be
confronted and reduced to a simple set of very general principles.
While mention was often made of the complexity of language, I do
not think that we were yet (in 1966-67) being taught to view
language with sufficient awe.

There was much about that period to be regretted: the arrogance
with which we tended to ignore all but those on the inside
Chomsky and Halle, or their students; the unfortunate manner in
which 'theoretical contributions to linguistics became the end-all of
doing linguistics, and 'data-collecting', even if well done, something of
no significance. Nevertheless, it was a period that was tremendously
exciting to a new student. The smallness of the number of active
transformational grammarians at the time, and the closeness of the
ties among them, meant that leading figures in the field did not
remain mere names, but very often materialized on campus. For
example, Ross came early in the year 1966-67 and gave a most
remarkable series of non-sv ^tures on syntax, inciuding the now
famous demonstration that 1. ig the sentence "Floyd broke the
glass" is a deep structure ei t (or is it eleven?) clauses. I
recall vividly the awe listened to these lectures,
understanding almost 9oth at 't deeply the excitement and
the brilliance of 'he ma; Nlz

The sense he (1!; the ,eilt-r of things, of being in at the
very begi nning of nents, contributed much to the
excitement. For in-:tam.e, ny second year of study a letter
from Ross and Lakoff Arnold Zwicky (who, along with Ted
Lightner, was primari 1 y responsible for teaching me linguistics
during my student days at Illinois) asked the then heretical question:
Does deep structure exist? By Spring 1968 the controversy over a
transformational versus a lexicalist account of nominalizations was
one of the focal points of Zwicky's advanced syntax class. The
summer brought the annual Linguistic Society of America Summer
Institute to the Illinois campus, and the syntax courses were being
taught by Ross. Lakoff, and McCawley. The split between thc
Generative Semanticists and the Interpretivists was a constant theme
of that summer. A new set of bad guys had developed.

It was during that Institute that I first met two subsequent
colleagues Georgia Green and Jerry Morgan. They were students of
McCawley's at Chicago, and had come south to Champaigii-Urbana for
the Institute. People with a really good control of syntactic
argumentation, people with a flair for picking sentences out of thin
air that support or contradict some hypothesis, always amaze me.
The student at Illinois who most amazed me in this iespect was Jerry
Sadoek (who himself v; as later to join Mc('awley on tlie Chicago
faculty). Georgia Green and Jerry Morgan similarly awed me that
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summer. In fact, observing their very obvious skills made me feel
sufficiently insecure about my own abilities to question whether I

should attempt a thesis in the area of syntax (as I had originally
been planning). I ultimately discussed the question of what I should
work on for my thesis with Ross, and when he suggested I do
phonology (doubtless to save me from a fiasco), I decided to follow
his advice and left syntax to those who could do it well.

The year 1968-69 I spent in the Boston area, attending classes
at MIT (Halle, Ross, Chomsky), at Harvard (Lakoff), and at Brandeis
(Perlmutter), and trying to write a thesis. The notion of "conspiracy"
was being discussed in the arca of syntax by Ross and Lakoff that
year, and I felt that it had considerable relevance to phonology. It
was Halle who suggested that a study of Yawelmani might be the
source of evidence for the claim that diverse phonological shapes will
have a specified character. The thesis that I ultimately wrote, as well
as my first real paper in the area of phonology, were the direct
outgrowth of Halle's suggestion.

During my stay in Boston, changes were in thc works at Illinois.
Lees had decided to take a position in Israel: Lightner accepted a
position at Texas and Zwicky at Ohio State. Although this massive
departure was viewed with alarm by many, I had selfish reasons for
being not altogether displeased: I wanted to return to Illinois to
teach. The mass exodus made this a possibility. As it developed, I

was offered and accepted a teaching position at Illinois for the next
year. One other person was hired at this time Ilerb Stahlke, an
Africanist from UCLA.

Although the staff had been largely decimated. Illinois still felt
like home to me. Many of the students had been fellow students of
mine. In particular, Michael Kenstowicz was working on his thesis at
the time, and a regular interchange of ideas about phonology was
quickly resumed. We had both been trained within an atmosphere
where phonological analyses were highly "abstract", in the sense that
proposed underlying structures deviated radically from the surface
forms (and generally matched the surface forms of much earlier
stages of the language) and a complex set of rules (generally
recapitulating historical sound changes) related these abstract deep
structures to their surface realizations. We both joined the rebellion
then developing against this sort of analysis, motived as it was
almost entirely by "simplicity", the desire to capture "significant
linguistic generalizations". We did not necessarily join those who
assumed that phonology must necessarily be extremely "concrete"
(i.e. that underlying forms did not deviate very much at all from
surface forms). But we did want to explore more deeply the question
of whether the "significant linguistic generalizations" that abstract
phonology had found were in fact significant to speakers of
languages, or whether there were other generalizations that were
also of importance. For exaniple, abstract phonology worked under
the basic assumption that the "best" analysis is one where
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phonological alternations are described by rules that have only
phonological conditions governing their scope of application. Rules
restricted to particular morphological structures are less preferred.
We were interested in the validity of such assumptions. Could there
not be conditions under which phonological alternations very
NATURALLY lose their phonological basis, for instance, and come to be
controlled by grammatical conditioning?

During my first year of teaching, plans for developing the
faculty further were being worked out. A position for Kenstowicz
eventually materialized. We were also able to persuade Chin-Chuan
Cheng to join the staff; he had been a student in the department
earlier and had written a dissertation on Mandarin Chinese
phonology. Before coming back to Illinois, he did research at Harvard
and Berkeley, working with William Wang at the latter institution.
With the addition of Kenstowicz and Cheng, the department was in a
strong position in the areas of phonetics and phonology. In Chin-Wu
Kim, who had come to Illinois during my student days, we had
clearly one of the leading phoneticians in the country; but his
accomplishments were even greater he was equally well-versed in
phonology, and was actively pursuing the phonological investigation
of Korean. In Herbert Stahlke we had a linguist with an extensive
knowledge of the phonological structure and especially the tonal
structure of several African languages. In Hans Ilenrich Hock we
had a man thoroughly trained in the traditional approaches to Indo-
European, but with a rapidly developing interest in synchronic as
well as diachronic phonological investigation of several Indo-
European languages in particular. Sanskrit and Lithuanian. In
addition to these linguists within the department who were actively
concerned with phonetics and phonology, there were two others
outside the department with whom we had very extensive contact
Mario Saltarelli and Dieter Wanner of the Spanish. Portuguese, and
Italian department. Both of these linguists arc highly productive
researchers in the phonological structurc of Romance languages.
Thus, although the teaching of the general phonology courses came to
fall in the hands mainly of Kenstowicz and myself, the extent of the
department's commitment to phonology has been immensely greater.

The principle weakness at this point in the department's
program was syntax/semantics, but fortunately that weakness was
instantly solved when an arrangement was worked out that brought
both Georgia Green (first as a fellow in the Center for Advanced
Study of the University of Illinois, later on a regular line) and Jcrry
Morgan to the department. With the arrival of these two, Illinois
became one of the focal points of the new concern with semantics, for
thcy were the first fruit of Mc Cawley's teaching, and it was
Mc Cawley who was so instrumental in bringing semantics to the
forefront of research.

The faculty that was now assembled to teach the cote courses in
phonology and syntax/semantics all shared much in the way of a
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common experience and a common reaction to that experience. We
were all trained in linguistics during roughly the same period, we
were all students of the first generation of transformationalists, we
all gained the necessary control of the concepts and methods of
transformational grammar but also learned to think critically about
these concepts and methods, we all developed a healthy skepticism
about formalism, we all developed an appreciation of really good
data collecting. And I hope we all learned not to take ourselves or
our pet theories too seriously. And at the very least we learned to
stand in the proper awe of language.

Transformational grammarians have always been interested in
Language. But the study of Language must be done through the
study of langw.ges. And in the beginning, it was mostly English that
was the source of insights into Language (this was especially true of
the study of syntax, of course). Linguists working within the
transformational framework have more and more come to believe
that the structure of one language cannot be properly understood
unless the linguist avails himself of the knowledge provided by a
study of similar phenomena in other languages. The advantages of a
cross-linguistic perspective are now very generally accepted. One of
the principal virtues of the Department of Linguistics at the
University of Illinois is the extent of its involvement 41 non-Western
languages. A certain international, particularly a non-Western
outlook was naturally fostered by the presence of a head from the
Indian sub-continent. This outlook was strengthened by the presence
of a substantial number of faculty with a special interest in non-
Western and rare languages lIans Ilenrich Ilock (Sanskrit), Yamuna
Kachru (Hindi), Braj Kachru (Kashmiri and Hindi), Chin-W. Kim
(Korean and Swahili), Chin-Chuan Cheng (Chinese), Herbert Stahlke
(Ewe, Yoruba), Peter Cole (Hebrew), Ladislav Zgusta (Hittite), Jerry
Morgan (Albanian). The teaching of these languages has made it
possible to support the graduate study of a large number of linguists
from abroad, which in its turn has meant that much of the linguistic
research of the department's students has been directly focused on
non-Western languages. If we accept that a cross-linguistic
perspective is necessary to the analysis of any given language, then
clearly one of the main tasks of any linguistics department is to train
native speakers of a variety of languages to do careful and thorough
research into these languages so that the relevant kinds of
information about their structure will be available to linguists in
general. There is, of course, much already known about the linguistic
structure of such relatively well-known non-Western languages as
Hebrew and Hindi. But the kinds of questions that linguists arc
seeking answers to currently are often highly articulated, requiring
very specific types of information that cannot be found in existing
descriptive materials. The necessary ingredient to a successful
utili7ation of a cross linguistic perspective is the training of linguists
who can unearth the pertinent aspects ol the structure of their
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native language. It is such a training that we are attempting to
provide.

The linguistics program at Illinois seems to me to be
characterized by a high degree of cohesiveness (based on the shared
experience of many of us), but at the same time an openness of
spirit; an intense desire to keep from becoming shackled to familiar
ways of thinking, to old questions; most of all, a sense of perspective.

9 3
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Henry R. Kahane
November 2, 1902 - September H. 1992



Introduction

This part includes memorial tributes paid to Henry R. Kahane on
November 14, 1992 at the Tryon Festival Theater, Krannert Center
for the Performing Arts, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Professor Kahane peacefully passed away at his home (808 West
Oregon, Urbana) on Friday, September 11, 1992. He was
professionally active until almost the last day of his life working on
various projects, meeting friends and engaging in intellectual
di scussions. He would have been ninety years old on November 2,
1993.

The secular memorial service was attended by a large number
of Kahane's colleagues, friends, students, and admirers. The memorial
tributes were paid by five members of the University of Illinois and,
Professor Kahane's daughter, Roberta Kahane Garner, and his son,
Charles Kahane.
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Elmer H. Antonsen: Head, Department of Linguistics,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Henry Kahane was our mentor, our colleague, and our friend for
most of the days of our adult lives. He had become, or so it seemed to
us, such a permanent featLie in our intellectual landscape that it is
difficult to grasp his absence.

In German academic circles, from which Henry ultimately
sprang, the common designation for a dissertation advisor is
Doktorvater, literally 'doctoral father'. Henry was certainly the
intellectual father of many a doctor of philosophy, but he was also
something no other can claim to be: he was both the father and the
midwife of the Department of Linguistics at the University of Illinois.
He laid all the groundwork for the Department a.r.d devoted
enormous energy and a great deal of time in seeing it successfully
born, but in characteristic modesty, he did not seek appointment as
its first Head. Only much later did he serve a brief term as Acting
Head. He brought great distinction to this University through his
scholarly activ ities, which won him high office in academic societies,
memberships in scientific academies, and honorary degrees from a
number of illustrious universities. A bit of this glory rubbed off on
us, who were fortunate enough to know him and to work with him.
But it is not this side of Henry Kahane I want to talk about, but
rather about a side not recorded in any Who's Who.

My association with Henry Kahane began in 1958, when I was a
graduate student in what was then called the Department of German.
Before the fall semester began, the chairman of that department,
Professor Frank Banta, who was also a linguist, called me to his office
to discuss my graduate appointment. To my great surprise, he
recommended that instead of a half-time appointment in German, I

take a I /4-time in German and another 1/4-time as research
assistant to a professor in the Department of Spanish, Italian, and
Portuguese, whom I had indeed heard of, but knew very little about.
My first reaction was 'No'. Why would I want to work for someone in
Romance languages? Professor Banta patiently explained to me the
possible advantages to a student intereed in linguistics of working
for Professor Kahane. I accepted tciuctantly, thinking of the valuable
teaching experience I would be missing.

In my interview with Professor Kahane, I immediately
discovered a kind person who needed an assistant with a knowledge
of German, since he and his wife and collaborator, Dr. Renée Kahane,
were engaged in research seeking the source of the term grail, so
prominent in medieval literature, and also the identity of the figure
of Kyôt, mentioned by Wolfram von Eschenbach as the source of his
Parzival. That year turned out to be a fascinating experience for me,
:,orking in the Kahancs' office, then in the rear of the Modern
Language Library. I saw first-hand how scholars go about the
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business of conducting research and experienced the joy and
excitement that comes from making new discoveries, from finding
new links, from carefully selecting exactly the right turn-of-phrase,
even from the meticulous proofreading of galleys and the careful
checking of quotations and their sources. It was a different world
from the one I was accustomed to, but also one in which I knew I
could be at home.

As it happened, during the following summer the German
Department was unable to provide me with financial aid, which was
a severe blow to my wife and me, since Hannelore was expecting our
first child in August. Somehow, the Kahanes learned of our
predicament and took immediate action. Henry secured a research
assistantship for Hannelore which would keep us both busy and
financially above water for the summer. I am now convinced it was
as much make-work as a pressing necessity for them to have us
translate hundreds of little slips of paper containing words and
phrases from the dialect of Kephalonia betraying Venetian influence
on the Greek of that island. But for us, this work was also a hugely
educational experience. Since Hannelore was a native speaker of
German and I of English, we were able to cooperate in translating the
German translations of these often earthy items into English. It was
another view into the world of scholarship, at the time a little
shocking, which is comprehensible now only in the context of the late
1950's, when From Here to Eternity had to be printed with asterisks
in place of vowels in strategic places.

During that summer we also got to know and love Henry's
mother, who came to our apartment every day for lunch while Henry
and Renee took their children to Wisconsin for a week's vacation.
Frau Kahane, then in her eighties, not only regaled us with delightful
tales of her younger years in the heady intellectual atmosphere of
Vienna and Berlin, she also showed Hannelore how to bathe a new-
born infant and gave her a good deal of practical advice on child-
care. We were flattered to learn from Henry after her death that she
had considered us to be the last new friends she had made.

Henry's interest in us did not end when we left Urbana. He and
Renée continued to take an interest in my career and in our well-
being and had a substantial impact on both, for which Hannelore and
I are both deeply grateful.

A few days after Henry's death, Professor William M. Calder III,
the William Abbott OldCather Professor of the Classics, wrote some
words to me that I would like to share with you.

I have just received your saddening note. I consider it a

privilege to have known Henry R. Kahane. His life was a model
for every decent scholar. He belonged to a vanishing species. He
was an intellectual. Again and again I met him a nonagenarian
at lectures in classics or German. His emeritude was the chance
to work harder. Solon says wisely "Never call a man happy
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until he has died." We can call Henry Kahane happy. He loved
his work and lived for it. He made a permanent contribution to
human knowledge. He gave generously to students and
colleagues. He had a wonderful wife who was also his closest
colleague. He lived to see two children successful. He had a
famous brother who was a distinguished archaeologist. He was
never bitter at the unfairness with which history treated him.
He was ill for a few days. He died painlessly in his sleep. He is
remembered as a friend by all who knew him.

Roberta Kahane Garner: Department of Sociology and
Anthropology, De Paul University, Chicago, Illinois

Others may speak today of Henry as a warm, patient teacher
and mentor, a scholar, a vigorous administrator, and a loving father
(familienmensch"). I would like to remember him as a magician and
prankster, whose sense of fantasy, imagination and ironic wit
constituted the core of his being.
Part One: Of masks and mirrors

Much of this playful side of Henry derived from his immersion
as a youngster in the world of theater and his continuing love of the
illusions of the stage. On many occasions he spoke of himself as "the

old actor." Certainly many of my happiest moments with him
centered on plays, and I remember very clearly the wonderful
strprise on my fourth birthday when I received the Little Theater, a
plywood construction with colored lights and velvet curtains for
which my mother and I produced cardboard sets and characters
su: pended by wires, while my father and I invented exciting plays
about pyramids and zeppelins. Henry and I also performed as actors
for my mother and grandmother, using as our stage my
grandmother's room behind the curtain that partitioned our small
apartment on Coler Street; one of our best series of plays concerned
thc servant Ramona, shrouded in silence to hide her Indian identity
from her masters. What excitement when Papa and Mama prepared
a staging of Pirandello's "Man with a Flower in his Mouth" for the
Spanish and Italian Department, and what a treat it was for me to go
to U of I theater productions with them. Later Henry read to me
many of the great works of the stage Oedipus Rex, The Bacchae,
Schiller's Robbers that portrayed the monster or criminal as tragic
hero and the gods as implacable arbiters of human fate.

In short, he keenly felt the illusoriness of social roles, the drama
of history, the pleasures of shape-changing, and the peculiar
interplay of the real interiors and the shimmering surfaces of life.

Part Two: Twoness and manyness.

Henry's lighthearted and playful sense of self also derived from
his life story as a Jew in Europe an outsider, an "Oriental", a
wanderer and as a European in America an exile in Paradise,
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condemned to live in the innocent Eden of a Big Ten college town.
What to some might have been a double alienation, a twofold source
of pain and bitterness, was to him a source of delight and mischief.
He played with these twonesses in his personal life and work. The
role of bilingualism and multiculturalism in his scholarly work is well
known. One of his favorites was The Krater and The Grail, in which
he and my mother found the origins of Arthurian ideals of the soul in
the interplay of Greek and Egyptian culture in antiquity, their
preservation in Byzantine and Islamic forms during the Dark Ages
(whose Dark Ages, anyway?), and their repackaging, recycling and
transmission into Western Europe by Jews and Moors. Those of you
who have seen the illustrations for this book know that he quite
literally put new pictures on Richard Wagner's Wall of Fame.

These ironies at the heart of "Western" culture appeared also in
his personal life. In some ways he was very Central European; for
instance, I never saw him sit, let alone lie, on a sofa, nor eat without
a knife and fork; and he always prided himself on his "Prussian
punctuality." But under his stiff, slightly formal suits he wore shirts
of the softest, silkiest and most colorful fabrics, because in his own
words he was "a Jewish prince," that is to say, sensuous as well as
scholarly. He was also a feminist patriarch, an oxymoron I wish I had
time to explain. He bequeathed these cultural complexities to his
children, who grew up Jewish and Gentile, German and
Mediterranean, Pagan and "People of the Book," European and
American ...

I end this section with another memory of Henry's reading to
me when I was a child: As for all educated Central Europeans of his
generation, the world of classical antiquity Greece and Rome was
a wellspring of intellectual life and he spoke of it constantly to me.
But I suddenly realized a month after his death, that he had read
only one account of Roman history to me: A book in German (I do not
know the author) that told the story of the Punic Wars entirely from
the viewpoint of African and Semitic Carthage. I now consider this to
be one of his jokes, one that I understood only forty years after he
played it on me.
Part Three: The word, the magnifying glass and the aleph.

The two things I removed most eagerly after his death from the
office in the library were a mirror and a magnifying glass. To the
mirror I have already alluded when I described his identity as an
actor, playing life's roles. The magnifying glass stands for his close
inspection of words, each word a microcosm of history. The word was
like an aleph, that tiny magical object of Jewish mysticism that
contains within itself the entire universe. For Henry and my mother,
the tracing of word histories was not a work of dry, antiquarian
pedantry, but the squeezing of history into a compressed form
because each word contained within itself class struggle, the clash of
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empires, the migration of tribes, voyages of exploration, warfare with
cannons and Greek fire, love, laughter, pleasures...

To conclude: The ironic and imaginative qualities of Henry's
character also grew out of his childhood in Berlin the same milieu
that produced the political Freudians, the Frankfurt school, Walter
Benjamin, and Gershom Scholem; for him (as for many intellectuals
nurtured in this milieu) the sophisticated and assimilated Jewish
environment of European rationality rested on a "substratum" of
older, half-forgotten traditions of enchantment that he tried to

recapture in his writings on alchemy, his reading of secondary
sources on the Jewish mystical tradition and his continuing interest
in his own Sephardic, Judaeo-Spanish and Balkan heritage.

To this heritage must be added the fact that he saw himself as a
man who had outwitted Death, Death having appeared to him in the
form of the S3 officer who interrogated him in Florence in 1938. He
was well aware that he had escaped only with the help of friends
gentiles, including Italians and Germans, and foremost among them
my mother; but in any case, ti5 have escaped gave him a pride,
optimism, and toughness, as well as a deep thankfulness to Fate for
the next 54 years of life. Of course, at the end he did not escape
Death a second time, but this time Death came in the gentler form of
old age, and during his last night, he spoke of traveling to Genova
and Athens, returning in thought to his beloved Mediterranean. We
scattered his ashes in the prairie landscape, and I will never forget
the golden rays of the afternoon sun touching the greenness of the
corn plants and the cottonwoods that day, Nature shining with the
magic of his presence.

Charles Kahane: Science Advisor, National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, Washington D.C.

Ordinary, everyday experiences can reveal a lot about a man's
character. I would like to share two happy memories of my father.

When I was 12, we visited Catalonia. We stayed at a brand-new
hotel, with a shiny new espresso machine. When my father saw it, he
said, "Charlie, have you ever seen an espresso machine?" "No." "I'm
going to order an espresso so you can watch how the machine
works." 1 was fascinated by the complicated preparations, mechanical
activities and hissing noises that went into producing a tiny cup of
black coffee. "Would you also like an espresso?" "No thanks, but is
there any chance the machine also makes hot chocolate?" "Please
give the young man a hot chocolate!" I watched in even greater
fascination as the waiter took a bottle of chocolate milk from the
refrigerator, poured it into a cup, opened the steam valve on the
espresso machine and played live stcam on the chocolate milk until it

became hot.
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With my father, every encounter became a learning experience.
He always made sure that learning was not rote memorization, but
discovery and fun. Just as he never stopped teaching, he never
stopped his own learning. Even in his last months, he was studying a
variety of new areas, looking for ways to apply his research methods.

Those last months, when his body refused to cooperate with his
spirit, are imprinted in all our memories. Some of you, perhaps,
never met him till this year. We should try not to remember him
only that way, but how strong he was just a few years ago.

When my father was 68 and I was 21, my parents and I spent a
month hiking in the Pacific Northwest. One morning, in the North
Cascades, my mother felt like staying at the lodge. There was an
unmarked trail that led uphill from the lodge. "We don't know where
the trail goes," we told her, "so we'll walk uphill for a couple of hours,
if it goes that far, and come back for lunch." We started up the hill
without any food or water. After two hours, the scenery was
wonderful, but we hadn't reached any place in particular. "How often
do we have the opportunity to walk a trail like this?" he said, "Who
knows when will be the next time? Let's keep going and see where it
takes us!"

After 4 hours, when we were about 4-5,000 feet above the
lodge, we reached a promontory. To the north, the peaks stretched
far into Canada. Below us, Ross Lake was covered by a layer of clouds
and surrounded by evergreens. We both knew: this was our
destination. A few minutes later it started to snow. We ran most of
the way downhill.

The way my father played that morning is how he worked all
his life. When he had a new idea when his intuition told him he
was on the right track he would pursue the idea relentlessly until
he revealed its true meaning and full implications. He inspired all of
us.

Morton W. Weir: Chancellor, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

In a way, it is easier to memorialize a
remember someone of lesser accomplishments.
more that one can say.

But in another way, it is more difficult,
person's contributions arc so many and they are
possible to overlook even somc that would
accomplishments of an ordinary intellect.

Henry Kahane was anything but an ordinary intellect. He and
Renee formed the most remarkable scholarly team that I have ever
known or heard about. For 65 years, thcy collaborated on books and

giant than it is to
There is so much

because when the
so important, it is
be the crowning
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scholarly papers, literally changing the nature of what we know
about cultural linguistics.

This remarkable record of scholarship is well known to you all,
as is the fact that Renee and Henry began their careers here in 1941.
Henry retired in 1971, and at the time of his death, Henry and Renee
have served this campus and its students for more than 50 years.

You may not know about some other aspects of Henry's career,
however. For example, he served for a short while as a foreign
correspondent in Istanbul, writing for a leading Berlin daily. Of this
experience, he was later to write: "... many events that my colleagues
for other foreign newspapers took seriously (I remember as typical
the arrival of a Zeppelin) meant little to me." He soon and wisely
returned to the academic life he really loved.

He served for five years as Headmaster of a boarding school for
refugee children in Florence, Italy.

In 1938, he spent a week in an Italian prison as a kind of
political hostage. Referring to that experience in an interview a few
years ago, Henry said: "A week in prison, I must confess, is quite an
educational experience. Every morning I was shaved, with tender
care, by a lifer who had murdered his entire family."

Henry was instrumental in the formation of the Department of
Linguistics on this campds. He and colleagues from a number of fields
could see that such a department would promote the study of
linguistics, but it took them eighteen years before the Department
was successfully launched in 1965.

You may not realize, either, that after his retirement in 1971 he
served as acting administrator of seven different units on this
campus four departments, one division, one program, and the
Center for Advanced Study.

He was, in effect, our administrative pinch-hitter. In his quiet,
intelligent, perceptive way he led these units effectively some of
which were in turmoil when he was asked to preside over them.

Henry was widely recognized and honored. He was the recipient
of two Guggenheim Fellowships. He was named Outstanding Educator
in America in 1974. He and Renee were the recipients of the Silver
Award of the Academy of Athens in 1976.

Henry was awarded honorary degrees from Humboldt
University in Berlin, the Free University of Berlin, and the University
of Illinois.

He was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in
1989, a marvelous and well-deserved honor. He also served as
President of the Linguistics Society of America. And of course, he was
a member of our Center for Advanced Study.
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Whenever I spoke with Henry, he never talked about linguistics
he probably knew that was hopeless insofar as I was concerned.

We always talked about the library. And he always told me we
weren't allocating enough money to it. Recently he wrote:

The extraordinary library of the University of Illinois, in
which we had our 'study' since the day of our arrival,
proved to be an unending source of support.
Henry Kahane was amazing and productive right up until the

end. Just the other night I was at a dinner and the conversation
turned to Henry. One faculty member with whom I was speaking
said that she had run across Henry in an elevator just a couple of
weeks before his death. He asked her what she was working on and
when she told him he said she should take a look at some relevant
work written nearly 50 years ago and he later returned to his
office and sent her the specific reference.

I end with that story because it is the essence of Henry and the
essence of scholarship. A giant has indeed passed from our midst. He
cannot be replaced.

Larry R. Faulkner: Dean, College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

In Illinois, in this city, on this campus, I have learned the value
of genius and of commitment.

It is not now fashionable to speak of genius, but it does exist,
and it is of immeasurable importance to a university. I have
encountered here members with extraordinary intellectual power,
far beyond that of merely talented colleagues. Genius allows
achievement and advance that diligence, no matter how great, never
will. There is no substitute for its enriching power.

On this prairie, with nothing in the physical landscape to
distinguish this location from countless others, has developed one of
the truly exquisite locales on the globe. It has gained its merit
entirely from its humanity; its distinction arises from the genius and
commitment that have marked its principal figures in the 20th
century. Henry Kahane was a giant here. He gathered vast ranges of
the humanities into his intellect, and hc invented. He saw new ways
of organizing thought and scholarship, and he led. Over and over
again, he led. I am sure that he was head of more departments and
programs than any other individual in the history of our campus.

Chancellor Weir has already mentioned the long, persistent
effort leading to the birth of the Department of Linguistics. Henry
Kahane took pleasure in telling mc that story not so long ago. I recall
the brilliant sparkle in his eyes when he explained how he finally
wore down the Dean!
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Years ago, long before I learned of the magnitude of their
accomplishments, I came to recognize a remarkable symbol of
personal commitment in the brisk walk together of Henry and Renee
Kahane. Almost every day in the morning, at noon, and in the
evening they passed by Roger Adams Laboratory on their way to
or from the Library. One did not need to know the details of their
work to see that purpose filled their lives,

Chemistry is my field, so it is perhaps not surprising that I draw
on a chemical vision. Among the most beautiful and useful of all
physical phenomena is crystallization. A striking effect can arise if
one introduces a single tiny crystal, as a seed, into a solution of
molecules at saturation. One by one, new molecules seat themselves
on the faces of the seed, so that it grows to become a different entity,
often manyfold larger than the original. The seed organizes the
surrounding universe to match its own elegant patterns. Henry
Kahane was a seed crystal in this community, and a large, beautiful
product has arisen from his facets.

In Illinois, in this city, on this campus, I have learned the value
of genius and of commitment.

Ladislav Zgusta: Director. Center for Advanced Study,
Professor of Linguistics and the Classics, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Chancellor Weir has mentioned that Henry Kahane was involved
in the work of many institutions, departments, societies. Of particular
importance was his membership in the Center for Advanced Study of
our University. He was one of the first professors appointed to that
highest academic position on the campus at the very beginning, when
the Center was founded, and for some time he was the Director of the
Center. In this way, Henry's participation was of decisive importance
in the molding of the new institution and in the determination of the
direction which its development was to take. Even when emerited,
Henry frequently came to our gatherings to hear a presentation, or to
take lunch with the Center community. He was as excellent a

companion as he was a penetrating discussant. The Center regrets the
passing away of one of its most eminent members.

One of the national organizations in which Henry played an
important role was the Linguistic Society of America, by the number
of its members probably the greatest professional society of linguists
in the world. Henry was the Society's president and member of many
committees. I cannot fail to mention that it is not only the executive
officers of the Society who asked me to bring their condolences to
this memorial gathering: I received a phone call from the Secretary
asking me also to mention how deeply saddened the whole staff of
the Secretariat's office is ant. "hat a fond memory they all have of
Henry's k indness and pleasant way of reaching decisions when he
was President of the Society. It seems to me that to he remembered
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in such a warm way is typical for Henry's ways of dealing with
people.

I frequently asked myself how one can become such a
repository of human knowledge and wisdom as Henry was and it
seemed to me that the answer was in the many dimensions of
Henry's life. The first of those dimensions is obvious: his trajectory
through time was longer than that of most people, and all those
nearly ninety years were marked by constant growth and constant
increase of knowledge. The second dimension, the so to say
horizontal dimension of space, is not less important: Henry lived in
Germany, Italy, Greece, and America. This sounds like not a big deal
in today's world of easy travel, but the point is that this was not
travelling around, those were changes of places where to live. There
is an enormous difference between travelling somewhere and
moving there for life. As anybody who went through the experience
knows, the latter is infinitely more difficult and requires deep,
extensive adjustments in the way how one understands and handles
people and situations. A 'normal' .trnigré becomes an immigrant once
in life: Henry went through that process three times. It must have
been very difficult, but as a source ov experience priceless. The third
dimension of Henry's life is that of his research. Romance linguistics
and philology is one of the richest fields within the Humanities,
because of the number of languages, their long and well attested
history and their rich social and spatial ramifications, and because of
the wealth and importance of the texts preserved in all those
languages. As if this were not enough, Henry combined with this
overwhelming bulk of study an intensive research in the Byzantine
culture. Greek is one of the few languages of the world that have an
attested history stretching over several millenia. The European
tradition has been that of studying in the first line Ancient Greece
and its language; it was only quite recently that a modest interest in
Modern Greece was developed. This caused that the Byzantine
culture has not been studied with the intensity its importance would
deserve. Henry's field of research comprised both these enormous
areas, Romance and Byzantine; one of them would be more than
enough for a lifetime, but Henry roamed through both those vast
intellectual spaces, constantly accompanied by his pótnia dlochos, an
accomplished scholar herself, with the virtuosity of the master who
knows where to find new treasures and who is not afraid to tread on
un trodden paths. This par nobile maritorurn (if we accept the
changed quotation) developed an ability of combining knowledge
from the two fields, Romance and Byzantine, eta will seek its equal
for generations to come.

However, there was yet another dimension in Henry's
intellectual life. During one of the, alas, last lunches I had with him,
we talked about Modernism and its origin; Marcel Ddchamp and his
memorable painting submitted to the Salon were, naturally,
mentioned, but also the quotation from, I think, Rimbaud in which
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we are told that 'it is absolutely necessary always to be as modern as
possible'. It was most interesting to see that the nearly nonagenarian
had a much more positive attitude to this piece of wisdom than I,
although nearly a quarter of a century younger. That was typical
Henry: always accepting something new. I think that this component
of his psychology, the proclivity to things new, was the reason why
he as a young man hesitated whether to choose journalism or
Academia as his career. To make up his mind, he spent a year as
reporter of a big German newspaper in Istanbul; but luckily for all of
us, the Muses won. Henry's whole life was marked by symptoms of
this proclivity, of this willingness to accept novelty. For decades, he
has never taken a plane, whether crossing the Atlantic or the
American continent. But then, when he was elected President of the
Linguistic Society in his, I think, eighties (unless they were 'only' his
late seventies), he had to get somewhere in California quickly and
the only possibility how to make it was offered by the plane: without
hesitation he took it and happily kept flying forever after, always
accompanied, of course, by his alter (or in this case, altera) ego. There
was a saying in Rome about Cato, a man who for a long time hated
Greek culture: Cato senex litteras Graecas didicit "Cato learned Greek
when 1-= in spite of being] an old man"; with equal right we can
proudly say Kahane senex caelum navigare didicit. I am sure that
this attidc, this willingness to accept novelty, this constant
orirmtation towards modern trends, points of view, ways of life, has
caused that Henry during all his nearly ninety year of life always
has been so vety young.

Braj. B. Kachru: Professor of Linguistics, Jublee Professor of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

I first met Henry and you. Renée, on October 17, 1963, in a

cluttered room behind the present reference room of the Modern
Languages and Linguistics Library. That was almost a generation ago.
And now, this afternoon. I am here to celebrate with you, Renée,
Roberta, Charles, and the friends, students, colleagues and admirers
of Henry, the many ways in which the richness of Henry's life
touchcd us all. iii the tributes paid to Henry this afternoon we have
seen many facets of his personality: his wit and the twinkle shown in
his penetrating eyes, his capacity for immense friendship and
concern, his contagious dynamism and energy, his astute instinct for
academic administration, his integrity and equanimity, and , above
all, refinement and dedication. In short, he was an ideal humanist, a
renaissance man.

But that was only one part of llenry's personality. After all,
Henry was an institution in more serises than onc. The other aspect
perhaps less often articulated and less visible. was Henry the rebel,
the activist, and the catalyst for challenge and change. In fact. Henry
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in his quiet way was indifferent to conventions, ignored dominant
disciplinary paradigms, and ignored academic and administrative
norms. He had an extraordinary skill in building bridges between the
present and the challenging future. In 1962, he strongly supported
the appointment of Robert B. Lees to lead the yet-unborn
department of Linguistics at UIUC, for he wanted the future
department to be on the cutting edge of the fast-expai.ding
discipline. And Lees was an apostle of a new paradigm: provocative,
unconventional and often devastating. Henry ignored all that , for he
saw the future direction of the field. And this showed his academic
vision and foresight.

His persistence in achieving an objective academic or
administrative is legendary on this campus. Once, when asked how
he had been able to convince the administration to start linguistics at
the University of Illinois, he answered with typical Kahane wit: "It
was very simple. It took just two things. One, I had to wait until we
got a Dean who was not from the Humanities, because a humanist
Dean invariably shelved the proposal for a linguistics department.
We had to wait until a psychologist became the Dean. Second, I made
it a point to visit the Dean every week to emphasize the importance
of linguistics on this campus. He would throw me out the door and 1
would come back through the window." This persistence for an
intellectual cause and for change, and an immense intellectual
curiosity were marks of Henry the activist.

But there was a contradiction. too. Henry was progressive in
ideas, in thinking, in teaching, but hP did not quite accept the
material progress of our times. In 1973, Henry responded firmly to
an interviewer: "I don't drive. I don't fly. I don't use a typewriter
and I never look at television. I am a European, and I am very afraid
of machines." (Illinois Alumni News, February 1973:14) This he said
in his charming, consciously preserved, European accent. However,
when Henry was elected President of the Linguistic Society of
America in the 1980s, the position entailed considerable travelling.
He was persuaded to travel by air. And once Henry and Renée had
found their wings, it was difficult to stop them.

This blend of modernism and tradition, combined with an
exuberant and youthful spirit, made the Kahanes unique. And those
of us who set our watches according to the schedule of the Kahanes
will understand what I mean. In a sense their life revolved around
room 427 in the Library Building. In their life style, the Kahancs
provided "... a unique, enviable example of the perfect reconcilability,
for both husband and wife, between a rich and balanced family life
and the rigor and austerity of advanced research." (ibid: p.14) Who
contributed what to their long academi.; career of joint research is
difficult to answer. Once, confronted with this question, Henry's
modest answer was, "my wife has the ideas and I write them." And,
as one would expect, Rende protested, "I think that is not right."
Ilenry clarified: "teamwork is a very complicated thing. As ideas
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develop, one gives one thing and then the other changes it, and then
the first one again." (ibid: p.14) This was actually the secret of their
very harmonious relationship.

In celebrating Henry's life, then, we are here to celebrate a life
of unusual dedication and a life of deep scholarship, but above all, a
life of warmth and human concern. We are celebrating the life of one
who built programs, brick by brick, and person by person, and
created well-rounded students idea by idea and argument by
argument. Henry's international impact and the respect for him as a
person was evident at the International Conference on World
Englishes Today (April 1-4, 1992), organized to honor him on his
90th birthday, seven months before his actual birthday. And in his
talk at the Conference, he did not talk of the past, but presented an
agenda for the future.

I was fortunate in that I had many opportunities to watch
closely as Henry performed his roles in the classroom, in the library,
as an editor, as a collaborator and as a mentor. I almost said as a
guru, but he did not like that term. We had telephone chats at least
once a week. On T` ursday, one day before Henry passed away, he
was optimistically talking, in his usual sanguine and firm tone, of his
future plans, of one-hundred-and-one projects. We even briefly
talked of a volume which we were .inintly editing to be released in
1994 to honor one of our mutual friehJs.

The next day, Friday, at 7:30 p.m., Renee called Yamuna to
convey the grim news. And two hours later, when Henry was taken
from 808 W. Oregon, the five of us, Reit& Kahane, Mariarn Ahmed,
Yamuna Kachru, Amita Kachru, and myself, who were there to say
goodbye to him represented the world's great cultural traditions: the
Judeo-Christian, the Hindu, and the Islamic. It was not planned, it
just happened that way: a convergence of major faiths and
philosophies of life and living. I believed that Henry would have
liked it that way, for in his ideas, he did not believe in the
boundaries of culture and region. All his life he crisscrossed those
boundaries in his scholarship and in his personal life. As the hearse
turned off Oregon Street on to Lincoln toward Florida, it was almost
dark; the black hearse disappeared, carrying one who has been called
a prince among teachers and a schlar's scholar, and most
importantly, a dear colleague to us all. An era seemed to end as one
wistfully watched the slow-moving hearse. We walked back to
Henry's living room, misty-eyed. And there was Renée with us,
dignified, serene, and even at that moment of loss, concerned about
the comfort of us four.

And on that evening, as Rende and the four of us sat in their
living room, I wondered: has this relationship of years with Henry
come to an end? But, soon I thought of the assurance given by the
wise, the sages, that the physical body may be destroyed, but the
Self can neither be cut, nor burnt, nor be wet or withered, for it is
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eternal, all-pervading, stable, immovable, and timeless. Therefore,
knowing this to be so, one should not grieve, says the Song Celestial,
The Bhagwad-Gita.
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PART III

Graduate Student Research 1964-1992



Introduction

This part includes abstracts of 191 Ph.D. dissertations and 52
Master's theses submitted to the department from 1964 through the
end of the 1991-1992 academic year. These abstracts do not include
dissertations or theses submitted to other academic units at UIUC on
topics related to linguistics, for example, Department of Spanish,
Italian and Portuguese; Department of Germanic Languages and
Literatures; Department of the Classics; Department of East Asian
Languages and Cultures; interdisciplinary program in Second
Language Acquisition and Teacher Education (SLATE); Division of
English as an International Language; and various units in the College
of Education. A number of dissertations and theses submitted to
these units are directed by the faculty of our department, or they
serve as members of the committees.

Research in Progress lists the dissertations and theses defended
and/or deposited to the Graduate College after August 1992 and also
those which have yet to be defended for award of the degree.

We have also attempted to make this section user-friendly by
including the following indices:

1. Author index
2. Language index
3. Regional index
4. Areas of concentration; and
5. Index of 'sors
We hope that this part will be useful to researchers in linguistics

and to our present and future students.
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[II Abasheikh, Mohammad Imam 1978

Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

The grammar of Chimwi:ni causatives

In this dissertation we have attempted to provide a detailed introduction to
the morphological causative verbs in Chimwi:ni, an introduction that he:,

included phonological, morphological. morphophonemic, syntactic, anii

semantic aspects. We have shown that the causative is derived either by means
of suffixation or consonant change and that the causative stem may function
either as simply a transitive verb or a truc causative (with varying semantic
implications e.g. assistance, compulsion, persuasion, provision of means).
Some evidence has been presented to show that the true causatives arc

appropriately described in terms of a bisentential source whereas those

causatives with just a transitive function ought not be analyzed in the same
way. We have examined a variety of syntactic features of sentences containing
a morphological causative verb. In particular. we have considered the

grammatical verb and how these NP's behave with respect to various

transformational processes in thc language.

Thc emphasis of this dissertation has been on providing a description of
thc behavior of Chimwi:ni causative verbs. But in order to present this

description, in a coherent fashion, it has been necessary to suggest various

rules (Predicate Raising, Preposition Incorporation, principle for assigning

grammatical relations, ctc.) and rule interactions (Re fle x iv izat ion before

Predicate Raising, Predicate Raising before Preposition Incorporation, etc.) It
should bc noted, however, that wc have made no attempt to present a formal
account of these rules or their interactions. Rather we have tried to give somc
data justifying these rules and interactions, leaving the details and the

formalism for future research.

We hope that the basic facts about Chimwi:ni causatives presented in this

dissertation can in conjunction with similar descriptions of other Bantu

languages provide insight into the structure of the causative verb in Bantu.

and that such insight into Bantu causatives will provide relevant material for

a general theory of causative verbs in human languages.

21 Abdo, Daud A.
Advisor: Robert B. Lees

1969

On stress and Arabic phonology: A generative approach

Arabic dialects spoken in thc Arab countries from Morocco in thc west to
Iraq in the cast and from Syria in the north to thc Arabian Peninsula in the

south differ from each other, even wi thin the same country, , in various

respects, particularly in phonological features and lex icon. Most of these

dialects, however, share ce rtain features that arc different from Classical
Arabic (Cl. Ar.) and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the latter being the form
of Arabic that is taught in schools throughout the Arab countries and is used

as thc medi um of press, formal talks, and the greatest number of radio

broadcasts.

This thesis is opposed by others. e.g. Blau (1965) who maintains that "the

various items, carefully collected by Ferguson to attest to the existence of the
.koine, front which, it is alleged, the modern sedent ary di alects have
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developed, do not in our opinion, prove that such a common language really
existed. The 'koinc' stands, as we have tried to demonstrate, at thc end of thc
linguistic process and not at its beginning." Blau attributes the features the
spoken dialects share in contrast to Cl. Ar. to a general "drift", or "convergent
lines of development", and to mutual influences. Blau's thesis is that the Arab
conquests during the seventh century A.D. affected their language through
contact with thc languages of other peoples "which had lost their flexional
systems."

It is not the aim of this study to deal with this problem of the origin of
modern Arab dialects. Suffice it to say that the differences between these
dialects and Cl. Ar. should not be exaggerated, except perhaps in the realm of
thc lexicon. In phonology, whcrc the differences arc most obvious, excluding
lexicon, it is striking that in most cases the underlying structures for the
spoken dialects dealt with in this study and Cl. Ar. arc by and large very
similar, and almost identical. Thc phonetic differences arc accountable by
plausable rules, as will be seen in this study.

Although this study concentrates mainly on an Arabic dialect spoken at
Jabal Al-Mukabbir south of Jerusalem, the discussion of stress and some related
matters will not be restricted to this dialect, but will also touch on other
dialects, particularly Egyptian Arabic (Cairo) and Iraqi Arabic (Baghdad). in
addition to Cl. Ar.. since similar problems arc involved in most Arabic dialects,
and I simply chose the ones I ant most familiar with (ignoring othcr dialects
from the Levant because they arc similar to Palestinian Arabic).

131 Abdul-Karim, Kamal Wadih
Advisor: Micheal Kenstowicz

1980

Aspects of the phonology of Lebanese Arabic

Many studies relating to thc sound system of Lebanese Arabic (LA) often
times included in works on Syrian and Levantine Arabic, have bccn conducted
within the t radi ional framework of Descriptive and Structural Linguistics.
This study is the first major work on the phonological system of LA conducted
in the framework of Generative Phonology.

Lebanese Arabic differs from other colloquial dialects in several
interesting ways. One is the major subdivision of the Lebanese dialects into
differential versus nondifferential dialects. The latter limit vowel syncope to
short high unaccented vowels in open syllables, while the former have
generalized the rule to a and thus apply it to all short vowels regardless of
quality. This generalization of the syncope rule provides important
confirming evidence for thc cyclic analysis of stress assignment originally
proposed by Michael Brame for Palestinian and Maltese Arabic. Traditional
research in Levantine Arabic was puzzled by the contrast between fhim-na
'we understood versus fihirn- na 'he understood us'. both deriving from Ifiltim-
naj. Brame accounted for this contrast by proposing a cyclic assignment of
stress to the underlying representations Ifihirn-nal versus Ifigimj- nal. In this
dissertation confirming evidence for the cyclic analysis is demonstrated on
the basis of the nondifferential dialects, where ICaCaCI perfects exhibit thc
sante contrast: drab-na 'we hit' versus darab-na 'he hit us'. We also show that
the possessive suffixes induce a cyclic structure on nouns. cf. samak-na 'our
fish'.
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Two di fferent analyses for thc differential versus nondifferential
contrast arc discussed. One simply deletes a in the context CV, while the second
rcduccs a to i in unstressed nonfinal syllables and then syncopates thc

resultant i in an opcn syllable. Further research is needed to decide between
the two alternatives.

In the course of our analysis all of the major phonological alternations
appearing in thc inflection of thc nouns and the various verb forms perfect,
imperfect, imperative, lamc arc discussed.

[ 41 Abu-Salim, Issam M. 1982

Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

A reanalysis of some aspects of Arabic phonology: A metrical approach

This study attempts to reanalyze some aspects of Arabic phonology,
particularly. Palestinian Arabic (PA), within thc metrical framework. First,
the syllable structure and syllabification rules of PA arc dealt with in Chaptcr

2 where it is argued that thc syllabification process involves not only rules to

define syllabic boundaries and assign structure to syllables, but also other
rules, which have to apply at thc time syllabification is carried out. Thc
placement of such rules among the syllabification rules explains a number of
phenomena, such as shortening of vowels carrying primary stress, that can

not bc accounted for by the phonological rules proper. Moreover, the internal

structure of the syllable is examined and it is concluded that McCarthy's

(1979a.b) analysis of superheavy syllabics is inadequate.

Second. thc question of how syllables arc organized into higher metrical
units is considered in Chapter 3. This issue is directedly related throughout this
chapter to stress assignment in PA, where it is argued that the metrical

approach to stress (promincncc) is superior. Moreover, the metrical foot is

argued to he maximally tcrnary rathcr than unbounded in PA.

Third. vowel-length alternation is dealt with in Chapter 4. Broselow's

(1976) account of this phenomenon in Egyptian Arabic, whereby vowels arc

lengthened before clitics, is discussed and shown to be inadequate. An

alternative analysis is thcn offered whcrcby this phenomenon is accounted

for by a vowel-shortening rule. This rule is shown to be simpler if stated in

metrical, rather than segmental, terms. Moreover, the stressed-vowel
shortening phenomenon is considered and a proposal is made to account for

thcir shortening by a syllsbification rule appi ed at the time syllabic and

higher metrical struct ures are assigned.

Finally, in Chapter 5, various syncope and epeathesis rules arc

considered in an attempt to show how these rules modify metrical structur-s. It

is argued that these rules do not alter the underlying prominence relations

established by the metrical-structure assignment mechanism since they apply

after the metrical structure is erected.

151 Ahn, Sang-Cheol 1985

Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

The interplay of phonology and morphology in Korean

The purpose of this study is to propose a more satisfactory explanation for
the various morphologically constrained phonological phenomena in Korean
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For this. I employ the framework of icxical phonology by Kiparsky (1982) and
Mohanan (1982) and CV phonology by Clements & Keyser (1983).

Chapter 1 provides preliminary information about an inventory of
underlying segments, as well as an overview of lexical phonology and CV
phonology.

In Chapter 2. 1 examine the word-formation process in Korean and
organize thc model of the lexicon which consists of four ordered strata. I also
provide a reanalysis of the three noun-forming suffixes, and -ki which
is related to the Avoid Synonymy Principle of Kiparsky (1983). Finally, I

reanalyze the Korean syl abification process.

In Chapter 3. I discuss several consonant-related problems. First. I argue
that the controversial tensificwion phenomena should be regarded as several
different processes. For the so-called "Bindung-s" phenomenon, I propose the
underspeci fied c- epenthesis rule instead of the traditional t- and n -

epentheses. Second, I discuss two types of palatalization phenomena in Korean;
lexical t-palatalization and post-lexical palatalization processes. I also argue
that phonological opacity is explained by correct morphological analysis.
Third. I reanalyze the "so-called" irregular conjugation of the p-, t-, s-, h-, and
1- predicates within the framework of CV theory. Finally. I discuss the
miscellaneous aspects of aspiration, consonant cluster simplification, and
coda-obstruent neutralization.

Chapter 4 deals with several vowel-related problems. First. I discuss the
vowel harmony process and the reduplication in which I propose to recognize
two kinds of vowel harmony in Korean. each dividing the vowel chart in its
own way and being differentiated front each other in terms of the lexicality
vs. post-lexicality distinction. Second. I reanalyze the i-deletion phenomena
and recategorize them into two groups; lexical vs. post-lexical. 1 also discuss
the i-analogy phenomenon which occurs in the process of children's
overgeneralization of suffixation. Finally. I elaborate on the vowel shortening
process.

In Chapter 5. 1 review the thesis and discuss sonic of the implications.

161 Ajolore, Olusola 1974
Advisor: Howard Maclay

Learning to use Yoruba focus sentences in a multilingual setting

Focus sentences are so important in Yoruba that it is hard to picture what
the language would be like without them. Their arrival in a child's language
development thus marks an important point in his linguistic development.

This dissertation, based on data from adult Yoruba and child language,
tries to do two things It tries to present an adequate analysis of adult Yoruba
focus sentences, and to account for how Taye and Kein (the two children
studied) tame to lean. to use these sentence types. These two tasks arc not easy
to perform, and so not commonly found in languag.: learning accounts.

After describing the children, their sociolinguistic background, and thc
data, the dissertation defines focus sentences, and links them with identical
linguistic phenomena in English. In showing some of the characteristics of
this sentence type, an attempt is made to show that one type of negation in the
language is possible if and only if there is a focus sentence construction. The
study shosAs that one form of reflexiY ization in the language (and incidentally
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in English) does not require the clause-mate condition, but that it occurs to

prevent a syntactic gap.

A proposal for analyzing focus sentences reveals that:

Ore n i o r a is u
Ore be h e bought yams
'it was Ore who bought yams'

transformationally derives from

Orc ni eni ti o ra i su

Ore be one who h e bought yams
'Ore was thc one who bought yams'

which in turn derives from

cni ti o r a isu n c ore
one who h e bought yarns bc Ore
'the one who bought yams was Ore'

It reveals that there is no known way of transformationally deriving focus

sentences of the type just seen front their traditionally related non-focus

sentence:

Ore r a i su
Ore h e bought yams
'Ore bought yams'

and that an attempt at deriving them differently than' as sketched in this study
will leave many grammatical focus sentences unexplained and so must bc

judged observationally inadequate, or do so only at the cost of a very complex
machinery thc type not really called for.

It argues that thc Extraction Theory proposed by Grosu (1972) and

Akmajian (1970) for analyzing English pseudo-cleft sentences. the English

counterparts of Yoruba focus sentences, cannot handle the Yoruba data, and

that in fact it cannot cope with what it is intended to do. I show that my
proposal can handle English focus sentences adequately, including the ones

which all existing analyses have no answers for.

The second part examines the language learning data, and reveals that

thc rules by which adult focus sentences arc derived do not help to explain
how Tayc and Kcin learned these sentences. On the contrary. there is reason to
believe that thcy learned by imitation, and pattern copyit g, and by careful

usc of sem-ntic cues. The gap between the linguistic description and the

language learning data is shown to be inherent in generative grammars

which say that they have nothing to offer concerning how language is

perceived and produced.

Tayc and Kein arc shown to have learned certain oppositions very early

in life and these are used to project how they probably learned language.

Semantic notions like anirnacy. humanness, dependency, agent, initiator,
affected, action or attribution, possessor-possessed, and location or direction of
objects and people arc suggested as cues which the child uses in learning to

speak. The dissertation suggests that an adequate theory of child language will
have to integrate all of these with the usc of imitation in its wide and truc

sense with the use of imitation in its wide and true sense, and thc place of the
model. This it means that biologists, neurologists, speech experts,
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linguists, sociologists and psychologists must have to tcam together to produce
such a theory.

171 Alghozo, Mohammad Ha mdan
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

1987

Syncope and epenthesis in Levantine Arabic: A nonlinear approach

The nonconcatenative morphology 'of Arabic played a prominent role in
thc development of CV phonology. McCanhy (1979, 1981) showed that many
Arabic word formation rules can be conceived of as stipulating a CV template
to which the segmental phonemes arc autosegmentally mapped. In addition, he
showed that the Semitic root patteni system can be reduced to the assumption
that radical consonants and vowels arc on separated tiers representing
different morphemes. The development of underspecification theory
(Archangcli 1984) madc it possible for the radical consonants and the vowels
to be minimally specified in the lexicon, and for the phonological rules to
apply and refer to tiers rather than the whole representations. In this study,
we argue that the above assumptions anit essential: first, to explain an
otherwise problematic set of alternations found in some Modern Levantine
Arabic dialects; and second, to provide an explanation for the effects of
cmphatic consonants on other neighboring segments in various Arabic
dialects.

Thc assumptions made in this study arc: (1) Thc syncope rule deletes a
mere V slot from the skeletal tier and the vowel associated with it remains
floating. (2) Epenthesis rules insert an empty slot which will be (a) associated
with a floating vowel if available; (b) otherwise, associated with a high stem
vowel; (c) otherwise, associated with an empty matrix. Rcdundancy rules of
different types will fill in thc values of thc front vowel i in the empty matrix.
(3) The interaction between redundancy and phonological rules will provide
the desired epenthetic vowel u in emphatic contexts and prevent the same
vowel in thc same contexts from getting rounded when (a) syncopc feeds
epenthcsis within a stem or (b) thc stem vowel is the high front i. Evidence
and arguments for assumptions (1) and (2) arc presented in Chapter 3, and
thosc for assumption (3) arc presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 1 serves as an
introduction to thc study, and Chapter 2 briefly discusses syncope and
epenthesis rules.

181 Awoyale, James Oladuntoye Yiwola 1974
Advisor: Herbert Stahlke

Studies in the syntax and semantics of Yoruba nominalizations

This study is an attempt to characterize Yoruba nominalizations, and on
that basis to cnrich our understanding of the procerses that a natural
language can use to crcatc ncw lexical itcms that ire too large to be found in
any dictionary. This investigation is imperative rot sev,:ral rcasons. First, the
processes have not been characterized in the language before, in the way we
have donc here, at least not to our knowledge. This docs not mcan that
nominalizations arc not important in Yoruba. In actual fact, it is our
contention that thc same information that speakers use in forming sentences
is used in creating ncw words out of existing forms in thc language. The
creativity that makes somebody know and use the infinite number of
sentences of a natural language, underlies the production and use of
compound forms in the language.
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Our success in describing this knowledge will depend first on substantive
evidence front individual languages and what it provides for explaining
language as a form of communication. Such substantive evidence will include
the morphology of thc language, which will tell us how ncw words arc derived
and how productive the processes arc. We might then begin to understand why
a speaker can tell whether a new word belongs to his language or not, just as

he can tell whether a sentence is pan of his language or not.

The information we have on Yoruba indicates that it is possible to dissect
its complex lexical items formally, without doing it intuitively alone That is, it
is possible, given a nominal compound, to pull apart both the affix and the

stem. This is our approach in this dissertation. Both thc stems that thc affixes
take, and the affixes that the stems lake are looked at in detail in order to

determine what principles govern their association. What previous writers on

Yoruba have done is to list the affixes and the nouns they can form. Thc
nominal compounds wcrc not related to sentences in the language, nor were
the stems correctly identified as to whether they arc verbal or ideophonic.

9 I Bader, Yousef Far han 19S4

Advisor: Michael Kenstowic,

Kable Berher phonology and morphology optvanding issues

This thesis presents a novel account of the most important phonological
and morphological processes operating in a Berber language Kabyle
spoken in parts of Algeria. Thc study is conducted within the framework of the
recent theories of syllable structure (with emphasis on the CV and Onset and
Rime tiers), autosegmental phonology, and lexical phonology and morphology.

First, the syllable structure of Kabyle is investigated. This language will
be seen to have a relatively simple syllable structure, compatible with
universal rules. Then. I show that the puMing problem of the schw a in
Kabyle and another Berber dialect can be easily accounted for if a set of
syllable-budding rules specific to these languages is devised. The
syllabification scheme will also be demonstrated to explain the phonological
alternations associated with the 'bound state of the Kabyle noun as well as

with some vowel sandhi phenomena. In addition, the problem of
syllabification at the word and/or the phrase level and its implications for thc
linguistic theory will be discussed. Finally, in the domain of phonology, I will
show that the distinction made within lexical phonology between lexical and

post -lexical rules is able to account for some consonant sandhi phenomena.

In the realm . verbal morphology, two attempts arc made. First, the

model of autoscgmental analysis w hich allow s reference to levels of
representation or tiers other than the surface segmental representation of a

string (McCar by, 1979) is made use of in order to explain the Kabyle verbal
allomorphy. Second. I attempt to account for the sante verbal allomorphs
within the framework of Lieber (19SO) who argues that the morphological
alternations ( allomorphs) of a verb must he listed in the lexicon, with
relationships among them expressed by means of devices called morpholexical
rules Fach analysis will be shown to bear at least one important consequence
tor the purpose of understanding K ahy Ie erbal Mots and their derivatives
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1101 Barjasteh, Darab 1983
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Morphology, syntax, and semantics of Persian compound verbs:
A lexicalist approach

This dissertation deals with morphology, syntax and semantics of Persian
compound verbs from a lexicalist viewpoint. The following is a summary of thc
major points discussed in this study.

In Chaptcr 1, I show that the morphological, syntactic and semantic
properties of Persian compound verbs have not received proper treatment in
the past. To this cnd, I take the position that an adequate analysis of this
phenomenon is possible within the general perspective of the "Lexicalist
Hypothesis."

In Chapter 2, I discuss the phonological, morphological and syntactic
characteristics of Persian simple verbs. Unlike previous proposals. I suggest
that all Persian verbal stems arc registered in thc lexicon. However, prior to
being mapped onto the underlying P-markers. I argue that such stcms
undergo a number of lexical rules.

In Chaptcr 3, a distinction is made between gerundive nominals and
derived nominals. It is shown that while the former category arc derived
syntactically, the latter are constructed in the lexicon. Such a distinction is
argued to provide an explanation for a regular tendency in all Persian
gerundive nominals which do not undcrgo compound verb formation
processes.

In Chaptcr 4, two major categories of simple and compound derived
nominals arc examined. It is argued that while a syntactic analysis of these
nominals has a number of shortcomings, a lexical approach to the problem is
fairly adequate.

In Chapter 5, the phenomenon of verbal compounding is discussed. Based
on a number of criteria, it is argued that a large portion of Persian compound
verbs arc separable by various syntactic transformations. In this chapter, it is
also argued that, first, the process of compound verb formation, similar to the
case of derived nominals is lexical; sccond, unlike previous claims, such
processes reveal a remarkable pattern of regularity.

11 11 Barkai, Malachi 1972
Advisor: Robert B. Lccs

Problems in the phonology of Israeli Hebrew

This dissertation covers the principal part of modcrn Hebrew phonology.
Thc introductory chapter sets out the morphological "background" for the rest
of the work, with a fairly complete outline of the Hebrew verb and noun.

Two main problems in Hebrew phonology arc the a) "gutterals" and b)
spirantization. In thc formcr case, it is shown that thcrc is a lowering of front
vowels in the environment of a guttural, provided these vowels arc either in a
prefix or epenthesized, but vowel lowering does not affect (non-prefix) base
vowels. It is claimed that prefixed and epenthesized vowels carry tertiary
stress (as opposed to other vowels which arc primarily or secondarily
stressed), and that an output condition assigns tertiary stress to epenthesized
vowels.
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The question is also broached as to whether there is justification for
setting up two pharyngeal continuants /'/ and /H/ both of which arc

absolutely neutralized; the former as a glottal stop, the latter as a voiceless
velar fricative. Evidence is brought, intcr alia, from children's speech to
support arguments against a /'/ phoneme, and a 'concrete' approach is

adopted, i.e. historical /'/ has bccn replaced synchronically by /7 / plus
certain exception features. Historically, some rules arc applied to 11 but not to
I'? I. Arguments, bascd on children's interpretation of adult grammars, arc

presented to show how these exception features should be distributed in the

adult's lexicon.

An underlying /H/ is however, shown to be justified, although it is
absolutely neutralized as x. One important difference bet wcen the
"recognition" of /H/ but not 11 is that the former is realized phonetically as a
non-guttural. but the latter remained within this class after thc changc. Since
about hal f of the twcnty odd rules of Hebrew phonology refer directly or
indirectly to the gutturals this difference in re.alization is crucial.

As regards spirantization, the frequently held view that this can bc

described as a phonologically determined phenomenon is refuted. It is shown
that thc language is in the course of change which has, to some extent,
replaced the "old" spirantization rulc by increased dependence on the
morphology. Differences bctwccn adult and child interpretations of
spirantization arc discussed and theoretical implications arising herefrom arc

stated. Onc recently added rulc to thc grammar involving thc dissimilation of a
stop to a fricative after anothcr stop in two of thc seven verb classes is
examined. Arguments and evidence are presented to show that this rule was
probably added by adults, and that thc rule is "rejected" by children in the

developing stages of their acquiring the language. The dissimilation rule
actually leads to what may loosely be called "analogy", and the possibility of at
least some types of analogy being caused by adults is raised.

A third chapter discusses the ordering of thc rule of voicing assimilation,
hich has to precede a morphologically conditioned metathesis rule. It is

argucd that certain substantive factors have to be considered in evaluating
grammars, as well as purely formal ones; both in connection with this
ordering relationship and as regards the metathesis rule itself.

In the final chapter the inter-reaction between schwa-insertion and

consonant lengthening is discussed, and a summary of thc rules is given.

112 ] Barnitz, John Gerard 1978

Ads isor: Howard Maclay

Children's development of syntactic aspects of reading comprehension:
Pronoun-referent structures

This experiment was conducted to understand the development of
comprehension of pronoun-referent structures involving thc pronoun "it" by
standard English speaking children in grades 2, 4, and 6.

In each grade. comparisons within linguistic factors were made:

I. Referent Type: Pronoun-referent structures where the referent is a

noun or noun phrase ( NP) vs. Pronoun-referent structures where
the referent is a liallse or sentence 1St.

1 ? 1
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2. Reference Order: Pronoun- re ferer t structures where the pronoun
follows its antecedent (Forward Reference. FW ) vs. pronoun referent
structures where the pronoun precedes its referent (Back ward
Reference, BW).

3. Referent Distance: Pronoun-referent structures where the pronoun
and referent arc within the same sentence (Intra) vs. structures
where the pronoun and referent are located in separate sentences
(Inter).

These structures were embedded into experimental passages of eight
different passage types: NP (FW, Intra). NP (BW. Intra), NP (FW, Inter), NP (13W.
Inter), S (FW, S (I3W, S (FW, Inter). and S (BW. inter). Four
passages were constructed with each of these possible antecedents for the
pronoun, one correct antecedent and two distractor items. The forward and
backward versions of a story containing the sante referent type and referent
distance were written with the same content to control for background
knowledge influences on thc structure. The two versions of each story were
alternately assigned to two forms of experimental booklets. Thus, each booklet
had the same number of forward vs. backward structures:, but no booklet had
two versions of thc sante passage. In the experimental booklet, each of the 16
passages is followed by a question asking a child to recall the antecedent.

The three schools in w hich the experiment took place serve a

predom inantly "blue collar" or working class community in East Central
Illinois. Protocols of second graders reading below grade h el or having
significant decoding difficulty were eliminated on the basis of standardized
achievement lest scores and/or teacher judgements on survey sheets.
Furthermore, protocols of children of below average intelligence were not
included. This was done to guarantee that all the native English speaking
children had enough reading ability and intelligence to perform the task. The
mean reading levels ror the children whose booklets Were used in the analysis
were at grade level.

The children were tested within their regular class. Each child was
handed one of the two forms of the experimental booklet and was asked to read
each story and answer one question based on each story.

Analyses of variance were applied to the data. Along the dimension of
referent t ype, passages containing pronoun-referent st ructures where the
referent is a noun phrase had signi I icantly higher scores than passages with
structures where the referent is a semence. Along the dimension of reference
order, passages with forward reference order also had significantly higher
scores than passages with backward reference or&t. new was a strong ti end
within passages with intra- sentential structures: forward relerence had
higher scores than back ward reference. Yet the re ferent e order factors had
less effect on inter-sentential struttures. Along the dimension of referent
distance, intra-sentential pronoun-referent structui es sscre not signilicantly
higher than inter sententiaf sit uctuies. Yet fol sentence pronominal
strutlitres. intra- sentential pronominal% had higher scores than inter
sentential prononnnals. Fhie opposite ot urred lor passages with noun phrase
pronominal,. Although sonic pronoun-referent strut tures are well
comprehended by second grade ( c g., NI (1-W, Intra)). the comprehension ot
other structures are still being des eloped well into Me middle gratks

I hese findings arc discussed in the light of resears h findings in teading.
I itigu Slits, and ps)t hob nguistit s.
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[131 Bentur, Esther 1978
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

Some effects of orthography on the linguistic knowledge of modern h ebrew
speakers

Languages should bc studied without reference to writing systcms that
is one of the basic assumptions of modcrn linguistics. Most speakers intuitively
feel, however, that the exposure to the orthographic system clearly
contributes to one's knowledge of the language. The objcct of this study is to

empirically demonstrate that the orthographic factor does play a role in the
process of grammar formulation, and must therefore be regaveled as

linguistically significant.

Several linguistic tests were conducted with speakers of modern Hebrew.
In ordcr to isolate thc crucial factor (i.e. thc availability of orthographic
information), the tcsts were presented in both oral and written versions and
were run with two groups of subjects: literate and preliterate native speakers.

It is argued that unless it is assumed that orthographic information
affects (maybe subconsciously) the linguistic behavior of literate adults, a

plausible account for the results found in these tests cannot be provided.

The conclusions of thc study arc:

1 ) Exposure to the orthographic systcm might lead to the reformulation
of phonological rules, as additional information which cannot be
recovered from the available oral data becomes accessible.

21 Orthographic representations play art important role in identifying
and distinguishing between morphemes and consequently in

establishing their relatedness in other lexical items.
3 ) Lexical representation may be modified as a result of the availability

of additional linguistic information which can be recapitulated only
from the orthography.

4 ) Orthographic distinctions may lead to the establishing of phonemic
contrasts.

Since orthographic information clearly contributes to thc process of
grammar formulation, and given thc accessibility of written data to the
average speaker in most modern societies, it is concluded that orthographic
systems should be treated as linguistically significant sources of data. Unless
such data arc incorporated into the linguistic model, the picture one gets about
speakers' competence might be partially distorted arid far from characterizing
adequately what thcy really 'know about their language.

[141 Berns, Margie Sue 1985

Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Functional approaches and communicative competence: English language
teaching in nonnative contexts

Recently considerable attention has been given to communicative
approaches to language teaching, which have grown front the realization that
knowledge of grammatical forms and structures alone does not adequately
prepare learners to usc thc language they arc learning effectively when
communicating with others. It is also an outgrowth of renewed interest in the

view of language as communication, a view associated with functional

1 e
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approaches to linguistics, which have been acknowledged as the theoretical
base of the development of communicative language teaching theory and
practice. However, the relationship between communicative language
teaching and functional approaches to linguistics is far from clear.

This study explores the relationship of functional approaches and
communicative language teaching through a consideration of the Prague and
British linguistic traditions, concepts such as communicative competence,
intelligibility, and model, the nature of English language use and teaching in
thc contexts of India, Japan. and West Germany, and the application of
American and European communicative approaches to the development of
English language teaching materials designed for English language learners
in these three non-native contexts.

As an applied study, it does not claim to offcr solutions to pedagogic
problems, but to provide a means by which such problems may bc solved. One
of its objectives is to show how a theoretical model for linguistics can be used
for classroom purposes by relating a linguistic framework to actual classroom
materials and activities. It also offers a clarification of linguistic principles,
drawn from the functional linguistic models of the Prague School and the
British linguistic tradition, which can guide in the development and
implementation of communicative language teaching models which arc
responsive to the needs of a growing number of learners of English in non-
native contexts.

This study also addresses applied and theoretical implications for teacher
training, cross-cultural communication, modcls in the pedagogical context,
intelligibility in the classroom, and syllabus design.

(15 ) Bhatia, Tej Krishan 1978
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

A syntactic and semantic description of negation in South Asian
languages

This study accounts for the syntax and semantics of negation in six South
Asian languages, four belonging to the Indo-Aryan group (Hindi, Marathi,
Nepali and Punjabi). one to the Dravidian group (Kannada) and one to the
Dardic group (Kashmiri). In the process of characterizing the formal
properties of negation, various theoretical and language-specific problems
arc discussed.

The dissertation is divided into seven chapters. In thc first chaptcr, thc
goals, methodology, framework and scope of the dissertation arc outlined.
Chapter II ("The Syntax of Negation") illustrates that the syntax of the
languages undcr discussion follows two syntactic patterns. In onc group of
languages, (Hindi and Punjabi) the negative particle is realized in the
preverbal position. while in thc other group (Kannada, Marathi, Nepali and
Kashmiri) it is realized in the postverhal position. It is also shown that in these
languages the surface distribution of NEG particles is semantically and not
morphologically conditioned. The conditions undcr which these positional
constraints arc violated are also presented. A rank order of postverbal NEG
languages is established on the basis of fixed order of negative particles.
Chapter Ill ("Deletion and Negation") discusses various negation-sensitive
deletion rules. It is shown that such deletion is subject to grammatical and
pragmatic conditions. These deletion processes, together with the absence of
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scope specification rule,. such as NEG-incorporation, set the stage for potential
massive ambiguity in thc language. Chapter IV ("Quantifiers and Negation")
discusses the syntax and semantics of quantifiers under negation. Chapter V
("NEG-Raising") is a pragmatically governed optional rule. The inadequacy of
the concept 'optional rule' in current linguistic theory is discussed in detail.
Chapter VI ("Negation atd Subordination") shows that several constructions,
such as causatives and consecutive-action constructions, arc not permitted on
the grounds of semantic incongruity causcd by negation in subordinate
clauses. It is also demonstrated that negation in subordinate clauses does not
favor reduction processes. The final chapter provides a summary and

conclusion.

The dissertation also attcmpts to relate thc topic under discussion to the

concept of India as a "linguistic arca", and to investigate the strategies which
these six languages adopt to resolve potential ambiguities and thus facilitate
the processing of negative structures.

11 61 Biava, Christina Mary 1992

Advisor: Howard Maclay

Comprehension and recall of figurative language by nonnative
speakers of English

This study attempted to extend some of thc findings in figurative
language research over the past 10-15 ycars to a population not often tested in
this arca before, nonnative speakers of English. Most metaphor researchers in
psycholinguistics have comc to believe that nonlitcral language is a vital
component of language, not a "special" part that is acquired only after literal
language has been acquired or that requires a different type of processing
than literal language. Thc fcw studies done on nonnative speakers, on the

othcr hand, concluded that figurative language was harder for these speakers,
an aspect of the 1..,2 that was to be avoided.

This study tested 124 international students in two intensive English
programs in thc spring of 1991. Thc study included two parts, a multiple-
choice test of comprehension and a cued recall task. The three hypotheses that
were tested in this study that comprehension of literal and figurative items
would bc equal, that comprehension of mctaphor and simile items would be
equal, and that recall of literal and figurative items would be equal wcrc all
supported, using ANOVA procedures. In the comprehension results, there was
no statistically significant difference between literal and figurative items and
metaphor and simile itcms. This held true, regardless of cultural background
or English language proficiency. Thc third hypothesis was also supported in

that figurative recall was not only as good as literal recall, but significantly
better than it.

Thus, the results of this study. while supporting a dccadc of findings in
psycholinguistic research on metaphor. make a somewhat counterclaim for
second language researchers. However, it must be stressed that the handful of
figurative language studies using nonnative speakers arc not exactly
comparable. Many of those studies used highly conventionalized figurative
language, such as idioms, while this study used novel metaphors. Also, most of
those studies investigated production while comprehension and recall were
the subject of the present study.
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1171 Bolozky, Shmuel
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

1972

Categorical limitations on rules in the phonology of modern Hebrew

My purpose in this thesis is to show that in the morpho-phonological
comj anent of Hebrew, it is natural for rules to be restricted to grammatical
categ )ries, and that vacuous extension of the domain of categorial rules to the
whole grammar should be avoided even if "it works". Claims of this nature
have been made before, but I will be trying to point out the extent to which
thcy are true of Modern Hebrew. I wish to show that it is part.cularly natural
for rules to be limited to the verb system due to its great productivity,
especially with regard to borrowings. ile a (Chapter IV), two vowel deletion
rules (Chaptcr V) and two sub-rules of stress (Chapter VI) will bc given as

examples of rules that arc categorial, and 1 will argue that they should remain
so. Apparr nt scattered manifestations of such rules beyond the category
concerned should he treated separately. Chapter VII gives an illustration of a
constraint that used to be general and recently has narrowed down to the
verb: in other words an actual proof that certain linguistic processes tend to
be limited to a category. Chapters I. II and Ill are introductory in nature, and
thus do not constitute an integral part of the body of this thesis: Chapter I

provides the general background for Standard Modern Hebrew and for root-
pattern analysis, Chapter II explores various possible treatments of the
underlying representation, and Chapter Ill discusses the possibility of not
representing gutturals underlyingly and how it would affect the whole
analysis.

Previous publications, the findings of which arc incorporated in this
thesis, arc "i/e Alternations in thc Hebrew Verb and the Question of 'Vacuous
Generalization. Hebrew Computational Linguistics No. 5, Bar-Ilan University
(Israel), February 1972.

"On Morphological and Phonetic Constraints in Modern Hebrew", to
appear in Hebrew Computational Linguistics No. 6, Bar-Ilan University
(Israel).

11 81 Bouton, Lawrence F.
Advisor: Robert B. Lees

1969

Pro-sententialization and the DO IT construction in English

In his thesis. Ross (1967) suggested at one point that all sentences
containing non-stative verbs originate as complement sentences embedded on
instances of do. That same year. Anderson (1967) also proposed a structure of
this sort. His contention: that a large class of verb phrases "should bc

represented as embeddings, the complements of the verb do." Furthermore.
Anderson was writing within the framework of a non-cyclic transformational
theory. This thesis v, ill set out to determine what fundamental assumptions
must be made if one is to adopt the proposals of Ross and Anderson, and
whether these assumptions arc sound within a transformational grammar that
does include a cyclic transformational component.

My intention is to test the proposal that thc phrase do it be derived from a
deep structure do + a complement sentence object within the framework of a
transformational grammar that employs thc transformational cycle. In the
process, wc will review some of the evidence presented by Anderson and

present other evidence that bears on thc question wc are investigating. We

1 6
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will start in chapter two by asking whether pronouns representing sentences
or verb phrases need to be assumed to be derived from underlying sentences
or whether they can occur as pro-forms in thc deep structure itself. We shall
then turn our attention to what constituents must underlie the anaphoric it of
do it. In chapter three, we will compare these minimal constituents of thc

complement of do with those of other sentences and find them to bc essentially
the same. In the process, we will take issue with Anderson's claim that thc

identity constraints on pronominalization of sentences require that non-

ide nt i cal constituents in such sentences be deleted before thc
pronominalization rule applies to thcm. By tying do it so closely to other verb +
complement constructions, we will have presented a situation in which
considerations of simplicity will urge that the deep structure do + complement

proposal be adopted. In chapter four, we will try to make the proposal work,
analyzing some quite difficult problems inherent in it as it was put forth by
Anderson_ And finally, in chapter five, we shall draw what conclusions we
must as a result of our confrontation with those problems.

19 ] Burt, Susan Meredith 1986

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Empathy and indirect quotation in Japanese

This dissertation is concerned with resolving a disagreement in the

linguistic literature about indirect quotation, speci fically in Japanese. On the
onc hand, Kuno (1972) and authors of related work (Kuno & Kaburaki (1977).

Kamada (1981 ) have argued, partially on the basis of so-called "empathy"
phenomena, that indirect quotatton must be grammatically related to direct
quotation, and that the mechanism of deriving thc former from the latter is

most appropriate. On the other hand, works such as Banfield (1973) and

Gallagher (1970 ) have argued against such derivationc. Clearly, if the position
taken by this second group of authors is to retain its validity, it is necessary to
reconcile thc data of Kuno and others with thc non-dcrivational position. This
is the aim of this dissenation.

In order to make the argument accessible. the first chapter gives a

general outline of the types of data under discussion. It discus..es, first, the

phenomenon of empathy in Japanese. and second, the naturc of indirect
quotation in Japanese. The first chapter also gives examples showing the

interaction of empathy (Kuno & Kaburaki 1977) and for theories of indirect
quotation. The second chapter reviews analyses of empathy and of indircct
quotation. those of Kuno (1972), Kuroda (1973a). Kuno & Kaburaki (1977).
Ogura (1978) and Inoue (1979).

Chapter III gives arguments, both front English and Japanese. against thc

analysts that derives indirect quotation frnm direct. Chapter IV applies Cole's

( I 978a) idea of propositional and quotative complements to indirect quotations

containing empathy verbs, and shows how the idea of these two kinds of
complements can illuminate some aspects of thc data. This chapter also shows
how pragmatic principles can explain except ions in thc data to a

proposi tional/quotative analysis.

Chapter V builds on the data of Chapter IV and proposes an explicitly
pragmatic analysis to patterns of empathy in indirect quotation in Japanese.

by proposing a new pragmativ maxim, the Viewpoint maxim. This chapter also
discusses thc question ol status grammatical or cultural of empathy
phenomena in general.

12:
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[ 20 ] Cqrreira, Maria Margarita 1990
visor: Michael Kenstowicz

dipthongs of Spanish: Stress, syllabification, and alternations

Thc intricate system of Spanish diphthongs has generated much
discussion in Spanish phonology as well as in the development of numcrous
theories of syllable structure. In this dissertation, it is my claim that many of
the difficulties poscd by thc diphthongs of Spanish can be dispensed with if we
assume that they arc derived structures rather than primitive syllable types.
Falling diphthongs are derived prior to initial stress assignment from two
adjacent syllable nuclei, where the second nucleus is [+high]. Rising
diphthongs ave created subsequent to the assignment of stress from a
sequence of a [+high] vowel followed by an onsetless syllable. Surface
differences in the syllabicity of words like Mar[y]o and Maria then, are
encoded undcrlyingly in tcrms of stress, rather than in terms of a feature, or a
structural property of high vowels. Such a proposal reduces the inventory of
Spanish syllable types and allows us tc. ;:minate the feature [syllabic]. The
Sonority Principle and the two-mora per syllable determine syllabic
wellformedness. This makes it possible to uphola a maximally simple model of
the syllable, with no inner structure.

This analysis of diphthongs also leads to a ilore explanatory account of
the alternating diphthongs of Spanish (lyer[e] and [or [we)). It is my claim
that thc monophthongal forms of the diphthongs are derived from the
intermediated monomoraic structures: (ye) and [ wo). These diphthongs
monophthongize in unstressed environments as a result of a ban against
sharcd feature matrices in monomoraic diphthongs that are in a metrically
wcak position. Overall, the analyses presented uphold a minimally marked
model of Spanish syllable structure.

[ 21 ] Cassimjee, Farida 1986
Advisor: Charles W. Kisscberth

An autosegrnental analysis of Venda tonology

This thesis is an attempt to explore the tonology of Venda, (more
correctly, Tshivenda), a Bantu language spoken in the Zoutpansberg district of
the Northern Transvaal in South Africa as well as in parts of Zimbabwe. It
represents the first attempt to look at Venda from the perspective afforded by
the autosegmental framework for phonological analysis. We also consider at
times whether ccrtain other theoretical notions could be resorted to in an
attempt to get a better understanding of ',encla tone. In particular, we have
considered whether the theory of underspecification could be used to account
for the well-known asymmetry in 1=titu languages (including Vcnda)
between High and Low toncs. And we have considered whether the theory of
lexical phonology can contribute to a better understanding of problems
relating to the domain of application of ccrtain tonological rules in Venda. We
conclude, however, that ncithcr of these theories appears to contribute very
significantly to the understanding of Vcnda tone, though some aspects of
Venda arc relevant for the elaboration of these particular theories.

Four chapters make up the body of the thcsis. In Chapter Two, we examine
thc tonal alternations exhibited by Venda nominals. Chapter Three presents an
analysis of a number of major affirmative verb tenses. Chapters Four and Five
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primarily focus on furthcr aspects of the verbal system, but with forays into
other, tonally-related matters (various "inflected" forms of the noun,
adjectives).

(22) Cerron-Palomino, Rodolfo Marcial 1977

Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

Huanca-Quechua dialectology

This study is largely based on previous work donc by thc present writer,
most of which appeared in the form of working papers within the Documentos
de Trabajo series under thc auspices of thc Center for Applied Linguistics of
San Marcos University (Lima). Aside from being a near native speaker of the
communolect spoken in his native district of Chongos Bajo (Huancayo). hc

spent more than onc month on two occasions (1972 and 1975), traveling from
town to town and from village to village, along most of the Quechua speaking
communities of Huancayo, Concepcion and Juaja. Besides, hc spent
considerable time working with different informants in Lima. The material
gathered in the field and during his data-eliciting sessions is largely
preserved in magnetophonic tapes and in his field-work notebooks.

Spanish being the language of the dominant culture, it is normal to
expect that Quechua is more influenced by it than vice versa. This influence is

most noticeable in thc lexicon, as usual, but as a result of thc massive
incorporation of Hispanisms, the phonology of the native language has

become seriously altered. This is true especially for thc consonantal system,
which has adopted the Spanish voiced stops; the same is true for the syllabic
pattern, for now the language has consonant clusters, previously non-existent
(except ambisyllabically). Thc vowel system, however, has proved to be more
resistant, since thc Spanish mid vowels /c,o/, incorporated in most Qucchua
varieties, arc normally accommodated as /i.u/ within the native language. This
and other aspects of thc influence of Spanish upon lluanca-Quechua has been
treated extensively in Cerron-Palomino (1975); see also Chapter 3, whcrc more
details arc provided.

As is the case in a (unidirectional) language contact situation, however,

thc influence of a language upon another cannot be measured as if the two
languages were discrete and homogeneous entities; rather one has to deal with
a continuum. Thus if it is truc that a variety x has incorporated some Spanish
phonemes into its phonemic system, it is equally truc that a variety y has those
phonemes variably or simply does not have them yet, depending, for example,
on the degree of bilingualism of thc speakers. Thus thc fact that a language

has or has not been influenced by another, especially whcn this is the

language of prestige, can only be determined to the extent that wc take into
consideration socio-economic and regional variables.

123 ) Cervin, Richard S. 1990

Advisor: Hans Henrich Hock

Greek word order and linguistic typology

Ancient Greek is a language which has a high degree of freedom in the

placement of words/phrases within the sentence, so much No that there have

been competing claims regarding the so-called 'basic' or 'unmarked' order of
constituents Short (1)190) and Kieckers (1911) claim that SVO is the 'basic'

order, while Ebeling (19)):'), Fischer (1924), Frisk (1932), and Dover (19(4))
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maintain that SOV is basic. Morc recently, Fribcrg (1982) and Radney (1988)
have put forth the claim that Greek is VSO.

In this paper 1 will show that a typology based on syntax is inappropriate
for Ancient Greek because Gree: does not behave in any way consistent with
onc given type, but rather exhibits behaviour which is characteristic of all
three types, VSO, SVO, SOV. I will argue that the 'basic' ordcr in Ancient Greek
cannot be determined from statistical or syntactic analyses, and that a

typology based on pragmatics as proposed in Payne (1987) and Dooley (1987) is
morc appropriate for Ancient Greek than a syntactically based typology.

1241 Chang, Suk-Jin 1972
Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

A generative study of discourse with special reference to Korean and English.
This thesis is an attempt to describe in thc general framework of

generative semantics, some aspects of discourse in a Discourse-frame,
characterized as an abstract frame consisting of speaker, hearer, time of
utterance, pace of utterance and manner of utterance. In Chapter 2. these
deictic elements arc formally introduced, and thcir various functions in
linguistic descriptions have bccn discussed in a systematic way. In Chapter 3,
the dcictic clement of manner of speaking is described as the source of various
discourse levels and honorification in Korcan and discoursc operator
'honorific' is introduced. In Chapter 4. another discourse operator
'information focus', originating in the discourse structure of new information
in a given discourse situation is introduced, and its function in emphatic stress
and elating, its interaction in negation with proposition has been described.
In Chaptcr 5, sentence types, declarative, interrogative, imperative and
propositive are examined in terms of the modality of the speaker and hearer,
with reference to Korean and English. Important notions in this approach to
discoursc arc indices of spcakcr and hearer, underlying thc discourse-frame.

125 j Chao, Huey-Ju 1992
Advisor: Chin-Chuan Cheng

Aspiration in Chinese

This dissertation studies aspiration in Chinese in these four areas: the
temporal relationships between aspiration and the vowel of thc syllable, the
perception of aspiration, the eorrelation between pitch and aspiration, and the
role of aspiration in a historical change in Chinese. Data based on 144 words
with aspiration contrasts were derived from thc experiments which involved
production and perception by a total of 28 Chinese speakers. On the basis of the
measurements of acoustical characteristics of thc voice onset timc and the
lengths of the syllable, a constant ratio model has been proposed to describe
thc timing relationships among the elements within a syllable. The perceptual
experiment tested thc cues of aspiration by deleting thc portion of thc voice
onset timc from the syllable on thc front, back, middle and both ends. Thc
results arc reported and discussed. Thc effects of aspiration on intrinsic tonc
heights in Mandarin were measured and thc significance calculated. Finally
some attempts are madc to solve the development of aspiration from voiced
obstruents undcr the condition of different tones from Middle Chinese to
modern dialects.
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126 ) Chen, Ching-Hsiang Lee 1974

Advisor: Chin-Chuan Chcng

Interactions- between aspects of noun phrase structure and restrictions on
question formation in Mandarin Chinese

This dissertation raises thc question as to why it is not always the case in
Mandarin Chincsc that a corresponding interrogative exists for every noun

phrase in a declarative sentence. Given the assumption that declaratives and

interrogatives arc related, and the assumption that this relationship is to be

captured by some device such as a transformational rule of Question Formation
or a phrase structure rule which introduces a question morpheme, it is

claimed that the non-occurrence of certain corresponding interrogat ives
must be explained in terms of the blocking of the relating device. This
blocking takes thc form of constraints which state restrictions on the

occurrence of question morphemes.

In order to formulate thc constraints some notions connected with thc

properties of noun phrase structure arc needed, particularly the features of
de finiteness/nonde finiteness and restrictiveness/non rest rict i veness. These

aspects are first defined and shown to have their independent places in thc

description of thc language in thc sense that such notions bear syntactic
consequences.

Thc process of Relative Formation is studied in considerable detail since,

in the c x pansion of noun phrase constructions, Relative Formation
incorporates additional noun phrases which arc in turn potential positions for
the occurrence of a question morphcmc. It is pointcd out that a principle of
primacy hierarchy is necessary to account for the varying acceptability of
relativization in Mandarin Chinese.

Having introduced and independently justified several important aspects

of noun phrase structure, a set of constraints on Question Formation which
makes crucial use of these features is proposed. These constraints arc that (1)
no definite NP nor any clement inside such a NP may be questioned, and (2) no
clement inside a nonrestrictive modifier may be questioned. Other factors
which bcar on thc acceptability of an otherwise grammatical interrogative
arc also discussed.

Thc dissertation ends with some speculation on the sources of the

constraints as essentially involving thc notions of 'function,"propositional
content, and 'illocutionary act,' and a prediction that, if the speculation is

indeed correct, it should he thc case that no language could violate these

constiaints.

127 ) Cheng, Chin-Chuan 1968

Advisor: Theodore Lightner

Mandarin phonology

A Chinese syllable is traditionally divided into three parts: the initial, thc

final, and thc tone. The final is that part of the syllable which cxtcnds from
the first non-consonantal segment to the end of thc syllable. The initial, then,

is anything else, possibly null, that precedes thc final. The tonc is

superimposed over and belongs to the whole syllable. The final is further
analyzed as always consisting of a main vowel or nucleus, sometimes a medial,
the segment preceding the main vowel, or an ending, any segment including
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consonants following thc main vocalic segment including consonants
following the main vocalic segment. The final excluding the medial can be
called "rhyme" since words rhymc in spite of differences in the medial.

This traditional analysis can be traced back to as early as the sixth
century. In 601 A.D. a rhyme book called Qieyini was published. In the book
lexical items arc first grouped in terms of tones. At that timc there were four
tones: ping "even." shcang "rising,' qü "going," and rir "entering." In cad.
group the items are then grouped in between fifty and sixty rhymes. Every
item is spelled with two characters; the first character represents the initial,
the second the final and thc tone. More specifically, the initial of the first
character represents the init ial and the final of the second character
represents the final and thc tone.

The traditional Chinese assumption that Chinese tonc belongs to the
whole syllable sccms correct; at least it has proved itself useful in both
synchronic and diachronic dcscription through the coursc of time. But the
support of this claim lies in a detailed study of a typc of the Chinese dialects. 1

shall describe Mandarin phonology in tcrms of this traditional understanding
first, and then conic back to examine this assumption and to expl icitly
demonstrate that other alternatives arc incapable of accounting for many
facts in modern Mandarin in a linguistically signi ficant way. This thesis is an
attempt to describe Mandarin tones in detail: their features, tone sandhi, tonc
neutralization, etc. It is also an attempt to answer questions that are oftcn
overlooked or vaguely answered, questions such as those about the nature of
Chinese tone, those about the reality of contour tones, etc.

An adequate linguistic theory must be established on the basis of detailed
descriptions of specific languages. At the same time, a grammar of a language
must receive su fficient theoretical constraints. I shall first statc the
framework within which I am describing the phonology of Mandarin. The
general framework that is now being shown quite promising is the one that
incorporates the theory of markedness.

[2Sf Chishimba, Maurice Mulenga 1984
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

African varieties of English: Text in context

This is a sociol inguistic study of the characte ristics of the Engl ish
language used in Africa. Because English has become a world language, it is
assumed in this study that non-native speakers in Africa, Asia and other parts
arc slowly developing ncw varieties of English. These varieties have already
been recognized as 'Indian English'. 'Nigerian English'. 'Ghanaian English',
'Singaporean English' and so on.

Thc study shows that the Engl ish being used in A frica is slowly
undergoing a process of contextualization. That is, new forms and usages arc
emerging which express the meanings and serve the functions of African
local conditions. This process involves the use of several I inguistic strategies.
such as translation, semantic shifts and extension, calques. lexical
hybridization, repetition and reduplication, and transfer.

In addition, the study shows that the new % arieties of Engl ish also has e
discourse patteros. structure and strategies which deviate from native English.
These are found to he in narrative types, coherence in discourses, topic-
comment relations and the social signi ficance of proverbs, indirectness and
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circularity in verbal interaction. For these reasons, the analysis gives
substantial attention to the influence of social markers of speaking such as
agc, sex, role, status, turn-taking, ctc.

It is concluded that the English language in Africa is being acculturated
to accommodate the context of situations in which it is used. In other words,
the meaning systems which are expressed by African languages arc being

transferred to English, and these meanings remain either as a substratum or
cause the syntax, semantics and pragmatics of native English to be modified. It

is suggested that linguistic concepts such as communicative competence,

meaning potential, verbal repertoire and language variation and contact

should, when used in connection with English as a second language, be

understood in terms of the socio-cultural settings in which English is being

used.

291 Cho, Euiyon 1988

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Some interactions of grammar and pragmatics in Korean

By now it has become clear among linguists that there are various kinds
of correlations between syntactic form and pragmatics. But the fact that there

arc interactions between grammar and pragmatics cannot be taken as prima

facie evidence for the position that pragmatics is part of grammar or that

grammar is part of pragmatics. This study, rather, argues for a position which
keeps pragmatic features strictly out of grammar and gives functional
explanations of linguistic forms in pragmatic terms. This position is referred

to as a 'Modular Account of Language in the present study.

The modular account of language assumes that (I) knowledge of language
is distinct from knowledge about the usc of language, and that (2) the two
independent systems, grammar and pragmatics, arc connected to each other.

To provide evidence for the modular account of language, I present

theoretical arguments and reanalyze three areas of grammar-and-pragmatics
interactional phenomena in Korean; sense adjective verb constructions,
subject honorification, and periphrastic causative constructions. In each case
it will be shown that both formal and functional accounts of them given under
the modular account of language is superior to the accounts under the

framework mixing grammar and pragmatics.

(301 Cho, Seikyung 1992

Advisor: Howard Maclay

Universal Grammar and the Subset Principle in Second Language Acquisition:
The Acquisition of the Governing Category Parameter by Adult Korean

Learners of English

The goal of developing a theory of language acquisition is to account for
how language learners construct the grammar of thcir target language and
how such knowledge is acquired. Even though recent advances in generative

grammar have made a considerable contribution to the development of first
language (LI ) acquisition research, no onc has yet completed a full account

for a single human language because of its tremendous complexity. It is

apparent that research on second language (L2) aquisition is an even morc
complex, and therefore even more demanding, task to carry out, since in L2

acquisition, at least two languages arc involved; thc learner's native language
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and a second language. Futhermore. in L2 acquisition research, wc have to
take a number of additional variables into consideration front general factors
like agc, the length of education, and thc type of exposure to the target
language, to individual factors like personality, aptitude, motivation, etc.
Therefore, in this relatively undeveloped field of study, fundamental questions
still remain not fully answered. How do L2 learners construct the grammar of
the target language, and what kind of process is involved in such a
construction of thc grammar? What is the role of previous knowledge of the
native language in the L2 acquisition process? In the following sections, I will
briefly review traditional theories on these problems; the basic tenets, claims,
and weaknesses of Contrastive Analysis and Creative Construction and also look
at Universal Grammar as an alternative theory to thosc traditional ones.

1311 Choi, Yeon Hee 1988
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Textual coherence in English and Korean: An analysis of argumentative
writing by American and Korean students

This study investigated textual coherence in American and Korean
students' argumentative texts in English and Korean. With the ultimate goal of
exploring thc relationship between (a) linguistic features and text coherence
and (b) coherence and culture, it compared 76 English and 49 Korean essays
written by onc group of American students and three of Korean students,
including Korean ESL students in America and Korean EFL students in Korea,
with respect to the following features: interactive roles of linguistic units and
text structure; 1 inguistic and textual features that disturb the reader's
reconstruction of the writer's message; and components signi ficantly
affecting coherence evaluation.

Three major types of linguistic features marking interaeOvc acts
(connectives. modal verbs and tense, and specific types of lexical items) were
shared between the English and Korean texts. The computer analysis based on
these markers showed that interactive functions were reflected relatively
highly in surface linguistic fortns.

Five major types of text structure were identified front the four groups of
argumentative writing: claim-justi fication-conclusion. problem-solution-
conclusion, situation-problem-solution-conclusion. introduction-elaboration-
conclusion, and introduction-development-transition-conclusion. The use of
the five patterns by the four groups of writers revealed that cultural context,
the extent of exposure to English rhetoric and the writing conventions in the
native language affect text structure.

Nine types of coherence problems were identified by American and
Korean readers: topic-structuring, cohesion. justification, conclusion,
semantic/pragmatic. style, vocabulary, , grammar, and mechanics. Among
three variables (language. writers, and readers) the reader's ability to decode
the writer's message was thc key factor for the coherent interpretation of a

text. Amcrican readers tended to mark textual and contextual problems, while
Korean readers were more sensitive to paragraphing and sentence-level
fe at ores.

American and Korean evaluators strongly agreed on the oN. oral!
impression of the coherence 01 a text, however, a omparison of their holistic
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and analytic evaluations showed that thcir judgements wcrc bnsed on

somewhat different criteria.

This study suggests that native speakers ef English and Korean have

different notions of text coherence and that these arc closely related to the

writing conventions based on their cultures.

1321 Chung, Raung-fu 1989

Advisor: Chin-Chuan Chcng

Aspects of Kejia phonology

This thesis is concerned with four aspects of Kejia phonology: initial
consonants, diphthong representations and syllabification, the domain of lone
sandhi, and the notion of geminate inalterability. The analysis is in line with

the non-linear framework of generative phonology.

Two issues arc investigated in terms of initial consonants: palatalization
and onset friction. We conclude that the nasal palatal p has two UR's: n and ng.
Moreover. we argue that the fricatives v and j arc derived from high vowel

spreading. As for diphthong representations. we propose that there are two
different representations: one for a rising diphthong and one for a falling
diphthong. In addition, we propose that there arc at most three skeletal slots

for a Kcjia syllable. These proposals account for two generalizations: no

consonant can follow a falling diphthong, and a falling diphthong d'ffers
from a branching rime. As far as the domain of tone sandhi is concerned, wc
postulate that it is defined by the syntactic structure on thc basis of domain-c-
command (Kaissc l985). The last topic is gemination and geminate
inalterability. We conclude that gemination in Kcjia results from spreading

and that there is no inalterability effect in Kcjia geminates.

1331 Chutisilp, Pornpimol 1984

Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

A sociolinguistic study of an additional language English in l'hailand

This stud} seeks to provide an explicit analysis of a 'performance variety'
of English as used in Thailand by thc Thai people. It is an examination of the
linguistic and sociolinguistic characteristics of English in the Thai context,
where English serves a vital role as an additional language. The ways in which
English is patterned and organized support thc concept of 'Thainess', i.c., Thai
English with its unique characteristics. Thc 'deviations' at different levels in

what has been termed here 'Thai English' are explained in terms of social and
cultural transfers frum thc native language. It is further claimed that such

Thainess in English can be be..i understood in the Thai context of situation
where English is being used. The discussion, therefore, includes shared rules

of speaking and interpretations of speech performance, shared attitudes
regarding language forms and uses, and shared sociocultural understandings
with regard to Thai norms and values in Thai settings.

It is evident that English in Thailand has been acculturated and as a

result, various innovations have taken place. These innovations can be

exemplified hy linguistic strategies that include trans!ation, shifts,
hybridization, reduplication, repetition, transfer, and the usc of proverbs and

idioms frJm thc Thai language. Additionally, development of typical Thai
strategies in discourse and style are discussed and illustraied
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This dissertation is composed of the following eight chapters: 1.
Introduction; 2. Linguistic Context of Thailand; 3. Varieties of English:
Theoretical and Functional Approaches; 4. The Spread of English in Thailand:
5. Towards Thai English; 6. Style and Discourse in Thai English; 7. Theoretical
and Applied Implications; and 8. Summary and Directions for Future Research.

Although the study does not discuss specific pedagogical concepts and
approaches in detail, it does conclude with theoretical and appl ied
implications. i.e.. the notions of speech acts and pragmatics, stylistics,
communicative competence, and bilingualism arc discussed and it is pointed
out as to how the teaching and learning of English in Thailand, will be
affected as a result of studies such as this one.

f 341 Cole, Peter 1973
Advisor: Charles W. Kissebcrth

Indefiniteness and anaphoricity: The analogical extension of a semantically
based constraint

This dissertation is an examination of a facet of the general problem of
the relationship between syntax and semantics. It has been proposed in a
variety of works wri (ten within the framework of semantically-based
grammar that the most underlying syntactic structure of a sentence and the
semantic structure of a sentence are coterminous.

In the chapters which follow I trace the ontogenesis of a syntactic
constraint which appears to have its inception in semantics. As the constraint
has developed in English, however, it appears to have become increasingly
arbitrary from the point of view of scmantics. Analogical generalization has
lcd to thc extension of the constraint from a semantically coherent class of
items to a morphologically coherent but semantically incoherent class.

This thesis as a whole concerns the way in which the scmantic basis for a
syntactic constraint may become obscured. The results of my study suggest
that it is inadequate to posit semantics alone as providing naturalness
conditions for syntax. Rather, as wxs suggested by Jespersen (1924:45-47),
syntactic processes would appear to bc the result of a tension between
meaning and form. It is this bidirectional pressure which may explain the
juxtaposition in syntax of logically and morphologically motivated properties
of language.

[351 Cureton, Richard Dozier 1980
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

The aesthetic use of syntax. Studies on the syntax of the poetry of
E. E. Cummings

On the theoretical level, this dissertation develops, illustrates, and
documcnts an 11-point typology of syntactic aesthetic effects which provides a
working theoretical model for the study of the aesthetic use of syntax.
Following Leech (1969, 1974) and Nowottny (1962), it is argued that these
effects represent thc various ways authors and speakers use syntax to
"part icul ze" (perceptually, emotively, aad conceptually) the informational
content of a text or discourse these effects being the syntactic realizations of
more general aesthetic effects (i.e., iconicity, focus, emphasis, pace, tension,
surprise, ambiguity. development, parallelism, transcendence, and stance)
which can also be produced at other levels of linguistic structurc (phonetic,
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orthographic, morphological, or semantic) or by othcr aspects of literary form

(e.g., poetic linc, metrical structure, or narrative perspective).

It is argued that, by providing a direct link between linguistic structures

and aesthetic functions, this theoretical model can serve as a much-needed

corrective to the overly formal analyses of literary syntax in linguistic
stylistics while providing a productive supplement to the overly content-
oriented analyses of literary syntax in the mainstream of literary research

and pedagogy. This theoretical model, it is maintained, provides a framework
within which one can make statements about, not just the formal, but the

aesthetic styles of speakers and authors across h:storical periods, literary
genres, and levels/aspects of linguistic and literary s:ructures thus making
a truly aesthetic rathcr than merely formal poetics pessible.

On the practical level, the dissertation applies this theoretical model to

the analysis of several previously unexamined aspects of E. E. Cummings'
syntax demonstrating that a broad range of Cummings syntactic deviations
produce poetically significant aesthetic effects. Chapter 2 examines how

Cummings exploits thc semantic constraints on English derivational
morphology (un-, -ingly, -fully, -lessly, -ly, and thc nominal conversion of
quantifiers, pronouns, verbs, and function words) to populate his

transcendental poetic "world" with dynamic, persenal. self-conscious, unique

objects and individuals regardless of normal referential distinctions; Chapter

3 provides a semantic analysis of Cummings' much discussed line "he danced
his did" demonstrating that the conversion of did to a noun and dance to a

transitive verb leads to complex, poetically productive ambiguity; Chapter 4
illustrates Cummings' use of fifteen types of syntactic icons (icons of
existence, substance, complexity, spatial contiguity inclusion, inversion,
symmetry, disorder, fusion, occurrence, movement, temporal contiguity,
simultaneity, interruption, and intrusion) through which he perceptually
"presents" the thematic content of his poems: Chapter 5 explores the ways in
which Cummings exploits the semantic constraints on the ordcr of prenominal
modifiers in English to convey his poetic epistemology which asserts thc

abnormal centrality of the projective, unique, close, immeasurable, subjective

and value-laden attributes of objects; and Chapter 6 analyzes how Cummings
orchestrates thc syntax in one poem ("supposing i dreamed this") to

simultaneously produce Ye different aesthetic effects which support the

thematic content of thc pont. In conclusion. it is argued that, taken together,
these five studies demonstrate the critical power of this aesthetically-oriented
approach to the analysis of literary syntax while at the same time laying thc
foundation for a reevaluation of the aesthetic purpose and success of
Cummings' unique syntactic style.

061 D'souza, Jean 1987

Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

South Asia as a sociolinguistic area

The aim of this study is to provide a clear characterization of the concept
'sociolinguistic arca' and based on this characterization to define South Asia as
a sociolinguistic arca.

Thc questions addressed in the study are:

1) What is meant by 'sociolinguistic area"?

2) What is the importance of the concept?

1 3,7
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3 ) What arc some of thc features that may be seen as characteristic of a
sociolinguistic arca?

n order to answcr these questions other uses of the term 'sociolinguistic
arca' arc examined and a working definition is formulated. Thc importancc of
the concept for an understanding of linguistic convergence is stressed and
South Asia's claims to being considered a sociolinguistic area arc stated. As thc
claims depend crucially on the existence of a common 'grammar of culture' for
the rcgion, factors which clearly illustrate thc relationship between language
and culture are taken up for discussion. The features studied arc: diglossia,
echo formation, interactional strategies, explicator compound verbs, and
modernization of language. These features arc studied in languages belonging
to the Austro-Asiatic, Dravidian, Indo-Aryan and Tibeto-Burman language
families. It is shown that they function in much thc same way across language
families and their usc may be seen as dictated by thc grammar of culture of thc
arca. This provides clear evidence that language and society are intimately
intertwined and each affects thc other in very definite ways.

The study provides insights into the South Asian linguistic context. It
claims that thc term 'sociolinguistic arca' subsumes the term 'linguistic arca'
because a linguistic arca is thc result of the prior formation of a
sociolinguistic area. Thc study shows that South Asia has a common grammar
of culture which affects linguistic diffusion and language change and
provides social motivation for language change. Finally, it shows that despite
surface diversity, there is an underlying unity in South Asia and this makes it
a sociolinguistic arca.

The study has implications for both therirctical and applied aspects of
future research. It broadens thc scope of research for our undcrstanding of
sociolinguistic phenomena, it provides a framework for comparison of
sociolinguistic areas, and contributes to our understanding of formal
innovations in functional terms. In addition, it has implications for language
planning and second language teaching.

[371 Dabir-Moghaddam, Moharnmad 1982
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Syntax and semantics of causative constructions in Persian

Thc present study deals with syntax and semantics of causative
constructions in Pcrsian. The major points of focus in this study may be
summarized follows:

1. Chapter 2 describes periphrastic causatives in Persian. In particular,
thc categories of (a) Nominative-Subjunctive Causatives, and (b)
Accusative-Subjunctive Causatives arc discussed in detail. The
members of the former category arc further divided into (i)
'Unmarked Causatives', and (ii) 'Permissive Causatives', and it is
shown that thc members of thc lattzr category constitute 'Coercive
Causatives'.

2. Chaptcr 3 discusses lexical causatives in Persian. In this chapter, on
a purely morphological basis, lexical causatives in Pcrsian are
classified into thc three classes of (a) root, (b) morphological, and
(c) auxiliary causatives. In this chapter, it is argued that only a
lexicalist analysis can adequately account for the facts of thc lexical
causatives in Pcrsian. A slightly modified version of Jackendoff's
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Proposal (1975) is introduced to capture the

grammatical, and semantic regularities between
thcir associated lexical causal verbs in the lexicon.

3. Chapter 4 focuses on a side by side study of the
lexical causatives in Persian. In this chapter,
differences, and the interactions between these

causation in Persian are spelled out.

4. Chapter 5 addresses the question of passive in Persian. The question
of passive has been a controversial issue in the transformational
treatments of Persian. While a group of scholars have postulated
(with very little discussion) the existence of passive in Persian,

Moyne (1974) has called this construction inchoative. In this
chapter, these two approaches are discussed and a new proposal for

the treatment of passive in Percian is suggested. In particular, it is

claimed that a distinction should bc made between
unambiguous/transparent passives and ambiguous/opaque (i.e.,
ambiguous between an inchoative and a passive reading) passives in

Pcrsian. It is argued that the transformational rule of passive in

Persian is a governed rulc in the sense that it applies to a

semantically definable class of verbs i.e., verbs that express a

volitional act.

131
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1381 Dalgish, Gerard Matthew 1976

Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

The morphophonemics of the OluTsootso dialect of (Olu)luyia:
Issues and implications

This thesis is an investigation of the major morphophoncmic processes of

thc OluTsootso dialect of (01u)Luyia, a Bantu language of Kcnya spoken in

Guthries' Zone E. 32b., north and west of Lake Victoria. Thc morphophonemic
processes involving nasal interactions, vocalic lengthening and rcduction

alternations, and the various processes connected with the complex verbal

derivational suffixal phcnomcna form the major topics of this work. The issues
that arc raised by the analyses of these phenomena, and their theoretical

implications for future research, are developed in detail aftcr a through

presentation of the facts. This thesis is an investigation of a previously

unexplored language, and so is of importance in preserving and adding to our

store of knowledge of thc languages spoken today. The data alone can bc used
to expand and enhance phonological, historical, and general Bantu linguistics

studies, and thus is useful for future research.

A second justification for the present work is thc thoroughness and

reliability of the research. This has been accomplished by conducting original
full-time informant work extending over a period of a year and a half,

working with a native speaker of the language. It has been possible,

therefore, to investigate various processes quite extensively, to correct early

mistakes, and to obtain accurate and spontaneous judgements and 'atuitions

concerning both thc facts and the analyses.

The last point raised leads to another reason for thc work. Thc research

has been conducted within a generative phonological framework, and relates

the original and extensive data directly to currcnt thcory. Some of thc data and

analyses proposed hcrc raise serious and interesting problems for ccrtain
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theoretical positions, in that in many cases, the phenomena resist
uncomplicated morphophonemic rule and rule ordering solutions. Alternative
analyses arc presented here, and are shown to have interesting explanatory
power. Now, in many cases, these phenomena have been discovered only after
a very thorough investigation of the categories involved. Thus, it is here again
that the importance of working with a native speaker is manifest. Without
frequent checks, careful clic itat ions, and a painstakingly thorough
investigation of a great deal of data, it is quite likely that the evidence for some
of these processes would never have been obtained, and none of the more
interesting analyses would have been possible. Thus, the reliability of the data
is a direct function of the nature of the investigation, while the analyses
which result are therefore correspondingly strengthened and supported.

1391 de Souza, Jose Pinheiro 1982
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

An integrated approach to child bilingualism
The prcscnt study is intended as a threefold contribution: (1) to the field

of language acquisition in general: (2) to the particular field of child
bilingualism, and (3) to thc field of general linguistics.

The focus of the work is on the description of child bilingualism,
especially the phenomenon of cross-influence between L I and L2, and more
particularly the influence of L2 on LI.

The analysis is based on data collected from Brazilian children in their
process of acquiring and using Portuguese as their first language and English
as their second language.

The study is approached from an integrated view of human language. its
analysis, acquisition and use. In this sense, 3 state-of-the-art summary of the
main currents in the field is provided, and a new way of viewing linguistic
competence is proposed. It is argued that the notion of 'integrated linguistic
competence' is more adequate than the other notions of competence found in
currcnt literature because it can fit any description of human language
(including analyses of child language and of bilingualism), while the other
views of linguistic competence can fit only partial aspects of language
description.

Thc cross-influence between L I and L2 has been investigated along the
first twenty-four months of the subjects' being in the USA. Three stages of
cross-influence have been identi fied: Stage I (months 1-8), thc period in
which thc influence of LI on L2 is more transparent than the influence of L2
on L 1, Stage II (months 9-16), whcn L2 dominates L 1 , and Stage III (months 17-
24 ). the period in which thc L I influence on L2 is almost nil , and the L2
influence on LI is less transparent than in Stage II.

The interaction between L I and L2 has been examined in terms of
language transfer, code-switching, and code-mix ing. The phenomenon of
language interference has been described in all levels of linguistic analysis,
viz.: the phonetic/phonological, the morpho-syntactic. the lexical ano thc
semantic/pragmatic.
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[401 De Urbina, Jon Ortiz 1986

Advisor: Peter Cole

Some parameters in the grammar of Basque

In this study. I concentrate on somc key aspects of B.tsque in order to lay
out a basic description of this language from a GB perspective and to check
relevant points of the theory against the eviden-:: from an apparently highly
markcd isolate language.

The first chapter deals with ergativity, key syntactic structures which
discriminate subjects from objects uniformly identify the ergative and the

absolutive argument of intransitives as 'subjects'. Furthermore, building on

Levin's (1983) analysis of izan (intransive) verbs as unaccusative predicates I

show Basque to belong to the 'extended ergativc' type. To capture this, a case

assignment system is proposed which expresses at S-structure the
generalization that all and only D-subjccts are .narked ergative and all and

only D-objccts arc marked absolutive.

Chapter Two deals with the configurationality parameter. Despite free

word order. I present some subject/object asymmetries which can be

accountcd for in a natural way only by positing a configurational structure
where subject NP's c-command objcct NP's but not vice versa. Chapter Three
considers the pro-drop parameter. I claim AGR in Basque includes three

distinct features matriccs with case specifications for Ergative, Absolutive and
Dative. Following Huang's (1984) analysis of pro identification. I claim Basque
to be an extended pro-drop language with both subject and object pro's. This is

directly linked to the extended agreement pattern of Basque verbs. Some

deviations from the expected case marking patterns in impersonal sentences

follow directly from thc case marking system proposed here assuming that 0-

role cannot be assigned to certain non-canonical assignees.

Finally, in Chapter Four, an alternative to Horvath's (1C81) FOCUS-
parameter is presented which explains the syntax of question and focus

formation in Basque. Rather than the existence of a FOCUS position for wh-
phrases and foci distinct from SPEC. I claim thc parameter to be the level at

which both move to SPEC. Wh-operators move at S-structurc in Basque and
English, while focus operators move at S-structurc in Basque, but at LF in
English. The apparent pre-verbal position of these operators is claimed to

follow from general independent processes like INFL-to-C movement.

[ 4 11 Dolezal, Fredric Thomas 1983

Advisor: Ladislav Zgusta

The lexicographical and lexicological procedures and methods of John Wilkins

This dissertation documents John Wilkins' contribution to the science of
language analysis. I analyze his Essay towards a Real Character and a

Philosophical Language (1668) concentrating on his lexicographic and

lexicological achievements and the scientific apparat us that he uses to

organize his classification schemes. I show how the Wilkins project must be
considered a legitimate contribution to the practicc of lexicography: with his

friend William Lloyd hc constructed a dictionary which anticipated later

trends of lexicography and surpassed his contemporaries (e.g. general

inclusion of ordinary words; multiple senses of single lexical items: fixed
combinations idioms, set collocations; systematic and impartial presentation

of definitions). Though this dictionary has been largely ignored in the
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scholarship of the history of lexicography. I demonstrate the need to
reappraise the accepted tradition of English lexicography. 1 1.;.,e compared
entries from thc dictionaries of Blount (1656), Kersey (1708), Bailey (1721), and
Johnson (1755) with the alphabetical dictionary appended to the Essay. In the
sections on the lexicological practice of Wilkins 1 document the semantic
organization underlying thc classification tables based on my analysis of the
text which reveals that organization; these tables can be seen as an application
of a structural analysis of thc lexical items representing concepts Wilkins
deemed as universal. Thc arrangement of the tables follows a binary and
hierarchical formula. The most important aspect that I have found regarding
thc organization of the tables is Wilkins' use of what we would call distinctive
features. In order to better appreciate thc Wilkins system, I compare relevant
portions of classificatory and semantic work done preceding and succeeding
1668 with the principles I have deduced from Wilkins' text. I look at works of
classification (Comcnius; Dornsciff; Hall ig-von Wartburg; Rout), works of
structural/componential analysis (Coseriu: Katz-Foder; Nida) and a design for a

dictionary (Apresyan-Melcuk-Zolkovsky). I claim that Wilkins' work is
organized by systematically (with lapses) applied principles. These principles,
which I have deduced from my analysis of the Essay, anticipated much of what
we regard as modern linguistic-semantic theory.

[ 4 21 Donaldson, Susan Kay 1984
Advisor: Yarnuna Kachru

Some constraints of consideration on conversation: Interactions of politeness
and relevance in Grice's second maxim of quantity

In his by now well-known paper 'Logic and conversation' philosopher of
language, Paul Grice, establishes four maxims speakers follow in conversing:
maxims of quantity, quality, relation, and manner. Thc maxim of quantity he
divides into two parts, saying that conversational participants must give
enough information to each other, but must not give too mach. However, after
once establishing this maxim. Grice immediately casts doubt on its validity,
saying that its second part is adequately covered by the maxim of relation,
which states that what one says should be relevant -- that is, that any remark
that would be considered overinformative would be discounted by its being
irrelevant, anyway, thus elitninating thc need for the second half of the
maxim of quantity.

This dissertation, employing examples from both tape-recorded 're,;1'
conversations and conversations from short stories and novels, argues that
Grice's first intuitions were correct, namely, that the second half of thc maxim
of quantity is both valid and necessary. Speakers refrain, at times, front
conveying to one another information that could be highly relevant to the
material at hand, the thesis maintains, for reasons that stem ;n large part front
consideration for one another. A lengthy review of the literature is included,
as well as a chapter distinguishing conversation front other sorts of verbal
interaction, and one on thc naturc of consideration and precedents from the
literature on human interaction for consideration as a valid form of
motivation. Transciipts of four 'real conversations follow the text.
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[43] Downing, Laura Jo
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

1990

Problems in fita Tnnology

This thesis has two goals. First, it provides a detailed treatment of the tone
system of Jita, an Eastern Bantu language spoken in Northwestern Tanzania.
Secondly, it cxamincs recent theoretical issues in Bantu tonology, especially
the interaction of tone and accent.

Since the syllable is the TBU of Jita, the syllable structure conventions of
Jita arc discussed first as background to a discussion of the tone system. Using
a moraic framework (Hayes 1989: Ito 1989), special attention is given to

accounting for compensatory lengthening in Jita. which occurs both as thc

result of resyllabifying onsetless monomoraic syllables and bcforc simplified
geminate nasals and pre-nasalized consonants.

Next, the tone patterns of verbs, nouns and noun-modifier phrases are

analyzed, and it is shown that much of thc Jita tone system may be accountcd
for by non-metrical rules. i.e. rules which rcfcr to the tonal properties of
string adjacent syllables. Once it is determined which morphemes contribute a

high tone to the derivation. OCP-motivated deletion rules apply to eliminate
sequences of high tones on immediately adjacent syllables. Then all remaining
high tones shift one syllable to the right.

However, some tone patterns in Jita arc derived from tone rules which
spread, reassociate or associate tones to syllables which arc not siring adjacent
either to thc trigger of the rulc or to a domain edge. Following Kenstowics
(1989) and Sietserna 119891. I argue that these tone rules provide evidence for

thc interaction of tone and metrical prominence (accent) in Jita, sincc only
metrical formulations of tone rules which target non string-adjacent elements

conform to the Locality Principle (A rchangeli & Pulleyblank 1986a,h:

McCarthy & Prince 1986). It is further argued that in a theory in which accent
is equivalent to metrical prominence, thc Ordering Ilypothesis (Goldsmith
1982: Sietsema 1989. etc.) may not be maintained. According to the Ordering
Hypothesis, in languages in which tone and accent interact, all accentual
rules apply in a block before all tonal rules. However, evidence from Zulu and
Jita is presented which show s that non-metrical tone rules must precede

assignment of accent in those languages.

[441 Dratué, Mallare 1981

Advisor: Eyamba G. Bokamba

Aspects of Mandingo grammar

Thc present st udy attempts to provide a general description of thc
Grammar of Mandingo. Since the language has not been submitted to extensive
linguistic investigation, the thesis will essentially be subdivided into three

major parts: 1 ) a general background description of the morpho-tonology of
the language. (21 a grammatical overview of stmple sentences: and (3) an

examination of the structure of complex sentences. In particular, Chapter II

analyses the morphology and the tonology of nouns, adjectives, verbs in an

attempt to uncover general properties characteristic of all major Mandingo
constituents. This chapter not only facilitates the reading of subsequent

chapters. hut it offers a description that is crucial for the understanding of the
rest of the thesis.
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Chapter III examines the syntax of simple sentences. In particular, three
areas arc covered in this chapter: (a) word order, (b) nominals such as
nominal possession marking and nominalized sentences, and (c) movement
transformations.

Chapter IV focuses on the syntax of complex sentences. Several questions
arc raised including (I) whether Mandingo conjunction fits within the
Immediate Dominance/Non-immediated dominance dichotomy, proposed by Tai
(1969) and Sanders & Tai (1972), (2) can a unitary account be found for
Mandingo relative clause formation, that is, do the two relative clause types
exhibited in this language share the same deep structure, (3) what types of
complement clauses the language has, and what arc their deep structures, (4)
whether or not single rule can account for all Mandingo complement types,
and (5) how can we account for the expletive pronoun 'it' which surfaces in
some complement clauses. A tentative solution is finally proposed that permits
thc derivation of both relative and complement clauses by a single rule.

Chapter V concludes thc thesis and discusses a number of theoretical
issues raised in the previous chapters.

It is our hope that this study, although by no means exhaustive, will
bring some insight into our knowledge of the structure of Mande languages,
and in so doing increase our undcrstanding of African languages and the
nature of human languages in general.

[45] Du, Tsai-Chwun 1988
Advisor: Chin-Chuan Chcng

Tone and stress in Taiwanese

This study investigates two prosodic features, tone and stress, in
Taiwanese, which is a Southern Min dialect. As far as tone is concerned, in
addition to establishing the possible underlying tones of thc dialect examined,
we present our arguments for thc analysis of the three types of tone sandhi in
this dialect. We also propose a hierarchy binary tone feature system derived
from Clements (1981) for a phonological characterization of these Taiwanese
tones. Moreover, wc examine the tone sandhi domain in this dialect and
discover that thc domain is rate-sensitive. There is a linear relationship
between tone sandhi dcmain and speed of speech. When thc speech speed
decreases, the tonc sandhi domain reduces, and vice versa.

Previous claims of stress in Taiwanese arc based on impressionistic views.
In the sccond part of this study, wc conducted several acoustic and perceptual
experiments to discern what the possible cucs for the presence of stress in
Taiwanese arc. Thc results reveal that there were no identifiable acoustic cues
that could be uscd to argue for thc linguistic significance of strcss in
Taiwanese. Our experiments have proven that the previous imprcssionistic
view is incorrect and there is no stress in Taiwanese as far as linguistic
significance is concerned. Additionally, in thc investigation of the intensity
data, wc establish thc vowel-intrinsic amplitude difference in Taiwanese.
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(461 Dudas, Karen Marie
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

1976

The phonology and morphology of modern Javanese

As its title indicates, this dissertation will deal with the phonology and the
morphology of Modern Javanese. However, this very general statement of
subject mattcr may be somewhat misleading, and, thus, it seems that a certain
amount of clarification is in order.

First of all, the language to be dealt with is indeed spoken in modern-day
Java: however, the general label "Modem Javanese" covers a wide arca and
needs some qualification. Modern Javanese speakers make use of two major
speech levels: Ngoko is used for informal every-day conversation, while

Krama is the level used in business or polite conversation (there arc also a

number of sub-classes within cach of these major levels). The two major levels
differ from each other mainly in their inventories of lexical itcms, but also to

some degree, in morphology. This dissertation will deal exclusively with the

Ngoko or informal spccch. Furthermore, discussion will be based on data

collected in the course of two year's work with a single informant, Suharto
Prawirokusumo, a graduate student at the University of Illinois. He is a native
speaker of Javanese who grew up in the Surakarta arca, where the dialect

which is generally accepted as Standard Javanese is spoken.

A second arca in which clarification is necessary involves the degrees to
which thc areas of phonology and morphology will bc treated. Chapters 2 and
3 of this dissertation form an integrated whole in which a relatively detailed
generative analysis of the phonology of the language will bc built up, step by
stcp. However, the remainder of the dissertation consists of four chapters

which arc only loosely related, insofar as all deal with some facet of

morphology: no attempt will bc made to build up a complete analysis of

Javanese morphology. There arc good reasons for this departure from thc

course followed with the phonology of thc language. Not the least of these is

the fact that, at this time, there is no satisfactory theoretical framework

readily available for setting up any sort of complete morphological analysis;

generative linguists arc still at a fairly early stage in their investigation of
the morphological aspects of language. At the same time, while a number of

the Javanese morphological processes arc so straiglaforward that their
analysis would cause no difficulty, examination of each in turn would involve
a great deal of repetition and would probably turn out to be of little value.

Finally, it should bc pointed out that I do not claim to be presenting
startling new data in this dissertation; nearly all Javanese constructions arc to

be found in the various Javanese grammars and dictionaries which arc

available. Nor can it bc claimed that this is the first time any serious linguistic
analysis of Javanese has been attempted; to makc such a claim would do
shameful disservice to a great dcal of excellent work done in the past, most

notable, that of E. M. Uhlenbeek. What I would claim for the present work,
however, is that, by approaching the analysis of Javanese from a generative

point of view. I have been able to produce a more insightful and natural
analysis of the phonology of thc language than any which has been offered in

the past. Furthermore, it is to bc hoped that, in the course of discussions
contained in this dissertation, particularly those dealing with morphology.

some contribution has been made toward furthering linguists' knowledge of

the ways in which morphological processes may function in the grammars of
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natural languages, and, in addition, how such processes may interact with
others contained in grammars.

[47] Dunn, Andrea S. 1990
Advisor: Georgia M. Grccn

The pragmatics of seleted discourse markers in Swahili
The dissertation is a description of several discourse markers in Swahili in a

pragmatic framework which assumes that speakers and hearers arc rational
agents whose behavior, including verbal behavior, is plan-based and goal-
oriented. In this view, speech is coherent because the hearer can perceive the
relation of utterances to the speaker's plan in the discourse. Discourse markers
have a role in achieving coherent speech because their use guides the hearer
in inferring how the speaker probably intends thc utterances which they
accompany to be part of hcr plan in the discourse. Each discourse marker has
a basic sense which the speaker predicates of an utterance in the discoursc.
The hearer, believing that the speaker is cooperative, i.e. guided by the
Cooperative Principle (Grice. 1975), infers what intention hc must impute to
the speaker in using thc discourse marker that she used, whcn she used it,
such that hc may preserve the overall assumption of the speaker's
cooperativeness. Thus, the speaker's use of a discourse marker requires thc
hearer to relate thc utterance which it accompanies to his model of the
speaker's plan in the discourse, thereby realizing its coherence.

Three discourse markers arc discussed in detail, and several others more
briefly. Chaptcr 2 discusses thc use of sasa "now" to indicatc that the spcakcr
intends the utterance prefaced by sasa to achieve a sub-goal of a goal which
she considcrs current in the discourse. Chaptcr 3 is the discussion of basi
'enough', both following and prefacing utterances. Basi indicates that the
speaker intends the hearer to interpret the utterance which it follows as
sufficient for the accomplishment of the speaker's super-ordinate goal. When
hasi is utterance-initial the speaker intends the hearer to understand that
some other action is sufficient for the accomplishment of the sub-goal which
she intends the Nisi-prefaced utterance to achieve. Thc usc of the DM maana
'meaning', discussed in Chapter 4, indicatcs that the speaker intends thc
hearer to use the utterance which it prefaces as the basis for inferring thc
reason or cause for a preceding action, event or idea. Chapter 5 begins with a
brief look at several othcr Swahili DMs (haya 'o.k.', nanihii 'whatchamacal 1 it',
kumbe lo and behold') suggesting that they arc also a means for the speaker to
indicate to the hearer how the utterances of which they arc a part arc related
to hcr goals and plans in the discourse. The chapter concludes with a

discussion of the implications of thc view of DMs developed in the dissertation
for issues in pragmatics. lexicography and foreign language pedagogy.

[48] Evans, Dorothy Eaton 1992
Advisor: Chin-Chuan Chcng

Computational implementation of Underspecification theories:
Kiswahili example

The differences between Radical Underspecification theory (RUT) and
Contrastive Undc rspecification theory (CUT) have been discussed in thc
literature (for example Archangeli 1988, Mestcr & Ito 1989, Dikken & Hulst
1988) comparing various aspects of thcsc theories. This dissertation presents a
discussion of a computational implementation of these competing theories. Thc
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test case of the Kiswahili phoneme set was given as an example. The computer

program, PUCA (Phonological Underspecification Computationally Assisted),

implemented in HyperCard 2.0 on the Macintosh computer, provides the user

of the program with the opportunity to enter any language's phoneme set and

then experiment with different underspecifications of that set, altering the

feature set as desired.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to thc dissertation. Chapter 2 covers

the literature which deals with thc phonologies of Kiswahili,
Undcrspecification theories, concentrating on Radical and Contrastive, and

computationally implemented phonological rulc testers. Chapter 3 provides a

description of thc course of following thc computer program through thc

process of underspecifying thc Kiswahili phoneme set using the feature set

suggested by Archangcli and Pullcyblank (1986). Chapter 4 continues the

description of PUCA, discussing the overall program design and considers

complement rule formation. Chapter 5 presents the results for both RUT and
CUT along with a comparison to the results obtained by Treece (1990). Chapter

6 concludes with a discussion of PUCA's current limitations and the future

directions for research and the development of the program.

1491 Farina, Donna Marie 1991

Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

Palatalization and jers in Modern Russian phonlogy: An Underspecification
approach

Every student of Russian phonology is aware of the importance of

palatalization rules, and of the difficulties encountered in any attempt at

describing the surfacing of jers: both structuralist and SPE-type analyses have

tackled these problems in depth. In the following these topics arc revisited,

taking advantage of recent theoretical developments in phonology: nonlinear

(syllable) theory, underspecification and lexical phonology. It is claimed: that

some palatalized consonants arc part of the underlying system of Russian and
cannot be derived by rule, although most palatalized consonants arc derived

before front vowels; that there is no underlying /y/, but only high back

nonround lyl. a variant of li/: that jers (i.e.. "fleeting" vowels) are not

underlying vowels but arc underlying segments without a syllable nucleus;

and that some (but not all) of the phonological rules involving jers arc

syllable-based. This ncw approach, it is argued, describes better than former

ones the Russian phonological system as a whole, a system that contains rules
which represent the continuum from synchronic (productive) to historical

(morphologiz.ed).

The present work gives a revision of previous analyses of thc

phonological system of Russian. using the concept of underspecification in

underlying representation (Archangeli (1984), Archangcli & Pulleyblank

(1986), Kiparsky (1985). Pulleyblank (1983, 1986), and Sohn (1987)); a

nonlinear, syllable-based view of phonology (Levin (1985)); and lexical

phonology (Kiparsky (1982a. 1982b), Halle & Mohanan (1985). Lieber (1981,

1987), Mohanan (1982, 1986), Mohanan & Mohanan (1984), Pesetsky (1979),

Pulleyblank (1986), and others). In panieular. the role of the feature I-backi

in the Russian consonant and vowel systems, the status of jers in thc

underlying system compared to that of vowels and consonants, and thc

behavior of Kis in phonological rules arc examined.
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First, the widely accepted generative view that all palatalized consonants
arc derived by phonological rule is rejected in favor of the view that
palatalized consonants arc present underlyingly, but only in some contexts;
contextual specification of the feature -back] in underlying representation is
used for these underlying palatalized consonants. Secondly , harkening back to
structuralist analyses of Russian but using again the notion of contextual
specification, high back /y/ is eliminated from the underlying vowel
inventory, and lyl is considered an "allophone" of

Third, the assumption that jers arc vowels is rejected, although they are
certainly part of the underlying system: rather, following Levin (1985), they
are equated structurally with glides in their lack of an underlying syllable
nucleus. Lastly, the structural reinterpretation of jcrs leads to a
reinterpretation of the functioning of jcrs in phonlogical rules: the
previously postulated generative rules of Jcr Lower and Jcr Deletion arc
replaced by the single rule of Jcr Vocalization, in which the surfacing of jers
is conditioned by syllable structure. It is argued that the present approach is
not merely translational (old rules arc not just rewritten using a new
theoretical apparatus), but makes different generalizations that allow for a
better understanding of the role of jer and palatalization phenomena in the
phonological system of Russian as a whole.

ISO I Farwell, David Loring 1985
Advisor: Jerry Morgan

The interpretation of functional relations

This thesis deals with the representation of the functional relations such
as agent, instrument, source and so on that arc assigned to the various
participants in a situation. It can bc viewed as an investigation of that
conceptual knowledge which defines what is and what is not a conceivable
situation and how such knowledge is applied in the interpretation of natural
language utterances.

The main body of the study concerns two interrelated topics. First, it
contains a discussion of those functional relations that arc the most likely to
have universal application in the conceptual representation of situations. This
discussion includes a concise definition of each of thc functional relations
proposed as well as a number of examples demonstrating the range of
situations that it is intended to cover. Second, there is a description of the way
in which this class of knowledge contributes to thc interpretation of natural
language utterances. Thc approach requires that a distinction be made
between the literal interpretation of an utterance and its ultimate
interpretation. Functional structure directly determines thc former
interpretation. However, the literal interpretation may be incomplete or ill-
formed and, as a result, further processing on the basis of domain specific
kinds of knowlcdge is required.

The general approach differs from ethers in that functional structure is
viewed as but one of various levels or components of conceptual knowledge
that affect both the form of linguistic expressions as well as the complexity of
their associated onceptual representations. This enriched representation
allows for directed inferencing with respect to particular domains of
knowledge.
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(5 11 Foster, James Maurice 1966
Advisor: Robert B. Lccs

Some phonological rules of Modern Standard Ukrainian

Our purpose in this thesis is to provide an explicit and formal synchronic
characterization of thc sound system of Modern Standard (Literary) Ukrainian
(MLU). We intend to supply a large part of the phonological component of the
generative grammar of MLU.

The plan of presentation usually followed by earlier Ukrainian
phonologists has been the following: I) analysis of the underlying vowel
system of MLU, 2) cxamination of the various vowel alternations, 3) analysis of
the underlying consonantal system of MLU, and 4) examination of various
consonantal alternations. The procedure of discussing vowel alternations and

consonantal alternations separately has evidently been successful in thc
respect that the reader can follow this presentation more easily than one in

which vowel and consonantal alternations are mixed. Since we intend to

review critically the analyses of earlier phonologists, it would aid our
presentation to follow closely the plan of these works. Wc will therefore adopt
the traditional separation of vowel from consonantal alternations in this
thesis.

Therefore, in Chapter 11 we will examine earlier accounts of the
underlying vowel system of MLU, thcn examine several vowel alternations in

ordcr to test the adequacy of the traditional vowel system, and finally, make
any innovations in the system deemed necessary on the basis of the vowel
alternations studied. In Chapter III, we wili continue analysis of the vowel
alternations discussed in Chapter II, offer our analysis of the vowel
alternations discussed in Chapter II, offcr our analyses of these alternations,
and then examine other vowel alternations found in MLU. In Chapter IV, we
will review the underlying consonantal systems posited for MLU and then

cxamine consonantal alternations in the attempt to determine if any of thc
underlying systems posited by earlier analysts arc adequate. In Chapter V. we
will discuss certain alternations not discussed in earlier chapters, and make
any revisions in analysis which arc necessary. In Chapter VI, we will discuss
problems in analysis for which wc have no satisfactory explanation, or for

which a better analysis than ours seems likely. In Chapter VII, we will discuss
ccrtain historical-comparative matters based upon the rules which we have
motivated in thc preceding chapters.

15 21 Foster, Joseph Frederick 1969

Advisor: Robert B. Lees

On some phonological rules of Turkish

In this dissertation a number of phonological phenomena of Osmanli
Turkish will bc hauled over the coals, as it were. In some cases wc will

formulate rules for processes for which this has not been done; in others we
will argue for revisions of rules that have previously bccn formulated. We
shall see in sonic cases that the recent revisions in phonological thcory have
very desirable results in compelling us to rewrite certain rules in such a way
that thc insight into the workings of the language is morc adequately
reflected than in the old formulations. In one or two cases, on the other hand,
it may turn out that the theoretical revisions have less desirable
consequences. In still other caws it will he seen that no theory of phonology
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seems to reflect what is going on, and, where possible. we will suggest
remedies. The main drift of the thesis can be summarized here rather briefly
we will show that the first vowels of words behave rather strangely with
respect to a number of different rules rules which at first glance would not
seem to have much in common with each other. We shall claim that this
phenomenon cries for explanation, and we shall hypothesize that an abstract
stress rule should be postulated to account for the strange behavior mcntioncd,
and finally, shall adduce some evidence to suggest that this abstract stress rule
is not just an artifact of an earlier stage of the language but has also some
psychological reality for modern Turks.

[53] Fox, Robert Paul 1968
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

A transformational treatment of Indian English syntax
This study will attempt to show some of thc areas of syntactic deviancy in

Indian English. Thc corpus of this study was taken from the files of the
Division of English as a Second Language at thz University of Illinois. The
compositions of two hundred Flindi speakers who took the test in thc twelve
year period from September 1954 to January 1966 were analyzed for
syntactically deviant sentences which, when found, were put on index cards
for further analysis. Each paper had been corrected by two members of the
Division at the time of the test, so the judgements about deviancy were not just
the writer's. The two hundred papers yielded almost five hundred syntactically
deviant sentences for analysis. These sentences excluded obvious transfers
from Hindi. such as the ordering of the adverbs of place and time, which is
place-time in English and time-place in Hindi. Only those sentences whose
deviancy could not be explained on thc basis of obvious transfer make up the
corpus.

The deviant sentences found in the corpus were analyzed following the
system of transformational grammar proposed by Noam Chomsky in Syntactic
Structures and refined in this 1965 book. Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. Thc
purpose of thc analysis and, in fact, the purpose of this study is to show that
syntactic deviancy in thc writing and probably in the speech of second
language learners occurs on thc transformational level and not on the phrase
structure level. Speech is included with thc writing hcrc, even though the
corpus does not include the spoken language, because it is closely associated
with writing and second language learners tend to write what they say.

The second chapter of this study is devoted to an analysis of selected
samples sentences from the corpus in the attempt to prove that syntactic
dev iancy is the result of the misapplication of obligatory or optional
transformations of thc non-application of an obligatory transformation. It is
not the purpose of this study to propose new areas of transformational
analysis, or to formulate transformational rules, though this is necessary to
prose thc thesis of this study from time to timc. Whcn ncw rules arc proposed,
they arc formulated in a tentative manner, and to account specifically for the
syntactic deviance under consideration.

Thc thild chapter of this study is devoted to a contrastive analy Os of
certain selected structurcs to further show that the arca of syntactic deviancy
is on the transformational level and not on the phrase structure level. This
section will ncccss.iiil be limited as the w liter is not a fluent Hindi speaker.
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Yamuna Kachru's An Introduction to Hindi Syntax will be used as the main
source for Hindi syntax.

1541 Fukada, Atsushi 1987

Advisor: Georgia M. Green

Pragmatics and grammatical descriptions

The goal of the dissertation is to argue for the recent position that strictly
distinguishes between grammar and pragmatics and discuss its consequences.

By now it is clear that "raw" linguistic data contain many pragmatic elements.
whether they arc speech act properties. implicatures, beliefs and intentions of
thc speech participants, or what not. In analyzing such data linguists, in my
view, arc constantly faced with two problems: one is how to distinguish
pragmatic matters from purely grammatical aspects of thc data, and thc other
is what to do with such pragmatic elements. The second problem has to do with
a proper conceptualization of the relationship between pragmatics and

grammar. In particular, linguists must have a clear conception as to what the
proper domain of each field is. and what the exact naturc of the mode of their
interaction is. This is, in my opinion, one of the outstandingly important
empirical issues in current theoretical linguistics.

The first problem concerns ways of determining, in a given situation,
what is pragmatic and what is grammatical. If onc decides to take the position
that denies the heterogeneous nature of raw linguistic data, this problem will
not arise at all. I will argue, however, that such a position cannot bc seriously
maintained.

These are thc two major issues this study addresses. The arguments in the

body of the thesis will take thc form of analyses or reanalyses of some
problematic phenomena in Japanese and English where one's position on the

above issues will have a serious effect on resulting grammatical descriptions

of the phenomena. The highly controversial areas of Japanese grammar. i.e.

passives and causatives. issues concerning honori fics and politeness in

general, and an analysis of thc English complement-taking verb have arc

some of the major descriptive issues taken up in this study. In cach case, it will
be shown that the position being argued for can provide solutions to the

controversies and/or lead to what seems to be the optimal over-all
descriptions.

1551 Gallagher, Mary 1969

Advisor: Robert B. Lee.,

Have and the perfect in English

The present study is a contribution to the analysis of the relationship

between have and the copula in English. Thc thesis is that have appears on the
surface as the result of a transformation. This transformation parallels
passivization and operates on structures that would othcrwisc yield the copula.
The analysis of several types of sentences containing have as Main Verb leads
to a consideration of the periphrastic perfect. It also leads to the discovery that
stative and non-stativc uses of have are frequently distinguished by the

presence of Tense in the deep structure in a different sentence I rom that

containing have. or in the same sentence. It appears that no stative or

Habitual is generated with Tense.
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The analysis presented here is limited to reduplicating types (The table
has a book on it), possessives (John has a book), and the periphrastic perfect
(John has written his book). Even within these limitations, it has not been
possible to avoid certain issucs for which no resolutions can be proposed here.

[ 56 ) Garber, Anne Elizabeth 1987
Advisor: Charles W. Kisscberth

Tonal analysis of Senufo: Sucite dialect

Sucite, a Senufo language of thc Our language group, is spokcn in
southwestern Burkina Faso. Its tonal system of three level tones and several
contour tones exhibits a considerable number of complex alternations.

This dissertation provides a descriptiv e. analysis of the tonal alternations
in Sucite. With the help of the autosegmental approach and Clements (1981)
system of tone features, we propose a double tiered approach to tonal analysis
in the attempt to analyze thc behaviour of thc various types of Mid tone found
in the language.

Thc dissertation consists of an introduction and six chapters. In Chapter 1,

we provide a brief description of thc sound system, the morphology, and
syntax of Sucitc. Chapter 2 describes the tone and morphology of the verb and
introduces the concept of two tiers for tonal analysis. The discussion of noun
tone and morphology in Chapter 3 brings to light the need to re-examine the
acccptcd universal of associating tones to segments from left to right. Chapter
4 is a description and analysis of the tonal behaviour of verbs and verbal
particles when preceded by nominal and verbal elements of various tones. In
Chaptcr 5, wc examine how the nominal elements affect each other tonally
within a noun phrase. Both tonal behaviour across word boundaries and tonal
altcmations within complex nouns arc examined and analyzed with the usc of
the double-tiered approach. In particular, this chapter highlights the need for
several different types of underlying representations for Mid tone. Chapter 6
discusses the tonal behaviour of the adverb phrase, question formation, and
the noun class clitic, the latter of which poses special analytical problems.
Finally, the ordering of the tonal rules presented in the thesis is discussed.

I 57 ] Geis, Jonnie Elinor 1970
Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

Some aspects of verb phrase adverbials in English

This thesis will attempt to provide a syntactic analysiy according to a
specific model of transformational-generative grammar of a subset of the
constructions which traditional grammarians have grouped together under
the tcrm "adverb" or "adverbial." Although I will actually consider only a fcw
kinds of adverbial constructions locatives, instantive and frame adverbials,
and durative, instrumental, and manner adverbials it is hopcd that some of
the generalizations made about these advcrbials will carry over to other types.

The model of transformational grammar which I will be working with
considers both superficial adjectives and superficial adverbials to be
represented in deep structure as predicates, in thc same way that superficial
verb phrases arc represented. Other models of transformational grammar
make claims about the deep-structure constituency of superficial adjectives
and adverbials which are quite similar to the claims made about their
structure by traditional grammar that adjectives and adverbials arc distinct
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deep-structure categories fundamentally different from those elements that

arc verbs in surface structure. In these models, the semantic similarities
among verbs, adjectives, and adverbs must be spelled out by interpretive
semantic rules; on the other hand, thc model which as been adopted here, in

which the deep structure assigned to sentences arc LI- more abstract than

those assigned by models utilizing semantic interpretation rules, spells out
these similarities in deep structure, specifically in the initial phrase marker
which is the semantic representation of the sentence.

The abstract model, which I will refer to as "generative semantics." has

been developed in recent word by Ross, Lakoff, Mc Cawley and others. My
intention is to show that the facts about the semantic content and syntactic
behavior of advcrbials can be handled more consistently and more
insightfully within the model of generative semantics, where adverbials and

adjectives, as well as other "modifying" elements, such as negatives and

quantifiers, arc represented in the deep-structurc phrasc marker as verbs. In

the following chapters I will give an analysis of adverbial phrases showing
that it is necessary to relate place, time, manner, and instrumental adverbiats

to verb phrases synchronically.

[581 Gerdemann, Dale 1991

Advisor: Erhard Hinrichs

Parsing and generation of Unification grammar.?

In this dissertation, it is shown that declarative, feature-based,
uni fication grammars can bc used for efficiently both parsing and

generation. It is also shown that radically different algorithms arc not needed
for these two modes of processing. Given this similarity between parsing and
generation, it will bc easier to maintain consistency between input and output
in interactive natural language interfaces. A Prolog implementation of the

unification-based parscr and DAG unificr is provided. The DAG unificr
includes extension to handle disjunction and negation.

The parser presented in this thesis is based on Stuart Shicber's extensions
of Earley's algorithm. This algorithm is further extended in ordcr to

incorporate traces and compound lexical items. Also, thc algorithm is optimized
by performing the subsumption test on restricted DAGs rather than on the full
DAGs that arc kept in the chart. Since thc subsumption test can be very time
consuming. this is a significant optimization, particularly for grammars with
a considerable number of (nearly) left recursive rules. A grammar which
handles quantifier scoping is presented as an example of such a grammar.

For generation, the algorithm is modified in ordcr to optimize the usc of
both top-down and bottom-up information. Sufficient top-down information is

ensured by modifying thc restriction procedure so that semantic information
is not lost. Su fficicnt bottom-up information is ensured by making the

algorithm head-driven. Generation also requires that the chart bc modified so
that identical phrases arc not generated at different string positions. It is

shown how readjustments to the chart can be made whenever a duplicate
phrase is predicted. Thc generator in this thesis does not perform equally well
with all types of grammars. Grammars employing type raising may cause thc

generator to go into an unconstrained search. However, given thc

independently motivated principles of mininril type assignment and type

raising only as needed, it is shown how such unconstrained searches ca» be

avoided.
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Finally. suggestions arc made as to how unification grammars can be
developed in order to handle difficult problems such as partially free word
order, bound variables for semantic interpretation and resolving feature
clashes in agreement.

[591 Habick, Timothy 1980
Advisor: Hans Henrich Hock

Sound change in Farmer City: A sociolinguistic study based on acoustic data

This dissertation reports the findings of a survey of the dialect of Farmer
City, Illinois, involving spectrographic analysis of the recorded speech of a

sample of 40 individuals from two opposing teenage peer groups and two older
generations. A group of 7 speakers from three generations of a family from
Somerset, Kentucky, is also included in the sample in order to help determine
thc influence of the Kentucky dialect on thc speech of Farmer City. Migration
patterns suggest that such influence could be strong.

Thc data collected in Farmer City and Somerset were analyzed
spectrographically and used to construct a representation of the phonemic
system of each speaker in the two-formant acoustic space. These charts serve
as a basis for comparison from a sociolinguistic point of view and for thc
identification of a major systemic phonological change in progress. The facts
concerning this change, that of the generalization of /uw/-fronting to other
back vowels, arc examined in light of the predictions made by several current
theories of sound change. A basic orientation to sound change thcory is
provided in a chaptcr that surveys the history of the field from the
Neogrammarians in the nineteenth century to the present-day lexical
di (fusionists.

Thc detailed data analyses and sociolinguistic correlations arc preceded
by chapters devoted to methodological considerations. The techniques used to
identify and interview thc 20 members of the two teenage peer groups are
outlined in the first chapter on methodology. The social polarization bctwccn
these groups, as illustrated in a sociometric diagram, is based on an attitudinal
difference: one group (the 'rednecks') is oriented towards academics and
sports; the othcr (the 'burnouts') is known for a markcd disinterest in most
aspects of the school as well as for an alleged involvement with drugs. The
unambiguous nature of this social division is supported by an appendix of
interviews, in which members of both groups discuss their feelings
concerning the social structure of the school. As expected, these social
distinctions arc reflected in differences in the speakers phonological systems
and in thcir participation in ongoing sound changes.

After a review of thc procedures following in recording, analyzing, and
charting the data, thc issue of the acoustic variability of phonemic systems is
considered in detail. It is concluded that thc size and shape of the phonemic
system in two-formant acoustic space varies from speaker to speaker as a

function of fundamental fit quency and social forces (both determining
articulatory setting) as well as of the invariant characteristics of the vocal
tract. An understanding of the causes and consequences of acoustic variability
is crucial when spectrographic data arc to be used for dialcctological research.

Aspects of acoustic variability are reconsidered in an additional chapter
in which the relationship between articulatory setting and sound change is
explored. A consideration of the socially-determined articulatory setting
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characteristic of each peer group proved helpful in understanding at least one
aspect of their phonemic systems.

The most important ongoing sound change observed in Farmer City has

provided an example of how a dialect in the path of a sound change may

incorporate that change into its phonological system in novel ways. /uw/-

fronting is a characteristic of many Southern and South Midland dialects, but

the younger generations have generalized this feature to several other back
vowels. This has given their vocalic systcms a unique collapsed appearance

that is found neither in the older generations of Farmer City nor in the

Kentucky speakers.

Finally, it is noted that the sound changes documented in Farmer City
exhibits the rule-governed behavior with respect to conditioning
environments that is predicted by the variable rule theory of William Labov;
no evidence for random &composition of word classes or 'lexical diffusion' was
observed.

( 60 I Hackman, Geoffrey 1976

Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

An integrated analysis of the Hindi tense and aspect system

The genesis of this dissertation was a proposed attempt to isolate and

codify the presuppositions associated with various forms in the tense and

aspcct system of Hindi. Thc articles which gave impetus to this proposal arc

cited briefly in Chaptcr II (e.g. Fillmore 1971, Lakoff 1971, etc.). Having made
the dccision the next step was to find a thorough analysis of the system of
tense and aspect with a principled inventory of thc forms containcd therein.

The search for such an analysis was long and, for the most part, fruitless. At

the same time, dissertations and articles wcrc appearing which questioned the

nature, representation, and viability of thc notion 'presupposition' (e.g.

Morgan 1973, Rosenberg 1975). As a result of these influences, the analysis

presented below was made to fill the vacuum.

In this dissertation certain inadequacies of both traditional and modern

treatments of the Hindi tense and aspect system arc cited. Several works

dealing with English tense arc reviewed and compared. Two descriptive models
are developed to analyze thc tense and aspect systems of Hindi. The first

isolates elements of form and units of meaning and shows that meaning form
correspondences arc quite systematic. The second uses a time-line device to

illustrate graphically the meanings associated with thc three aspects of the
Hindi verb imperfect, perfect, and progressive.

The question of tense and aspect has generated a tremendous volume of
response in linguistic literature. Only a very limited number of articles

dealing with the complexities of time reference have been reviewed here.

Chapter II treats several of these, ranging from a descriptive account of the
chronological system of the English verb (Diver 1963) to the generative-
semantic account of McCawley (1971).

The third chapter presents an overview of the tense and aspect systcm of
Hindi. The descriptive method used by Diver (1963) is modified and applied to
Ilindi data in Chapter IV. In Chapter V thc account of tense presented in

Reichenhach (1966) is discussed. This chapter is primarily concerned with

tense usage in simple sentences but deals with complex sentences in those

cases where a given configuration can only he so expressed. Chapter VI
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extends the notion of transcription further to account for all complex
sentence tense behavior. The important claims made and their basis arc
presented in summary in Chapter VII. Suggestions for further research arc
presented here as well.

1611 Haddad, Ghassan F. 1984
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

Problems and issues in the phonology of Lebanese Arabic

This study is both exploratory and analytic in nature. In other words, it
attempts to discuss issues in the phonology of LA, which though distinct from
each other, share the common factor of being rarely dealt with in the
literature. The thesis is divided into four chapters.

Chapter I discusses three of the most productive rules in thc language:
Stress Assignment, Syncope and Epenthesis. It compares a segmental and a
metrical analysis of these rules, and discusses thcir ordering. In addition, it
deals with various related issues of general interest to the linguist. Among
these is the question of "sonority", its role in the organization of the syllable,
and its interaction with Epenthcsis and Assimilation.

Chapter II provides the first attempt at analyzing the verbal system of a
modern Arabic dialect within the framework of McCarthy's (1979) Prosodic
Theory. Apart from this goal, the present chaptcr investigates and con firms
the tri-dircct:onal affinity among vowel melody, transitivity, and thc perfect-
imperfect correspondences. For thc purposes of this chaptcr, the writer has
compiled a complete list of all the available strong and defective triradical
verbs.

Chapter III presents the first attcmpt at exploring thc application of rules
on the phrasal level in Arabic. It is divided into three sections. Dealing with
the word-level, section 3.1. gives a detailed analysis of the anomalous behavior
of thc feminine su ffix in nouns, adjectives, and perfect verbs. Arguments arc
presented to show that the underlying structure of this suffix is /-it/. It is
concluded that in order to understand the behavior of this morpheme, it is
necessary to retrieve grammatical information about the stem of thc word.

Thc same conclusion is reached in thc next two sections, both of which
deal with the phrasal level. In section 3.2. thrcc types of phrases shared by
most Lebanese speakers arc discussed. These arc feminine const ructs,
prepositional phrases, and definitive relative clauses. In section 3,3. data from
eight Lebanese informants arc analyzed, and it is shown that in spite of the
variability they display, cach pattern is governed by a natural and well-
constructed grammar. This variability is shown not to be of the sociolinguistic
type, and the proposal is made that it may bc the outcomc of two cognitive
styles. The first is related to tolerance of ambiguity". and the second to "field
dependence-independence".

Chapter IV discusses the issue of thc neutralization of contrast between
/i/ and /u/ in LA. An attempt is madc to study the phonctic distribution of
these two vowels, and the proposal is made that all instances of [Li) arc derived
from /i/ by rule. This thcrcby reduces thc phonemic inventory of the vowel
system in the language into five vowels: lii. /a/, /ii/. and lull/.
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[621 Hajati, Abdul-Khalil 1977
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

ke-Constructions in Persian: Descriptive and theoretical aspects

In view of the last two decaLcs of developments in linguistic theory,
particularly in the United States, it might perhaps seem out of place to assert

that this project assumes a generative transformational framework. But ever
since its inception in 1957 (Chomsky. 1957), transformational theory has

witnessed so many revisions, expansions, extensions, and bifurcations that it
makes the choice of any one proposal over the other competing theories very
difficult, if not impossible. This difficulty is simply due to the fact that any
preference will inevitably raise a great deal of controversial issues requiring
empirical justifications which go far beyond the scope of this study

To evade the controversial issues and makc the work feasible, therefcre, I have
arbitiarily decided to start out with Chomsky (1965) as a general frame of
reference along with some other proposals for its expansion. Somc of thc most
important concomitant assumptions of this theoretical framework which
underlie this study are very briefly thc following.

A. Every sentence of a language has a surfacc structure and a deep structure,
both of which may be represented by node-labelled trees (Green, 1974).

B. Sentences with different meanings have different deep structures.

C. A grammar has four systems of rules:
i ) A system of Phrase Structure (PS) Rules, which generate possible

deep structures:
ii) A system of Lexical Insertion (LI) Rules, which map lexical materials

onto the outputs of PS Rules. deriving "deep structures" of sentences:
iii) A system of Transformational (1') Rules, which map "deep

structures," through intermediate stages, onto thcir "surface
syntactic structures;" and

i v ) A system of Phonological (P) Rules, which relate the surface
syntactic structures, through intermediate stages, onto their
"surface phonetic representations."

D. A grammar has a Lexicon that supplies all the idiosyncratic information
regarding thc lexical items in terms of thcir phonetic phunological, syntactic,
and semantic properties.

E. In addition to PS-Rules, LI-Rules, T-Rulcs, and P-Rules, defining well-
formedness conditions on successive stages of derivations, linguistic theory
also requires constraints on deep structures (Perlmutter, 1971), constraints on
derivations (Ross, 1967; Postal, 1971; G. Lakoff, 1969, 1970b, 1971; ctc.), and
constraints on surface structures (Ross. 1967; Perlmutter, 1971).

F. And finally linguistic theory must ultimately aim for explanatory adequacy,
i.c., it must provide a principled basis, independent of any particular
language, for thc selection of descriptively adequate grammar of each

language (Chomsky, 1964, 1965).

In light of these theoretical assumptions, I propose to investigate some
descriptive and theoretical aspects of Modern Standard Persian syntax.
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1631 Hale, Everett Austin 1966
Advisor: Robert B. Lees

Verbal Complementation in Ziiritiitsch

Thc problem addressed here is that of giving a well motivated, cohcrcnt,
and explicit account of the syntactic capabilities of the speakers of ZUritutsch
to construct and interpret sentences containing verbal complements. Verbal
complements are viewed as those nonadverbial sentential structures in terms
of which verbs are subcategorized. The topic approached in terms of the
structure of Zuritutsch itself and not primarily as a topic in thc contrastive
analysis of ZUriaitsch and standard German. The topic is treated in two
chapters, Chapter II and Chaptcr III. Chapter II is concerned with the
underlying structures of the base which must be posited in order to explain
the relevant capabilities of Zdritiitsch speakers. Chapter III is concerned with
the transformations required for the mapping of these basc structures onto
their corresponding surface structures. The base phrase markers arc required
as input by the semantic component. The phrase markers of the surface
structure arc required as input by thc phonological component. Neither of
these interpretive components will he dealt with in this study.

Inasmuch as the writer is not himself a fluent speaker of Ziiritiitsch, all
of the evidence to be. presented here concerning the language was gained
through work with an informant. Examples taken from writtcn sources were
checked with an informant before being presented as grammatical Zilritiltsch.
The principal informant was thc writer's wife. Margrit Kuster Hale.

(641 Halpern, Richard Neil
Advisor: Frederic K. Lchman

1980

An investigation of "John is easy to please"

In this thesis. I defend Noam Chornsky's transformational account of
"John is easy to please". Then, in light of an analysis of "John is an easy man to
please", based on the infinitival relative, I propose a speculative historical
hypothesis concerning the origins of "John is easy to please". In addition, I

attempt to explain the lexical government of object-shift and to account for
the synchronic occurrence of such sentences as "John is too smart to fool" and
"John is stupid enough to be fooled". In general, thc emphasis is placed on
attempting to account for the occurrence of complex syntax, in particular, the
permuted structure found in "John is easy to please".

651 Hamid, Abdel Ilalim M. 1984
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

A descriptive analysts of Sudanese Colloquial Arabic phonology

This thesis discusses in sonic detail thc phonology of Sudanese Colloquial
Arabic. It attempts for the first time to present a thoroughly precise
descriptive analysis to thc most prominent phenomena of the phonology of
this language undcr thc recently developed approaches in the field of
phonological theory and shows thc adequacy of these approaches in
generating the phonology of this particular dialect of Arabic.

It is concluded that besides milizing the technual devices available under
the traditional approaches, the devices introduced by the recently developed
approaches can be utilized in a very el ficient way .
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This thesis consists of an introduction and six chapters. In the
introduction thc main features of the study as well as its theoretical
framework are set forth.

Chapter 1 is devoted to some observations on the historical development
that has somc significant consequences to the synchronic analysis which is
the major concern of the study.

Chaptcr 2 deals with stress assignment in Sudanese Colloquial Arabic
within two different perspectives; segmental and metrical and shows the
merits of both.

Chapter 3 discusses the inflectional phonology in great detail and states a

number of phonological rules to account for different processes arising from
thc juxtaposition of morphemes.

Chapter 4 discusses syncope as a phrasal rule and shows its operation
across boundarics as well its nature as a rule sensitive to certain syntactic
structures.

Chapter 5 deals with the assimilation processes within the word and
across word boundaries, indicating that these processes represent onc of the
characteristics of Sudanese Colloquial Arabic and belong to thc post-lexical
portion of the grammar.

Chapter 6 discusses the morphology of the verb in Sudanese Colloquial
Arabic showing thc way whereby different verbal forms arc derived and
accounts for thc morphophonological processes involved in that derivation.

( 6 6 1 Hatasa, Yukiko Abe 1991

Advisor. Howard Maclay

Transfer of the knowledge of Chinese characters to Japanese

Unlike many European languages, Japanese orthographic system is
complex, consisting of three types of scripts used to serve different functions
in a text. In particular, a great deal of efforts and time arc spent on teaching
kanji (Chinese characters) to both native and non-native speakers of
Japanese. For instance, average Japanese children spend more than ten years
learning kanji to achieve functional literacy (Ishii, 1967). Since kanji arc used
for content words in Japanese, many researchers and educators believe that
knowing morc kanji entails better comprehension, and that the native
speakers of Chinese should be able to read Japanese better than those whose
native language do not have Chinese characters (Ezoe, 1985; Takebe, 1988).

This dissertation examined the validity of such belief and investigated the
way in which knowledge of Chinese characters is transferred to processing
Japanese. A series of tests of kanji, grammar and reading in Japanese which
did or did not contain kanji were given to native speakers of Chinese and those
of English. The results showed that Chinese speakers transferred their
knowledge of kanji significantly in the tests of kanji and reading but nut in

the tests of grammar. Also, the influence of the native language was not a very
strong factor in the reading tests. Furthermore, thc results suggested that the
contribution of the knowledge of kanji might vary depending on proficiency.
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[67 1 Hendricks, William Oliver 1965
Advisor: Howard Maclay

Linguistics and the structural analysis of literary texts

This is a programmatic study in the admittedly controversial arca of the
application of linguistics to the analysis of literary texts. The study is divided
into two parts: Part I, the major part, consists of a review and critical
evaluation of past work in this arca. The aim is to explore systematically an
area that is primarily noted for its lack of system, or well defined boundaries
and agreed upon goals and limitations. Part II represents an attempt to
integrate and build upon this work in order to achieve an adequate means of
analyzing short stories. Since prose fiction has been relatively neglected by
linguists interested in literary analysis, the analytic technique proposed in
Part II has certain limited claims to novelty. The technique is illustrated by
being applied to William Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily."

The review in Part I is by no means an exhaustive treatment of linguistic
approachcs to literary analysis. This would be a monumental task since this
general topic subsumes a wide range of activities. The attempt is made,
however, to present a rather complete review of work in one specific, well-
defined arca. The essential purpose of this introductory chapter is to delimit
exactly the specific topic of this study.

The technique for analyzing short stories proposed in Part II of this study
involves a radical extension of linguistics in certain respects. Here linguistics
is utilized as a model; extension is thus a matter of reasoning by analogy. The
position taken is in essential congruence with A. A. Hill's who has written, "My
position is that linguistic analysis forms a good analog for literary analysis,
that many of the problems of both types of activity are similar, and that it
would be as short-sighted to dcny thc similarities as it would to deny thc
inevitable differences."

[68) Hermon, Gabriella 1981
Advisor: Georgia M. Grccn

Non-nominative subject constructions in the Government and Binding
framework

This study is an investigation of the principles required to account for
the behavior of non-nominative subjects in the Government and Binding
framework, a version of the Extended Standard Theory. Non-nominative
subjects arc NPs which are not case marked with nominative ease and which
do not trigger subjcct verb agreement. These NPs, however, may share certain
syntactic properties with nominative subjects. It is shown that in the
Government and Binding framework the principles and theories which
distinguish between subjects and non-subjects require an analysis in which
the non-nominatives arc subjects in certain componcnts and non-subjects in
others. In Imbabura Quechua, the language analyzed in greatest detail in this
thesis, non-nominativc dcsideratives arc treated as subjects by the binding
principles, the theory of control and the ECP. In other languages, such as
Huanca Qucchua, non-nominativcs arc treated as subjects only by the ECP, but
not by the binding principles or by thc theory of control.

An analysis is suggested to account for this variability. It is proposed that
these nominP.Is be generated as D-structure objects and reanalyzed (by Move-
alpha) as subjects on thc right-hand side of thc grammar. This analysis is
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generalized to other languages, such as Kannada, Modern Hebrew and Italian.

A variety of changes in the framework arc proposed. The division of the right-
hand side of the grammar into two componcnts, a binding component and an
LF component is motivated.

1691 Houston, John R.
Advisor: Howard Mac lay

The acquisition of English restrictive relative clauses by native speakers of
Arabic

1978

Keenan and Comric (1972) described a hierarchy of relative clause types

observed in natural languages. These were: subject, direct object, indirect

object, object of a preposition, possessor NP, and object of a comparative

particle. If a language allows relativization at a given point on the hierarchy.
It also allows relativization on all preceding positions on the hierarchy.
English and Arabic allow relativization on all positions of the hicrarchy.

Multiple choice tests of comprehension of English restrictive relative

clauses were given to two groups front thc Royal Saudi Air Force. Thc

sentences that were tested had thc matrix NP in subject and object position and
thc subordinated NP in the positions on the hierarchy. Fourteen sentence

types were tested.

Three hypotheses examined by Sheldon (1974 ) were examined to

determine their importance for second language learners: interruption, word

order, and parallel function. The sentence types were examined to discover

which types poscd problems for thc subjects. Errors were accounted for by the
subjects' use of various strategics for processing the sentences.

For relative clause sentences as a whole, interruption, word order, and

parallel function wcrc significant factors. Possessive relative sentences were

significantly hardcr to process than non-possessives. Within the set of
possessive sentences, only word order was significant.

Strategies of Adjacency, First NP Subject were observed. Other strategies

and alternatives arc presented to account for systemic errors.

A non-linear hierarchy of difficulty is proposed based on sentence type

and what the subjects were asked to identify. Thc hierarchy proceeds from

easy to hard:

I. Identify Matrix Object
2. Identify Subordinate Subject

a. one NP before verb
b. two NPs before verb
c . more than two NPs before verb

( 1) non-possessive
21 possessive

3. Identify Matrix Subject
a non-interrupted
b. interrupted

( 1 ) non-possessivc
( 2 ) possessive

4. Identify Subordinate Object
a. maintained ssord order
1) rearranged word or det

1 61
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(1) non-possessive
(2) possessive

[70] Irshied, Omar Musleh 1984
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

The phonology of Arabic: Bani Hassan A Bedouin Jordanian dialect

This thesis is devoted to the study of selective phonological aspects of
Arabic phonology in general and Bani Hassan dialect in particular. Basically,
an analysis of the phonological rules that arc most often presented in general
analysis of Arabic phonology, both on the lexical level and on the phrasal
level is given, while we attempt to investigate the important issues that
characterize the Bedouin dialects in general and Bani Hassan Arabic in
particular.

The following notcs will give a general overview of the organization of
this study. Chapter 1 presents the basic aspects of the language. Chapter 2
examines the lexical rules that apply inside the lexicon through the course of
word formation. It has been shown that most of these rules arc cyclic,
structure preserving and may be sensitive to the properties of individual
words. Chapter 3 deals with the relatively more complicated phonology that
operates at thc phrasal level. The rules that arc discussed in this chapter apply
across word boundaries: thcy may introduce ncw structures ad segments not
found in the basic inventory of segments and finally, they should be without
lexical exceptions.

[71] Jake, Janice Lynn 1983
Advisor: Charles W. Kisscberth

Grammatical relations in Imbabura Quechua

This thcsis examines ccrtain aspects of thc syntactic structure of
Imbabura Quechua within the framework of relational grammar. Specifically.
it examines the grammatical relations borne by nominals in the following
syntactic constructions: passive. dative movement, ascensions out of sentential
subjects and sentential objects, subject inversion, direct object advancement
in unaccusative clauses, and causative clause union. The analysis of these
constructions presented in this study provides support for the thcory of
relational grammar and for thc more central of the universal laws of
relational grammar.

The analysis of passive and ascensions out of sentential subjects and
sentential objccts provides support for the use of constrained variables to
represent the candidate relation of relational rules. The examination of
ascensions in In.babura Qucchua also provides support for the claim that
ccrtain initially intransitive clauses have direct objects but no subjects
(Perlmutter 1978).

An examination of the inversion construction in lmbabura Quechua
provides evidence for the inversion of subject nominals to indircct object,
although an inverted subject always occurs as a direct objcct. Thc intcraction
of inversion and other rules shows that in Imbabura Quechua a nominal can
passivize in an inversion clause. Thk is a counter-example to the claim in
Perlmutter (1978) that inversion clauses do not allow passive and always
involve thc advancement of a direct object to subject in an unaccusativc
stiatum.
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The analysis of causative clause union constructions in Imbabura

Qucchua presented in this thesis suggests that the principles determining the

syntactic structure of causative clause union constructions arc not entirely

understood.

( 721 Johnson, David Edward 1974

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Toward a theor) of relationally-based grammar

This dissertation attempts to justify incorporating grammatical relations

as primitives into linguistic theory and to motivate thc development of a

relationally-based thcory, that is, a theory of grammar in which a significant
number of rules and constraints arc based directly on the notion of
grammatical relations such as 'subject-of and 'direct-object-of. Theories are,

as much as anything else. 'tools for investigation and communication' and

hence must bc judged in part by the questions they lead one to ask. To the
extent that the observations and questions brought out in this study are

deemed interesting and valuable, this approach will be justified in at least this

one respect. At this stage of our metalinguistie knowledge, little more can be
asked of any linguistic thcory after all, the major contribution of
transformational grammar could well bc judged in the future to bc that it

inspired new questions and observations questions and observations that

must bc answered and explained by some totally unknown theory of language
still over the horizon. This thesis, then, can be looked upon as an effort to frcc

oneself from thc conventional attitude regarding rules and grammatical
relations in the hope of uncovering new facts, raising ncw questions, and
constructing valid generalizations that will lead, ultimately, to a deeper

understanding of the nature of human language.

This basic plan of thc work is as follows. Chaptcr II is an evaluation of the
standard transformational approaches to defining grammatical relations.

Chapter III develops ccrtain definitions and notation that will prove useful

throughout the rest of the study. In addition, as already mentioned, a bricf
outline of a possible theory of relationally-based grammar is given. The
remaining two chapters arc, for the most part, independent of the theory

sketched in Chaptcr III. Thc focus of Chapter IV is on evidence that supports
thc contention that grammatical relations arc central to the formulation and

application or rules at other than deep-structure levels and that a universal

characterization of grammatical relations is needed at relatively superficial

levels of thc grammar. This chapter also introduces certain complications,

problems and conjectures concerning the phenomenon of 'Ergativity'
problems and complications that must be handled by any adequate linguistic
theory but arc not by any of the existing ones. Chaptcr V discusses a number

of topics including thc relationship of cyclicity, globality and othcr

parameters to the property of the relation-changingness of a rule. Relation-

changing rules arc classified in various ways in a search for meaningful
regularities. The final chapter is a brief summary and conclusion.
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731 Ka, Omar
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseherth

1988

Wolof phonology and morphology: A non-linear approach

The object of this study is Wolof, an African language belonging to thc
Northern Wcst Atlantic branch of thc Niger-Congo family. Wolof is spoken
primarily in Senegambia. where it has become a lingua franca. purpose of
the thesis is to provide an analysis of thc phonology and morphology of the
language using the non-linear framework. In Wolof, such notions as vowel
length, complex segments, permissible syllable, and phonological phrase play
a significant role in the description of many aspects of Wolof phonology
(syllable structure, gemination and degemination, prenasalization, vowel
coalescence, vowel insertion, glide insertion, vowel harmony reduplication
processes, and stress assignment). Nonlinear representation of phonological
structure provide a way to account in a satisfactory fashion for these
processes.

The thesis is divided into six chapters. The first chapter sets the stage by
giving an overall presentation of Wolof phonology and morphology and by
sketching the main characteristics of the non-lincar framework. Chapter 2 is
devoted to syllable structure, in particular the syllabification principles of the
language, the levels of assignment, and the treatment of complex segments
such as long vowels. geminates, and prenasalized consonants. Chapter 3 gives
an exhaustive account of vowel harmony in Wolof, emphasizing the existence
of neutral and opaque vowels, and describing vowel harmony as an extemal
sandhi rule.

Chaptcr 4 analyzes other phonological rules such as gemination.
degemination, vowel coalescence, vowel and glide insertions, and their
relationship with syllable structure. Chapter 5 accounts for reduplication in
non-linear terms, positing the existence of a morphcmc template and
describing the relations between reduplication and othcr word formation
processes such as suffixation and nasal pre fixation. The sixth and final
chaptcr discusses stress assignment using a metrical approach and the
different parameters proposed by Hayes (1981).

[ 741 Kamwangamalu, Nkonko 1989
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Code-mixing across languages: Structure, functions, and constraints

In recent years researchers have investigated code-mixing from thrcc
perspectives: psycholinguistic, syntactic, and functional. This study is
concerned mainly with the functional usc and syntactic structure of code-
mixing (CM) across cultures and languages. From a functional point of view,
the study attempts to determine why bilingual speakers often engage in CM
when they interact with other bilinguals with whom they share the same
linguistic repertoire. From a syntactic point of view the study attempts to
determine whether there arc universal constraints on CM. And, if there arc,
why it is that the proposed universal constraints often prove vulnerable in
light of new data.

in an attempt to address these issues thc study provides first a cross-
cultural and cross-linguistic typology of CM based on the three perspectives
mentioned. v. ith a locus on the functional and sy m acne perspectives.
Functionally, it is found that bilingual speakers mix the languages available to
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them for various communicative purposes, such as mark ing social cl ass
identity, education, and mockrnization. The use of CM to achieve functions
such as these is determined by the cline of bilinguality achieved by thc
speaker, and by the number of variables in the context of situation, e.g. the
topic, the setting and/or the participants. These conclusions arc further
supported by a ease study of Lingala-French CM. The case study shows that like
bilingual speakers in other bilingual communities, functionally Lingal a-
French code-mixers resort to CM in order to achieve functions such as those
mentioned above. Based on these conclusions it is argued that the use of CM in
bilingual communities should not be interpreted as symptomatic of linguistic
incompetence in onc or other of the bilingual's languages, since bilinguals
are observed to resort to CM even if thc message or information they convey
through CM can also bc expressed in one language only.

Syntactically, an attempt is madc to explain why the proposed constraint
on CM arc often violated in light of new data. It is found that the data on which
most of those constraints arc based represent triggered rather than natural or
scl f-occurring code-mixed speech. It is suggested that current methodologies
that consist of triggering CM in the speech of bilingual speakers be

abandoned, and that constraints be based on code-mixed data drawn from
spontaneous conversation between bilinguals in natural settings. In order to

determine the rules that govern CM a distinction is made between host
language and guest language. It is proposed that CM is governed by a Host
Code/Guest Code Principle. This principle says that in a code-mixed discourse
involving languages LI and L2, where L I is the host code and L2 the guest
code, the morphosyntactic rules of L2 must conform to the morphosyntactic
rules of LI, the language of the discourse.

[7 5] Kang, Seok Keun 1992

Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

A moraic study of some phonological phenomena in English and Korean

The purpose of thc study is to present a more satisfactory account of some
phonological phenomena in English and Korean by employing the framework
of moraic phonology.

In Chapter I, I review CV phonology and present the representations and
the general principles of moraic phonology. I also provide the moraic and

syllabic structures in English and Korean.

Chapter 2 discusses the formal representation of ambisyllabic consonants
in terms of moraic theory. I claim that the notion of ambisyllabicity capturing
thc sharcd feature of a consonant has a real intuitive appeal and that
ambisyllabicity and gemination are not in complementary distribution among
languages; i.c., they should be given different representations. I also show
that the moraic representation of ambisyllabicity makes some better
predictions than the CV representation of it (e.g., Clements and Keyser 1983).
With the notion of ambisyllabicity. I reexamine English aspiration and
flapping.

In Chapter 3, I dcal wio various syllable v, eight-related issues. First, I

claim that thcrc are two types of glide formation in Korean; i.e., one that is

optional triggers CL, and the other that obligatory fails to induce CL.
Reanalyzing the Ii/-deletion processes of Korean. I show that CL in Korean is
a mirror image rule. I also provide a reanalysis of the IV-irregular predicates
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in Korean, and assert that not /1/-deletion but lntersonorant /i/-deletion
'induces CL. The pattern hcrc is 'VCV V:C0'. 1 consider a case of this sort from
Middle English. In addition. I discuss some other consonant deletion rules
which happen to be related to CL.

Chapter 4 deals with interaction between phonological rules and
conditions. First, I reanalyze the so-callcd CC Shortening in English, claiming
that shortening here is the automatic disconnection, duc to Structure
Preservation, of part of the long vowel, which occurs with thc incorporation
of the consonant into the syllable. Second, I show that consonant cluster
simplification in Korean is directly related to the moraic structure and the
'morified' syllabification process. Finally. I claim that no cxpiicit orderings
among some phonological rules need bc specified in thc grammar, for they are
predictable by universal and language-particular principles.

In Chapter 5, I provide a brief overview of the thesis and discuss some of
the implication for linguistic theory.

1761 Kang, Yongsoon 1992
Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

Phonology of consonant-vowel interaction: With special reference
to Korean and Dependency Phonology

This dissertation is a seArch for a more satisfactory explanation for
various consonant-vowel interaction phenomena. The theoretical framework
best suited for this purpose is judged to be Dependency Phonology (Anderson &
Ewen 1987.) Dependency Phonology assumes that a dependency relation holds
in every module of grammar, i.e. from the internal structure of a segment to a
syntactic structure. This idea is desirable by virtue of its simplicity,
consistency, arid versatility.

In the first chapter, two currcnt representational systems, i.e.
Underspecification and Feature Geometry, arc reviewed and it is shown that
these frameworks arc not quite adequate in explaining the consonant-vowel
interaction phenomena.

In Chapter 2. I present some basic principles and representations of DP.
In order to improve the representation of phonological rules. I adopt a theory
of underspecification and a convention of '.preading. The former is done by
removinj the articulatory gesture and the latter, by spreading components
instead of features. In the final section. a syllable structure of Korean in the
DP framework is suggested.

In Chapter 3, four phonological processes which involve consonant-
vowel interaction arc explored. They arc Palatalization, Labialization, Umlaut,
and Consonant and Vowel Harmony. It is shown that the DP model is better
than Feature Geometry in dealing with these phenomena since in DI'
representations, consonant and vowels share common components which are
suitable for representing consonant-vov.el interaction phenomena.

In Chapter 4, I deal with Korean word structure and some phonological
rules which arc sensitixe to a dependency relation between morphemes. I

examine in detail Intervocalic Voicing and Tensification. It turns out that
Tensification is more specific in the sense that if a certain phonological or
morphological condition is met then it applies. and if the condition is not met
%%hen voicing takes place. Tensilication iii relative clause is also closely
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examined and it is claimed that the seemingly same surface structure I

has two different underlying structurcs: that of a relative clause and a sub-

compound. Only in the latter case, Tensification takes place. Finally. Causative
and Passive construction and allomorphy are investigated. It is claimed that it

has thc mutual-governed structure and /-ki/ is the underlying form of the

variant
Finally, Chaptcr 5 is a concluding chapter that summarizes and discusses

some theoretical implications of this study.

771 Kapanga, Mwamba Tshishiku 1991

Advisor: Ertmba G. Bokamba

Variation and change in language: A case study of Shaba Swahili

Swahili has generally been perceived as a homogenous entity whose

norms are reflected in thc variety spoken on the coast of East Africa. Any

deviations from these norms are perceived as trademark of colloquialism,
corruption, deterioration and/or sub-standardness. In thc Zairian province of
Shaba, the variety of Swahili uscd is characterized by a multiplicity of
deviations at all grammatical levels. This being the case, this variety,
commonly known as Shaba Swahili (ShS ), has been considered by many as a

colloquial, corrupt, deteriorated, and sub-standard or pidgin variety of East
African Swahili (EAS).

This dissertation provides an analysis of ShS. one of the very few non-
western languages classified as pidgin/creole (P/C). It shows that although

ShS ful fills some of the criteria used for the classification of P/C (i.e.

structural simplification and historical origin associated with slavery, tradc,

etc.). it is not a P/C. It will be shown through thc analysis of ShS that

structural simplification is not a property of P/C only. Rather it is the

property of all languages found in contact situations; namely, link languages,

koinds. foreigner talk. P/C. immigrant, and institutionalized varieties. Thus, all

the processes of language contact such as linguistic convergence, structural
simplification, interference. interlanguage, linguistic nationalism,
superstratum association, language attitudes, etc. will be evaluated to sort out a

new set of criteria for language categorization in contact situations.

This study attempts to demonstrate that ShS is a "meaning system" that

reflects thc linguistic and socio-cultural context proper to ncw context of usc.
It shows that the multilingual context of Shaba has created new norms, which
arc nativized according to thc linguistic, social, and cultural contcxt of Shaba.
Thus, what has generally been regarded as its own rules and norms that arc

distinct from those of EAS.

This dissertation also establishes that while linguistic variation is used to

show thc extent to which people adhere to the norms of their vernacular

culture, this adherence is not automatic gi -en the presence of members of
one's close-knit social network. It shows that though social variables such as
participants, age, topic, gender. ethnicity, education, etc. can determine a

speaker's I inguistic behavior, they arc each subconsciously assigned

hierarchical index markings of vitality. The social variables with the highest

indexation marking can over-rule the constraints of linguistic behavior
dictated by formality or informality during a speech event. Members of any
community are aware ot this indexation marking and arc cognizant of the tact

that tins indexation varies with the context of situation. These conclusions ate
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arrived at by providing both linguistic and attitudinal studies of the speakers,
their beliefs, values, and affiliations vis-à-vis the different varieties found in
their linguistic repertoire.

178] Kenkel, James Michael 1991
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Argumentation pragmatics, text analysis, and contrastive rhetoric

The contrastive rhetoric hypothesis (Kaplan, 1966) predicts that
language users across cultures will vary in the means they use to construct
coherent discourse. The problem for contrastive rhetoric research is to
develop a method for reliably describing this variation. To this end, a number
of methods of text analysis have been proposcd that claim to describe the
linguistic and discoursal features crucial to coherent interpretations of text.
In this dissertation, 1 review these method and then present an alternative
adapted from argumentation pragmatics (Ducrot et al.. .1980) and the model of
discourse structure proposcd by Roulet et al. (1985). Ducrot's theory rcsts on
the observation that utterances in sequence arc describable as having one of
two functions that of being an argument for some conclusion or a
conclusion from some argument(s). Roulet proposes a hierarchical model of
discourse having three constitucnt types: acts, moves, and exchanges. To text
the contrastive rhetoric hypothesis, using this method of analysis, I analyzed
twenty lead editorials each from the The Times of India. The Singapore Straits
Times, and The New York Times. These tcxts represent three distinct varieties
of English from three different cultural settings (Kachru, 1986) and as such
allow for testing the contrastive rhctoric hypothesis. The results of these
analyses do not support the hypothesis that language users across cultures
vary in the mcans thcy use to construct cohcrcnt discourse.

[791 Kenstowict, Michael John 1971
Advisor: Robert B. Lees

Lithuanian phonology

I have essentially two goals in this dissertation. First. I try to formulate a
description of a wide variety of data about the phonology of contemporary
Standard Lithuanian within the theoretical framework of generative
grammar, a framcwork which permits a surprising amount of insight into the
data. This goal is not trivial since, although there arc several traditional
phonemic descriptions such as Scnn's Handbuch der Litauischen Sprache,
Stang's Das Slavische und Baltische Verbum, and Otrebski's Gramatyka Jezyka
Litewskie go, the latter being by far the most informative, they fail, except for
fairly low level and transparcnt phenomena, to bring any significant
generalizations to bear upon thc data. For this rcason I do not present any new
additional data in this description, but rather provide an analysis of some of
the facts already given in the above works.

My second goal has bccn to confront the thcory of generative phonology,
which as been most systematically presented in Chomsky and Halle's T h e
Sound Pattern of English, with a rather diverse set of data from still another
language. In some of the cases where the theory does not, in my opinion,
permit thc proper insight into thc data, I have attempted to extend it along
lines which will allow for such insight.
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It should bc admitted at the outset that these goals have only partially

bccn attained. With regard to thc first, the description presented here is far

from complete, there being many aspects of the language which I have

omitted from consideration. Thus. derivational morphology is only touched

upon sporadically, and several of the nominal declensions and verbal

paradigms arc not treated. In general I have concentrated on those

phenomena which either would be essential to any phonological description

of Lithuanian or those which arc of inherent interest. However, in spite of

this limitation. I believe that most of the rules I have formulated would bc
retained in essentially unaltered form if more data were considered. I

therefore feel that the description presented here is, on the whole, a fairly

faithful reflection of the phonological structure of the language. As far as the

second goal of confronting the theory with a fresh sct of data is concerned,

here too it must be admitted that there arc many features of the language

which I don't think arc properly illuminated in my description. In some of
these cases this lack of insight can bc attributed to thc theoretical framework

within which the description is formulated and my inability to extend it in

such a way as to achieve the necessary insight.

(801 Khalil, Aziz M.
Advisor: Sandra Savignon

Communicative error evaluation: A study of American native speakers'
evaluations and interpretations of deviant utterances written by Arab EFL

learners

1984

This study is an attempt to investigate American native spcakcrs'

evaluations and interpretations of grammatically and semantically deviant

utterances written by Arab EFL learners and to establish communicative

criteria that may be utilized in selective error correction and in the writing

and sequencing of teaching materials. Thc purpose of this study is threefold:

(I) to investigate the differences between judged intelligibility and

naturalness: (2) to investigate the extent to which error type (grammatical or

semantic) and immediate linguistic context affect the intelligibility,
naturalness, and interpretability of deviant utterances; and (3) to provide a

validation measure for judgments of intelligibility.

Two types of measures were used: Evaluation and Interpretation. The

former involved the evaluations of deviant utterances, presented both in and

out of context. on four-point scales of intelligibility and naturalness. The latter

required the selection from among four options of the best interpretation of

the meaning intended by the Arab writer.

This experiment included two factorial designs: a between-subject design

for naturalness and intelligibility and a within-subject design for

intelligibility and interpretation.

The subjects consisted of 240 American undergraduate students enrolled

at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Thc results of t-tcsts

indicated that utterances were generally judged to be more intelligible than

thcy were natural. The ANOVA results showed that semantically deviant

utterances were judged to be less intelligible and interpretable than were

grammatically deviant utterances. Immediate linguistic context did not

influence native speakers' ability to interpret thc writer's intent. Two factors
were noted that may account for this unexpected result: the limited amount of
context provided and the poor rhetorical quality of this context.
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Fisher's Exact Tcxt results showed no association between the subjects'
performance on the two measures of intelligibility and interpretation. This
result raises questions as to thc basis for judgments of intelligibility since
these do not appear to reflect native speakers actual comprehension of the
meaning intended by the writer. Rather, they appcar to indicate thc extent to
which native speakers think thcy understand the meaning of the deviant
utterances.

Thc implications of these results for the methodology of communicative
error evaluation and classroom teaching arc discussed.

1811 Khan, Baber Sultan Ali 1989
Advisor: Jerry Morgan

The Urdu case system
This dissertation analyses the complex Case system of Urdu within the

framework of Government and Binding (GB) theory. It concentrates both on
the word ordcr and the phrase structure order of thc language and on the
assignment of various Case to subject NPs in Urdu.

The flexible word order of Urdu has previously been explained in terms of
typological features and frequency count methods. Chapter two of this study
argues for an SOV order in terms of a directionality parameter associated with
thc Case and Thcta theories. A leftward directionality of Case and 0-role
assignment in Urdu accounts for the head final character of the language. The
principle of Case adjacency accounts for the obligatory occurrence of a
postposition with thc indircct object and explains why dircct object rcmains
adjacent to the verb.

The GB thcory assumes the Verb-raising rule to be part of the Universal
Grammar. However, in Urdu, such a rule will produce an incorrect surface
word order due to the assumed order of the phrase structurcs. Chapter three
demonstrates that an alternative analysis. viz. INFL-lowering, not only allows
the corrcct word ordcr but also explains the vett-agreement facts in Urdu.

The final chaptcr provides further evidence for the INFL-lowering rule
and explains how nominative, ergative, dative, and instrumental Cases arc
assigncd to subject NPs. It is argued that perfective morphology :tbsorbs
accusative Case. Similarly, dative and unaccusative verbs arc incapable of
assigning Case to their internal arguments. This invokes INFL-lowering which
assigns nominative Case to internal argument but the external argument is
consequently left Case less. A postposition-insertion rule is, thus, required
which inserts an appropriate postposition in front of the subject NP to assign
it thc necessary Casc.

[821 Khoali, Benjamin Thakampholo
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

1991

A Sesotho tonal grammar

This disscrtation is an account of the tonology of Sesotho. A phonological
component consisting of such subsystems as thc theory of moraic phonology,
metrical phonology, autosegrnental phonology and prosodic phonology is
presupposed. Whenever relevant, I appeal to thc principles and rules that
govern each of these subsystems
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The main contribution of this thesis is, however, thc role played by

prosodic domains in the tonology of Sesotho. Four such domains arc utilized to
constrain the application of tones rules for the language. These arc the

syllable, thc phonological Word (W-domain), the Clitic Group (C-domain) and
the Phonological Phrase (P-domain).

Tone rules in Sesotho can classified into two groups: assimilatory and
dissimilatory. Assimilatory rules involve spreading of H tones. There arc two
typcs of such H tones: lexical H tones and grammatical H tones. Lexical H toncs
assimilate by spreading one mora to the right whereas grammatical H tones
spread all the way to heads of metrical constituents. Dissimilatory processes, on
the othcr hand, involve various kinds of deletion and delinking of H tones.
Such dissimilatory processes arc shown to be responses to violations of the OCP.
Thc responses to these violations of the OCP are different from one dialect of
Sesotho to the othcr.

Tone rules which have bccn found to be constrained by these prosodic
domains are: ( I ) Mecussen's Rule a W-domain span rule, (2) Right Branch
Dclinking a W-domain and C-domain span rule, (3) High Tone Spreading a

W-domain and a C-domain span rule, (4) Downstepping a P-domain juncture
rule, (5) Lcft Branch Dclinking a W-domain limit rule, (6) 11 Tone Insertion
a P-domain limit rulc, (7) M Toning a P-domain limit rule, and so forth.

The interaction between phonology and syntax is also discussed. It is

demonstrated that hcads which arc C-commanded by Chomsky- ad joi ned

constituents are at the ends of P-domains. Otherwise, the extreme right bracket
of a Xmax is the cnd of a P-domain. Independent syntactic evidence to support
the claim concerning thc role played by tone in signalling Chomsky-adjoincd
constituents is advanced.

1831 Kidda, Mairo Elinor 1985

Advisor: Michael Kcnstowicz

Tangale phonology A descriptive analysis

Tangalc, a Chadic language spoken in Nigeria, exhibits a considerable
number of phonological alternations at the segmental and tonal levels.

In this dissertation, we attempt to present a descriptive account of the
alternations within thc thcory of generative phonology (Kenstowicz &
Kisseberth, 1976, 1979) en riched with the autosegmental representations
introduced in works by Leben (1971). Clements (1977) and Halle & Vt..rgnaud
(1980), among others.

The dissertation is divided into four chapters: 1. An Overview, 2. Syllable

Structurc, 3. Assimilatory Processes and 4. Tone. In Chapter 1, we present a

general survey of the Tangalc dialects and dialect di fferences in terms of

lexical itcms and notable phonological rules. Then, wc provide a brief
summary of thc sound system of the language and some morphological and

syntactic processes that arc relevant to our study. In Chapter 2, we examine
thc alternations that arc related to the syllable structure. These alternations
arc accounted for in terms of thc syllable theory sketched in Halle & Vergnaud
(1980) and later elaborated in Clements & Keyser (1983). Chapter 3 discusses
the two assimilatory processes: obstruent voicing assimilation and vowel
harmony. Thc vowel harmony system is described within thc autosegmcntal

framework (Clements, 1977). Finally, in Chapter 4, we present descriptions Of
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the tonc and tonal processes in thc language. Like the vowel harmony, the
tone and tonal pro:esses arc described in terms of the autosegmental thcory.

1841 Kim, Ilyoung Youb
Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

1990

Voicing and tensification in Korean: A multi-face approach
The purpose of this study is to present a morc satisfactory explanation for

several worphologically and syntactically conditioned phonological
phenomena, in particular, voicing and tcnsification in Korean. 1 will propose
a multi-face model which enables these phonological phenomena to be
accounted for on the basis of their interaction with morph-syntactic
structures.

Chapter I provides the basic phonological background against which this
study will be done, i.e., an inventory of underlying segments, thc syllable
structure, and a set of basic phonological rules in Korean. Apparent exceptions
to rules of voicing and tcnsification will bc noted.

Chapter II gives a critical review of thc past studies done on voicing and
tensification in Korcan. Inadequacies in these studies gives justification for
the present study.

Chapter III proposes a multi-face model as a theoretical framework for
this study. This model integrates interactions between phonology and syntax,
and between morphology and syntax as well as interactions between
phonology and morphology for a satisfactory analysis of the phonological
phenomena in question. It is argued that this model is an improvement over
thc framework of prosodic phonology proposed by Nesper and Vogel (1986).

Chapter IV deals with analysis and description of voicing in Korean within
the multi-face model. It consists of two parts: First, I show that complex verbs
ending with -i or -ha belong to the noun incorporated forms. Even though
thcy show the same morphological structure as verbal compounds. I argue that
they should be distinguished from thc verb compounds on the ground that
such phonological phenomena as palatalization and aspiration which apply
within complex verbs do not apply within verbal compounds. Sccond. I show
that compounds ending with -ki should be analyzed differently from those
ending with -i in that compounds ending with -ki should be regarded as
phrases rather than words.

Chapter V deals with analysis and description of tensification in Korean
within the multi-face model. First. I argue that exceptional voicing in a noun
compound can bc explained by analyzing thc compound as a syntactic phrase.
Sccond, I treat tensification in the initial obstruent of the hcad noun in
relative clauses after the prospective modifier -(a)l. Again I argue that the
syntax of the relative clause explains the reason why tensification occurs in
ccrtain constructions but not in others. Third. I argue that somc deverbal
compounds should he dealt with differently because they have tcnsification
which docs not occur within thc deverbal compounds. In ordcr to account for
these exceptional compounds I assign different morphological structures from
other deverbal compounds.

Chapter VI discusses some theoretical implications of the results of this
study by way of the conclusion.
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[851 Kisseberth, Charles W.
Advisor: Robert B. Lees

1969

Theoretical implications of Yowebnani phonology

This thesis has been written in accordance with a not unus:dal pattern.
Namely, it provides a reanalysis of the phonological component of a particular
grammar, but is interested in this particular grammar primarily for the light
it sheds on general phonological theory. Thus the description is by no means
exhaustive, but rather confined to those aspects of the phonological structure
which arc of general relevance.

In Part I, we discuss the details of the analysis of Yawelmani. Wc begin
the details of the analysis of Yawelmani. We begin with those aspects of its
structure where wc have no essential quarrel with Kuroda's analysis the
rules of Vowel Harmony, Lowering, Echo, Shortening, and the nature of the
underlying vowel system. We then turn to thc rules of Vowel Epenthesis and
Vowel Deletion, which arc central to later concerns of this thesis, and the
underlying structure of suffixes. In these areas we do not follow Kuroda's
analysis, and will attcmpt to establish our motivations for not doing so. The
third chapter deals with the noun paradigms in Yawelmani and focuses
primarily on the "protective vowels" (to usc Newman's terminology) and how
they are to bc treated. Like Vowel Epenthesis and Vowel Deletion, thc
protective vowels will figure in later discussion in Part II. The final chapter of
Part I deals with a number of phenomena which either further motivate other
parts of the analysis, or have some general interest of their own. In this
chapter in particular we discuss data not considered in Kuroda's monograph.

Part II centers around theoretical issues. First of all, we turn to the
extremely important question which Kiparsky has recently raised namely,
"how abstract is phonology?" An example of a type of analysis which we feel
must be ruled out on general grounds is given. Thc principles which Kiparsky
proposes for eliminating such analyses arc then investigated, and shown to
run afoul when confronted with the facts of Yawelmani. We arc not able to

provide an answer to the general problem, but hopc that discussion in this
chapter defines the range of possible answers to a ccrtain extent. In the
sccond chaptcr of Part 11, the notion of thc "functional unity" of phonological
rules is investigated, and a wealth of evidence from Yawelmani is brought
forth in favor of amending phonological theory in order to recognize
functional sameness as well as structural sameness. Some very tentative
suggestions about how phonological theory might be amended to accomplish
this goal arc made. Finally, we examine briefly thc theory of markedness, and
attempt to establish (on the basis of the facts of Yawelmani) whether it can be
maintained in the form proposed in Chomsky and Halle's The Sound Pattern of
English (1968). Although this discussion is largely critical in nature, wc hope
that it is not without a certain positive character to it.

[861 Kleiman, Angela Bustos 1974
Advisor: Georgia M. Green

A syntactic correlate of the semantic and pragmatic relations: The subjunctive
mood in Spanish

This dissertation is an attempt to characterize the interrelation between
semantic-logical aspects of the underlying representation of a sentence and

their formal expressions through thc subjunctive mood. This relation is
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investigated through an examination of Spanish, but the nature of the
semantic and pragmatic notions to be examined are not necessarily language
specific. This is not to say that other languages which have a distinct
subjunctive, for instance, will usc that mood in exactly the same circumstances
where thc Spanish speaker uses it, but that thc information which determines
that the subjunctive be used in Spanish is the typc of information which must
bc available to speakers of any language regardless of the syntactic
mechanisms through which thcy express it.

This dissertation is divided into two main parts; the division is not formal
but determined by thc naturc of the phenomena investigated. Thc first part
(corresponding to chapter two) deals with uses of thc subjunctive which arc
predictable from syntactic and semantic properties of abstract verbs in the
semantic representation of thc structures; the presence of the subjunctive is
determined by the syntactic phcnomcnon of rule government.

The sccond part of this dissertation (chapters three, four, and five) deals
with cascs where thc subjunctive alternates with the indicative as a function
in the differences in the semantic representation of the sentences, and of the
speaker's beliefs and attitudes whcn uttering the sentences.

1871 Krause, Scott Russell
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

1980

Topics in Chukchee phonology and morphology

The purpose of the following dissertation is to propose a relatively
complete generative description of Chukchee phonology and sonic of thc more
salient topics of the inflectional morphology. In chapter one the phonological
phenomena which do not affect thc syllabic structure of the language will be
examined, including a complex dominant-recessive vowel harmonic system
and an intricate network of consonantal assimilations and dissimilations.
Chaptcr two will deal primarily with those phonological and morphophonemic
processes which do affcct the syllabic structure, including numerous
instances of schwa cpcnthcsis, various consonantal deletions and vocalization,
vocalic elisions, and even one example of metathesis. Chapter three will
concentrate on thc inflectional nominal phcnomcnon of reduplication and thc
entire complex inflectional verbal morphology.

During the explication of these various topics I shall attempt to fit them
within a theoretical framework and discuss any pertinent issues which may
apply, such as phonotactic conspiracies against highly complex consonantal
configurations, animacy hierarchies, thc concept of ergativity, and the like.
Furthermore, I shall suggest alternate proposals when such theoretical
guidelines arc lacking in the literature, for instance a specific type of non-
trivial global rule and a phonologically protective function for reduplication.

The examination of thc Chukchee data was a bit unusual in sonic respects.
since Chukchee is a Pa leo-Siberian language of only several thousand extant
speakers, and a native informant was therefore not available. Accordingly,
this thesis was accomplished almost exclusively through the examination of
the literature which has been written on the language, most notably the
extensive two volume grammar by Skorik, several theoretical papers by
Comrie, and the various dictionaries Although the e x am ination nI thc
inflectional morphology did not sutler appres !ably from this manner of
investigation, certain phonological phenomena such as potent ially stress
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related topics did suffer (due to the scarcity of accentual marks) and must be
left to future investigations.

[881 Langacker, Ronald Wayne 1966

Advisor: Robert B. Lees

A transformational syntax of French

Thc purpose of this study is twofold. On thc one hand, it is offered as a
modest but hopefully significant contribution towards the ultimate goal of an
adequate generative description of modern French. It is hardly necessary to

emphasize the very tentative character of the conclusions reached here. Those
generaiizations that arc made concerning the construction of Frcnch
sentences arc almost certain to yield to deeper generalizations upon
subsequent investigation. On thc other hand, this study is intended to provide a

certain amount of empirical evidence that may be taken into account in
evaluating various theoretical proposals made recently as to the nature of
grammatical organization in general.

The scope of the analysis is quite limited. In general, thc policy has been
followed of excluding a topic from the description rather than treating it in an
obviously inadecuate manner. It is believed that, at this early stage in our
growing understanding of language, a relatively careful examination of a few
specific problems will be of more value than a relatively superficial treatment
of a wide range of phenomena. Nevertheless, it is impossible to achieve a fully
adequate description of certain subsystems of French syntax viewing these in

complete isolation from the rest of the system. Therefore, it is necessary to

consider from time to time thc effect, as well as can now bc conceived, of
extending thc analysis to cover a broader domain. In some cases, on the basis

of existing evidence, wc must more or less arbitrarily select one analysis
where equally plausible alternatives arc known. liere again wc must await the
results of further investigation.

The problems considered fall into three fairly closely related areas. In

chapter II. sentential and infinitival complements to nouns and verbs are

discussed in some detail. Chapter III centers about those prcnominal
expressions sometimes called "indefinites" in traditional grammars. In

particular, the relative merits of a constituent structure versus a

transformational source for sequences like chacun de ces livres 'cach of those
books' arc weighed. Finally, in chapter IV, we examine various pro forms with
respect to their derivation and placement.

The list of subjects excluded from thc analysis is perhaps more

impressive, thc most notable being conjunction and adverbs. Interrogatives
arc not treated directly. since they have been discussed elsewhere, but they

arc brought into the discussion in several places where they arc relevant.
Other exclusions and oversimplifications are indicated throughout. At thc very
least, one can hope that, as a result of this study, the nature and magnitude of
the problems facing the analyst of French syntax will be better appreciated.

[891 Lederman, Shlomo 1987

Advisor. Charles W. Kisseberth

On the interaction of morphology and phonology The Hebrew verbal Aysten,

This stud!, deselops defends a detailed analysis of Ilebre.s veihal
morphology , uithin t1,e framework of the ptosodic theory ol
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nonconcatenative morphology proposed by McCarthy (1979, 1981). Both
Biblical Hebrew and Modern Hebrew arc covered, with occasional reference to
Mishnaic Hebrew. It is shown that thc distinction between Pa'al as the "base"
non-derived binyan as against the "derived" binyanim is well founded at least
in formal morphological terms, i.e.. Pa'al's two major CV-tiers being CVCVC and
CVVC vs. the derived binyanim's CVCCVC and CVVCVC CV-tiers (namely, the
same CV-ticrs for all derived binyanim), and the nc-affi x vs. affixing
characterization of the base vs. the derived binyanim. As regards the
phenomenon of medial gemination in Hebrew, and Semitic in general, it is
argued that an Initial Tone Association analysis is to be preferred to the
earlier proposed Erasure analysis, and a new theory on the diachronic
development of medial gemination in Hebrew is proposed.

The question of the interaction of morphology and phonology is
addressed and it is shown that certain phonological rules which give rise
either to compensatory lengthening or assimilation strongly support the
hypothesis that roots and vowel melodies arc represented on autosegmental
tiers independent of the CV segmental tier. It is shown that compensatory
lengthening and assimilation have a simple and natural explanation within
the prosodic theory, whereas these processes call for two-stage rules in a
purely segmental approach.

It is argucd that the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) holds for both
Biblical and Modern Hebrew as a constraint against identical adjacent root
melody elements. Apparent OCP violations, both in B i bl ical and Modern
Hebrew, are explained as rising from a major dichotomy between the verbal
and nominal systems in Hebrew. It is shown that all apparent OCP violations
belong to the nominal paradigm, and owing to the d i ffe rent lexical
representation of nouns vs. verbs, i t is shown that these apparent
counterexamples actually do not violate thc OCP.

The existence of multiradi cal denominative verbs in Modern Hebrew is
presented as problematic for a rigid Prel CVCCVC CV-ticr for Modern Hebrew.
These arc argued to be outside the verbal system proper.

[9 0 ] Lee, Cher-Leng 1990
Advisor: Chin-Chuan Chcng

Recovery and translation of zero anaphoric subjects in Chinese

In reading a narrative, it is crucial to know who thc writer is referring
to. When the subject of each sentence is made explicit, this task of identifying
the referent is simple. However, in a discourse-oriented language likc Chinese,
there is no grammatical requirement to have a subject in cach sentence, and
so zero subjects arc thc norm rather than thc exception. There coulo be
several entities present in a discourse made up of clauses with zero subjects.
The reader will have to decide which entity is being referred to in each clause.
The first part of this dissertation examines the cues that help readers identIfy
the correct referent; thc second part investigates how these zero subjects arc
translated into English where the subjects are usually made explicit.

It is proposed that the topic continuity of the relevant passage is
important to recover thc referents of /cro anaphoi ie subjects. Thc recovery
process begins at the predicate of the iero subject, then continues to thc
closest subtopic continuity, and then the next until the referent is found. Thus,
recovery is said to be a hottom-up process. Pi int inks that help dec ide whether
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the most recent entity, the opening entity of the passage, or any other entity
present is thc referent arc derived. This is done through thc application of the
topic continuity, , discourse analysis, semantic matching and contextual
knowledge.

An examination of the translation of thc zero anaphoric subjccts into
English reveals that not only noun phrases, pronouns, and new nouns arc
used, but passives, cohesive devices such as coordination and subordination
arc used as well. The reasons that decide onc usage or another can be that of
specification, non-specification, or conncction. The topic continuity again
plays an important role, especially in the rearrangement of clauses and

editing of a particular passage. In ordcr to restructure the translated clauses,
the topic continuity of these clauses has to be identified before dealing with
the details of each clause. Thus, the restructuring of translation is a top-down
process.

011 Lee, Han-Gyu 1992
Advisor: Georgia M. Green

Some interaction of syntax and pragmatics in a study of
pragmatic morphemes in Korean

This thesis has two goals, describing the uses of some selected Pragmatic
Morphemes (PMs) in Kore an and giving an account of their syntactic
behaviors in the GPSG framework. First, according to the Cooperat ive
Principle, I describe how the speaker uses a PM and how the hearer
understands it. I claim that a PM has one sense and its various uses arc
infcrrcd from that sense according to thc Griccan CP. When the speaker uses a
PM in his utterance, he assumes thc hearer believes he has goals, and he
expects hcr to be able to figure out its uses which arc relevant to his goals in a
way indicated by its sense because hc believes she assumes he does not use it
without any purpose. Thc hearer believes that the speaker used that PM in
support of his goals, and can infer from its sense how it is relevant to his goal
at the moment.

I dcal with four PMs out of many in Korean. The PM corn 'a little' is used to
show the speaker's politeness to the hearer by implicating that he is
minimizing the threat to hcr face, or to insult hcr by belittling her ability.
The speaker uses the PM tul (plural marker) to indicate that an event he is
describing occurred mote than once, or that cach referent of a subject of his
utterance is involved in an event. The PMs puthe 'from' and kkaci 'to' arc used
to show that the speaker never expected an event/situation hc is describing to
occur.

Second. the morpho-syntactie behavior of PMs arc analyzed within the
GKPS (1985) version of GPSG. A new type of 'Near-HEAD' features is proposed
for PMs. following thc GPSG multi-hcadcd approach to coordination. Near-head
features arc instantiated along hcad nodes like standard HEAD features in GKPS
(1985), but they must observe an additional restrktion that a node with them
comes last in a local tree. Thc near-HEAD feature analysis predicts correctly
that PMs arc located on thc lexical head of a phrase and that they appear on
the final conjunct in coordination. liosscxer. I suggest that PMs can he treated
through IIEAD features, if we give up the GPSG claim that coordination is

multi-headed
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[921 Lee, Sang Oak 1978
Advisor: Ching-Wu Kim

Middle Korean tonology

This research deals with various aspects of tonal phenomena in Late
Middle Korcan (15c.-16e.) MK tonology has bccn studied before by several
native and foreign scholars. Two things distinguish this study from previous
ones. (1) Scope previous works arc not inclusive but rather fragmentary. MK
tonology is systematically organized and comprehensively discusscd within
the overall framework of MK from tonogenesis to tonal derivation to tone
decay in onc place for the first time. (2) Methodology the present study
adopts thc framework of explanatory and generative phonology, while most
previous works were carried out in the tradition of descriptive linguistics. In
particular, approaches suggested by MeCawley in tone typology and Goldsmith
in tone derivation arc applied to illuminate the nature of MK tonc system.

In tone typology. this study demonstrates that MK tone is one of
McCawley's "some tonal systems that come close to being pitch accent systems
but don't quite make it." In particular. it demonstrates that MK has rules
assigning pitch depending on thc acccnt locations, behaving like a pitch-
accent language up to this point, but that MK then requires morphophonemic
and phonetic tonc rules which arc characteristic of a tone language. Previous
studics classified MK either as a pitch-accent language or a tone language, not
an intermediate between the two. Nevertheless, a revision of McCawley's model
is also suggested.

In tone derivation. thc present study first establishes that there arc only
two underlying tonemes. High and Low. in MK. not three. High, Low. and
Rising, as MK tonc markings suggest. It is demonstrated that Rising is
underlyingly a sequence of Low-High. It also establishes that thc basic tone
melody in MK is Lit. thereby naturally explaining the absence of a falling
tone in MK. It next discusses the reasons why the concept of mora, rather than
that of syllabic, must be employed in the description of MK tone. A detailed
account of generation and derivation of MK tone is then given in sequence via
four types of rules:

Pitch assignment rules
2. Morphophonemic tonc rules
3. Phonetic tone rules
4. Rhythmic rules

In several places in the course of tone derivation and in a separate
chapter, the autosegmental thcory of tone proposed by Goldsmith is applied to
show how it contributes to a more natural explanation of MK tonal data. and to
discuss sotne theoretical implications of MK data for thc theory. In particular,
the need of segmentali/ation before thc application of rhythmic rules is
demonstrated and a part of the Universal Tone Association Convention is
rejected on the basis of the analysis of MK tonal phenomena. As possible
origins and evolution of tone in MK, Chinese borrowing and inherent Altaic
origin are considered. But it is t oncluded that Inure plausible origins arc an

internal development from neighboring segnients as appears to has e
happened in J ingp ho ; and a contour tone development by syncope,
desyllabit at ion. and contraction as has happened in many other languages.
Sonic suggestis. e MK data ate rise!, alld disk iRsed
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Finally, it is suggested that perturbation and decay of MK tone was causcd
by thc leftward movement of ictus.

(9 3) Leskosky, Richard John 1976

Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Linguistic structuring and the cinema: A study in method

This dissertation will deal with the application of various linguistic
concepts to thc study of the cincma and the use of linguistic mcthods in the

analysis of the film. Currently, many film theorists arc appropriating
linguistic terms and concepts (seemingly haphazardly) as tools in thcir

research often not without some violence to thc linguistic concepts. This
dissertation will not attempt to rectify these errors as such, except insofar as it

attempts to present a valid linguistic interpretation of the cinematic data.

This dissertation is organized as follows. The present chapter will briefly
survey some of the uses of thc cinema/language metaphor as encountered in

writings on the film and then will be given over to the definition of basic
terms used throughout thc succeeding chapters.

Chapter II will present a review of previous literature using linguistic

concepts in approaching thc cinema. Thc main concentration will be on the

two major periods of such research namely, on the work of Russian linguists
and film makers in thc 1920's and 1930's and on thc current (from about 1960
to the present) work in !his arca consisting of three main approaches which
may be characterized as structural, scmiological, or psycholinguistic,
respectively, depending on their orientation.

Chapter III will discuss the uses of language within thc film. This takes
two forms: spoken language (as in dialogue) and written language (as in the

printed titles which still sometimes appear between scenes in films). The

concept of redundancy will be discussed in relation to thc semantic overlap
between soundtrack and image track, and a paradigm of the possible uses of
language within the film will he sct forth.

Chapter IV will investigate the structural parallels between language and
film. It will he demonstrated how current syntagmatic attempts at structuring

thc sequence of a film arc insufficient for the task and how a transformational
generative model akin to that used to describe human language provides an

adequate description of the phenomena under consideration.

Chapter V will discuss the Firthian concepts of contextualization and

context of situation in relation to the cinema. It will be explained how these
concepts can he used to organize all the other systems of the film, including

the structural system of Chapter IV. This will thcn be demonstrated with two
examples.

Chapter 'I will provide a conclusion and a summation of the preceding

chapters.

(94) Lisnat. Michal Allon 1984

Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

F.( us onstrUCtioo in Somali

Thc purpose of this studs is to provide a syntactic analysis of focus

constructions in Somali in the framework of tians! mational -generative
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grammar. Thc emphasis is on NP focus constructions with thc focus marker
baa -- a very common construction in Somali.

Focus is a predominant phenomenon in Somali. One constituent in every
indicative affirmative sentence must be marked by a focus marker as the focus
of the sentence. The focus marker may occur in either an unconjugated form
or in a conjugated form where it is coalesced with a subject clitic. The analysis
proposed in this study accounts for the distribution of the various forms of thc
focus marker.

The main problem which the thesis addresses is that focused non-subject
noun phrases are marked by a focus marker which agrees with the subject of
the sentence. Thus it may appear as if Somali exhibits an unusual phenomenon
of agreement between subjects and objects.

Thc analysis which is proposed in this study makes it unnecessary to
postulate such an agreement. According to this analysis any focused NP,
regardless of its grammatical relation is extracted out of its clause and moved to
a position in COMP where it is marked by the invariable unconjugated form of
the focus marker. The conjugated form of thc focus marker is the outcome of
phonological rules which coalesce the focus marker with a subject clitic and
arc independent of the analysis of the focus.

One important consequence of the analysis is that a logical subject which
is marked as the focus by the focus marker is not the grammatical subject of
the sentence. Hence sentences in which the logical subject is focused arc
grammatically subjectless.

An analysis of the presence and distribution of subject clines is proposed
and thc role of subject clitics in various types of clauses is discussed.

951 Lowenberg, Peter Harper 1984
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

English in the Malay archipelago: Nativization and its functions in a
sociohnguistic area

This study analyzes and compares the non-native varieties of English in
the countries of the Malay Archipelago Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia.
This region constitutes a sociolinguistic arca by virtue of extensive shared
sociocultural and linguistic features dating from the pre-colonial cra.
However, political, economic, and demographic developments during the
colonial and post-colonial periods have created distinct sociolinguistic contexts
for thc use of English in cach of these countries.

The basic theoretical premise is that realistic interpretation of non-
native varieties of English requires a pragmatic and functional approach to
the use and usage of language. Front this perspective, a non-native variety of
English is nativized to the degree that differences in its forms and functions
from those in other varieties of English reflect acculturation into a specific
sociocultural context and contact and intcraction with other languages in
multilinguals linguistic repertoires.

Several important aspects of nativi/ation are illustrated. First,
nativization originates largely from the transfer of linguistic features from
other languages and from creative innovation as an inevitable result of the
use of English in non -native contests Second, intuit nativi/ation can bc linked
to a number or sociolinguistic functions of language, including register, style,
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and the expression of identity. Third, the degrees and types of nativization of
English in a sociolinguistic setting arc determined by the range of domains in

which English is used and thc number of speakers who usc English in those

domains. Fourth, changes in the sociocultural and linguistic settings of

language usc -are generally reflected in altered patterns of nativization.

The analysis in this study is primarily textual. based on a wide range of
written texts from each country rather than on close observation of verbal
interaction. Implications of this research arc discussed for several crucial
issues in linguistic theory and its applications, including language planning
and language pedagogy:

[96] Loy, Artha Sue 1966

Advisor: Robert B. Lees

Historical rules in the development of Modern French from Latin

The analysis presented in this dissertation is a sct of ordcrcd phonological
rules which represent the major sound changes that occurred during the

development of the French language. These rules are part of the phonological
component of a transformational grammar of the type described by N.

Chomsky in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1965). A
brief sketch of thc theory and structure of a transformational grammar is

given in Chapter I of this dissertation.

There arc many handbooks and articles written on thc development of
Frcnch phonology which have been used as sources of data for this
dissertation. However, the analysis presented here differs substantially from

the analyses found in thc literature. These differences arc discussed in detail

in Chapters 11 and Ill.

The purpose of this dissertation is to determine (1) what regularities

underlie the changes that occurred during the development of pronunciation
in the French language. (2) what Phonological rules may be formulated in

order to express these developments, and (3) to what extent the descriptive

order of thc rules, which is determinod by the simplicity critcrion, reflects the

apparent chronological order of the rules.

1971 Lu, Zhiji 1991

Advisor: Chin-Chuan Cheng

A quantitative model in dialect subgrouping: The case of Modern Wu dialects

This thesis is intended to present a ncw model for thc comparative study
of dialects with the quantitative measurements, and under this new model, the
subgrouping of the Modern Wu dialects, one of thc major groups of Chinese

dialects, is carried out, based on thc syllabic initials.

An overview is given on the previous approaches in the literature of the
dialectology namely, thc traditional approach, structural approach and

generative approach. Each approach has been applied to the case of thc Wu
dialects to accomplish the task of subgrouping. But nonc of them can overcome
the difficulty of synthesizing the isoglosses, since they ignore the concrete

processes of sound changes, and thus fails to determine thc degree of
associations among a number of related dialects. To study the sound change in

process. based on the theory of lexical diffusion, initials a new route for

quantitative study into dialect comparison.
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Following the methodology in Hsieh (1977), Cheng (1972), Lu & Cheng
(1985), Cheng (1986, 1988), Lu (1986a, 1987a. 1987b, 1987c. 1988, 1989. 1990), the
thesis proposes a new model, namely, the systematic quantitative comparative
model. Since sound change is carried out by means of lexical items, thc
comparison of quantity of thc influenced lexical items in the course of sound
change will reveal the degree and scope of sound change in process. Under
this new model, thc syllable initials of more than 2.700 characters pronounced
in 33 localities of the Wu dialects arc collected and grouped with thc reference
of the Ancient Chinese to provide a large database for thc systematic
comparison. Then, the procedure designed for dialect comparison, which
includes correlational analysis, cluster analysis and principal components
analysis, is followed to carry out the subgrouping of these 33 localities. The
results arc presented and discussed.

1981 Lutz, Richard David 1985
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

The effect of pronoun type on first and second language perceptual strategies
in Hindi

In this thesis I will present empirical evidence that there is a general
preference on thc part of Ifindi speakers to reassert the referent after a shift
in sentence topic. While not a hard and fast rule, it can be shown that pronoun
type (full or zero) also affects pronominal assignment, and may be one source
of difficulty encountered by L2 learners of Hindi. Stron3 empirical evidence
of this is presented in chapter 4.

The investigation presented here will necessarily span both syntactic
theory as well as psycholinguistics. Before an understanding of how LI and L2
speakers of Hindi process zero pronouns can be reached, a general discussion
of thc phenomenon will be provided. Chapter 2 will review treatments of
pronominalization in -tencral and in Hindi in particular. 1 will explore thc
distributional pattern ,.. f zero pronouns and demonstrate that this distribution
cannot be explained completely by standard sentence-level processes. While
syntactic deletion processes such as equi-NP-Deletion (Subbarao 1974) account
for certain clear-cut examples of absent surface pronouns, there arc
numerous cases of zero anaphora which do not appear to be syntactically
controlled, but rather, arc the result of discourse-level pragmatic processes. I

will then discuss thc role of topic in zero pronominalization. In particular,
such discourse-related notions as topic chain (adapted from Dixon 1972) appear
to be useful in accounting for thc distribution pattern of a large number of
ZOO pronouns. The rcmaindcr of the chapter reviews research done on first
and second language processing of pronouns, and outlines the perceptual
strategies used in assigning antecedents to pronouns.

Chapter 3 provides corroboration of the role of topic flow as a predictor of
zero pronouns. It contains thc description and result. of an experiment which
tests the preferred patterns of distribution of zero , 7onouns at the discourse
level as judged by LI Hindi speakers. It establishes topic chain as a strong
factor in the occurrence of zero anaphoric processes.

In chapter 5 I present the results of an experiment that contrasts the
strategic% used by 1.1 Hindi speakers with that of L2 students in the process of
studying Hindi in secondary schools. Thc data indicatc that such clues as
verbal agreement arc uscd by L2 learners, even at relatively low levels of
proficiency in Hindi. tn the assignment of reference to pronouns, and that
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even such pragmatically difficult cases as thc use of honorific pronouns arc
processed successfully by L2 learners at moderate levels of proficiency. On the

othcr hand, discourse-level clues, while uscd by L I Hindi speakers in

processing anaphora. are not used by L2 learners until a very high level of

proficiency is attained.

Chapter 5 contains a bricf recapitulation of the results of the L2 vs. L I
experiment, and a discussion of their implications for a general theory of L2

acquisition.

1991 Magura, Benjamin Jameslai 1984

Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Style and meaning in African English- A sociolinguistic analysis of South

African and Zimbabwean English

This study presents an analysis of the style and 'meaning of the variety

of English used in the sociocultural context of South Africa and Zimbabwe. The

focus is primarily on the African or Black English variety.

It is argued that the Blacks in this region have developed a variety of

English that deviates in several ways from, what is traditionally referred to as

thc 'standard* variety. Such deviations are essentially due to cultural and

linguistic contact. The new variety thus developed has a set of functions which

arc not necessarily identical to those contexts in which the 'standard varieties'

arc used. It is also a variety developed for communication among non-native

users of English. In short, thc emerging Black variety has a style and meaning

system appropriate for thc African local situation.

It is shown that deviation in this variety is a result of many productive

linguistic processes. These range from direct translation from local African

languages, to various types of collocations. semantic shifts, calques, and

innovations in lex icalization. These deviations arc also evident at the

discoursal level where they reveal a close relationship with discourse patterns

in African languages.

Thc study prov ides a historical context for understanding the

development of a Black English variety. It has passed through three basic

stages. The first stage was when English education was restricted to very few

Blacks who were expected to attain near-native fluency, and whose only other

communicant s in English were native speakers of English. This group's

English showed an obsession with the flamboyant style of the great English

literary works. The sccond stage was greatly influenced by missionary

education, and thus echoes themes and linguistic style with a religious flavor

Even then, the goal at this stage is ncar-nativc fluency. Thc third stage marks

a period sshen English education and usc is no longer a privilege of a few. It is

this stage that shows distinct features of Black English in this region. Thc

feature at each stage are exemplified through literary works by Black artists

such as: Plaatje, Dhlomo, Brutus, Mphahlelc, Themba, Mungoshi. The study is

organi7cd in five major chapters: Chapter I is an overview of the study.

Chapter 2 discusses various Africani tation processes which make African

English a distinct variety of English. Chapter 3 provides the sociolinguistic

profile and gives an analysis of discourse in African English. Thc final

chapter concludes with a summary and resommendations for further study

and research There ic also an extensive bibliography. .
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11001 Makino, Seiichi 1968Advisor: Henry R. Kahane

Some aspects of Japanese nominalization
The present thesis attempts to describe Japanese nominalizations in theframework of transformational grammar. Our major concern is to describenominalizing processes formally. We arc not concerned with writing a set ofelaborate base rules, nor arc we concerned with writing transformationalrules of other syntactical aspects than the norninalization or those aspects thatarc closely concerned with writing transformational rules of othcr syntactical

aspects than the nominalizations or those aspects that arc closely related tothem. We. therefore, refer the reader to such Japanese transformationalgrammars as Ina Le (1964), Isami (1964-66), Duroda (1965), Saga (1966) andUeda (1965) for the information on the over-all grammatical structure ofJapanese.

Thc present thesis is organized in the following way. Chapter I discussestraditional Japanese grammatical theories in contrast to our transformationalthcory and discusses our position within transformational theory. Chapter Ildeals with thc problem of how describe the basic categorical distinction of
adjective. adjective-verb, and verb, in order to simplify our description in thcsucceeding chapters. In Chaptcr 111 we sketch our concept of nominalization
which is further formalized in Chapter IV. Chapter IV, in which we discuss thc
problems of Japanese nominalizations in detail, is thc central chapter of thethesis. In Chapter V. thc final chapter, we discuss typical nominal compoundsand attempt to show how to derive thcm in terms of the nominalizing proccsscs
discussed in the previous chapters.

11011 Makiuchi, Masaru 1972Advisor: Sciichi Makino

A study of some auxiliary verbs in Japanese
This is a study on so-called auxiliary verbs in Japanese. including rare,sase and nine te-form verbs, which is made within the framework of thctheory of generative transformational grammar.
Basic to this thesis is answering thc question as to what extent thcsemantics of these verbs have their bases on syntactic structures. It isobserved, first of all, that any instance of the auxiliary verbs investigatedshows a semantic dichotomy, which wc present in terms of semantic features:rare (or the passive construction) has thc dichotomy of I-I-Affective], sase (orthe causative construction), of (+Coercive]. and each te-form verb(construction) of a particular contextual feature. It is found that such asemantic dichotomy is not independent of thc syntactic structure, butdependent on it to a large extent. The two readings of 14-Affective] of thepasstvc construction, for instance, stem from thc differences in the deepstructure. in addition, the specific verb-verb sequence serves to disambiguac

thc two-way ambiguous readings: thc sequence of rare followed by (re) sitna-uallows only thc reading of (-Expected) for (te) sima-u; thc sequence of sase-
rare permits only thc reading of 14-Coercivel for sase and 14-Affective] for rare .

However, it is also found that in some limited number of cases thcsyntactic structurc is not the sole basis for the semantic findings. In thesecasC., it is claimed that it is necessary to take into account Ul Ii factors aspresupposition end/ot knowledge of the speaker.
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Finally, various observations concerning sclectional restrictions on the
verb-verb sequences tell us that these restrictions are independent of the
syntactic structures, and that they belong to thc problems of language
independent, rather than of language particular.

11021 Marshad, Hassan Ahmed 1984
Advisor: Eyamba G. Bokamba

An approach to code elaboration and its application to Swahili

The purpose of this dissertation is to propose a theoretical model which
makes it possible for languages like Swahili to acquire technical registers. A
two-prong approach is suggested to build up thc necessary terminology, and at

the same time, cultivate thc essential technical rhetoric to support the terms
generated.

Thc first two chapters arc designed to provide background information.
Chapter I has, in addition to the preliminaries, an outline of the basic
structure of Swahili needed in ordcr to familiarize the reader with word

formation processes, agreement patterns and sentence construction in this
language. Chapter Il focuses on language issues in Kenya where English is thc
official language and Swahili the ceremonial national language. A historical
perspective of the evolution of the present Kenya language policy is
presented. Also, various factors that have, in one form or another, impeded thc
ascendancy of Swahili as the official language of thc country arc examined.

Chaptcr Ill provides a framcwork for viewing language planning (LP)
activities. Components of LP considered arc: orthography, morphology, syntax
and lexicology. Under cach, recommendations arc given that will, to a ccrtain
ex tent, con tribute to thc st rengt h en ing of Swahili as an efficient
communicative tool in thc domain of science and technology.

Chapter IV concentrates on the proposed approach to code elaboration. It

is suggested that technical registers in languages such as Swahili can bc

developed in two phases. The first phase involves liberal adoption of tcrms
(not available in thc target language) from English. Arguments arc given to
show that this is a pragmatic way for a developing language to acquire rapidly
and at a minimum cost a systematic growth of these registers. Included arc
discussions on issues related to nati,ization of thc loan terms.

The objective of thc secotv, phase is indigenization (local coinage) of
some of the terms relevant to primary and secondary school curricula; the

main rcason for this is thc consideration that indigenous terms may have a

pedagogical value in the basic cycle of education. For this phase, a conceptual
framework is developed in order to facilitate thc process of creation of a viable
indigenous technical register. It is argued that it is only by starting at thc

concept level. not at the term level, that pitfalls and frustrations associated
with "term translation" can he avoided.

Chapter V treats the technical rhetoric aspect of registers. Swahili. I i kc

any other language, has the necessary rhetoric elements (con junctives,
logical elements, special purpose verbs). But, like it is in all developing
languages. these elements need to he made more rigorous and precise. For this,
cluster anal. sis and semantic grid techniques are proposed as a method for

charting the semantic field of these elements. By the use of such techniques.
ICM( al elements can he standardi/ed and thus be matched pt es isely with
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those from an international source; and in this way, translation of scientific
texts from any international source will be facilitated.

Chapter VI consists of a summary and implications of thc proposed model.

11031 Mc Cawley, Noriko Akatsuka
Advisor: Michael Gcis

1972

A study of Japanese reflexivization
This is a study in thc syntax and semantics of Japanese Reflexivization. In

Chapter 1. it is shown that Japanese Reflexivization has two aspects, language-
specific and language-independent. The former is thc subject-antecedent
condition and the latter is the command condition. The domain for Japanese
Re flexivization is not confined to the simplex sentence as its English
counterpart. It goes down into embedded sentences just like English simple
pronominalization. Japanese has reflexive possessives, which English does not
have. Despite those facts, thc native speaker of Japanese somchow feels that
languages like English make much more extensive use of reflexives. Chapter II
is an attempt to explain why that is the case. A syntactic constraint called the
Like-NP Constraint is proposed.

A grammar of a human language is a tightly organized system. In Chapter
III, it is shown that the study of Reflexivization sheds light on the treatment of
Japanese passives. Currently, there arc two opposing hypotheses. According to
the one, all instances of passives are derived from thc same complex dccp
structures. According to the other, there arc two types of passives in Japancsc
and one has a complex deep structure and the other has a simplex deep
structure. First, it is shown that various semantic-syntactic facts including
facts about reflexivization argue strongly against thc uniform treatment.
Then, it is argued that the current non-uniform treatment, too, is inadequate
in an important way and a ncw analysis is proposed.

Chapter IV treats backward Reflexivization in emotive causatives in
which thc subject-antecedent condition appears to bc violated. First, it is
demonstrated that all of the currcnt analyses of emotive causatives arc wrong.
Then, it is shown that backward Reflexivization in emotive causatives is
actually part of a more general problem, namely, backward Reflexivization in
non-agentive causative constructions. In Chapter V. it is claimed that
backward Reflexivization is actually an instance of ordinary forward
Reflexivization in which the true antecedent has bccn deleted in the course of
the derivation. The subject-antecedent condition is claimed to bc still operative
here

have made thc following assumptions throughout thc thesis. First, case
markers do not exist in thc dccp structure and arc introduced by a
transformation. Thc reader is referred to Kuroda (196511) and Kuno (1972).
Second, the VP node does not exist. Third. Japanese is a SOV language and
English is a SVO language both on thr deep and surface levels. In addition. I

have ignored the topic marker w a , which occurs ill many of the examples
instead of the subject marker g . The difference in meaning between
sentences with go and sentences with vi a in its place is discussed with great
insight in Kuno (1972).
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[104] McMurray, Alice 1978

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

English nominalizations and derivational morphology: A transformational
analysis

This dissertation investigates the type of category change referred to by

traditional grammarians as transposition, and assumes a productive,
transformational approach to thc relation between multimorphemic items and

thc stems on which they arc bascd (e.g. writer. write; destruction, destroy).
Thc scope of the investigation is limited to nominalizations in English, with
emphasis on the generation of derived nominals.

Considering nominals in the larger framework of transposition allows
the currcnt transformational and nontransformational approaches to be seen

as two intuitively valid positions which have been represented throughout the

history of linguistics; this allows the question to be viewed as a continuing
theoretical issue, rather than as a strictly contemporary problem resulting
from the existence of two competing theories.

By investigating derived nominals within the framework of all nominals.
the differences between derived and other kinds of nominals can be specified.
and thc common assumption of both generative and interpretive semantics

that all nominals arc generated by thc same means is shown to be invalid. It is

shown that, whereas nominals such as writer can be derived
transformationally by thc minimally powerful means of prelcxical combining
rules, derived nominals such as destruction require a more powerful means of
derivation, in which target structures of the surface must play an active role.

j105) Menn, Lise 1976

Advisor: Howard Mac lay

Pattern, control, and contrast in beginning speech A case study in the
development of word form and word function

This study follows linguistic aspects of the developing communicative
competence of a child named Jacob from a first observation whcn hc was
twelve months and eight days old until he was twenty months and twenty-two
days old. M thc timc of the first observation, he babbled freely, but had only
one vocalization that was recognized as a 'word'. Jacob's native language, and
that of this parents and the investigator, was American English.

The study focused on the acquisition of phonology: thc sound patterns of
those of the child's utterances considered to be words, the way in which those
patterns were related to one another. and the way in which thcy wcrc related
to thc sound pattern of the language hc was learning, English.

In defining thc arca of study, it was necessary to consider in detail the

notion of 'word in very early child speech. This topic proved to be of interest
in its own right, and it became the subject matter for chapter 2 of this work.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 roughly follow thc usual mode of description of the

phonology of a non-tone language. first. phonetiLs and phonemic structure,

then phonological rules, and last. suprasegmental phonology

S 7
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[106] Mmusi, Sheila Onkaetse
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

1992

Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) effects and violations:
The case of Setswana verbal tone

This dissertation is an autosegmental analysis of the tonal patterns
manifested in the verbs of Setswana, a Southern Bantu language spoken in
Botswana and South Africa. Verbal tonc in this language is very complex
because the tonal patterns fluctuate, depending on many factors. These factors
include, but arc not limited to, for example, the syntactic environment in
which the verb occurs, and the type of morpheme, high or toneless, that
precedes the verbstem. The matter is further complicated by the fact that
there arc two types of verbstems in Setswana, namely, high-toned versus
toneless (low-toned). All of these factors taken together result in the
variability of verbal tonal patterns attested in this language.

The aim of this study, is to offer an analysis of what may be viewed in the
literature on tonal studies as evidence that Sctswana verbal tonal patterns
violate thc phonological principle termed the Obligatory Contour Principle
(OCP). Thc OCP is assumed to bc a universal principle by most authors who
subscribe to its existence. According to this principle identical features cannot
exist side by side. In the ease of Sctswana tone, thc implication is that a
sequence of high tones is prohibited. The very prescnce of these tonal
sequence in Sctswana presents a case that the OCP does not hold for this
language. We disprove this fact by appealing to a weaker version of the OCP
whereby sequences of singly-linked high tones arc allowed whereas
sequences of multiply-linked high tones are not allowed. Thc conclusion
reached is that the OCP is a parametrical principle whose manifestation is
dictated by any particular language.

[107] Mobaidin, Hosam Eddin Zakaria
Advisor: Howard Mac lay

Tense and aspect transfer errors: A new analysts of transfer errors in English
compositions of Jordanian university students

This study is an attempt to provide a better understanding of the role of LI
transfer in a relatively neglected arca, namely, that of tense and aspect. In
particular, this thesis investigates the role of transfer from Arabic into
English with regard to forms and functions of the English tenses and aspects.

The study provides a contrastive analysis of the Arabic and English tense
and aspect systems. The analysis is conducted in terms of both form and
function. Thc results of the contrastive analysis arc checked against errors
found in ninety-four compositions written by Jordanian university students.
Ten of these error types arc discussed in detail.

Thc study reveals that the investigation of the role of transfer in the area
of tense and aspect should take into consideration both form and function.
Moreover, the study supports the view that language transfer should be looked
at. not as a simple mechanical process. but rather as a complicated
phenomenon that interacts in intricate ways w kb developmental factors of L2
language learning.

The study lends suppot t to Sc hat hter's t 1,383) approach to language
transfer, which acknowledges transfer as a constraint on h.s pothesis testing.

1988
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(108] Mochiwa, Zacharia Salimu Marko 1988

Advisor: Ladislav Zgusta

Depletion as both a syntactic and semantic phenomenon: The case of Swahili

This thesis is an investigation of both the syntactic and semantic behavior of
verb-noun sequences which convey syncategorematic meanings. In terms of
their syntactic patterning, the constituent elements in each of these

sequences which are referred to as multiword lexical units are frozen

although not at the same degree. To express this syncategorematic meaning a
transitive verb loses its transitivity whereas the noun loses all features which
arc characteristic of linguistic forms belonging to this category as well as

those which arc characteristic of nouns functioning as objects of their verbs.

Consequently, thc nouns cannot participate in any of the morphosyntactic
processes they arc subjected to, either as nouns or object nouns. The inactivity
of the constituent elements of multiword lexical units is it is contended
indicative of their syntactic opacity. To the extent that categorial labels such
as verb, noun and adjective etc. arc functional that is to say, thc linguistic
forms themselves bearing thcm arc not inherently verbs, nouns, adjectives
ctc. linguistic forms which do not function as nouns as revealed in

multiword lexical units cannot be treated as nouns; instead thcy arc treated as

particles.

In terms of thcir semantic patterning, multiword lexical units express

noncompositional meanings. That is to say, one cannot derive the mcaning of
any one multiword lexical unit on the basis of its constituents. This points to

the fact that multiword lexical units arc also semantically opaque. There is,

therefore, a clear correlation between syntactic and semantic opacity.

On thc basis of these findings three conclusions are drawn. First,

multiword lexical units are not syntagmas because thcy violate the principle
of syntagmatie interdependences characteristic of any syntagma, in which
thc whole depends on the parts and the parts on the whole in terms of both
form and function. Second, multiword lexical units have to be treated as lexical
units in thc dictionary because to thc extent that they arc not syntagmas, they
arc opaque both syntactically and semantically. In other words, instead of
entering it cithcr undcr the noun or the verb, a multiword lexical unit has to
bc treated as an entry. Treating any such unit as a subentry of either of its

constituent parts makes the inevitable claim that there is a semantic

relationship between the unit and the constituent parts under which it

appears. That thc claim is untenable is demonstrated by thc noncompositional
nature of the meanings multiword lexical units express. Third, to thc extent

that these sequences behave just like single words, their constituent parts arc

comparable to the syllables of a word. Consequently the internal structure of
multiword lexical units is not comparable to that of sequences expressing

either literal meanings or nonliteral ones which arc derived from the literal

ones.

(109] Moffett, Elizabeth Jean 1966

Advisor: Henry R. Kahane

A glo.%sary of the Spanish Inquisition

Thc ensutng studs is a contribution ot the studies pursuant to thc

sentantic notions set lonh hr, Jost Trier. According to Ins theory, no \void has
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an independent meaning but is a representative of thc sum-total of the
meanings of all othcr words which share its same semantic field. Every word
brings an influence to bear upon another word, and this influence must be
reckoned with in thc understanding of thc meaning-content of a word. So, in
the study under consideration, as is evident in Chapters III and IV. the total
word-complex comprising this field plays a role in the determination of the
connotations accompanying each individual word.

This, then may be viewed as an application of Trier's theory to thc
semantic field of thc Inquisition. It is an attempt to demonstrate that thc
meaning of each word in thc glossary must be interpreted in thc context of the
whole semantic field in which it occurs.

The glossary included in this work is a compilation of terms used in Spain
referring to thc Inquisition. It focuses mainly on expressions in currcncy
during thc sixteenth century (the earliest being 1464, the latest, 1660) with a

preponderance ranging from 1550-1580. Thcy have bccn culled from
documents written by those involved in the Inquisition during this period (a
fuller discussion of thc sources used will be found in Chapter II).

In the quotations of thc glossary, thc spelling as well as punctuation of
the original documents were retained. For this reason many apparent
inconsistencies in both will be ohscr,ed. It was during thc sixteenth century
that the Spanish language became standardized and with it came unification of
spelling, but some documents still reflected the instability that had been
present earlier. No attempt has been madc to list these spelling variants
separately in the entries. In a study whose orientation is semantic rather than
phonetic this seemed irrelevant.

The main cntry is presented in the written form of the standard language
whether or not it actually occurs in the records. Whcrc a variant of thc word
occurs in the quotation, it is listed after thc main entry. Variant is to bc here
understood as a morphemic alternation.

The definitions have been established by means of the context in
conjunction with certain contemporary and modern lexica These arc listed in
Chaptcr II.

The words arc arranged alphabetically by single word entries. Phrases
arc listed undcr the entry of the head constituent. An attempt has been made to
cross reference all words with lexical meaning in each group.

Chapter III is a catalog of all expressions used in the glossary, grouped
according to semantic sub-fields.

Chapter IV contains an analysis of the entire vocabulary and the role of
its constituents in the total picture of the Inquisition as presented in this
study.

11101 Morrow, Phillip Robert 1989
Advisor. Yamund Kachru

Varteties of hustiteA s EnOtsh A lirzgut%tic ana1.to of i rturn revs
The spread ol English as an international language has resulted in the

development of several vartettes of English that arc used by particular groups
for specific functions. Among these varieties, one that has gained
onsiderable prominence is Business English This prominence is es idcnced
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by thc growing number of non-native speakers who usc English on a regular

basis for the conduct of business and by thc increase in pedagogical materials
for teaching Business English. But despite this interest in Business English
there is a lack of empirical rcscarch to investigate the fundamental questions
concerning thc description of Business English.

This dissertation draws on research from several general areas of
linguistic inquiry: Text Linguistics, Discourse Analysis, Ethnography and

Sociolinguistics. The Literature Review in Chapter 2 discusses the research in

these areas which pertains most directly to the questions and concerns of this
study. Sincc the primary goal of this study is the analysis and classification of
one variety of texts Business English the review begins by examining sonic
of the concepts and notions that have been used to classify texts: genre. text

type and register.

An analysis of written business texts is presented in Chapters 3 and 4. The
analysis presented in Chapter 3 is a comparative quantitative analysis of
selected linguistic features and structures in business and non-business texts.

Chapter 4 presents a qualitative analysis of some salient features of business
texts from selected genres.

The findings of this study have implications for issues related to the

typological classification of texts and for the pedagogical purpose of teaching
Business English to non-native speakers of English. The final chapter

(Chapter 5) draws together the analyses presented in the preceding chaptcrs
and summarizes thcir contribution toward answering the central questions
related to the typological classification of texts and thc pedagogical concerns.

11111 Nakaza wa, Tsenuko 1991

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

A logic feature structure and unification with diAjunctive and negative values

This dissertation proposes a unification-based formalism to provide a

common basis for a computational realization of different linguistic theories,

GPSG. IIPSG. and LFG in particular, both as a mcans of theory testing and for
the purpose of developing natural language processing systems. A logical
language, called LFD, is proposed to describe feature structures and unification
as common components across different theories.

Thc goal of formalism is to provide an efficient computational solution «)

the unification problem while allowing enough expressive powcr for common
linguistic concepts, such as disjunctive and negative values, and value

sharing. The semantics of disjunctive and negative values is reevaluated as

vonstraints on instantiation of unspecified values, and thc semantics of
negative values is defined in such a way that the satisfiability is monotonic
with respect to thc subsumption order. An intuitive correspondence between
disjunctive and negative values e.g. 'first- OR second person and 'NOT third
person'. Is formally captured as logical equivalence, and further extended to

complex y .dues.

Underspecificatton. a central notion in unification-based formalisms and
theories, is viewed as a property ol the description of feature structures,

rather than structures themselves. A special purpose atomic value. called
'unspecified salve. is ploposcd as a primitive cypiessiou of 1 I'D This y :true

plays a crucial role in stating disjunctive values in terms of logicallY
equivalent negative values in the undc rspcci 1 le d description of I eatu re
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structures. Furthermore, this value makcs it possible to express obligatory
instantiation of values without specifying a particular value, a long-standing
problem for which no coherent computational solution has been given.

Any formulas of LFD can be converted to a clausal form similar to Horn
clauses, called negative definite clauses, whose satisfiability can be computed
in polynomial time. A preprocessed form, called a prefix closure, of formulas to
specify value sharing is proposcd. Although the conversion of formulas into
negative definite clauses could expand the size of input formulas
exponentially, thus nullifying the computational efficiency of the clauses, the
computational advantage of the proposed approach is shown in the context of
consecutive unification operations.

[1121 Nelson, Cecil Linwood 1984
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Intelligibility: The case of non-native varieties of English
This study examines the concept of intelligibility from several points of

view: interpretive, linguistic, and pedagogical. It is shown that intelligibility
is a sociolinguistic notion; i.e., it is grounded in thc structure of language. and
finds its meaning and applicability in the use of language among participants
in speech activity. It is shown to be the most felicitously interpretable with
reference to the levels of language, from narrowest phonctic detail to broadest
cultural assumptions. Two empirical investigations arc reported on. The first is
an examination of a non-nativc variety text. Kanthapura, by the Indian writer
Raja Rao. The intelligibility of the text is examined, though no attempt is made
to quantify its degree. This investigation contributes to the growing literature
on non-native varieties of English, and speaks for thc legitimacy of the "ncw
Englishcs." The sccond empirical study is a phonetic investigation of the
timing differences between interstress intervals of zero and onc unstressed
syllabic in thc Indian and American English of twelve informants. The
hypothesis. that significant deviation in timing across the varieties exists, is
borne out. An attempt at verification of this difference in thc perception of
linguistically unsophisticated native and non-nativc listeners indicates that
thc diffcrcncc is not salient enough to override other features of speech in
determining overall intelligibility. Finally, implications of research in
intelligibility for various linguistic enterprises arc discussed.

[1131 Newmeyer, Frederick J. 1969
Advisor: Robcrt B. Lees

English aspectual verbs
This work is an explication of part of thc linguistic competence of every

speaker of English. I fccl that the theory of transformational-generative
grammar, whose goals were first defined in Chomsky (1957), provides the best
mcans of characterizing this competence and have assumed its ft ndamental
correctness throughout. In addition, I have drawn upon the theoretical
advances of Lees (1960), Katz & Postal (1964), and Chornsky (1965).

Unless stated explicitly otherwise, thc specific theoretical framework will
be that of Chomsky (1965). In other words. I assume that there exists a well-
defined level called deep-structure which is equivalent to neither surface-
structure not semantic representation. hut is intermediate between thcm. 1

assume, along with Chomsky, that there exist transformational rules, which
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map deep-structures onto surface -structures, and there exist interpretive
rules, which map deep-structures onto semantic representations.
Furthermore. I adopt his assumption that it is at the level of deep-structure at

which selectional relations between lexical items are defined, that at this level
"strict subcategorial and selectional restrictions of lexical items arc defined by
transformational rules associated with these items." (p. 139)

I have not adopted in the main body of this work any specific proposals
fo. alteration of the grammatical model made since Chomsky (1965). However,
I did not do so only because Chomsky (1965) was the most detailed exposition of
grammatical theory available, rather than because I agreed with it on all

points. In the section entitled "Concluding Remarks" I will show how evidence
from Chapters II through VI points toward the incorrectness of Chomsky
(1965) on several basic issues.

(114) Obeidat, Hussein Mi 1986

Advisor: Eyamba G. Bokamba

An investigation of syntactic and semantic errors in the written composition
of Arab EFL learners

This study is an attempt to investigate thc syntactic and semantic errors
in the writing of Arab students studying English as a foreign language and to
examine the relevance of these data to L2 universals.

The study is based on 150 compositions selected from the written English
of first and second-year English majors at Yarmouk University in Jordan. The
compositions are analyzed and a number of deviations are identified, sorted out
and classified according to their type, level of structure and source of

interference inter- or intral ingual. Thirteen categories of syntactic and

semantic crrors arc found to be problematic and explained. The study reveals
that mother tongue interference plays a major role in students' writing.

Unlike previous studies which have generally focused on structural
errors, this research specifically shows that deviations are duc to several
factors: linguistic and non-linguistic. First the deviations identified here arc

shown to be common to all ESL/EFL learners and not particular to Arab EFL
learners. Sccond, it is argued that the processes of foreign language learning
arc not any di fferent from second language learning. Third, the study
suggests that certain categories of errors can not be explained in reference to

a particular language rather by allusion to uni versal parameters that

language learners in general possess as part of their language faculty.
Finally, it is argued that limiting thc scope of crror analysis to linguistic
structure and psycho! inguistic factors in an attempt to construct a theory of
language lear ing is in itself not sufficient. One must consider other factors as
well. For instance, a focus on the communicative function of thc language in

its sociocultural context in addition to other non-linguistic factors is equally
important for a more comprehensive theory of language learning.

Thc theoretical and pedagogical implications of these results for foreign
language le arning/teaching arc discussed.
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[1151 O'Bryan, Margie Cunningham 1973
Advisor: Charles W. Kissebcrth

The history and development of the verbal system of Early Middle Indic
Between the periods of Old Indic and Early Middle Indic (represented here

by Sanskrit (Skt.) and Pali (Pa.) respectively), heavy restrictions developed on
surface consonant cluster and on syllable structure in general. Although
these changes caused considerable restructuring in the language as a whole,
their most interesting effects can be seen in the verbal system of Pali, where
extensive reinterpretation of .the derivational processes, both morphological
and phonological, were necessitated. The changes which took place between
Sanskrit and Pali continued to have a tremendous effect throughout thc entire
history of thc development of the Indic languages. However, it is not practical
to extend the scope of this study beyond the Early Middle Indic period without
sacrificing a thorough and detailed interpretation of one aspect of the
language for a morc superficial survey of a greater amount of data. It is thus
the purpose of this study:

( 1) to show how the above-mentioned changes led to restructurings in
the verbal system:

( 2) to show how certain processes involved in the derivation of verbal
forms were reinterpreted to conform to this restructuring:

( 3) to consider the theoretical implications of the topics under
discussion.

[1161 Odden, David Arnold 1981
Advisor: Charles W. Kisscbcrth

Problems in Sone . assignment in Shona

In this work, 1 provide a synchronic grammar of tonal phenomena in the
Karanga dialect of Shona, a Bantu language of Zimbabwe. This investigation is
taken out within the framework of autosegments1 phonology. In the first
chapter, I review thc literature on tone in Shona, and sketch the
morphological structure of thc language. In thc second chapter. I investigate
a numbcr of tonological phenomena which arc conditioned in part by word
boundaries. I argue that the Elsewhere Condition is a necessary principle of
language based of an analytical problem which develops in this chaptcr. I also
argue that rule exception features may be assigned by rule, and demonstrate
that the Unordered Rule Hypothesis is falsified by thc data of Shona.

In the third chapter. I consider problems which occur in accounting for
the tonal rules of nominal prefixes. I argue for an autosegmental treatment of
tone, based on a problem of statcability in thc Associative Lowering rule. I also
argue that the Elsewhere Condition is thc only condition which properly
assigns a disjunctive relationship between Associative Lowering and
Associative Raising. In thc fourth chapter. I discuss tonal problems in verbal
prefixes. I motivate three central rules which account for the majority of
forms, and argue that abstract contoured tones must be allowed at various
stages of the grammar to account for violations of the conditions on the thrcc
core rules of prefixed tonology. I then discuss how the tonc of verbal prefixes
can be predicted by reference to morphosyntactic conditions.

In the fifth chapter. I discuss tonal alternations in verbal stems. I discuss
the tone pattern of II toned verb stems in assertive verbal forms. and consider
a number of analyses which account for this pattern. I then discuss the tone
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pattern of nonassertive verbs, and argue there for an abstract tonal melody
HHLB, which is associated with the verbal stem. 1 argue for various
refinements of the mapping rule and the rule inscrting this tonal melody.
Finally, I consider a number of idiosyncratic tonal melodies employed in the

perfective, subjunctive, and instrument nom inalizations. I attempt to put these

melodies in historical perspective with data from other Bantu languages.

[117] Ogura, Masako 1978

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Roles of empathy in Japanese grammar

The grammatical status of Japanese simplex sentences containing dcictic
giving verbs, kureru and yaru 'give,' and motion verbs, kuru 'come' and iku
'go,' cannot be adequately analyzed by subcategoria I or selectional
information alone. Thc speaker's empathy toward participants of events or
state described by the sentences plays a crucial role in analyzing these

sentences. This dissertation deals with empathy related phenomena appearing
in sentences which contain giving and motion verbs.

First, the empathy related principles arc formulated bascd on thc concept

of relative empathy. These principles are used in the discussions throughout
thc rest of the dissertation. It is thcn demonstrated that the choice of the
giving verbs. kureru and yaru. depends solely on the rank between the giver
and the receiver of the ancreted object or the favor in the speaker's inner
feeling cmpathy hierarchy. It is further demonstrated that the nature of the
goal of motion is not sufficient to dctcrminc the proper motion verbs in a

certain discourse. Thc rank of the goal in the speaker's empathy hierarchy
determines the corrcct motion verbs when the speaker's location at time of
utterance or time of reference is not relevant to the motion.

It is also shown that the choice of the proper giving verbs and motion
verbs in the embedded sentences is determined by the speaker's empathy
hicrarchy and/or referent of the matrix subject's empathy hierarchy. ,
depending upon thc nature of the embedded clause and the matrix predicate.

Finally sentences involving double NP deletion from a single clause arc

observed. By looking into the process of recovering the underlying structure.
two separate constraints arc proposed, on recovering the underly ing
structures of clauses which contain empathy verbs and for clauses which do
not. A comparison of these two const raints then reveals that empathy
hicrarchy expressed by the clause is as important as the Universal NP

Accessibility Hierarchy in formulating these constraints. It is concluded that

the concept of empathy, which is a semantic/pragmatic notion, is an essential
element in discussing the structure of sentences.

[118) Okawa, Hideaki 1989

Advisor: Peter Cole

Tense and time in Japanese

This study deals with quest ions of tense and aspect in pr esent-day
Japanese, such as whether Japanese is an aspect lauguage or a tense language
or something else, what kinds of temporal relationships there arc between thc
times indicated in the superordinate and subordinate clauses in the complex
sentence, and what factors determine the temporal relationships.
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Japanese has only two tenses, or tense forms, wItich arc the nonpast tense
(a.k.a. the ru-form) and the past tense (a.k.a. the tu-form) and these two have
to play a number of roles. Somc analysts contend that the tense forms arc
aspect formatives which indicate perfective and imperfective aspects. Other
researchers, who arc the majority, claim that the tense forms, particularly in
the subordinate clause, can be tense or aspect. Our position is closer to the
latter since we retain thc concepts of tense and aspect for Japanese but there
is a fundamental difference between the common approach and ours. Our
approach sticks to the orthodox definition of tense: whenever tense forms can
designate times, thcy arc tense. This definition is accepted by many analysts
but is forgotten in their analyses of subordinate tense.

Chapter 1 introduces the two tenses and thcir basic characteristics.

Chapter 2 examines Kunigiro's Aspect Theory, which claims that Japanese
is an aspect language and the two tense forms arc aspect markers, even in the
simple sentence. We will refute this theory and demonstrate that Japanese
embraces both tense and aspcct. Our concepts of tense and aspect arc a little
different from those that have been maintained by most analysts.

Chapter 3 is devoted to scrutiny of the tense forms in the complex
sentence. Several works, including traditional and morc recent ones, will be
introduced and examined. During the course of analysis, our approach will bc
introduced.

Chapter 4 deals with more basic concepts of tense and aspect. This chapter
also mentions major factors involved in determination of relationships
between thc two times in the complex sentence, such as combinations of
tenses, types of conjunctions, types of constructions, and meaning.

11191 Olsen, Margaret S. 1986
Advisor: Georgia M. Green

Some problematic issues in the study of intonation and _sentence stress

The two issues examined arc: thc assumption that there exists an
intonation pattem that can be characterized as "normal" or "neutral"; and the
issue of whcthcr intonation can have any effect on thc form taken by the
syntactic structurc of the utterance to which it is assigned.

In regard to the first issue, neutral and normal intonation arc shown to
be two distinctly different types of intonation patterns according to their
functions. Neutral intonation is defined as the intonation that is "normally" or
"regularly" applied to an utterance, without reference to sentence structure or
speaker intentions. It is then shown that neutral intonation cannot exist
because stress, an integral part of intonation, is always assigned in a
meaningful manner and so intonation must always he meaningful, too. Normal
intonation is shown to exist, but it can only be defined in such an inexact way
as to render it useless as an empirical standard. In demonstrating this, it
becomes clear that neutral/normal intonational form and neutral/normal
function arc not necessarily found in the sante intonation pattern, as has been
assumed by others.

In regard to the second issue, it is shown that intonation does indeed have
the capacity to influence the shape of the syntactic structure chosen hy the
speaker in forming an utterance. The primary motivations behind such
influence are st} le and case of ante ulation. Speakers wdl frequently opt to
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employ a noncanonical syntactic structure if by using such a structure a more
easily articulated or stylistically preferable intonation pattern can also bc

uscd.

This dissertation also gives detailed reports of two studies which support
the above claims. One of these studies shows that the intonation pattcrn
identified as the "normal" pattern is actually very commonly used and is

assigned to utterances of all types and all lengths with significant consistency,
thus giving support to thc contention that this can indeed be called the
"normal" pattern. The second study gives evidence that thc judgments as to the
semantic equivalency of different types of utterances can be strongly affected

by stress placement.

[120] Onn, Farid Mohamed 1976

Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

Aspects of Malay phonology and tonology

This dissertation is a descriptive study of a dialect of Malay spoken
predominantly in thc southern State of Johore, in Peninsular Malaysia (1M). It

is conccrncd with synchronic aspects of Malay phonology and morphology. Its

two main objectives arc first, to attempt to describe some selected variety of
phonological and morphological alternations found in thc language and to
make that description be as revealing of the processes of Malay phonology and
morphology as possible, and second, to argue for a difference in status

between phonological rules and morphological rules based solely a the facts

of Malay. Specifically, the object in the second case is to show that the

relegation of morphological rules to a set of "readjustment rules" as proposed
in the standard theory of generative phonology (cf. Chomsky & Halle. 1968: 9-

11 and 371-372) not only causes some important generalizations to bc missed
but also is inconsistent with the role played by morphological processes, such

as reduplication in languages likc Malay.

The discussion of the Malay data is organized into five chapters. Chapter
presents the vowel and consonant phonemes of JM. Thc distinctive features of
the JM phonemes arc presented with motivations for their selection. Chapter

II discusses some general phonological processes. Of particular interest arc thc

cases of vowel lengthening and vowel reduction, both of which present
problems of rulc ordering. Thc discussion on morphology begins in Chapter

III focusing first on the morphological structure of the language; later, some
general morphological processes. such as a ffi xation, reduplication, and

rhyming, arc examined. Chapter IV is devoted to a discussion on dialectal
variation. Attention is drawn, specifically, to variatbn that occurs in the

process of vowel nasalization, since this presents a case of variation that leads
to different ordering of rules in the dialects undcr consideration. Chapter V
discusses the theoretical implications of rule ordering and, in particular, thc

claim that thc application of some phonological rules may be intermi xed with
morphological rules, such as reduplication (cf. Anderson 1974), is examined. It

is argued that in order to capturc the generalizations present in the

morphophoncmic processes, like vowel lengthening, vowel nasalization,
reduplication, etc., in a more insightful manner, the theory of generative
phonology must bc extended. In this regard, the analysis proposed in the

present study will demonstrate that the proposals that global rules should be
added to the theoretical machinery arc fully motivated. Particularly in the

analysis of reduplication, the decision to adopt thc global rule treatment

1 7
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eliminates indiscriminate use of rule ordering. and also strengthens the
theory which claims that all morphological processes apply before all
phonological processes (cf. Wilber 1973, Kicfcr 1973, and Cearley 1974).

[121] Ourso, Meterwa 1989
Advisor: Charles W Kisseberth

L.:ma phonology & morphology

Lama is a Gur language of thc Oriental Subgroup spoken in the districts of
Kdran and Doufclgou (Ddfa le') as a native language. It has received little
attention in the field of linguistics and particularly withir. the framework of
generative grammar.

This dissertation is a detailed description and analysis of the interaction
between phonological rules and morphological rules in Lama.

The Cissertation consists of 5 chapters. The first, introductory chapter
locates the language in terms of geographical and typological affinities with
the other Gur languages of the Central Gur language family. In Chapter 2, we
provide a description and an analysis of the sound system. Of particular
interest arc the sections on consonant alternation and Advanced Tongue Root
(ATR) vowel harmony. Chapter 3 considcrs syllabification rules in the light of
CV-phonology. Chaptcr 4 gives a detailed account of the general tone rules in
thc language (high tone spread, contour tone simplitication. low tonc
deletien), and concentrates on the tonal rules of noun morphology. Of
particular relevance is the interaction between thc tones of noun roots and
thc tones of noun-class suffixes. Chapter 5 is an analysis of the tonal system in
the verb morphology. It is shown that while Meeussen's rule applies in the
language generally, its application in noun morphology di ffcrs from its
application in verb morphology. Another important section in Chapter 5 is the
scction on the interface between phonology and syntax particularly in the
perfective aspect.

[1221 Pandharipande, Rajeshwari Vijay 1981
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Syntax and setnantics of the passive construction in selected South Asian
languages

The present study is intended as a contribution to thc study of syntax and
semantics of the Passive construction in six South Asian languages (i.e., five
Indo-Aryan languages Hindi, Marathi, Nepali, Kashmiri, Punjabi. and one
Dravidian language -- Kannada). The major points of focus a;e as follows:
(1 ) Chapter Il describes, compares, and contrasts the linguistic features of
thc Passive construction in thc above languages.

(2) Chapter III examines the adequacy of the definitions of Passive proposed
in Relational Grammar (i.e.. Johnson 1974, Keenan 1975. Postal & Perlmutter
1974) and point:; out that (a) relational categories (subject. etc.) arc not
discrete entities and that their properties vary from language to language
therefore, thcy cannot he treated as thc 'foundation of the syntactic structure
of language, and (h) neither subject-demotion nor object-demotion is complete
in Passive in the above languages.

( ) In Chapter IV the functions which arc performed exclusively be Pas:.ive
sentences arc determined. It is argued with evidence that syntax, semantics.

1 PS
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and pragmatics play a role in determining these functions in the above

languages. Evidence is also provided for assuming the existence of the Passive
rule in the above languages.

(4 ) Chaptcr V points out that exceptions to Passive arc regular and systematic
across the languages under focus. i.e.. they express a volitional act, while

verbs which undergo Passive typically express a volitional act. It is claimed

that Passive in the above languages may be labelled as a geverned rulc (Green
1976) sincc it admits a semantic class of verbs in its structural description. It is

also proposed that exceptions can be used as a parameter to define constraints
on syntactic rules.

(5 ) Chapter VI focuses on the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of the

postpositions/suffixes which mark thc agent in the Passive sentences in the

above languages. The conditions which determine the choice of
postpositions/suffixes arc discussed.

(6) Finally, theoretical/empirical implications of thc discussion of the above
topics arc discussed in Chapter VII.

This study is also important for the study of (a) thc typology of the Passive
construction and (b) the hypothesis about 'India as a linguistic arca' (Emcncau

1956. Masica 1976).

11231 Patterson, Trudi Alice 1990

Advisor: Charles Kisscbcrth

Theoretical aspects of Dakota morphology and phonology

This thesis investigates some morphological and phonological processes

in Dakota, an American Indian language. It attempts to show that recent

revisions of and additions to thc theories of morphology and phonology will
more adcquaiely account for certain problematical processes in Dakota. A
recent innovation, Lexical Phonology, is shown to be an effective way to
account for thc high degree of interaction between the morphological and

phonological processes. It is argued that inflectional and derivational
morphology arn carried out in thc samc component. Extensions in

phonological theory involving the content and internal structure of segments
is shown to bc of significant value in thc construction of certain phonological
rules of Dakota. Thc syllabic structure of Dakota is discussed and is shown to be

relevant for thc characterization of certain morphological processes.

specifically reduplication and infixation.

11241 Pearce, Elizabeth Hastings 1985

Advisor: Hans Henrich Hock

Language change and infinitival complements in Old French

This study presents an analysis of infinitival complements constructions

in Old French which differ syntactically from their Modern French parallels.

Thc analysis is formulated 1., the terms of the Government and Binding

framework and it has the aim both of accounting for the constructions in

question on the basis of the evidence available from textual sources and of
providing indications as to the means of describing the subsequent evolution

of thc constructions.
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The material evidence on which this study is based includes the results of
an original study of circa 40,000 lines of material from Old French texts.
Organized subsets of the data ar displayed in an Appendix.

The analysis distinguishes three types of infinitival complements in Old
French. The causative construction in Old French (the type: il me l'a fait voir
('lic made me see it')), unlike its Modern French counterpart, it is shown as
occurring with Impersonal and Order verbs as well as with Causative and
Perception verbs. Two non-causativc infinitival complement constructions arc
analyzed and distinguished especially in tcrms of pronoun placement
characteristics, as: il me viendra voir ('he will come to see me') versus i I
oubliera de moi voir ('he will forget to see me'). In thc former construction,
the pronoun complement in its weak form precedes the main verb and, in the
latter construction, the pronoun complement in its strong form precedes the
infinitive.

The analysis proposes that the construction characterized by the
presence of the strong pronoun is to bc described as including an S'
complement, whereas the constructions with weak pronouns arc to be
described as including VP complements. It is further proposed that the
subsequent evolution of French indicates an increase in the usc of S'
infinitival complements, with thc remaining causative constructions
appearing as relic VP infinitival complement types.

The study is divided into two parts: Part One includes a general discussion
of the treatment of syntactic change in the Government and Binding
framework, and Part Two consists of three chaptcrs devoted to the analysis of
the Old French infinitival complements and of comparative data from Modern
Romance, especially Italian.

[125] Pingkarawat, Namtip 1989
Advisor: Frederic K. Lehman

Empty noun phrases and the theory of control with special reference to Thai

This dissertation deals with theories and principles that assign referents
to cmpty noun phrases. The major principles arc: Control Theory, Binding
Theory, and pragmatic principles. These principles arc ranked in terms of thc
order in which they arc applied in the attempt to assign an antecedent to an
element. This hierarchical order is based on their domains of application.

The control relation is argued to be a local relation. Thrcc types of control
relations arc proposed: Rigid Control, where no lexical NP can occur in place
of a pro, Thematic Control, whcrc only coreferential lexical NPs can occur in
place of a pro, and Non-rigid Control, where lexical NPs can occur without
restriction.

The principle of Argument Inheritance is proposed to account for the
coreferentiality of the argumcnts in the adjunct ha u-clauscs with those in the
matrix clause. Thc adjunct hau -clauses inhcrit the argumel.t structures from
the matrix clauses. The principle of Argument Inheritance is distinguishable
from the Control Theory in several rcspccts.
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[126] Pyle, Charles Robert Jr. 1971

Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

On the treatment of length in generative phonology

This thesis can bc viewed as the initial step in an attempt to determine the
validity, or morc precisely, thc initial step in an attempt to determine what the
correct explanation of thc dual behavior of long segments is.

The first step in this undertaking is to determine the range of ways in
which long segments can manifest this dual behavior. Until recently it has

been presupposed that thc permutations are very simple. The usual assumption

is that some languages hwe one representation exclusively and others have

the othcr exclusively. In Jther words, in a given language long segments act
uniformly either like c:usters or like single segments throughout thc

language. This view was called into question by Michael Kenstowiez in his

dissertation on Lithuanian phonology, the relevant parts of which were later

published in the form of a paper entitled "On thc Notation of Vowel Length in
Lithuanian." (Kenstowicz, 1970). He argued that long vowels in Lithuanian act

both like single segments and like clusters, which clearly invalidates the usual
assumption. Once it is clear that this position must bc abandoned, wc must
attempt to ascertain the range of possibilities which a theory of length must
account for. In Chapters I and 11, we pursue this issue. In Chapter 1, we discuss
in some detail the behavior of long vowels in West Greenlandic Eskimo (W.G.).
We show that long vowels, as in Lithuanian, act both like single segments and
likc clusters in W.G., then we consider two relatively simple theories which
one might propose to explain the behavior of length and argue that they are

inadequate on thc basis of data from a variety of other languages. Chapter II is

devoted to establishing that long consonants also exhibit this dual behavior in

a single language, namely Amharic. We argue that the two theories considered
in Chapter I, are also incapable of accounting for the behaviour of long

consonants. In the coursc of this argument, we have occasion to discuss some
of the complexities of long consonants in other languages.

Hav ing acqui red in thc fi rst two chapters a general idca of the

capabilities which an adequate theory must have, in Chapter III wc take up
several topics of relevance to determining what this theory is like. First, we
propose that three types of processes naturally treat long segments like single

segments which, i f true, ought to be explained by the theory of length. Second.
we examine three possible theories, which superficially seem to be reasonable
possibilities. We argue that two of thcm arc inadequate largely on the basis of
thc fact that they assume that there is one length feature, which we show to be
necessary for a natural explanation of certain alternations. Third, we propose
the hypothesis that all length alternations arc accounted for by feature

changing rules. And, finally, we suggest that the dual behavior of long

segments is only one facct of a much more general phenomenon.

[1271 Radanovie-Kocie", Vesna 1988

Advisor: Hans lienrich Hock

The grammar of Serbo-Croatian clitics A synchronic and diachronic
perspective

This dissertation represents an analysis of Serho-Croatian elides from

bo,.1 synchronic and diachronic perspect ives.
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Scrbo-Croation clitics arc sccond-position clitics and include auxiliaries,
pronouns, and sentential particles.

The major issues addressed in the synchronic analysis include: thc
definition of clitics, thc origin of clitics and their underlying position,
placement of clitics, the definition of 'second position', and the formulation of
Clitic Ordering filter.

The most important outcome of this analysis is the treatment of clitics as a
phonological phenomenon and statement of their placement in terms of the
prosodic structure of the utterance. Such an analysis makes it possible (I ) to
distinguish clitics from other elements which appear stressless at the surface
level, by defining clitics as words which lack stress at thc underlying
phonological level; (2) to account for the fact that clitics display
characteristics of both independent words and affixes, by showing that clitics
behave as independent words at thc syntactic level, while thc feature H-cliticl
has relevance only at the phonological level; (3) to explain why words which
belong to different syntactic categories exhibit identical surface behavior, by
showing that thcir peculiar placement in the clause is a result rather than a

cause of the fact that they arc all clitics: (4) to define 'second position' in terms
of prosodic structure.

Thc major goal of the diachronic analysis is to show how simple clitics
(belonging to VP and enclitics on V) became special clitics (belonging to the
clause and stucking up in second position). The evidence of various phases of
Serbo-Croation history suggests thc following hypothesis: From V-initial
structures in which sentential clitics (particles. SC) were followed by the
verbal enclitics (VE) the clause second order SC-VE was generalized to all other
structures. As a consequence, the category of phrasal clitics was in fact
eliminated. The only remaining phrasal clitic, the possessive dative, therefore
was likewise given up.

12 81 Ransom, Evelyn Naill 1974
Advisor: Jerry Morgan

A semantic and syntactic analysis of noun complement constructions in
English

In this thesis I will try to show the necessity of analyzing certain noun
complement constructions in terms of 1) thc meanings of the embedding
predicate and 2) the modalities of the complement. It is only in this way that
one can adequately describe the similarities and differences in the meanings
of the constructions and in thc restrictions on thcm. The meanings of the
embedding predicate arc sketched only to thc extent needed for discussing
certain restrictions: the distinction between performative and
nonperformative, between acts and events, and states and evaluations, and
between emotive and noncmotive.

Thc basic modalities distinguished arc powcr, occurrence, truth and
future truth. Each of thcsc is divided into necessity or possibility.

The restrictions on thc constructions have to do with the type of
complement subject and prcdicatc required, the range of complement
negation, and the choice of that or infinitive complementizers.
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11291 Riddle, Elizabeth Marion 1978

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Sequence of tenses in English

The main thesis of this dissertation is that Sequence of Tenses (SOT) is not
an actual rule of English grammar. I argue that the deep and surface structure
tenses are the same in cases formerly thought to be examples of SOT. This is
done on the basis of a study of thc contexts in which the past and present
tenses occur in both main clauses and SOT environments. Pragmatic factors.

including the speaker's purpose in uttering the sentence determine tense

selection. The speaker may choose the past tense over the present to avoid

conveying certain implications associated with the usc of the present tense,

which would be misleading or superfluous to the intended communication.

I also argue that the past tense means only 'true in the past' in some
possible world. The notion 'no longer' true is conversationally implicated

rather than entailed. I show that the same factors condition tense selection in

main clauses and SOT environments. This allows a unitary treatment of
"normal" and "deviant' uses of the past tense in all types of structures, thus
eliminating much of the need or desirability of a rule of SOT.

Finally, I argue against a claim that SOT is ordered after Raising in thc

cycle to prevent it from applying in raised structures. Such an ordering
statement assumes that SOT is a rule. As part of my evidence against the

rulehood of SOT. I show that tenseless/verbless structures have a different
discourse function from tensed clauses. From there, I argue that infinitives (as
well as other tenseless/vcrbless structures) arc not marked for tense

underlyingly. 1 support Smitt. s (1976) claim that the have which occurs in

infinitives is a relational clement indicating anteriority rather than a tense. It

is suggested that the occurrence of have is pragmatically conditioned. Have
occurs underlyingly only in those infinitives where the temporal relationship

between the higher and lower verbs is not inferable. The import of these

conclusions is that SOT in infinitives is ruled out on grounds other than

ordering, and so there is no reason to consider it a syntactic rule of English.

11301 Rose, Kenneth Richard 1992

Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Method and scope in cross-cultural speech act research:
A contrastive study of requests in Japanese and English

The Cross Cultural Speech Act Realization Project (CCSARP), the most
ambitious speech act research to date, focused on western languages and

cultures and employed questionnaires in data collection. The results showed

conventionally indirect requests to bc the most favored for all languages

studied, and hints the least frequent. Japanese interaction is said to be hearer-
oriented, thus vague and indirect, so a study of requests in Japanese should

reveal a greater preference for hints. However, since questionnaires do not

reflect the negotiated naturc of actual interaction, they may not bc a valid

mcans of data collection in Japanese. To address these issues, a discourse

completion test (DCT) and a multiple choice questionnaire (MCQ) were
administered to speakers Japanese and English. The DCT showed Japanese to be
more direct than Americans. There were also significant differences between
the DCT and MCQ results for both languages. Both groups chose to forego

requests more frequently on the MCQ than on the DCT, and Japanese also chose
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to hint more frequently on thc MCQ than on thc DCT. These results argue
against the use of elicited data, particularly in non-Western contexts.

1131 ) Rosenberg, Marc Stephen 1975
Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Counterfactives: A plagmatic analysis of presupposition
Logical properties of verbal predicates have been of interest to linguists

working ir the generative framcwork since the observation by Kiparsky and
Kiparsky that complementizer factive predicates (e.g. regret, be aware) which
arc judged to cause their embedded complements I, be presupposed to bc true,
and countufactive predicates (c.g. pretend) which arc judged to cause their
embedded complements to be presupposed to be false, are analyzed.

Work by linguists such as the Kiparskys, Karttuncn, Keenan and Morgan
is discussed and two types of definitions of presupposition arc analyzed:
semantic or logical definitions which arc based on formal language
dcfinitions by logicians such as Van Fraassen, and pragmatic definitions
which view presuppositions of both types arc found to be deficient in
rigorously accounting for the presupposition judgments made by speakers of
natural languages. No comprehensive definition is formulated. Rather, a rule
of thumb is proposed.

Thrcc classes of predicates which have been termed factivc in the
literature arc investigated: (1) cognitive predicates which attribute mental
attitudes to people and which arc non-specific as to information source (e.g.
know, be aware): (2) sensory verbs which report sensory events and states
(e.g. see, taste sound), (3) emotive predicates which repart emotional states
and reactions. Thc presupposition judgments associated with these three
classes of pred,-ates arc explained by pragmatic principles reflecting
speakers' knowledge of the conventional use of language and of the normal
workings of the world. Three pragmatic principles are formulated: The
Principle of Complete Knowledge (PCK), that people arc expected to know
certain things about themselves: The Principle of Sensory Information (PSI),
that sensory input is normally takcn to be accurate: The Principle of Emotional
Reaction (PER), that emotional reactions occur as responses to real states and
events (not imagined or hypothetical ones). These principles and Gricean
maxims of conversation offer explanatory accounts of the presupposition of
factives. Presupposition judgments arc normal judgments but not necessary
ones. Misrepresentation and knowledge based on error arc possible. Lexical
representations of factivc lexical items which include presupposition features
arc shown to bc inadequate. Evidence from several languages (Flidatsa, Papago,
Spanish) is given in support of a conception of presupposition as part of a

more universal phenomenon in language: the existence of grammatical
mechanisms for providing hearers with information about a speaker's
conviction to the truth of niatrix and embedded propositions.

Pretend as a putative counterfactive predicate is discussed, and it is
argued that a logical account of pretend as a predicative containing an
incorporated nega. ve is incorrect. Claims that speakers systematically vary in
their interpretation of pretend-sentences according to parameters described
logically (internal vs. external negation, entailment vr . presupposition) arc
shown to be Inc oi rect based upon tv, o informant stirs eys (N:-(14). An
explanation of informant variation in terms of contexts imagined during the
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judging of sentences is advanced in support of the non-ctomogencous dialect
classes found.

The investigation of lexical countcrfactivity is continued with reference

to data from Toba-Batak (Sumatra) and Chinese. It is shown that putative
counterfactives in these languages arc better characterized in pragmatic
terms than in logical one' . A paragon hypothetical counterfactive in English
is discussed and it is argued that surface disparities resulting from opposite
patterns of negatives for factive-containing and counter-factive containing
sentences could not be tolerated by a natural language whose purpose is to

permit efficient communication.

11321 Rugege, Geoffrey 1984

Advisor: Eyamba G. Bokamba

A study of Kinyarwanda complementation

Thc purpose of the study is to provide a detailed dcscription of the

Sentential Complement Structure of Kinyarwanda, a Lake Baniu language
spoken in Rwanda, Uganda and Eastern Zaire around the shores of Lake Kivu.

In addition to providing a description of the basic .qmplement structures
of the language, the thesis deals with two theoretical problems. The first
problem concerns the question of whether complementizers arc to be

represented in the deep structure or whether they arc to be introduced by
transformation. Evidence from the data we have presented suggests that, since

complementizers have semantic content in this language, they must be in the

deep structure.

Thc second problem that is investigated here concerns the effect of
movement rules like Raising on complement structures. It is shown that
movement rules violate Island Constraints, in thc sense of Ross (1967). This
apparent violation 01 Ross Constraint is explained in terms of language

typologies, Kinyarwanda belonging to that group of languages that violate
Ross' Constraint.

11331 Russell, Dale William 1987

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Cheyenne verb agreement in GPSG

This is an analysis of the verbal agreement systcm of Cheyenne, a

member of the Algonquian family of Amerindian languages, in terms of the
Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG). Agreement in this theory
works by a mechanism of feature matching among nodes of a tree diagram

which represents the structure of units of the language, either words or

individual morphemes.

A necessary prerequisite for such a treatment is a reanalysis of what
have previously been called directionality markers, as instead marking the

person and grammatical relation of one argument of the clause. In addition,

thc marking function of each verbal agreement affix is formulated explicitly,
in terms of features, to provide a precise mapping from the agreement
features at thc level of the word to lexical features which occur on thc nodes of
the agreement affixes themselves.

Thc intemal structure of the word is then described by rules analogous to
the rules of syntax describing the structure of sentences. In particular,
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Feature Instantiation Principles license thc occurrence of features on nodes of
the trees of word structure just as they do for sentence structure. It is seen to
be thc Foot Feature Principle of GPSG that plays a crucial rolc in an account of
verb agreement.

Also within the word, rules of Lincar Precedence determine thc orde- of
the elements of the word. This is true not only in trivial ways, such as the
ordering of prefixes before sterns, but also in ordering morphemes according
to features of person. number. animacy. and obviation. This, along with the
reanalysis of directionality markers, provides a re-interpretation of the
Algonquian person-ani macy hierarchy, in tcrms of left-to-right order rather
than logical precedence.

Thc account of verbal agreement given hcrc thus provides evidence for
rules of syntax operating within the word, with the mot ohological component
viewed as a word-syntax.

11341 Saciuk, Bohdan 1969
Advisor: Henry R. Kahane

Lestwal strata in generative phonolop (with Illustrations front lbero-
R o ma nc e

The purpose of this dissertation is to study the role that the different
components of the lexicon play in generative phonology, and to sketch a
proposal for dealing with these phenomena.

Previous treatments of this aspect of phonology arc reviewed and thcir
relevant observations are incorporated into the theory proposed here, but thc
present proposal is based to a large extent on data from three lbero-Romance
languages Spanish. Portuguese, and Catalan. I have drawn most heavily from
Spanish and least from Catalan. This is due in part to thc existence of several
studies of Spanish done in the framework of generative phonology.

Although most of the data front these lbero-Romance languages would bc
the same for thc majority of thcir dialects, thc examples given here arc
transcribed according to the pronunciation of Standard Mexican Spanish. the
Paul ista dialect ot Ponuguesc. and the Oriental dialect of Catalan.

It is assumed t! :it the reader of this work is acquainted with thc thcory of
generative phonology as exposed in Chomsky & Halle. The Sound Pattern of
English (1968). Postal. Aspects of Phonologkal Theory (1968), and in Chapter I
of McCawley, The Phonological Component of a Grammar of Japanese (1968).
For this reason, this dissertation does not contain an Introduction that would
explain thc precepts of generative phonology.

1 3 5 1 Sadock, Jerrold M. 1968
Advisor: Henry R. Kahane

Ilyperse ntences
This thesis deals with part of a model of human linguistic capability. In

each of the first three sections I w ill present evidence which demonstrates the
necessity of assuming a different sort of ahsti-act constituent in deep structure
which differs in some rather striking ways from most other underlying
constituents. In the first place, each ol the constituents I'm which I will argue
is entirely abstract in that no surface structure form is ever directly traceable
to any of these underl>. ing constituents. Secondly, the are all odd in that the
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relationship which they bear to the rest of the deep structure is not at all
obvious. All that seems clear is that these constituents must be outside of the
remaining sentential structure. Finally, they di ffer from other abstract
grammatical entities in that they are either universally present or, at least.
arc universally possible. There exist arguments that they arc to be postulated
as occurring in the underlying representation of every sentence of every
natural language. This conclusion will follow from a simplifying assumption
about these three different sorts of constituents which will be presented in the

fourth section. Thc remainder of the thesis will be concerned with providing a
more detailed theory through thc investigation of some of the prcdictions
which the theory makes and subsequent modification of the theory to make it
conform to the data which arc available from human languages. These
modi fications will in general involve an increase in the specificity of the

theory.

11361 Salt arelli, Mario Donato 1966

Advisor: Robert B. Lccs

A phonology of Italian in a generative grammar

This is intended as an introduction to the study of Italian pronunciation.
It covers briefly the XVI century descriptivists. the XIX century historical
phonologists. the phoneticians. phonemics and normative grammar. Although
the material is intended to be comprehensive, critical attention is paid to

works of insightful support to the proposal made in the dissertation. Chapter I

serves as an introduction to studies on Italian pronunciation. Chapter II is

designed to pave the way for the grammatical formulations proposed in

Chaptcr Ill.
Chapter III provides the phonological component of a grammar of Italian.

It incl udes most of the morphology, morphophonemics, and general
phonological processes. Thc framework for the phonological description
adopted is a distinctive feature theory as proposed by Halle in The Sound
Pattern of Russian (Thc Hague, 1959). Since a substantial number of the rules

of phonology arc formulated on phrase-structure, a sketch of thc syntactic
bases has been developed as a separate work by thc author and is assumed in
this dissertation. Thc syntactic analysis accepts. in general, the generative-
transformational view of description in thc form proposed in N. Chomsky's
Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (Cambridge, 1965).

11371 Sehaufele, Steven William 1991

Advisor: Hans Henrich Hock

Free word-order syntax: The challenge from Vedic Sanskrit to contemporary
Formal Syntax Theory

Vedic Sanskrit, the early Indo-European language spoken by thc Aryan
invaders of India in the 2nd millenium B. C. E., is a language showing little if
any cv idence for levels 01 syntactic organization between that of lexical items
and that of maximal projections of those items. But thc large corpus of Vedic
literature does show evidence that Vedic grammar routinely generated NPs.

PPs, and VI's into which words were organized.

On the surface, however, this hcirarchical organization is obscured by

the ease with which Vedic grammar generated discontinous constituents. Most

of the discontinuities in the Vedic grammar generated discontinuous
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constituents. Most of the discontinuities in the Vcdic corpus result from
phenomena common to a wide variety of languages, e.g., topicalization,
pronominal fronting, particle placement. and focussing, which in Vedic arc
defined in such a way as to encourage discontinuity. In addition, phrascs,
insofar as they partook of nominal character, were defined by the grammar as
'scramblable'. i.e., they could be freely discontinuous within their mothers
without such discontinuity apparently needing any pragmatic justification
other than the language-user's mere desire to take advantage of the options
allowed by thc grammar.

An attempt is madc to develop consistent descriptions of Vcdic discontinuity
in each of two formal syntactic theoretical frameworks, thc Revised Extended
Standard Theory also known as Government & Binding or Principles &
Parameters Approach (PPA). and Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG). Thc PPA
analysis is hampered by constraints built into thc theory as a result of the
study of languages with stricter constituent-order such as English. to thc point
that violence needs to be done to either the data or the theory. On thc other
hand. LFG proves capable of describing every attested clause with little
difficulty, but appears to be no more capable than PPA of explaining why
certain logically possible constituent orders occur very rarely if at all.
Suggestions arc offered for further research in the areas of both theory and
fieldwork.

11 381 Schmerling, Susan Fred 1973
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

Aspects of English sentence stress

This dissertation is organized into six chapters. The first discusses the
approach to sentence stress of Chomsky & Halle (1968) and that of two of their
precursors, Newman (1946) and Trager & Smith (1951). Following a review of
thc different approaches and the claims made by thc various authors, a
detailed critique of the cyclic treatment of Chomsky and Hand is presented, in
which it is shown that such a treatment is unmotivated and beset with serious
difficulties. Chapter Il is a review and critique of more recent approaches to
sentence stress by Joan Bresnan and George Lakoff and a third approach. by
Dwight Bolinger, which, while not new, has only recently become widely
known to generative grammarians. Chapter III is a discussion of a concept
which has received little serious discussion but has been extremely important
in discussions not only of stress itself but also of syntax, the concept of
"normal stress". It is shown in this chapter that this notion is one which is
incapable of characterization in any linguistically significant way and thus
that treatments of stress (and other phenomena) which dcpcnd on it arc
without empirical basis. The "positive" chapters of this dissertation arc
Chapter IV, where the question of what items in an utterance arc assigned
stress is discussed. and Chapter V. which deals with relative stress levels.
Chapter VI contains a summary and polemics.

It is thc thesis of this work that sentence stress assignment is governed
by several different principles of different natures. Sonic of these principles
are outside the scope of any current theory. Consideration of sentence-stress
phenomena indicates, then, that it is impossible to view all phonological rules
as belonging to an "interpretive" component of the grammar. Thcir
relationship between the pronunciation of a sentence and other properties is
as complex, and as deserving of respect, as the relationship between the
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"meaning" of a scntcncc and other properties, and we are still very far from

having an adequate theory of linguistic competence.

11 39 Schwarte, Barbara Sue 1981

Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

The acquisition of English sentential complementation by adult speakers of
Finnish

The study reported on here was an investigation into the acquisition of
English sentential complementation by adult native speakers of Finnish. A

written test consisting of six production tasks and a small comprehension
section was administered to forty-three Finnish students studying English at

the University of Jyvaskyla, Finland. The production tasks covered nineteen

aspects of complementation, which were classified into thirteen
subcategoriiation categories and six syntactic categories. There were three
administrations of the test over .1 nine-month period.

Thc analysis of the data cor.sisted of two pans. The first part was a cross-
sectional analysis to determine the invariant hierarchy of difficulty for the

nineteen complement categories. To determine the hierarchy of difficulty, the
ordering-thcorctic method developed by Bart and Krus (1973) was utilized. The

cross-sectional hierarchy of difficulty determined for the Finnish speakers in

this study was then compared with the cross-sectional hierarchy of difficulty
determined for Puerto Rican Spanish speakers in a study by Anderson (1976).

The second part of thc study looked at thc students use of complement
structures over a nine-month period. Longitudinal data were compiled for
twenty-three of the students. For these twenty-three students, Individual
rankings of the nineteen categories, based upon the percentage correct, were

made for each testing. Thc ranking obtained on each testing for a student were
then compared with each other to determine if there was much variation in a

student's ranking from one testing to thc next. An analysis was also made to
dctcrminc if there was much variation when one student's longitudinal
ranking was compared with another student's longitudinal ranking. Finally,
the individual longitudinal rankings were compared with thc cross-
sectionally-derived hierarchy of difficulty to determine if the individual
longitudinal rankings corresponded with the cross-sectionally-derived
hierarchy of difficulty.

The most important findings of this study wcrc 1) the existence of
variation in the second language acquisition process and 2) the fact that such
variation was ohscured by the cross-sectional group data. It was found that

over time there was a great deal of variation in the individual rankings: that

is. the rankings for a student changed front one testing to the next. Not only
was there variation over time for individual rankings, but there was also

variation when one student's individual longitudinal ranking was compared
with the other students' individual longitudinal rankings. Thus, thc language

learning process scents to he very individualistic.

11401 Scoria, SyRio J 1972

Advisor. Ladislav Zgusta

Indirect discourse and related phenomena in Xenophon

The Latin name oralio obliqua and its English counterpart, indirect
discourse, have reference to a link between the t. onstruction so named an i
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some speech act. The syntactic structure, however, and thc choice of lexical
items for sentences embedded in either direct or indirect discoursc arc
generated by the speaker purporting to make a report on someone's speech or
thought. The extent of the adherence is entirely dependent of the capability
and the desire of the reporter to produce a sentence similar in lexical items
and syntax to thc onc he claims to reproduce. His claim, therefore, is
technically a pretense, but it is acceptable, for wc know the circumstances
under which all such claims a,c made.

Certain othcr phenomena, formerly excluded from the range of indirect
discourse. arc treated by the user of the language under the same syntactic
rules and thus arc shown to be part of a larger category of constructions
relating to indirect claims of reported speech and thought.

Rules of indirect discourse in ancient Greek produccd transformations in
thc mood of thc embedded verb, to an optative, and infinitive or a participle.
Selectional restrictions of the verb of discourse determined which change, if
any. took place. In some embeddings the case of the subject was also liable to
change. An arca of distinction between indirect and direct discourse was in
the determination of person assignment. Only the former depends on identity
tests with thc noun phrases of the hypersentencc.

Many of the transformations for embedded questions arc determined by
thc same rules as for embedded declarative sentences. Yes-no questions arc
subject to a rulc introducing a special conjunction, and other questions using
interrogative pronouns and adverbs may find their question work made into
the equivalent relative.

If the thcory of a deleted hypersentence of communication at the highest
nodc of every sentence can bc accepted, including the idea that the NPs of the
reporter and thc hearer start out without person assignment. then the basis of
direct and indirect discourse must bc the embedding and reembedding of such
sentences under new hypersentences.

Some sentences which arc embedded in English, including most of the
sentences of discourse, have in thc past bccn theorised to have an it-S option.
In thc Greek of Xenophon thc alternative appears to bc between a
demonstrative pronoun and S.

It has oftcn been demonstrated that adjectives ought to bc included with
verbs, but nouns of verbal derivation arc mnrc of a problem. They function as
subjects and objects in sentences, yet they can also take a direct object
themselves. This dissertation illustrates their further use as verbs of discourse.

(1411 Se liner, Manfred Bernhard 1979
Advisor: Jcrry Morgan

Towards a communicative theory of text

This dissertation studies the textual function of language. A theory of tcxt
is identifice as one that specifics all the acceptable, usable texts of language.

The purpose of Chapter 1 is to r ..orast thc doctrines of generative-
transformational theory to the assumptions that underlie this textlinguistic
study. These arc identified as the act-view of language that secs language as
activity of speakers/writers with a purpose and recipients as individuals that
try to find out what was in their heads.

1 0 BEST COPY MAILABLE
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Chapter II starts out with a Grundlagendiskussion of observations that a

comprehensive theory of text will have to account for. These observations are

sct in relation to several "text-models." which arc shown to be in need of
revision. Finally. I characterize a "rational," and non-absolutc" position on

textuality.

Chapter III is an analysis of thc communicative function of the agentless

"werden"-passive in German. This analysis is performed under the assumption
that speakers/writers act "rationally" and that they choose the form that bcst

suits their intentions. In the course of this study, several ways of exploitation
arc identified which arc then contrasted to the exploitation of man by

speakers and writers of German.

Chaptcr IV gives a statement of thc major findings of the dissertation, as

well as its shortcomings. The conclusion is that the passive is used for more
than one function and that there is indeed one context that can support thc
claim of a substitutional relationship of passive and man.

11421 Sereechareonsatit, Tasanee 1984

Advisor: Frederic K. Lehman

Conjunct verbs and verbs-in-series in Thai

This dissertation deals with two general types of verb phrases in Thai:
conjunct verbs and verbs-in-series. Conjunct verbs in Thai have received
little attention in previous works: the classification and analysis of conjunct
verbs in this study is, therefore, primary. I conclude that all conjunct verbs
function like verbs and arc most adequately treated at the lexical level.

In Thai, verbs-in-series appear as two different types of constructions:
serial verbs and compound verbs. Serial verb sequences can have any of the
following interpretations: sequential, purposive, unordered, and simultaneous.
A preferred interpretation is determined by considering the semantic
information and thc speech context. The shared subject constraint holds in ell
cases of serial verbs in Thai.

I present a classification of compound yobs in Thai. Four types of these
verbs directional compound verbs, culminative compound verbs, modal
compound verbs, and aspectual compound verbs arc analyzed.

11431 Sheintuch, Gloria 1977

Advisor: Jerty Morgan

Same rule in a transformational theory of syntax

This dissertation is concerned with the assessment ol the significance of
the notion "same rule" for syntactic theory. Several possible interpretations of
and explanations for the notion "same rule" arc examined, and the range of
thc interpretations is narrowed down, such that assuming a general
framework of fransformational thcory of syntax constrained by
considerations of language acquisition which is assumed to bc, to some degree,
innately controlled, "same rule" is taken to represent a "significant
generalization" in the grammar internalized by a speaker.

The intuitively-based criteria involving similarities and differences in

properties of rules, used by linguistics for decisions about the sameness of two
rules (within a given language) which are identical in some properties, but

different in others, arc examined. It is found that the various ctiteria can be
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ordered in terms of a hierarchy of predominance relationships in
determining rule "sameness", and how rules can differ from each other.

It is argucd that thc interpretation of "same rule" as a significant
generalization in the grammar of a speaker cannot make sense across two or
more languages, if one does not assume that thc "same rule" is an innate
universal that is, that thcrc exists a universal inventory of rules from which
cach language draws some subset, serving as a constraint on linguist theory.

The hypothesis of "innate inventory of universal rules" is assessed in the
light of some cross-linguistic works reviewed in this disscrtation. It is found
that none of the works come up with some formulation of a universal rule that
can be empirically validated against the diversity of natural languages. Also, it
is found that thc critcria used by linguists to determine cross-linguistic
"sameness" or universal rules are arranged in a hicrarchy that is thc inverse
of that for language-internal analysis. Other deficiencies of thc hypothesis
arc pointed out: thc substantive constraint in terms of universal inventory of
rules is redundant to ccrtain formal constraints, is unable to constrain thc
grammar sufficiently, and implies that there arc no generalizations among
thc universal rules, so that it does not call for explanations for why certain
rules, and not others, arc possible in grammars.

In conclusion, it is suggested that the current conception of "universal
rule" is a dubious notion, and that some new kind of constraint a universal
predominance hierarchy of properties in which rules can differ, if developed
adequately, could restrict the power of Transformational theory in a more
significant, efficient, and descriptively adequate manner than a universal
inventory of rules.

1144) Shell, Robert Larry 1972
Advisor: Georgia M. Green

The analysis of cleft and pseudn-clefi sentences in English

This work is divided into eight chapters. In Chapter Il the cleft sentence
construction is compared to a construction which is outwardly similar to it.
This chaptcr is not a critique of a previously proposed analysis of the cleft
sentence construction, but rather serves to demonstrate some of thc unique
characteristics of this construction which differentiate it from a similar
looking construction. Chapter III discusses an analysis of the cleft sentence
construction which was proposed in Lakoff (1965). Many of the defects of this
analysis arc seen to be the same ones that are found in thc analysis presented
in Chapter II. In Chapter IV the cleft sentence construction is compared to
another outwardly similar construction. Again, the purpose of this chapter is
not to criticize a previously proposed analysis of thc cleft sentence
construction, but rather to show sonic additional characteristics of this
construction. In Chapter V reasons arc given for believing the cleft sentence
construction to be closely related to another construction the pseudo-cleft
sentence. In Chapter VI I discuss the nature of the subordinate clause of thc
pseudo-cleft sentenc, construction and present an analysis of cleft and
pseudo-cleft sentences which overcomes sonic of the problems of previously
proposed analyses. Chapter VII deals with the analysis of the cleft and pseudo-
cle ft sentences presented in Chapter VI Chapter VIII points out various
problems that are yet to be solved.
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11451 Shim, Seok-Ran 1991

Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

Word structure in Korean

The purpose of this study is to investigate the nature of morphological
structure of words in Korcan and to examine the intcraction of morphological
properties with other components of grammar. In order to provide thc

adequate model for word structure of Korean, I adopt a morphological model
which is proposed in recent developments in morphology (e.g. Lieber 1980,

Williams 1981: 1981a, Selkirk 1982, Di Scuillo & Williams 1987). In this
morphological model, some syntactic notions. such as certain notions of X-bar
theory, a head of a word and argument structure arc extended to thc theory of
word structure.

Chaptcr 2 gives an overview of word formation models proposed within
thc framework of the lex icalist theory. Several word formation models of
Korean arc examined. This chapter also introduces some of major theoretical
assumptions upon which thc analyses given in this study depend.

In Chaptcr 3. thc morphological properties of compounds in Korcan arc

discussed. Two different sets of primary compounds are compared and the

difference between them is argued to be attributed to the different word
structurc. Thc analysis of synthetic compounds is also Oven. It is shown how
the word structure model which incorporates the Argt.ment Linking Principle
proposed by Lieber (1983) allows an adequate account of synthetic compounds.
Finally, it is argued that the difference in internal word structures can make
predictions on S ino- Korean tensi fication.

Chapter 4 discusses thc morphology of passive, causative suffi xcs,
nominal ization and the negative morpheme an. An attcmpt is made to provide
the lexical representations of passive and causative morphology using t hc

notion of conceptual structure proposed by Jackendoff (1987). By providing
thc lexical representations of passive and causative morphology, it is claimed
that the coincidence of affixal forms can no longer bc regarded as a total
accidental phenomena. The distinction between the gerundive um and ki is
discussed. The morphology of negative morpheme an is also examined. It is

shown that the difference in meaning between two negative types can make
predictions about cooccurrence restrictions of thc two negative versions.

Finally. Chapter 5 summarins the topics discussed and examines some
consequences and implications.

(1461 Silitonga, Mangasa 1973

Advisor: Georgia M. Green

Some rules reordering constituents and their constraints in Ratak

This study is an attempt to describe reordering transformations and their
constraints in Ratak. Not all reordering transformations will be discussed here
and I will restrict myself to the iavestigation of chopping rules.

Thc study is devoted to the justification of the claims about the order of
constituents on the deep stnicture of Batak. 1 would like to claim the ing:

( ) Balak has predis ate- first word order as opposed to predicative-second
word order, and
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( 2 ) at least the reordering rules discussed here should operate on VOS
order.

In my attempt to justify ( ) and (2) I would like to introduce and discuss
briefly the following rul s: Topic ali/ation, Passive and Relative Clause
Formation. For a better exposition of the syntactic phenomena that I am going
to discuss below, I assume the correctness of (1) and (2).

1 1 4 7 1 Skousen, Royal 1972
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

Substantive evidence for morphological and phonetic regularities in
ph onology

In this work, I will consider whether there is any substantive evidence
for the principles of unique underlying representations and phonetically-
plausible rules. I will examine various examples of morphological alternation
front English. French, and Finnish and show that in these cases the traditional
generative phonological solutions ate incorrect

In the following chapter, I discuss the notion ol substantive evidence
more fully and give examples front Fnglish to show how substantive evidence
can be used to determine which regularities are captuted by speakers. In
chapter 1, I deal with the French verb system and argue against the traditional
generative phonological analyses that try to account for vowel alternations in
irregular verbs by postulat ing unique underlying vowels and phonetically
plausible rules (which look like the original historical rules). In chapter 4, I

consider three putative rules in Finnish that every generative phonologist
who has worked on Finnish has postulated and show that there is no
substantive evidence for these rules. In chapter 5, 1 consider the illative suffix
in Finnish and argue that several analowcal changes show that certain
historical, phonetically-plausible rules are no longer captured by speakers. In
each of these chapters. I will show Mat there is substantive evidence for rules
that relate surface forms to each other. In these cases, substantive evidence
indicates that speakers at count ror morphological alternation by means of
surface patterns of alternation. In chapter I consider the conditions under
which speakeis fail to capture phonetic ally plausible regularities. And
inally. in chapter 7, I discuss vanous attempts to limit the abstractness or

geneiative phonological solutions on the basis of substantive evidence.

11 4 81 Smith, Jesse Robert 1971
Advisor: Hans Ilenrich I lot k

Word order in the older Germanic dialectA

Throughout this study I will c,iiiiscder word oider to be a feature of
grammar which is neither completely free nor completely fixed. Complete
ft cesium of word order would mean, among other things, what evety possible
order was equally meaningful for every sentence and, therefore, that order

as completely non significant A rigidly 1 sea wold (inlet would mean that a

given set of gtammatical circumstant es would require a definite word order
and that no other milet was possible Neithei ol these situations exists in the
Octinanic dialects studted here What does seem to be the case is that for every
set of grammatical circumstances there is a most expected order which will be

called the unmarked order When this older is used no special emphasis or
attention is called to the ClcmCIlls of the sentence 1 or the sante set of
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grammatical circumstances there arc one or several alternate orders possibk
which do focus attention upon specific elements or upon the sentence itself.
Such orders will be called marked orders.

One of the basic assumptions on which this thesis stands or falls is that

thc onc crucial feature of sentential word order is thc position of thc verb

alone. Thc position of the verb, then will serve as the basic determiner of word
order pattern classification in this study. An examination of the documents of
the ancient Germanic dialects reveals that four types of word ordcr patterns
will suffice to classify all sentences encountered. The verb may be in initial
position, second position, third or later non-final position, and final position.

(1491 Soheili-1sfahani, Abulghasem 1976

Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Noun phrase complementation in Persian

The goal of writing this dissertation is to present a syntactic as well as a
semantic analysis of some major aspects of NP complementation in Persian. We

begin the discussion with a brief introduction to classification of Iranian

languages, approaches to Persian syntax. and a review of thc earlier research

on NP Complementation in Persian.

We review the earlier research conducted by Iranian and non-lranian
scholars on the phenomenon of NP Complementation in Persian. The review
shows that while it is generally accepted by both traditionalists and

transformat ion al ists that a noun phrase complement forms part of the

predicate. there is no consensus among the researchers as to whether it is

generated underlyingly in pre-verbal or post-verbal position. Obviously, this

controversy has developed as a result of adopting the transformational
approach which, based on the underlying assumption of its goal of linguistic
inquiry, deals with two levels of representation in thc treatment of NP
Complementation in Persian. This controversy is pursued in the

transformational analyses of Persian Complementation presented by Moyne-

Carden and Tabian. In this study. we take the position that NP complements in
Persian arc generated pre-verbally in the underly ing representation.

11501 Sohn, Han 1976

Advisor: Chin-Chuan Cheng

A cineradiographie study of selected Korean utterances and its implications

The general purpose of this study is to reveal and quantify the

physiological activities of the vocal tract during the articulation of the three

types of Korean stops (tense unaspi rated, lax slightly aspirated, tense

aspirated) at three different points of articulation at a normal conversational

speed, to sec how well the various articulators serve to separate the Korean

stop categories.

It may be noted that most investigators have been concerned with

coarticulatory configurations of articulators such as the tongue (thc most

important supra] aryngeal articulator) and the bps, jaw, velum, pharynx, ctc.,

for both meaningful and meaningless phoneme sequences, but restricted in

length to that of an Isolated syllabic. Thc general finding has been that there

is considerable forward coarticulation between adjacent phones, with the

degt ee of L oarticulation apparently dependent upon the rate of utterance,
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phonetic structure, and, more tentatively, syllabic structure and the position
within a word.

Specifically, this study attempts to analyze thc following:

(1) the phonetic nature of thc Korcan stop consonants:
(2 ) the relevance of various phonological features: e.g., tense/lax,

aspiration, heightened subglottal pressure, etc.;
(3) the physiological correlates of the conccpt "word boundary";
(4 ) utterance-initial phenomena;
(5 ) comparison of the findings of this study with others; and
(6) various aspects of the theoretical implications of the results.

(151) Sohn, Hyang-Sook 1987
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

Underspecification in Korean phonology
It is thc purpose of this work to argue that the uniqueness of a sound is

characterized by some, not all, distinctive features, dcparting from the SPE
view of a segment as an unordered set of all the features supplied by universal
grammar. By eliminating redundant features from underlying representation
and specifying only unpredictable features, underspeci fication system
constrains possible types of phonological processes in a given grammar.

A variety of arguments for feature underspecification arc adduccd from
both vowel and consonantal phenomena of Korean phonology. The least
marked vowel is completely unspecified and due to its featureless
representation in the melody plane it is the highest in the hierarchies of both
the cpenthcsis and deletion processes. Resorting to feature underspecification,
phenomena of free variation, vowel metathesis and several vowel merger
processes arc recognized as a single process of simply degcminating the
branching structure of the nucleus. Under this generalization, thc product of
merger of two feature matrices automatically follows, the union of two
matrices bcing the underspecification for a third vowel. In chapter 4 separate
precesses of tensification, neutralization, and nasal assimilation arc also seen
to be all conditioned by a single denominal adjective morpheme.

The present study addresses the issue of the structure of features in thc
melody plane and their relation with other planes of representation.
Postulation of feature-sized morphemes for thc light ideophonc How] and thc
dcnominal adjective I-I-constricted glottis] strongly argues for the
representation of a fcaturc with no skeletal position. On the othcr hand,
evidence frotn /s/ -irregular verbs provides significant support for thc
asymmetrical representation of a skeletal slot with no feature specification.
This study also argues that glides in Korean arc not a part of the onset but a
part of the nucleus node, hcncc providing an insight into possible and
impossible diphthong structures. This gives added support for the claim that
glides and vowels arc nondistinct underlyingly.

As for thc organization of thc lexicon, the present study deploys both
phonology- and morphology-based arguments against the organization of
word formation processes in tandem, in favor of non-linear, simultaneous
morphological processes. Within this view, phonological rulc application is
sensitive to thc typcs of morphological structure in the lexicon, rathcr than
depending on their stratum oriented domain specification.
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[152] Sridhar, Shikaripur Narayanaro 1980

Advisor: Charles E. Osgood

Cognitive determinants of linguistic structures: A cross-lin ;uistic
experimental study of sentence production

The present study is intended as a contribution to the study of the

relationship between language and thought in the area of sentence
production.

The basic hypothesis of this study is that a numbcr of crucial properties

of language arc determined by the structure of human perception and

cognition (Osgood 1971). Thc structural properties investigated include: thc

identifying and distinguishing functions of nominal modifiers, spatial deixis,
unmarked constituent and clause ordering, marked structures such as Passive.
Topicalization, Right Dislocation, among others. The independent cognitive
variables include: Figure/Ground and Agent/Patient relations, perceptual
scanning strategies of vertical and horizontal arrays. distinction between

fresh and familiar perceptions, inherent and induced perceptual salience of

entities, among others.

This hypothesis, translated into a number of specific sub-hypotheses, was

tested cross-linguistically, using a sentence production format. Thc cognitive
distinctions were emhodicd in a color film consisting of 70 "scenes" which
showed an actor and some everyday objects (blocks, balls, ctc.) in various

action and stativc relations. The composition of thc scenes and thcir sequence
was manipulated to create cognitive presuppositions e.g., focus on the object
of action was induccd by zooming, or by the animacy, or by the greater
relative size of the object, and so on. The film was shown in 10 communities
around the world and subjects (300 native speakers of ten languages) were
asked to "simply describe" each sccnc in a simple sentence. Thc ten languages
arc: Cantonese, English, Finnish, Hebrew, Hungarian. Japanese, Kannada,

Slovenian. Spanish, and Turkish. Thc data (21,000 sentences) wcrc (i)
transliterated in the Roman script, (ii) translated morpheme-by-morpheme,
and (iii) freely translated into idiomatic English by linguistically trained

native speakers.

The analysis of data reveals several fascinating correlations bctwccn

cognitive inputs and linguistic structures. including; (1) nominals denoting

figures of state and agents of action precede those denoting grounds and

patients, except in "presentative" contexts; (2) people prefer to express

changes of state overwhelmingly more often than accompanying constant

states; (3) vertical arrays arc described such that the objcct on top is located

with reference to that below, leading to thc usc of the unmarked "above"
rather than the marked "below"; (4) in horizontal arrays, objects closest to thc

perceiver (ego) arc located with reference to those further from ego.

resulting in a preference for ''in front of" over "on back or; (5) the order of
clauses expressing perceptual events corresponds to the sequence of events in

perception; (6) entities rendered salient by virtue of their intrinsic
meaningfulness (e.g., humanness), or perceptual focus, tend to be expressed at

or near the beginning of the sentence, leading to (a) Passives or Topicalized
sentences; (7) "surprise subject" contexts lead to disruption of normal word

order: Verb-Subject order in SVO languages (ext.ept English) and with the

subject immediately preceding the verb in SOV languages; (8) thc degree of

referential elaboration (measured in terms of the number of adjectival
modifiers) depends on the degree to which the intended referent is presumed
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to be novel to the listener: the number of adjectives decline continuously with
each subsequent mention of a given entity: (9) the nature of referential
expressions (including the choicc of adjectives and noun phrases) depends on
the nature of perceived or inferred alternative members of the same category
from which the intended referent is to he distinguished: furthermore, given a
choicc among distinguishing features, speakers pr;fer inherent, perceptual
features (e.g., color, size, shape) to abstract relational features (e.g., position).

This study, therefore, demonstrates thc existence of performance
universals which cut across differences between language. In addition, it
contributes to the study of comparative syntax by demonstrating the common
functional bases of different surface structures across languages. Finally. by
demonstrating that various aspects of sentence structure arc determined by a
variety of cognitive principles (including perceptual. attentional, and
pragmatic principles), it contributes to a functional, explanatory theory of
language performance.

115 31 Steffensen, Margaret Siebrecht 1974
Advisor: Howard Maclay

The acquisition of Black English
In this dissertation, the developing language of two children. Jackson and

Marshall, will be analyzed, focusing primarily on the emergence of dialectal
characteristics. The age period covred for Jackson was 20 months to 26
months, 2 weeks; for Marshall. 17 months, 2 weeks to 26 months, I week. The
dialect spoken in their homes will be examined in Chapter Two for the
characteristics of Black English (hereafter BE) that have been identified in
the linguistics literature and it will be demonstrated that both children are
being raised in BE speech environments. In the following three chapters,
their speech will be analyzed for the emergence of these features.
concentrating particularly on those involving the noun phrase, the copula
and the verb phrase. Thc development of negation will not bc discussed in this
study. It will he argued that the differences between their development and
that of children acquiring the Standard dialect arc trivial, although in the
case of the copula onc structure already conforms to the adult BE pattern.
However, even in this instance it can not he argued that this is different from
the pattern of acquisition in the Standard dialect because there have been no
studies directed specifically to the distribution of the copula in the Standard.

1 1 5 41 Stein, David Neil 1975
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

On the basis of English iambic pentameter
This essay is a report on thc search for a better way to describe thc most

common form of English metric verse: iambic pentameter. also called blank
verse and, if rhymed. heroic verse. The thesis of this essay is that once an
adequate theory of English rhythmic and timing characteristics has been
formulated, a theory of meter can he derived from it. Thai is, I believe that a

tnetric type is a particular stylized form of rhythm extant in English non-
poetic utterances. The features of English rhythm are what the poet
manipulates when composing his metered verse. I suggest its this essay that
the principles of English rhythm as enumerated by Andre Classe (1939) and
the specific characteristics 01 tsochrony of the intervals in the speech stream
as ins estigated by Ike tehiste (1Q71. 10 /3a, 1973b, 9730 provide a sufficiently
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rich and well-substantiated theory of English rhythm in non-metered
discourse, so that I may motivate a theory cf iambic pentameter.

The essay is organizcd in the following way: Chapter One discusses three
suggested bases from which lines of iambic pentameter have been thought to

be derived: temporal bases in the form of isochronous intervals; syllabic-stress
bases in the form of a string of feet; and accentual-stress bases described as a

string of two typcs of abstract positions, weak and strong. Chapter Two
investigates a topic raised in Chapter One the metrical status of minor
category words and morphemes: auxiliaries, prepositions, pronouns,
derivational suffixes, etc. Chapter Three examines a variety of iambic
pentameter in which lines arc said to contain an "inverted" foot a trochee
replacing an iamb; that is, in place of the expected unstressed-stressed syllabic
sequence (the iamb), the poet substitutes a stressed-unstressed syllabic
sequence (thc trochee). Chapter Four is cdneerned with the motivation of a
theory which will describe in a non-ad hoc manner the distribution of
inversion in a line of iambic pentameter. The essay concludes with a list of
prospective areas that arc opened to further investigation as a result of this
study.

[1551 Steinbergs, Aleksandra 1977

Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

The phonology of Latvian

The dissertation deals with the major phonological processes of Latvian.
Chapter One provides a detailed description of the sound segments of Latvian
and goes on to discuss those phonological processes which occur generally
throughout the language and arc not limited to any particular type of word.
Chapter Two describes rules which apply in nouns and/or adjectives. Some of
these rules also apply to verbs and are further discussed in the third chapter.

The third chapter goes on to describe morphophonological rules that affect

verb endings and roots. A detailed discussion of the underlying forms of
personal endings and tense markers argues for a less abstract set of forms for
these endings than has been posited in earlier treatments. Finally, the

reflexive verbs arc dealt with in detail.

Thc last chapter describes the tonal dialects of Latvian and gives phonetic
descriptions of the tones. Data from the central tonal dialect illustrate the

distribution of the tones on various types of morphemes. It is shown that,
despite some claims that there arc no languages with tones on unstressed

syllables (made particularly by Kurylowiez), Latvian does have unstressed
syllable tones. As well, in addition to the kind of lexical tone found on roots and
most derivational endings, there is a type of tone I have called 'morphological'
that occurs on groups of inflectional endings which may have different
phonological forms. Finally, some rules arc given for placing predictable
tones.

[156] Stock,
Advisor:

Some factors

It would
which words

Roberta 1976

Howard Maclay

affecting the acquisition of a foreign language lexicon in the

classroom

be useful if the foreign language pedagogue could determine
were difficult for thc language student to learn and why.
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However, the literature in the field of language pedagogy deals, for the most
part, with only such pedagogical issues as a) when should new words be
introduced; b) what is the best method for teaching and practicing new words;
and c) what are the criteria to bc used when selecting items to be taught, and
not with the issue of difficulty.

This dissertation considered this notion of difficulty and isolated factors
associated with the physical shape of the word (i.e. pronunciation, length),
grammatical characteristics (i.e. category, gender) and meaning in order to
see what their effect was on the rate of acquisition and the length of
retention. In addition, factors not directly intrinsic to specific items were
considered: subjective feelings, native language interference, usefulness, etc.

Finally, two specific methodological approaches (audio-lingual and
situational) were analyzed in light of three criteria: a) experimental evidence;
b) treatment of problematic items; and c) facilitation of learning.

It was concluded that some factors had more effect on thc acquisition of a
foreign language lexicon in the classroom and that a tentative hierarchy
could be postulated:

a ) A successful methodology would have thc most positive effect on
acquisition. This includes such considerations as ordering, criteria
for selection of items, ctc.

b ) Factors caused by the juxtaposition of two or more items (i.e.
antonyms, similar-sounding words) have more effect (usually
negative) on acquisition than those factors intrinsic to individual
itcms (i.e. difficulty of pronunciation).

c) Non-intrinsic factors (i.e. subjective feelings ) have more of an
effect (positive and negative) on acquisition than intrinsic ones.

d) Intrinsic factors have thc least effect on acquisition.
Methodology was considered a factor since if a method is successful, it will

neutralize thc effect of the negative factors and utilize the effects of the
positive ones.

11571 Stucky, Susan U. 1981
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

Word order variation in Makua: A phrase structure grammar analysis

Thc purposes of this dissertation arc two-fold. The first is to examine onc
aspect of the syntax of a largely undescribed Bantu language. Makua. Thc
aspect under consideration is the syntactic property loosely (and perhaps ill-
advisedly) termed free word order. The second purpose is to provide a formal
treatment of this part of Makua syntax. Thc analysis is cast within that version
of phrase structure grammar as developed by Gerald Gazdar at thc University
of Sussex. This version of phrase structure grammar embodies two trends in
linguistic theory: 1) a movement away from transformations and towards base-
generation and 2) the incorporation of a compositional semantics of the sort
advocated by Montague and others.

It is argues that even though Makua exhibits a certain degree of order
freedom, it is inappropriate to analyze this order as free at thc word level or
free at thc constituent level. Rather, certain constituents and words enjoy
freedom while others do not. The analysis proposed consists of a sct of rules
with specific properties which depend. in part. on the existence of certain
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constituents, e.g. the presence of a verb phrase in some orders but not in

others. Other rules arc motivated by constraints on the distribution of such
constituents as sentential complements and infinitive complements (but not
infinitives themselves). Additional supporting evidence for the separate rules
comes from the formalization of verb agreement and from he analysis of the
syntax of relative clauses. It is concluded that this multi-rule approach
renders both scrambling rules or linear concatenation rules not only
superfluous for an analysis of Makua syntax, but inadequate as well.

It is of no small importance to syntactic theory that a general account of
ordcr can be given in a grammar consisting entirely of phrase structure
rules, because such grammars were thought (by early advocates of
transformational grammars) to bc not only inelegant, but inadequate on

descriptive grounds. In addition, the kind of analysis provided for Makua is
suggestive of a general approach to order freedom, which, unlike other formal
proposals for such languages, requires the addition of no fundamentally
different rule type (e.g. scrambling transformations (Ross (1967)) or linear
concatenation rules (Hale (1979) and Lapointe (1980)). Because linguistic
theories tend to be ephemeral in nature, the most lasting contribution may
well be the presentation of data from a heretofore unstudied language. It is

hoped that the thesis presents a significantly large body of data to aid in Our

general understanding of human language.

(158] Subbarao, Karumuri Venkata 1974
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Noun phrase complementation in Hindi

This dissertation deals with the following aspects of noun phrase
complementation in Hindi: structure of the noun phrase, the various
complementizers, relevant transformational rules such as Equi-NP Deletion,
Subject Raising, Extraposition and yah 'it' aisa 'such' Deletion. It also

considers the constituent status of the ki and the ka-na complements. In
addition, some aspects of the structure of thc participles in Hindi arc discussed.

It is shown that the underlying word order of constitucnts of thc noun
phrase in Hindi is S NP or S N, just as in many other irrefutably verb-final
languages. It is also shown that the underlying word ordcr of the constituents
subject, objcct and verb is independent of the direction in which the embedded
S is moved. Evidence is presented to show that the claim that all rightward
movement rules arc upward bounded cannot be a universal because an

embedded S in Hindi can be moved rightward unbounded.

Strong evidence in support of the claim that the grammar must include
global rules is presented from two rules Unbounded Extraposition and yah 'it'

aisa 'such' Deletion.

It is demonstrated that Hindi provides counter-evidence to Ross's claim

that subjects have "primacy" over objects. Evidence is presented to show that
the claim that factive complements do not permit 'raising' holds for Hindi too.

It is argued that deletion or movement of an NP from the embedded
sentence in certain structures results in participialization. It is shown that the

existing pruning conventions arc inadequate in capturing the intuitions of
thc native speaker in some cases.
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Significant new data concerning the postpositions in Hindi is presented
and it is shown that the postpositions that occur in sentence advcrbials arc
different from those that occur with a class of verbs called "oblique verbs." It
is argued that thc postposi:ions that occur in sentences with oblique verbs arc
inserted by the Postposition Insertion rule. It is also shown that the rule that
deletes the ke liye with a purposive interpretation can be treated as a global
rule.

11591 Sung, Li-May 1990
Advisor: Peter Cole

Universals of Reflectives

The locality conditions on reflexives vary widely from language to
language. In English. a reflexive (e.g. himself) must take a local antecedent. In
contrast, in Asian languages like Chinese, a reflexive (e.g. ziji) can take an
antecedent indefinitely far from its antecedent. Futhermore, in European
languages, a reflexive is bound in a less restricted domain than in English, but
not in an indefinite domain as in Chinese. Thc purpose of this dissertation is to
develop a unitary analysis of locality conditions on the binding of reflexives
among languages within thc general framework of Government and Binding
theory. The core idea explored hcrc is that reflexives in all languages obcy the
same locality conditions and that apparent long distance reflexives involve
local successive cyclic head movement.

Chapter 1 provides a general idea of the ways in which languages seem to
bc different with respect to long distance reflexives in terms of locality
conditions. I suggest that long distance binding between reflexives and their
antecedents is in fact local binding in much the same way that a local relation
holds between wh-clements and the original and intermediate movement sites.

In chapter 2, taking Chinese as a starting point. I propose that the
differences between ziji 'self and ta ztii 'himself in Chinese hinge on whcthcr
the reflexive form is x° or xrn a x x" reflexives like ziji will involve head
movement from INFL to INFL, thus licensing long distance binding. In
contrast, xm a x reflexives like la ziji or himself adjoin to xm a x projections.
Therefore, 01° x reflexives can have only local antecedents.

Chapter 3 explores the idea of proposing a simple set of principles
governing feature percolation to allow a unified treatment of a number of
related phenomena. I argue that four sets of data arc to be accounted for by the
proposed Feature Percolation Principles. Thc sets of data arc (1) the
differences in "blocking effects" of long distance reflexives in East Asian and
European languages; (2) the so-called "sub-command" facts in East Asian
languages: (3) the that trace effects in English and other languages; and (4)
Pro-drop parameter among languages.

In Chapter 4, I first discuss a number of problems with the ORR' a x
hypothesis. I thcn compare thc head movement analysis proposed in this
thesis with a number of previous .approaches to long distance reflexives. I

argue that these alternative propoi:ak are inadequate conceptually and
empirically and, as a result, the head movement analysis is to be preferred.
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[1601 Surintramont, Aporn 1979
Advisor: Frederic K. Lchman

Some deletion phenomena in Thai

This dissertation is an explication of a part of the linguistic competence of
every speaker of Thai. It examines the topic of deletion in the grammar of
Thai. This work will be devoted to justifying two specific types of deletion
phenomena free deletion and anaphoric deletion.

In Chapter 2 we re-examine two arguments which have appeared in the
literature of Thai grammar for two free deletion transformations: UNSPECIFIED
AGENT DELETION in "passive" sentences and the OBJECT DELETION in sentences
containing transitive verbs. We argue that they should be treated as one rule
of deletion based upon the similarity in the scmantic properties of the deleted
terms.

Chapter 3 td Chapter 5 arc devoted to another type of deletion phenomena
anaphoric deletion. One particular phenomenon is dealt with in detail,

namely, the deletion of pro-forms in a variety of sentence constructions. Thc
purposes of this detailed investigation is to establish the nature and the
propertics of the deleted terms, to propose the transformational rule or rules
involved in the phenomenon and the conditions under which they may
operate, and lastly, to hypothesize how the antecedent of the deleted as well as

the non-deleted anaphors is found.

In thc last chapter, Chaptcr 6. we summarize the findings of our
investigation of deletion phenomena in Thai grammar.

11611 Tegey, Habibullah 1977
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

The grammar of clitics: Evidence from Pashto (Afghani) and other languages
Grammarians and linguists have long recognized the existence of a set of

problematic morphemes. "clitics." With the appearance of words in the
transfotmational mold by Browne and Perlmutter. interest in these
morphemes increased. Nevertheless, thc grammar of clitics has remained a

poorly understood arca. An extensive examination of clitics in Pashto and
other languages not only offers sonic answers to the many questions that exist
about thc grammar of clitics, but also serves to clarify some central issues

relative to the naturc of grammars in general.

In a consideration of the general constraints on clitieization and zero
pronominalization, which arc commonly entirely parallel in function, it is

established that for an NP to undergo cliticization or zero pronominalization it

must be contextually identifiable, must be noncontrastive and nonfocused, and
must be nonconjoined. In fact these three constraints derive from a single
principle: An NP can undergo cliticization or zero pronominalization only
when it carries "given" information i.c. information that is provided by
context.

Moreover, in Pashto and several other languages. cliticization and zero

pronominalization together can account for structures that on the face of it

might look like the outputs of various NP reduction processes such as Equi NP
Dektion or Relativization, which in English arc accounted for by separate

ruics.
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One group of clitics in Pashto, which arc placed in "second position" in
simplex sentences, reveal that both stress and morphological structure have
relevance for a syntactic rule, clitic placement.

In complex sentences, the placement rule for these clitics operates within
each simplex clause in a manner parallel to its operation in simple sentences.
Ccrtain apparent counter-examples are explained by showing that a sentence-
initial head noun plus relative clause in fact lies outside the clause where the
clitics originate, presumably having undergone an "Extraction" rule.

The placement rule for these clitics interacts with a vowel coalescence
rule, providing strong evidence for the interdependence of thc different
components of the grammar i.e. a clitic placement rule must apply after the
application of a vowel coalescence rule.

The data in hand indicates that three common views relative to clitics and
clitic placement rules arc not accurate. First, it is not thc case that all clitics
which arc moved to a certain position in the clause and which occur in a fixed
order relative to one another arc subject to a filter-like constraint on clitic
orders. Second :ontrary to what the literature to date has usually implied, it is
not the casc In,' all clitics subject to clitic placement rules in a given
language move to t le same position in the clause. And third, contrary to
Perlmutter's claim. cli ic placement rules may have to refer not only to the
"cliticncss" of thc item but also to its syntactic function.

Finally, an examination of the components of the traditional definition of
clitics serves to pick out certain inadequacies or obscurities in such concepts
as "phonological word," "lean on," etc., and points towards a fuller
characterization of "clitic."

11621 Tegey, Margaret Elisabeth 1989
Advisor: Howard Mac lay

The learning of coreferential NP reductions by adult Pcrsian speakers
The main purpose of thc study was to validate empirically several key

hypotheses in sccond language learning theory, a secondary purpose being to
obtain a description of what is hard and what is easy for the learner. The study
first sought to val;date the central hypothesis that a second language learner
operatcs according to a coherent linguistic system, onc intermediated between
his native language and the target language and distinct from both. Like other
studies in this line, it looked, then, for thc systcmaticity in the learner's
performance as evidence of a coherent linguistic system in use. To discover
thc systcmaticity in the apparently random student production, this study
examined thc ..,peration of selected syntactic processes (the corcfercntial NP
reductions of nronominalization, deletion, and relativization) in as many
environments and sub-environments as possible. The use of several
environments, defined as narrowly as possible is thc key to finding patterning
in thc learner's performance performance which viewed as a whole seems
random. If thc environments arc fine enough, the learner's errors will, it is
hoped, emerge as not random after all. for it will be seen that hc makes morc
errors in, say pronominalization in Environment A than he does in
Environment C: in other words, hc makes errors systematically.

Looking at difficulty orderings and by doing some analysis of the types of
errors made, this study attempts (a) to discover whcthcr there is evideno of
systernaticity, and thus support for thc claim that the language learner
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possesses a coherent intermediate linguistic system, and, as a practical
offshoot, to provide descriptive information as to what the learner's system is

like; (2) through comparison of the rankings for two or more groups, to give

some indication of whether there is anything approaching consistent
difficulty orderings for the categories across different groups of learners,

providing support for thc existence of universal tendencies in second

language learning; and (3) in some instances, through an examination of the
patterning or the difficulty orderings and through an analysis of error types,
to provide a glimpse into what processes lie behind what is happening.

I 1 6 31 Teoh, Boon Seong
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

1989

Aspects of Malay phonology revisited A non-linear approach

This dissertation re-examines the phonological system of Malay within a

non-lincar framework. CV-phonology and thc generative theory of the

syllable developed by Clements & Keyser (1983) and the hierarchical
representation of phonological structure developed by Sagey (1986), arc used
in the analysis. This study examines the vowel system of Malay and provides
syllabification rules as well as restrictions on vowel co-occurrences, vowel
sequences and diphthongs in Standard Malay. The basic syllabic structure of
Malay is generated by an ordered series of three syllabi fication rules. We
claim that Malay is a Type III language as classified by Clements & Keyser
(1983), namely of CV(C) type in which every syllable must have an onset. This
necessitates a ncw interpretation of thc status of thc glottal stop in Malay. The
general rule that glottalizes /k/ to I? 1 by removal of thc point of articulation
features in syllable codas is then analyzed. In Malay two vowel-initial suffixcs
/-an/ and /-i/ geminate a preceding consonant and begin with a homorganic
glide after high vowels of the root word. Our analysis posits an empty X-slot for
these suffixes which links to the preceding segment. With sterns ending in a

velar we incorrectly predict blockage of glottal ization by geminate
inalterability (Hayes 19861. We discuss thc rules of glottal formation and

gemination and show how phonological representation can restrict rule
application and account for the phonetic facts in Malay. In analyzing Malay
we found that it does not allow geminates and wc offer an explanation that

relies on a minimal readjustment in the autosegmental linkings to make the
representation conform to thc Universal Grammar and language-particular
constraints. We conclude the study by surveying the Malay dialects. The

phenomenon of oral depletion, i.e. obstrucnts /p,t,k/. I and /s,f/ (hi in
syllable coda in the Kelantan and Terengganu dialects is analyzed. The data
from the Malay dialects are thc first case reported in thc literature, to thc best
of our knowledge, in which changes of Ip.t.k/ to '? I and /s,f/ to [hi co-occur
in the same grammatical system.

1641 Thayer, Linda Jean 1974

Advisor: Herbert Stahlkc

A reconstructed history of the Chari languages Comparative Bono.Bagirmi.
Sara aegmental phonology with evidence from Arabic loanwords

A language has many aspects. In defining its relationship to other
languages, many factors are involved. To say that members of a group of
languages arc genetically related to one another is to say they had a

historically common origin. The object of this work is to reconstruct the
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parent language of the present day Chari languages. In preparation
reconstructing the CHAR1 parent (Chapters 2, 3, and 4), 1 will show
characteristics common to this group of languages as a whole in terms
sou-i correspondences and sound changes. A language that does not share
present day sound correspondence patterns (and thus does not share
historical sound change patterns) is not a Chari language.

for
the
of

the
thc

This work deals primarily with the sound systems of Chari languages. By
mass comparison of the corresponding sound of cognate vocabulary items, I

work out tables of sound correspondences (Chapter 3, Tables 1 through 10).
These tables are based on natural classes of phonological segments as
determined by the way in which the individual segments behave in various
environments. By comparing the behavior of sound correspondences. I

reconstruct the CHARI proto-language and the intermediate proto-languages,
and derive the history of Chari sound changes, discussing possibly alternative
historical explanations.

Thc following chapters will depict the common history of Chari sound
changes (Chapters 3, 4, 5) and will reconstruct a number of Chari vocabulary
items (Chapter 6). The Appendix adds a lengthy section on Arabic loanwords in
the Chari languages. Both segmental (consonants and vowels) and
supersegmental (tone, stress, length) data arc takcn up. But first, the long,
careful, and tedious process of reconstructing the Chari language history
begins in Chaptcr Two with a phonological description of each language.

[ 1 6 5 ] Treece, Rick Everett 1990
Advisor: Eyamba G. Bokamba

Deverbal nominals in Kiswahili: Underspecification morphology and the
lexicon

This study provides an explicit account of the lexical entries and rules
required to generate five common types of Kiswahili nouns bascd on verbal
roots and stems, as illustrated by the data below, all derived from -Icara 'cut'.

a. Action Nominals in -o:
b . Transitive Verbals in -a:
c. Relic Agentives in -i:
d. Productive Agentives

in -aji:
c. Patient Nominals in -c:

mkato/rnikato
rnkata/wakata
mkati/wakati

'cut(s)'
'cutter(s)'
'cutter(s)'

rnkataji/wakataji 'cutter(s)'
rn k a te/mi k ate lump(s), loa f/loavcs'

Underspecification Thcory as developed by Archangcli & Pulleyblank (1986) is
adopted to aid in this descriptive task. A rigorous analysis of the Kiswahili
phoneme set is provided in this framework, with underspecified and fully
specified representations of all phonemes as well as explicit default and
complement rules. A detailed account of various types of prefix allomorphy is
included, both for inherent nouns and for derived nominals.

Thc apparcnt simplicity of thc data above is deceptive, even disregarding
thc account provided of the stcm and suffix allomorphy associated with thc
Relic Agentives. Issues confronted in the description include semantic drift,
blocking, percolation, questions of derivational source, and archaic roots. A
particular focus of thc study is to streamline thc lexical entries by avoiding
the explicit specification of redundant features of all kinds.
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An innovation in the research is the application of thc principles of
Underspecification Theory beyond the phonology to capture redundancies in
and among the morphological. semantic, and syntactic features and
representations. To develop and illustrate this approach, a set of four binary
morphological features is proposed to capture the Kiswahili noun-class system.
A further innovation is the use of Lexical Cross-References (LXRcfs) which
capture generalizations relating to morphological complexes while allowing
redundant information to bc filled in automatically.

[1661 Tsitsopoulos, Stamatis 1973

Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

Stress in Modern Greek

This study will examine the placement of primary stress in Modern Greek
(hereafter MG) utterances. 'Primary stress is not to be confused here with the
notion 'Main Stress' as formulated for English in N. Chomsky and M. Hallc's The
Sound Pattern of English (hereafter referred to as SPE). In fact, thc
mechanisms for stressing MG utterances bcar very little resemblance to the

framework of SPE. For one thing, any connection bctwccn stress and

constituent structure is confined within word boundaries: it is only word-
internal syntactic intricacies that may have a bearing on the position of
stress, and then only indirectly. Far more important is the reliance of stress
rules on surface syllabic arrangements and the phonological naturc of
inflectional endings. Furthermore, each word in MG has at most one stress.

Specifically, words belonging to the major parts of speech (Nouns. Vcrbs,
Adverbs, Adjectives and Participles) have exactly one stressed syllable;
pronouns, articles, and undeclined particles can have onc or none, depending
on their lexical classification. Any objectively detected stress gradations
among various syllables of a given utterance are undcr thc control of either
performance factors or intonation contours. In other words, the notion
'degree of stress' is peripheral to the basic perception, as well as the

methodological principles of generative phonology. The gap between the 'least
stressed' and the 'least unstressed' syllables is a quantum onc. The present
analysis will not venture beyond this binary distinction, and thus for its
purposes 'stress' will bc synonymous to 'primary stress'.

[1671 Tsutsui, Michio 1984

Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Particle ellipses in Japanese

In this study I consider two kinds of particle ellipsis, syntactic particle
ellipsis and conversational particle ellipsis. Syntactic particle ellipsis
(discussed in Chapter 1) is thc type of particle ellipsis caused by certain
syntactic conditions. Only case particles arc ellipted under these conditions.
When one of these conditions is satisfied, thc naturalness of case particle
ellipsis (or retention) varies from "totally natural" to "totally unnatural"
depending on the particle and the function it performs. To describe this
phenomenon, I hypothesize that there is a hierarchical relation among case
particles which perform different functions regarding thcir ellipsis and

retention. Statistical data supports this hypothesis.

Conversational particle ellipsis (discussed in Chapters 2, 3 and 4) is

anothcr typc of particle ellipsis which takes place in conversation even if
none of the conditions for syntactic particle ellipsis arc satisfied.
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Chaptcr 2 discusses the ellipsis of thc topic marker w a in conversation.
Here, I show that the ellipsis of wa marking X is natural if the speaker and the
hearer maintain close contact with the referent of X at the momcnt of speech.

Chapter 3 presents some general rules of case particle ellipsis in
conversation. In one of these rules I claim that the ellipsis of the case particle
(CP) of an NP-CP is unnatural if the NP-CP conveys the idea of exclusivity. i.e.,
the idea "not others but X" or "X and only X."

Chaptcr 4 discusses the ellipsis of the case particles g a and o in
conversation. Here. I demonstrate that the ellipsis of ga in an utterance is
natural if thc speaker believes the utterance carries a certain kind of
information. I also show that the position of an NP-ga or NP-o in a sentence
affects the naturalness of the ellipsis of ga or o.

This study reveals that statements like "recoverable particles can be
ellipted" cannot explain the ellipsis of particles, that the ellipsis of particles is
a mattcr of degree of naturalness rather than naturalness versus
unnaturalness, and that various aspects of language, including phonology,
syntax. information and situation, have bearing on thc ellipsis of particles.

16 81 Valentine, Tamara 1986
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Aspects of linguistic interaction and gender in South Asia
This study is a cross-cultural and cross-linguistic investigation of

language use and language structure within thc non-Western context of India.
It especially focuses on the relationship between gender and communication
in two languages: Hindi, an Indo-Aryan la iguage of India, and Indian English.

Primarily examining thc creative fiction writings of Indian authors of
Hindi and Indian English, this study examines thc following major points of
focus.

First, this study examines how males and females arc represented in the
Hindi language and Indian English. Several aspects of linguistic sexism are
examined: among others, linguistic gaps, symmetries, and non-parallelisms
exhibited by masculine generic formations, masculine marked terms, and
homogenized and universalized forms. These occurrences reveal the lexical
faults of ambiguity, exclusiveness, and inequity in the languages.

Second, this study is concerned with the dynamics of gender differences
in conversational style in Hindi and Indian English written and spoken cross-
sex conversations. The interactional patterns which emerge reveal how
discoursal work is done in continuous verbal exchanges which leads to
effective or non-effective communication. The conversational strategies and
patterns examined include the rates of successful initiation of discourse topic.
both with question and with statement forms, the development and flow of
discourse topic, and the use of various regulatory linguistic devices which
coordinated verbal interaction. It is suggested that Indian authors/users of
English arc influenced by their native sociocultural and linguistic contexts,
hence these formal characteristics of Hindi arc transferred into English.
Moreover thc social dimension gender is being transcreated.

Third. this study questions why in previous studies on varieties of English
the social dimension gender has not been included to help distinguish non-
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native varieties further from standard English varieties. In order to attempt to

answer this question the concepts of transference and creativity are
introduced and discussed. The following claims are made. An examination of
gender in Indian English helps to further explain and distinguish the non-
nativeness of this variety and contributes to the creative innovations in terms
of the formal charactcristics, the socially-determined speech functions, and
the sociocultural components involved in the transcreational process.
Furthcrmorc, to fully understand thc proccss of transference the traditional
social and cultural categories of India from which female-types arc derived
arc discussed.

Research and descriptions of the relationship of gender and language in
native as well as in non-native contexts, provide insight into a global
understanding of language use across cultures, languages, and regions of the
world, contribute to the understanding of the mechanisms of soci al
differenti ation across languages. further the study of male- fem ale
communication, and raise issues concerning lexicographical research,
intelligibility and interpretability, the training of language specialists, thc
teaching of English and non-Engl ish language and literature, and the
understanding and appreciation of native and non-native texts in creative
writings.

[169] Vanek, Anthony Ladislav 1969
Advisor: Robert B. Lccs

Syntactically oriented phonological analysis

As indicated by its title. the topic of this thesis is subject-verb agreement.
At first glance thc scopc of the topic appears to be extremely limited, being
concerned merely with the determination of the syntactic machincry that
assigns somc property, or properties, of the subjcct noun phrase to thc verb of
the sentence. But even this apparently simple task requires us to examine a
wide variety of phenomena which have dircct bearing on agreement. In the
first place, it is necessary to determine exactly what is the constituent "noun
phrase" that functions as thc subject with respect to agreement. Second, wc
must direct our attention to the "verb" in ordcr to ascertain thc structure of
thc verbal complex at thc point in the derivation when the agreement rules
apply; speci fically, we must reanalyze thc constituent which has been
referred to as the verbal aux il iary. Third, we must pose the question of
whether agreement is a "surface phenomenon," as it Las been generally
thought to be by traditional grammarians. Last, we should consider the
relationship of the syntactically derived structure of the inflected verbal form
to its internal structure which is the input to thc .phonological component.

The analysis of the phenomenon of subject-verb agreement and thc
arguments presented in support of our assumptions arc based primarily on
data from Czech, although occasional reference will be made to other Slavic
languages whenever it is felt that consideration of related problems may shed
light on thc analysis. The scope of the analysis is quite limited, but it is
impossible to view the gram mar of subject-verb agreement enti rely in
isolation from thc rest of the grammar of Czech. Therefore, it has been
necessary to extend thc analysis in certain areas to encompass relevant related
areas of syntax.
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[1701 Wahab, Abdul 1986
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

Javanese metaphors tn discourse analysis

This study focuses on three major issues: exploring thc possibility of
separating J avanese met aphors into uni vcrsal and 1 anguage -spec i fic ,
proposing a model of understanding metaphors, and determining the domain
within which metaphors arc interpreted. A separation of Javanese metaphors
into universal and language-specific is necessary to answzr the question
"Why arc somc metaphors readily interpretable while others arc not when
viewed from different cultural background?" The proposed model begins with
the given utterance and is followed by three components: shared predictions,
experimental gestalts, and semantic and pragmatic interpretations.

The essential prem ise is that understanding metaphors requires a
pragmatic approach by applying principles of discourse analysis, i.e. the
principle of local interpretation and the principle of analogy, and by taking
into considerations context of situation, coherence, and cohesion. Two major
semantic theories of metaphor (interaction theory and comparison theory)
arc reviewed in this study to determine whether thc domain with which
metaphors arc interpreted is semantic or pragmatics.

S i x Javanese rhetorical forms are described because these rhetorical
forms contain metaphorical expressions as their basic elements. The
description of these rhetorical forms include their physical forms and
communicative functions.

Thc analysis in this study is primarily based on a wide range of written
and oral texts from Central Java and the western part of East Java. Directions
for future research arc suggested for further study.

(1711 Wahba, Wafaa Abdel-Faheem Batran 1984
Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

WU-construction in Egyptian Arabic

This study investigates certain aspects of the syntax of S-structure and
the syntax of Logical Form (LE') as manifested by the behav iour of wh-
questions in the grammar of Egyptian Arabic. The framework within which
this thesis is w ritten is that of Government-Binding theory, as sct forth by
Chomsky 1.1981a). Wh-operations in EA have the option of appearing under thc
Complementi ier node or in filet r base position (in-situ). The fact that the
grammar of EA allows movement in both the syntactic component, i.e.. SS. and
the interpreti ve component, i.e. 1k. provides us with the opportunity to
contrast thc Syntax of SS with the syma, of LF as exhibited by the sante
construction. wh -questions in this case.

The first half of this thesix examines the behaviour of wh-qucstions at SS.
where the questioned site is obligatorily marked with a coindexed resumptive
pronoun. I show that the latter is syntactically bound to its antecedent via a

h-movement rule which observes Subjacency. The second part of the thesis
deals with thc syntax of 1.F as exhibited by the behaviour ot wh-phrases-ln-
situ. The data examined provide strong support of the existence of a nonovert
mos ement rule at 1.F, and. hem e. for the level itself. The LI' movement rule
affords a uniform account of several generali/m ions V. hh-h ought ot her% ise
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bc describable via a conjunction of unrelated properties. It captures the

similarities that hold between movement in Syntax and movement in LF.

The interaction between SS movement and LF movement with respect to

the wh-island constraint, which I show to apply at both levels, provides

empirical evidence concerning two scparatc issues. These issues center on thc

nature of Subjacency as a constraint, i.e.. whether it is a constraint on

movement or a constraint on representation. and the successive cyclic nature

of Move alpha. I argue that evidence from EA shows: (a) Subjaccncy is a

constraint on a movement process, as opposed to a constraint on the output of a
given level of representation, and (b) Move alpha applies in successive cyclic

steps and not in an unbounded step. This study also provides erosslinguistic

evidence for the status of thc Empty Category Principle as a principle of
Universal Grammar.

Finally, another theoretical point of interest for which this study

provides compelling evidence is that Subjacency applies at thc LF level in EA.
The fact that Subjacency applies both to syntactic as well as interpretive rules

in EA provides more support of the universality of the Subjacency principle.

Subjacency holds at LF in the grammar of Iraqi A-abic (Wahba. forthcoming)
and in Tengale (Kidda 1983). The former has movement at the LF level only.

However, LF movement in Chinese freely v iolates Subjacency, a situation
which has been assumed to be true of all the languages with LF movement that
have been studied so far. including Japanc Turkish (Hankamer 1975), and

Ancash Quechua (Cole 1982). Thus, there arc some languages which observe
Subjacency at LE, as well as at SS, and others which only observe Subjacency at
SS. This kind of parametric variation is to be expected, as some languages may
generalize a universal constraint holding at one level to another level. This

means that Subjacency acts as a universal constraint at SS and a language

specific constraint at Li'. This as:wmption. in turn, explains the difference

between EA, Iraqi Arabic. and Tengale, on the one hand. and Chinese.
Japanese. Turkish. and Ancash Quechua, on the other.

11721 Wallace, William David 1985

Advisor. Hans Henrich Hock

Subjects and subjecthood in Nepali An analysis of Nepali clause structure and
its challenges to Relational Grammar and Goverment and Binding

I3oth Early and Modern Nepali use a variety of nonbasic clause structures.
including dative-subject ( inversion1 clauses, obl igational (gerundive) clauses,

passive clauses, and. in Early Nepali, ergative clauses. The properties of basic
clause subjects arc split in these clauses between two NPs the 'logical',
nonnominative subject s and the grammatical nom i nati ve subject. This

distribution can be explained by assuming that an NP which controls subject
properties shares some functional or configurational feature with basic clause

subjects. The acquisition of subject properties by ergative agents has affected
basic clause syntax in the Nepali pertective tense.

In a Relational Grammar of Nepali, subject properties arc of two types.
morphological (word order, verb agreement. case assignment,

nominalizations) and s) nlactic trcllcxivi,ation, conjunctive participle
control. EQU1 contiol, conjunction ieduction, EQUI deletion, subject-raising,

object -raising). NPs are assigned morphological properties through
h let archical processing; the highest ranking teint relation in the clause

coot reds the subje( I prope liv
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Syntactic properties arc controlled absolutely by a specific class of NPs.
Whcrc a complement clause contains no final 1, the complement clause itself
serves as the NP controlling a syntactic property in thc matrix clause. The
process of morphological clause union supports this analysis. The Nepali data
thus show that nonbasic clauses may bc analyzed as 'subjectless', i.e., having
no final 1, rather than 'impersonal' with a dummy NP as the clause final 1.

The Government and Binding framework provides interesting insights
into Nepali clause structure. All nonbasic clauses can be analyzed as having an
empty category in thc subject position, while other NPs occur as VP
complements. However, certain principles of GB may be sensitive to both
configurational and functional properties of NI's. At certain levels of the
grammar, two NPs differently situated and functionally distinct cannot be
distinguished by certain grammatical processes. Thus the Nepali data show
that modifications must be made in the GB binding theory and control theory.

11 7 31 Warie, Pairat 1979
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Some sociolinguistic aspects of language contact in Thailand

This thesis is an attempt to study some aNpects of language contact in
Thailand. A portion of this disser.ation will take up the study of Thai-English
code mixing (CM), hoping that this aspect of the two languages in contact will
be of value both in terms of its theoretical implications for language change
and for its applied implications with reference to Ianguage attitude and
educat ional considerations.

Although my main focus is thc study of CM in Thai with special reference
to English. I will also provide a brief sociolinguistic profile of Thailand, as this
is essential to a better understanding of CM. Chapter two will take up this topic.
In Chaptcrs thrcc and four a brie f historical background of language
situations in Thailand will be presented. Such discussion is crucial to an
understanding of the language attitudes of Thai people towards the use of the
mi zed language.

It is also hoped that the study of CM will yield some important evidence
concerning processes of nativization used by Thai speakers. An attempt is also
made to answer the following questions: 1) To what extent arc English words
absorbed into the Thai structure? 2) What, if any, change has been initiated to
the Thai structure as a result of such mixing? 3) To what extent does thc study
of English-Thai mi xing support the current views of language change
exemplified in Wcinrcich, Labov and lierz.og (196I1), Labov (1966, 1972), Wang
(1969), and Wang and Cheng (1970), as opposed to the Neogrammarians' theory
of sound change?

11 7 41 Wentz, James Paul 1977
Advisor: Howard Maclay

Some considerations in the development of a syntactic desr ript ion of code-
switching

This dissertation is organized around the notion that "code-mixing" and
"code-changing", which together we will refer to as "code-switching", arc
important manifestations of language contact , and whether or not our
particular formulation of the difference is theoretically workable in a broad
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range of cases of bilingualism, the concept of categorizing types of code-
switching date is, we feel, ultimately a sound onc.

Chapter I is an outline of the essential information needed for
understanding how code-switching functions as a social phenomenon. In

effect, this chapter illustrates how wc found code-switching was used by the
children in our study for such socio-linguistic purposes as distinguishing
roles, situations, and various stylistic parameters. In Chapter 11 one specific
mode of discourse, narrative, is examined with regard to code-switching. It is

dete:mined that code-s Nitching occurs relatively infrequently in the

narrative style among these children, and that it is likely that code-changing
is much more relevant to nmative than is code-mixing.

Chapter III is the hcart of our philosophy of bilingualism. We attempt to
accurately define and distinguish between borrowing and code-switching.
Notions such as "dominance" arc discussed within our theoretical framework,
and thc prospect of accurately defining such vague concepts in tcrms of thc
bilingual in the real world is explored.

Chapters IV and V concentrate on the theoretical implications of the

central claims of this dissertation. Principally, the concepts of "code-mixing"
and "code-changing" arc furthcr defined and tested. Thc notion of thc "bicodal
word constraint" is set forth, and it is concluded that many of the aspects of
bilingualism are actually aspects of language in general.

Finally, Chapter VI illustrates how the study of code-switching may lead
not only to positing "Monolingual Codes" as Chapter V suggests, but also to

rethinking such phenomena as ellipsis and identity in monolingual
repertoires. Chaptcr VI is in essence a step in thc direction of practical
application of the ideas developed in thc course of the entire dissertation, and
it is intended to suggest that general linguistics may bc well served by

considering bilingual data as extremely valuable material for furthering
rcscarch on syntax.

11 751 Wible, David Scott 1990

Advisor: Peter Cole

Subjects and the clausal structure of Chinese and English

Thc purpose of this dissertation is to develop explanations of some
syntactic differences between Chinese and English. The core idea explored is

that the absence of subject-verb agreement (i.e. AGR) in Chinese and its

presence in English has wide-ranging consequences, most fundamentally in

thc clausal structure of the two languages. Support for this idea comes

primarily from the explanations which it allows for a variety of syntactic
phenomena and, whcrc possible, through testing thc predictions that it entails

for other languages which pattern either with Chincsc or with English with

respect to agreement.

The principles and parameters framework developed in Chomsky 1981

and Chomsky 1986a,b and pursued in thc works of a numbcr of other linguists
provides the overall theoretical orientation. Parameterization plays a minimal
role in thc analyses proposed in the dissertation and relevant cross-linguistic
distinctions follow largely from the interaction of principles of universal
grammar (LIG) with the divergent inventories of syntactic formatives in the

languages considered, specifically from thc availability of Agr in English as

opposed to its absence in Chinese.
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In chaptcr 2 some problematic differences between Chinese and English
regarding constraints on the movement of subjects arc examined. An account
of these facts is proposed which traces the cross-linguistic variation to a
difference in the clausal structure of the Chinese and English at S-structurc.
Specifically, subjects appear inside the VP in Chinese but outside the VP in
English. This cross-linguistic difference is attributed to the demands placed on
subjects in English by subject-verb agreement, demands which predictably
are absent from Chinese due to the lack of agreement.

Chapter 3 is a study of a variety of problems posed by the non-gap topic
(NGT) construction of Chinese. It is shown that these sentences raise problems
for 8 -theory, Case theory, and x-bar theory as well as thc ECP and notions of
licensing. The analysis proposed in chapter 2 is extended to account for NGTs;
it is shown how this analysis entails an explanation for the differences
between Chinese and English with respect to this construction. Predictions
concerning NGT constructions in a variety of other languages arc also tested.

Thc fourth chaptcr gives an account of why subjects in Italian pattern
with Chinese rather than English with respect to thc movement phenomena
examined in chapter 2. Languages like Italian pose a prima facie counter
example to the analysis of chapter 2, which tics long distance extraction of
subjects to the presence or absence of agreement in a language. This would
seem to predict that Italian, a language with subject-verb agreement, would
pattern with English rather than Chinese. It is shown that this is only
apparently the prediction and that other properties of Italian account for the
subject cxtraction facts straightforwardly in a manncr consistent with my
analysis of Chinese and English.

[1761 Wilbur, Ronnie Bring 1973
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

The phonology of reduplication
In thc analyses of many languages, reduplicated forms arc often

associated with irregular behavior. It is the prime interest of this dissertation
to consider how to account for this behavior. Chapter One will present
background information on Reduplication which is intended to familiarize the
reader with the various types of Reduplication. Chapter Two will present
examples of thc types of "exceptional" behavior which reduplicated forms
display. Chapter Three will discuss thc methods which arc currently used to
anal} ze the "exceptional" behavior of reduplicated forms. In Chapter Four, I
will present what I believe is the generalization which underlies this
behavior and attempts to formulate this generalization within the current
framework. Chapter Five suggests some revisions which can better
accommodate this generalization. I will also consider the implications of this
discussion on thc status of Reduplication as a morphological process in the
phonological theory.

[177) Wilkinson, Robert Webster 1971
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Sentence types and complement types in English

In this dissertation I will concern myself with thc relationship between
complement types and declarative sentences. I hope to present a unified and
insightful account of the syntactic and semantic relationships between initial
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S and S introduced by various recursive embedding phrase structure rules,

specifically the initial S which is the deep structure for declarative sentences.
Explication of and justification for these ideas and claims of course constitute
thc content of the remaining chapters of this dissertation.

Chapters II and III will be devoted to developing a formalism for handling
independent declaratives and the complements in question in a unified way in
the grammar. For the most part, the data on which this formalism is initially
based is semantic in nature. Chapter IV sets forth the reasons for which thc
deep structure head noun fact analysis impedes a uni form analysis of
independent declarative sentences and all thc complement types which can be
shown to bc syntactically and semantically related to declaratives. After this

the first argument against the adequacy of the deep structure head noun fact

analysis as an explanation for semantic factivity is presented. A possible
alternative analysis in terms of hcad noun act is introduced. In chapter VI it is

shown that this "act" analysis will not save the general deep structure head
noun analysis of factivity. The remainder of chapter VI is devoted to further

refutation of such deep structure head noun analyses. Finally, in chapter VI
wc have a rcsumc of the arguments of the two preceding chapters with a

discussion of how the theory presented and exemplified in the first part of the
dissertation can handle the problems brought up in them. A concluding
summary and statement o f the results of thc dissertation and the i r

signi ficance is included.

[1781 Willis, Bruce Edward 1969

Advisor: Robcrt B. Lees

The alternation of so-called learnedlpopular vocabulary in a phonological
description of Latin American Spanish

This thesis consists of a phonological description of a portion of a dialect
of modern Latin Amcrican Spanish. It is conducted within the framework of
generative grammar. The description presented will incorporate abstract
underlying representations and a number of phonological rules which
account for various alternations in Spanish. The primary goal of this thesis is

to show the relationship which exists between traditionally termed 'learned'

vocabulary and 'popular vocabul ary. Tradi tion al 'learned' vocabulary is

generally not discussed in any detail in descriptions of Spanish because of its
relatively uninteresting phonological development, but these forms can bc

accounted for historically and also synchronically. This thesis will present an

analysis which covers a large portion of the vocabulary in which we find so-
cal led 'learned' forms alternating with thc 'popular forms in related words.

The aim of the thesis is to explain thc synchronic relationship which exists
between this learned and popular vocabulary without resorting to art ad hoc

listing of thc categories in which the morphological alternations occur. I shall

propose a system in which roots and formati yes will carry certai n

morphological features and certain phonological rules will bc sensitive to the

combinations of these formatives and ix ots. A second purposc of this
investigation is to present a large body of ata to test our phonological thcory.
It is hopcd that detailed analyses of 17..iguages other than English will shed

light on thc adequacies and possible inadequacies of thc universal thcory.

Problems will arise within this work and some solutions may be proposed.
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[1791 Wise, Kathleen Theresa 1979
Advisor: Howard Maclay

Levels of unity in production of long utterances in Laura
This dissertation focuses on unities in production of long utterances in a

22-month old, Laura, at other levels than the usual linguistic levels. The
unities arc partially modelled in real-time, using the Witz-Easley neo-
Piagetian cognitive paradigm. Approximately 1.000 hours wcrc involved in
videotape analysis of the utterances.

The content of major chapters is as follows:

-IV establishes that Laura's language functioning is variable and
complex.

-V discusses prosodic production, utterances in which many words in
Laura's phrases exist in "embryonic form," as "whiffs" in the ongoing
prosody, and utterances which arc phrases often heard in adult speech.
Prosodic production is a significant level of emergence for words, and,
suggests a conceptualization of long term memory of phrases as holistic
entities.
-VI enlarges the picture of development of prosodic production by
adopting a holistic-organismic perspective of the child. Developments in
language functioning, such as prosodic production, arc seen as a direct
expression of expansions in Laura's "total effort" behind every
utterance, her organismic-body-total.

-VII delineates four other levels of unity in Laura's production of long
utterances. These are: Unifying motor flows, integrated complexes of
motor activities in which onc feels a single flow of energy at the 5-10
second level: pitch holding and intonational pushing, continuously re-
emerging pitch heights across a phrase, and energy tension in the
intonation contour to proceed forward over time throughout the phrase;
carrying of meaning throughout the phrase. meaning processes held
over periods of 5-10 seconds; and still-motor imaginal activity, a complex
of thought processes and motor behavior preceding and leading directly
into Laura's verbal production.

In essence, the dissertation seeks to understand and conceptualize some of
Laura's language production processes in real-time.

[1801 Wong, Maurice Kuen-Shing 1982
Advisor: Chin-Chuan Cheng

Tone change in Cantonese

The phenomenon known as bianyin, or 'tone change', in Cantonese as
spoken in Hong Kong and Guangzhou, China involves an alternation between
any of thc six non-high tones and the high rising tone or, for a very limited
number of morphemes, thc high level tone. This study gives an analytical
account of the various types of tone change from boili the synchronic and
diachronic perspectives. After a description of the tone alternations. the
Cantonese syllable and tone in Chapter Chapter 2 works out an analysis of
the regular cases and proposes an assimilation rule and a deletion rule in the
synchronic grammar of Cantonese. Chapter 3 discusses thc irregular cases of
tone change and the various general tendencies, semantic and morphological,
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that favor the occurrence of the changed tone. Chapter 4, bringing in

comparative evidence from Taishan, Bohai, Mandarin and other dialects,
presents the hypothesis that the chInged tonc historically derived from 1ji551

and Itsi351 suffixation. and the diachronic changes involved are similar to
the synchronic rules that account for the regular cascs. Chaptcr 5 presents a

quantitative analysis of all Cantonese morphemes that can undergo tone
change. With the aid of the Dictionary on Computer (compiled by William S-Y.
Wang and his associates), it is found that there arc phonetic tendencies that

favor tone change namely, low tones favor tone change more than the mid
tone, and low rising tone favors tone change (to a high rising tone) more than
the other two low tones; and possibly also, long vowels favor tone change more
than short vowels, and non-high vowels favor tone change more than high
vowels. Chapter 6, bascd on William Labov's sociolinguistic studies of
synchronic variations within a speech community, presents a quantitative
analysis of data elicited under different stylistic contexts. The results show that
the optional changed tone occurs more frequently in informal styles than in

formal styles, and its occurrence is governed by a hierarchy of constraints
similar to the phonetic tendencies found in the implementation of the

diachronic change across the lexicon. Chapter 7 concludes the study with a

discussion of the implications of the findings on theories of linguistic changc.

(1811 Wongbiasaj, Soranee 1980

Advisor: Frederic K. Lchman

On movement transformations in Thai

This dissertation is an investigation of the class of movement
transformations in Thai. The raain objective is to find out whether or not there
arc any limitations on this class of transformations, and in case there arc, to

see how the class is limited. Thc next objective is to explain why the class of
movement transformations in Thai is limited in such a way.

The first objective is carricd out by considering four constructions: the

passive construction, the topic-comment construction, the quantifier-final
construction, and the noun complement-final construction. I argue that tne

last two of these constructions have undergone movement transformations.
Quantifier Floating and Noun Complement Extraposition, respectively. The

other two arc argued to be essentially base-generated instead of being derived
by movement transformations, as claimed by some previous Thai linguists
(Chaiyaratana 1961, Bandhumedha 1976. for instance). In particular, I argue

that the passive sentence in Thai is generated in the base with thtluk (or doon)
'to be affected by' as a main verb and with a clause embedded under thank (or
doon). I also argue that the topic-comment sentence in Thai is generated in the
base with thc topic in the initial position.

In the last chapter, other movement transformations that are like:y to

exist in Thai grammar arc taken into consideration. It is found that none of
these transformations involves movement of a whole NP. To achieve the
second objective of this study, an explanation for such a limitation on the class
of movement transformations in Thai is offered, with reference to the major
characteristics of thc language, namely, lack of the overt morphological
marking on verbs and very little on noun phrases, and thc pervasive use of
zero anaphora. It is suggested for future research that other major
characteristics of Thai, such as verb serialization, be considered in relation to

limitation on movement transformations in thc language.
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[182] Xu, Debao 1992
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberti;

Mandarin Tone Sandhi and the Interface Study between
phonology and syntax

This dissertation investigates the domai:t and mode of application of
Mandarin third tone sandhi (TS henceforth), ir. terms of which it is intended
to explore the characteristics of the interface between nhonology and syntax.

The general result is that TS applies cyclically both in the lexicon and at
thc phrase level. In thc lexicon, it follows the model of lexical phonology. At
the phrase level, its domain is partially constrained by the left end of a Xmas-b
(branching maximal projection), but finally defined by its unique condition:
two by two subgrouping convention and its interaction with other phrasal
phonological rules such as sentential stress assignment, secondary stress
deletion, last cycle formation, 'marked' stress rules, rate of utterance, and so
on.

The significance of the study is that it exemplifies the similarities
between phrasal phonology and lexical phonology. On onc hand, cyclic
application is the characteristic of both phrasal TS and lexical TS. The rule (of
TS) applies from right to left cycle by cycle both in thc lexicon and at the
phrasal level. On thc other hand, phrasal TS operates in the same mode as
lexical TS does. That is. aftcr thc application of TS in a cycle, the cycle
boundary is deleted and the output of the cycle joins the ncxt cycle as its input
to create a new context for next TS (hence exactly the samc model proposed by
lexical phonology). This implies that the prosodic structure of a sentence is
organized in the same way as that lexical structure does: namely. either with
thc right cycle (s) embedded in the left ones (such as Mandarin TS) on a par
with thc word composed of prefix + basc OPrefix [based), or with the left cycle
(s) cmbcddcd in the right ones (such as tone sandhi in Cantonese) on a par
with the word formed by base + suffix (I(bascl suffixl). The discovery of these
similarities has significant impact on linguistic theory.

[183) Yates, Robert Allen 1990
Advisor: Howard Maclay

A parameters approach to second language research: Testing a directionality
prediction of the null subject parameter

This study applies insights from present linguistic theory (Chomsky 1981,
1986) to prcdict what the influence of the first language (LI) is on the
acquisition of linguistic competence in a second language (L2). Present
linguistic theory claims that differences in languages can be capturcd by a

small number of principles and parameters. Parameters arc principles which
have several values. Differences in languages arc thc result of how these
values are set for a particular language. The parameter tested in this study is
the null subject parameter. This parameter identifies the differences between
a language likc English which requires overt subject pronouns and a

language like Spanish which allows null subject pronouns.

An analysis of the different types of parameters is made. This study
presents an analysis of three types of parameters. littsed on this analysis it is
predicted that Spanish speakers learning English will acquire thc properties
of the null subject parameter in Higlish before English speakers acquire the
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properties of thc null subject parameter in Spanish. Two different judgment
tasks were administered to Spanish speakers learning English and English
speakers learning Spanish. The results of the first task, a written
grammaticality judgment task administered to classroom learners, confirmed
the directionality prediction. The scores on judging sentences in the target
language by Spanish speakers learning English were higher than the scores

by English speakers learning Spanish. Thc results of a second task, a

coreferential judgment task administered to highly proficient L2 speakers of
Spanish and English, did not confirm the results of thc written grammaticality
judgment task. Both groups of advanced L2 speakers appeared to transfer
interpretations from LI sentences to equivalent L2 sentences.

Although these results raise questions about thc status of thc null
parameter in L2 acquisition, they provide evidence that thc LI does influence
the acquisition of a second language.

118 4 ] Yen, Sian-Lin 1965

Advisor: Robert B. Lees

Studies in the phonological history of Amoy Chinese

As the title of this dissertation would indicate, the main portion of the
present study concerns the reconstruction of the phonological history of
Amoy Chinese more specifically, a reconstruction of Old Amoy. the

phonological changes that have taken place in its history, and the

chronological ordcr of these changes. The period covered by our studies is

from circa 700 A.D. down to the present time. The materials utilized for our
reconstruction arc mainly lexical items borrowed from a certain identifiable
dialect at a certain identifiable date.

First, we shall concern ourselves with the problem of the date at which

thc words that now constitute the superstratum. 'literary layer.' of Modern
Amoy were introduced into this language from Ancient Chinese. In Chapters II

and Ill we shall discuss, first, the phonemes of Modern Amoy and its

morpheme structure rules; then, the problem of hoss to represent tones of this
language in our phonological representations; and finally we shall discuss

various types of phonological boundaries and sketch syntactic rules that

introduce these boundaries into our phonological representations of Amoy
utterances. In Chapters IV and V we present thc phonetic correspondence

between Ancient Chinese and Modern Amoy. Ancient Chinese forms arc cited

in thc orthography proposed for this language in Chapter III. In Chapter IV
we shall present a set of (partially) ordered phonological rules, by means of
which one can derive Superstratum words from their respective etymons in

Ancient Chinese in thc maximally economical way. Finally, in Chapter VII, we
attempt a reconstruction of Amoy Chinese of c. 706 A.D. i.e. around the time
whcn thcrc was a large-scale borrowing of Ancient Chinese words into Arnoy.
Our reconstruction is based on the systematic phonetic differences that we

have found between Substratum initials and Finals and their corresponding

initials and finals in Superstratum when compared through thc medium of
Ancient Chinese or, in a few cases. Archiac Chinese initials and finals. With
thc help of various rules that we have formulated in the preceding chapter
which arc, with some exceptions that we have notel. phonological changes

that occurred within the history of Amoy Chinese. and hence must have

affected both words from Old Amoy and those from Ancient Chinese ss

should be able to project the phonetic differences that now exist between
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Substratum and Superstratum of Modern Amoy back on Ancient Chinese of c.
700 A.D., and reconstruct Old Amoy of approximately the same period.

[185] Yeoh, Chiang Kee
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

1979

Interaction of rules in Bahasa Malaysia
In this dissertation I will investigate interaction of rules, such as. Object-

creating rule (i.e. Transitivization, Objectivization, or Dative Movement) with
Passivization and also Passivization with Relativization, which can
systematically advance an NP, for example, an Instrumental, from an
inaccessible to an accessible position, that is, to Subject position whence it can
be relativized. On account of the fact that, in' Bahasa Malaysia. Object-creating
rule is regarded as essential to making an inaccessible NP, such as, Oblique
Object, accessible to Passivization; and Passivization is seen as absolutely
ncccssary to making an inaccessible Direct Object accessible to Relativization,
interaction of rules such as these which confirm Johnson, Keenan and
Comric's hypr,heses will be fully discussed.

This thesis is organized as follows: In Chaptcr I, inadequacies of the
description of some aspects of Bahasa Malaysia syntax arc pointed out. Chapter
II concerns the simple sentences in Bahasa Malaysia. Various types of simple
sentences such as equative, ascriptive, locative, intransitive, stative and
transitive arc examined and discusscd. The claim that it is optional to prefix the
active marker /mengi-/ to a transitive verb of an active sentence is falsified.

In Chapter III. five types of Passives in Bahasa Malaysia arc critically
examined and discussed. Inadequacies of the past treatments of some passive
constructions, especially the 1st and 2nd Person Passive, arc pointed out; and
syntactic similarities found among the various types of Passives arc clearly
illustrated. Since Indirect Object and Oblique Objects such as Benefactive,
Locative and Instrumental arc not passivizable. interaction of rules, such as
Object-creating rule with Passivization, is extensively discussed. It is shown
that Bahasa Malaysia is in harmony with the Relational Constraint proposed in
Johnson (1974), that is, if an Oblique Object can be systematically advanced to
Subject position, Indirect Object and Direct Object can also be systematically
promoted to Subject position.

The last chapter illustrates that, as far as Keenan and Comrie's
Accessibility Hierarchy (AH) is concerned, only two NP positions in Bahasa
Malaysia, that is those of Subject NP and Poss-NP, can be relativized directly.
The other NPs lying in the hierarchy gaps between the Subjcct NP and the
Poss-NP arc relativizable only after they have been systematically advanced to
an accessible position by interaction of rules. Since only the Subject NP and
the Poss-NP can bc relaiivized directly, it is concluded that Bahasa Malaysia not
only poses a problem but also presents a good counterexample to Keenan and
Comric's AH as far as dircct relativizability or an NP is concerned. This is
simply because direct rclativizability of a low NP position, in this case, does not
entail direct rclativizibility of all higher NP positions on the All.
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11861 Yokwe, Eluzai Moga
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

1987

The tonal grammar of Bari

This thesis presents a comprehensive description of the tonal system of
Bari, an Eastern Nilotic language spokcn around Juba in the Sudan. In

particular, the thesis attempts to thoroughly describe both the tonal structure

of the Bari word as well as the tonal interactions that result from the

juxtaposition of words in sentences.

Thc tone of verbal roots as well as thc tonal properties of the extensive
system of verbal derivation in Bari is presented in detail. Bari verb roots are

shown to display "melodic" tone: there arc just two (underlying) tonal patterns
H and LHL regardless of thc syllabic length of the root. Some verbal

suffixes are "toneless" whereas other suffixes contribute a tone to the tonal

ticr of the word. Bari noun roots arc "non-melodic": each syllable of the noun
root selects from the underlying inventory of tones independently of the

other syllables. The tonal properties of noun suffixes are complex and

straightforward rules governing the tone of derived nouns arc not possible.

The bulk of the thesis details the effect that the tone of onc word has on
an adjacent word. Two principal rules operate across word boundaries: High
Tone Spread and High Tone Lowering. A rule of Contour Simplification applies
to the output of these two rules. It is shown that the rule of High Tone
Lowering must apply iteratively across the sentence in a left-to-right manner.
Evidence in favor of iterative rathcr than (syntactically) cyclic rule

application is presented in detail.

1871 Yoon, nye Suk 1989

Advisor: Peter Cole

A restrictive theory of morphosyntactic interaction and its consequences

In this dissertation. I develop a theory of morphosyntactic interaction

based on a principled distinction between Rule Systems and Grammatical

Components. It is argued that while morphological and phrasal rules belong to
distinct rule systems, they do not define distinct components. In contrast to thc
proponents of Strong Lexicalism. I develop a thcory in which the components
of syntax and lexicon arc freed from inherent association with either phrasal

or morphological rules. Rather, thc lexicon and syntax stand in a "level-
ordered" relationship with thc objects defined by rules of the lexicon acting as
atoms of the syntactic rule system.

Thc assignment of rules, morphological or phrasal, to either component.
is madc on the basis of thc properties exhibited by rules, such as interactivity
with other rules of the component and the X0 vs. XP status of objects defined by
rules. In contrast to much recent work, the decision to treat a certain type of
morphology as syntactic is not madc on the basis of an a priori methodological
guideline.

The criteria 1 employ to assign a certain piece of morphology to syntax

arc more stringent than those countenanced in alternative approaches. It is

argued, however, that this restrictive approach reveals a truer picture of how
morphology and syntax intcract. This is because morphology determined to be

syntactic by the restrictive criteria always evince independent signs of being
syntactic.
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A comparative study of the morphosyntax of nominalizations and
antipassivcs in diffcrcnt languages bears out thc significant conceptual and
theoretical advantages of the restrictive view of morphosyntactie interaction
proposed in this work.

11 8 8 1 Yu, Ella Ozier 1991
Advisor: Jerry Morgan

Theoretical aspects of noun classes in Lama
Lama is a Cur language spoken in the districts of Kcran and Doufelgou of

Togo. Other than earlier research by A. Prost (1964b), the field of linguistics
has not given much attcntion to Lama. More recently, though, dissertations by
Ourso (1989) and Aritiba (1989) have contributed significantly.

This dissertation provides an analysis of thc noun class system and
agreement phenomena in Lama (K ante variant). Furthermore, the
incorporation process for borrowcd nouns and the agreement phenomena for
left-dislocated coordinate NP structures support the analysis that Lama noun
classes, for the most part. arc not semantically or phonologically based.

The dissertation contains six chapters. Thc introductory chapter
classifies Lama with respect to geographical and typological categories and
discusses relevant research and methodology. Chaptcr 2 presents the
reanalysis of the noun class system and Chapter 3 summarizes the agreement
phenomena of nouns and their constituents. The fourth chapter contains an
analysis of the borrowing process for nouns and Chapter 5 discusses
agreement in left-dislocated coordinate NP structures. Thc final chapter
summarizes the findings of this research and proposes further research areas.

[ 1 8 9 1 Zamir, Jan Roshan 1982
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Variation in Standard Persian A sociolinguistic study
This research aims to investigate variation in Tehrani Persian (Standard)

in relation to its socio-cultural dimensions. The primary objective is to
investigate stratification of glottals and glides and thc general tendencies of
these features towards linguistic change, as well as the social mobility of
speakers. The secondary objective is to investigate the sociolinguistic
properties of two social dialects of Persian in Tehran, which until now have
gone virtually undescribed: Jahcli and Armenian Persian.

The analysis is based on quantitative measurements of thc data collected
from seventy-eight native speakers with consideration to agc. education, sex,
religion, and ethnic membership.

To account for variabilities, four variable rules were advanced: (y)-
insertion. (7 )-insertion, change of glottal to glide, and (7 )-delction rules. Style
and religion most strongly co-vary with thc linguistic variables; education
and age also closely correlate. In comparison, scx shows a lesser degree of
correlation with the variables.

This inquiry further offers a number of interpretations for certain
previously unresolved issues in Persian linguistics: (a) Two types of glides
"underlying" and "derived" arc distinguished. (h) A distinction is also
advanced for "underlying" and "ileiived" glottals Derk.ed glottals can change
to glides; the underlying cannot R; ) The tv.o rule of (y)-insertion and (7 ) -
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inscrtion appear to reflect a functional unity of P-rulcs and provide a case

example of a "conspiracy of phonological rules" (Kisseberth, 1979). (d) Thc
change of glottal to glide is a ncw innovation and still is "in progress."

The social dialect of Jahcli is shown to make use of an elaborate speech of
give-and-take with overt phonological characteristics. Some features of Jaheli
are emulated by other members of the community also to express certain
values and chauvinistic sentiments.

Armenian Persian appears to provide a rather "marked" sociolinguistic
case study. Unlike that of all other subsequent generations of dialect speakers
in Tehran who yield to the prestigious dialect of Tehran, this variety has

remained unbending.

Finally, the results here could bc used for the preparation of teaching
materials and bilingual lexicographical works.

[190] Zhou, Xinping 1990

Advisor: Chin-Chuan Chcng

Aspects of Chinese syntax: Ergativity and phrase structure

This thesis is a study of various aspects of Chinese syntax from a

government-and-binding perspective. The purpose of this work is to argue

that a range of grammatical problems of Chinese syntax such as the variable

position of subject, word order variation, locative inversion, definiteness

effects, quantification and scope effects of inverted subjects can be explained
if it is recognized that Chinese has both uncrgativc (accusative) and ergative-
type structures. In the unergative (accusative) structure, the subject NP bears
the role of an internal argument of thc verb and as such occupies the object

position at D-structure and is either moved or unmoved to thc spcc (lP)
position at S-structure in accordance with a set of well-formedness principles
of the grammar.

Chapter One introduces some basic notions of Government-Binding
theory and the theories of crgativity in general, and argues for a unified
thcory of grammatical mapping between the argument structure and syntactic

structure, which accounts for a comprehensive range of crgativc phenomena

across languages.

Chapter Two provides arguments for tak ing contrastive word order in

Chinese as thc primary syntactic diagnostics for ergativity in this language

and explores the unergative-ergative alternations with regard to word order

variations. It proposes a theta-theoretic condition, the 0-polatity condition
which regulates the distribution of arguments and adjuncts in this language.

A scrutiny is devoted to the difference in categorical projection with respect to
functional categories and lexical categories.

Chaptcr Three explores the range of ergativity in Chinese in phrasal

syntax, with emphasis on the displaced subject and locative inversion
construction. lt argues for a type-oriented approac h to ergativity across

languages. Alternative analyses arc provided for sonic syntactic problems

related to thc Chinese crgativc constructions, ranging from the syntactic

nature of postverbal agentive subject to thc scope and extraction effects in

presentational construction.

Chapter Four examines thc sntactit. nature of complex predicates in

Mandarin and the ergative phenomena on the word level, focusing on the
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headedness condition of causative verb compound predicates as well as the
thematic structure of such predicates.

11911 Ziv, Yael 1976
Advisor: Gcorgia M. Green

On the communicative effect of relative clause extraposition in English

In this dissertation I will investigate some possible correlations between
the form of sentences and the communicative purposes which these sentences
may serve. For such a study to offer interesting and significant results it would
hive to involve a large variety of sentences differing from cach other in
several aspects related to form, and it would have to focus on various
communicative functions that these different sentences may fulfill. General
observations concerning thc naturc of thc relationship between thc form of a
sentence and thc way it may function in linguistic communication may bc
arrived at only on thc basis of an extensive investigation of this kind. Such a
study, however, although desirable, is presently beyond my capacity.
Therefore. I decided to examine only an arbitrary sub-set of syntactically
related constructions sentences related by Right Movement Rules with
respect to their various communicative functions. However, after studying in
detail sentences related by only one such rule relative clause extraposition

realized that it would not do justice to the other constructions involving
Right Movement Rules to include them in this thesis without examining thcm
equally carefully. Thc scope of the present study will, therefore, be restricted
to an investigation of only two types of constructions related by the syntactic
process of relative clause extraposition. I will be most conccrncd with the
purposes for which speakers may use sentences with restrictive relative
clauses (extraposed and unextraposed) in communication with cach other;
more specifically. I will deal with thc differences between thc appropriateness
of such sentences with regaid to conveying particular communicative
intentions of speakers.

As will become evident during the course of this thesis, the
communicative effects of the syntactic process of relative clause cxtraposition
arc closely related to thc principles of word order in a given language. Hence.
languages which differ in word order arc likely to manifest different
characteristics with respect to relative clause extraposition. I will, therefore.
restrict myself here to an examination of sentences with restrictive relative
clauses in English. (But Ziv and Cole (1974) and Ziv (forthcoming) where
Modern Hebrew is investigated with respect to relative clause extraposition
and other related phenomena.) The present thesis should be considered
exploratory; it does not aim at offering definitive conclusions, but rather at

encouraging inquiry in thc arca of form-function correlation. Hopefully. the
results of this investigation may serve as a starting point for a more
comprehensive study of this kind.

The thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter I. I delineate thc scope of
thc structures under investigation, discuss the theoretical framework within
which this research is conducted and present thc kinds of questions with
which I will he most concerned. Chapter II deals with various communicative
functions of sentences with restrictive relative clauses that modify generic
hcad noun phrases. In this context the differences between sentences with
extraposed and sentences with non-extraposed restrictive relative clauses are
examined. Chapter III serves as a continuation of Chapter it takes up the
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question of the relation between conditional if sentences and sentences with
restrictive relative clauses on generic heads. It is shown that an account of the
relation between these structures in derivational terms is ad-hoc in several

respects and consequently a new account for the affinity between these

sentences is called for.

Chapter IV is on par with Chapter II. In Chapter II the communicative
functions of sentences with restrictive relatives on generic heads arc
investigated, whereas in Chapter IV sne communicative functions of
restrictive relative clauses on indefinite no-generic heads arc examined. In

this context it is shown that in order to characterize some form-function
correlations adequately, the pragmatic correlates of the relevant propositional
content must be taken into consideration.

Chapter V consists of a brief summary of the conclusions from the
previous chapters. a discussion of the overall communicative effect of relatiw..
clause extraposition and a discussion of some unresolved problems and

suggested topics for further research.
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Master's Thesis Abstracts

11921 Abdo, Daud A.
1967

On primary stress in Modern Literary Arabic

In this paper I shall deal with the primary stress of words in Modcrn

Literary Arabic (henceforth MLA). I shall first mention briefly some attempts

to account for the primary stress of words in MLA and show in what way they

fail. Then I will try to give some rules to account for this stress correctly.

11931 Akatsuka, Noriko 1969

Advisor: Robert B. Lees

NP Movement and some related syntactic phenomena in Japanese

Ross's quite insightful and stimulating Ph. D. dissertation Constraints on

Variables in Syntax motivated this paper. His dissertation is a search for

universal constraints on syntactic variables. The complex NP Constraint and

thc Conjoint Structure Constraint arc proposed as putatively universal, and the

Sent,.mtial Structure Constraint as languagc-spccific. Also, the type of

syntactic rules affected ny those constraints arc said to be reordering

transformations which chop the specified NP and permute it around a

variable. I would like to investigate whether or not Ross's claims arc justified

in Japanese.

First, I wouli like to discuss "NP scrambling" in Japanese. which does not

exist in the grammar of English. Second, I will touch on three Japanese

reordering transformations which makc crucial use of variables: NP Shift,

Topicalization. and Cleft-Sentence. Their behavior with regard to Ross's

constraints will be investigated. Third, I would like to analyze the Japanese

rule of Reflexivization.

[194] Awdyalé, Yiwola
1974

Gerundive structures in Yoritbd and the notion of "target structures"

The hypothesis of target structures is that each language has a relatively

small set of "target structures" a sct of constraints which apply at some

relatively superficial level, as a son of filter on derivations. The correctness of

such a hypothesis may explain why in natural language diverse underlying

structures arc mapped onto thc same or similar superficial structures.

Whether such structures arc similar in all languages, or each language has its

own unique set, is not quite clear at thc moment until comparative studies arc

conducted. It is a fact that thc underlying structures may bc thc reason why

wc have so few superficial word order patterns in natural languages. The

possibilities arc so few that one would expect diverse structures to converge on

thc surfacc. Yet the convergence is not random; it has to bc systematic,

otherwise there would be no possible explanation for such a phenomenon.

This further implies that the rules that create such structures would be

expected to share some properties too. And finally, the correctness of thc

notion of target structures should throw some light on the phenomena of

opacity and transparency in grammar.

These structures arc the type which assume the same configuration at the

surface but which derive from very different logical or semantic structures.

There are at least four ways to dcal with this phenomenon. Each of the
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prevailing approaches will be looked at here in relation to the Yoruba dataafter the data itself has been presented.

11951 Baker, C. LeRoy
1965Advisor: Robert B. Lees

Definiteness and indefiniteness in English
My purpose in this paper is to give a formal characterization of thenotions of definiteness and indefiniteness which are found in virtually alltraditional English grammars. My aim is to develop a system of rules whichwill predict the correct English articles on some other basis than simply thatof freely choosing between, say, and and the. Many transformationalgrammars have dealt with articles by means of rules such as
1) DET + {a, an, the) o r 2) DET

These grammars are thcn forced to include a set of context-restricted rules intheir phrase structure which prevent occurrences of definite noun phrases insentences where only indefinites can occur, and vice versa. The viewpoint Ihave adopted as a working hypothesis is precisely the reverse, namely, thatarticles in English are highly predictable on the basis of other, morefundamental, grammatical relations expressed in the phrase structure, andhence need not be specified independently in the phrase structure at all.
As a result of this kind of work, I have arrived at a rough analysis forEnglish in which nouns need not be distinguished as between definite andindefinite in the phrase structure rules. The following is a brief summary ofthe generalizations which I will eventually draw in the course of this paper.
I. All indefinite noun phrases arise from underlying existentialsentence S.
II. There is a large and well-defined set of occurrences of definitearticle plus noun in which the definite article can be analyzed

as the overt marker for the presence, in the same or in aprevious tree, of an existential containing thc same noun.
111. The difference between those indefinites which arc given aspecific interpretation and those which are given a non-specific interpretation is explained by a mechanism associatedwith certain embedding rules which delete previously existingreference markers.

11961 Barker, Milton E. 1969
Muong Clause Structure

The purpose of this paper is to describe thc internal structure of clausesin Muong. Muong is a language spoken by a minority group of approximately
400,000 people in North Vietnam, mainly in Hoa Binh province. The analysispresented in this paper is based on the author's knowledge of thc Muonglanguage gained while rcsiding in the Muong refugee village of Hoa Binh,near Baurncthuot, South Vietnam, from 1961-1963 and 1966-1969. Examplesgiven arc drawn from recorded tcxt material.
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[1 9 '7 j Boyle, Mary Et 1988

Advisor: Michael Kenstowicz

Applying machine learning algorithms to phonology

Consider the problem of discovering a rule characterizing a given
sequence of events (objects) and bcing able to predict a plausible continuation
of the sequence. This prediction is nondeterministic because the rule doesn't
necessarily tell exactly which events must appear next in the sequence but
rather determines a set of plausible next events. It is assumed that the

individual events in the sequence arc characterized by a set of attributes and

that the next event depends solely on the values of thc attributes for the

previous events in the sequence. The attributes are either initially given or
derived from the initial ones through a chain of inferences.

This paper dcscribcs briefly an inductive incremental learning program

AQ 15 that learns attributional descriptions from examples, and the
representation models used to describe syllable structures and thc results of
applying AQ 15 in this domain,

The evaluation will be done from the viewpoint of classification accuracy
of the induccd rules on ncw forms and complexity of the rules. Examples will
be taken from the major phonemic groups with known syllabification. The

induced rules will be tested for accuracy against thc known data.

The data is represented utilizing the encoded concepts of the sonority
hierarchy and syllable structure (onset, nucleus, and coda). The program

would then be able to induce the appropriate syllable parsing rules given a

handful of examples.

[ 19 8 1 Carlsen, Joanne 1970

Notes on adverbials in Greek and English

The complex and subtle nature of adverbials has long presented problems
to any linguist attempting to deal with them. In his thesis (1969) Mike Gcis
proposcd that most adverbial clauses fall into the larger and better defined
categories of relative clauses and complement clauses. The merit of such a

proposal rests not only on thc validity of th- arguments which support it, but

also on thc usefulness of the ideas which motivate it. In this case, the

motivation is to place adverbials into a category which we know something
about and which, therefore, gives us some sort of basis for judging the various
and odd ways adverbials act.

I am not interested here in whether Geis' proposal and thesis arc

successful or not. That I subscribe to his general approach will be obvious
from my own. What I intend to do in this paper is to explore in Greek and
English thc rcactions of two classes of verbs which I have isolated because of
their distinct reaction to certain features of adverbial clauses. In so doing. I

also will explore the nature of why and because-clauses. Lastly. I shall explore

Greek there-where clauses. This is not a paper on Greek adverbials, or on
English advcrbials, but rather a paper on whatever I can find out about

adverbials in the fields 1 explore. I expected Grcck to extend or verify, where it
differed from English, our description of thc behavior of adverbial facts and

this is in fact what happened. In the case of there-where clauses. however,
which occur frequently in Greek, hut only rarely in English. I concentrate on
describing the Greek data.
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1199 ] Chen, Ching Hsiang 1969
Advisor: Michael Geis

Something to add to Chinese conditions box

This paper is written in response to Ross's dissertation in which he
proposes that there should be constraints on syntactic rules which make
crucial use of variables. These constraints could either be language universal
or language particular. He further suggests that the present theory of
grammar should be so revised as to incorporate a condition box for cach
language so that a generalization could be made about the language-particular
conditions on the rules of the language.

The necessity of using variables in syntactic rules and thc necessity of
restrictions on thc variables so that the rules will drive correct results are
well-stated in Ross's work. What I want to add is that the kind of language-
particular constraints somehow classifies thc type of language as a "rigid-
word-ordcring" language as in the case of Chinese.

I limit the scope of this paper to those rules which involve reordering
transformation and feature-changing rules. The paper is organized in the
following way. In section 11. I will discuss some reordering rules, which lead to
the conclusion that certain constraints on them arc necessary to be included
in the Chinese condition box. In section III, I will disuss some feature-
changing rules and try to state the constraints which seem to bc operating on
them. In this section Pronominalization will be discussed in greater length
and the condition on "backward" Pronominalization will also be explored.
Section IV is a brief conclusion.

1200 ) Colberg, Thomas 1975

Movement rules and negation
In many proposed derivations, various operations sccm to have moved

negatives and/or sentential elements containing negatives out of their
original positions in deep or logical structure. In the first two substantive
sectiOns of this paper, rulc ordering provides technically correct explanations
of the pattern of sentence acceptability. In the third, rule ordering is
inadequate. Since the solution in the third case also suffices in the first two, it
is preferred over rule order. Thc remainder of the paper takes up other cascs
involving negatives that show similarities to the first three.

201 I Ciiceloglu, Emily Y. 1967

Subject pronouns in direct address: Judeo-Spanish
This study will examine pronominal phenomena in Spanish along two

basic lines. Onc is the dialect study, since its starting point in empirical data is
a series of Judeo-Spanish texts consisting mainly of folk-tales told by Scfardic
Jews in Istambul to M. L. Wagner and transcribed by the latter in thc early
twcnticth century. Pronominal usage will bc compared with standard Spanish,
specifically with the results found by T. A. Wilson in his M.A. thesis
investigating choice and non-choice of thc explicit pronoun in Spanish-
American Spanish as found in thrcc plays and thc conversational parts of a
novel. His data differ from ours in three obvious respects: a) time -- mid-
twentieth century, . nature of materials written rather than oral, c) dialect
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Spanish-American. For this reason wc will also consider briefly Spanish
usage of the time of the exile of the Jews from Spain, and we will choose a text
which is informal and colloquial, in so far as such is available from that
period. However we will not attempt an extensive dialect comparison between
the Spanish-Amcrican materials and the Judeo-Spanish. We will assume that
the Spanish-American data represent standard Spanish in all relevant aspects.

Secondly, we will try to account for the results where appropriate, with
such rules as would form part of a grammar purporting to properly generate
Spanish. In the process of arguing for these rules we hope to show how and
why previous analyses arc adequate or inadequate.

[202] Donaldson, Susan Kay 1971

Movement in restrictive relative clauses in Hindi

The particular research with which this paper is concerned has to do
with the matter of what roles rules of movement may play in determining the
surface shape of restrictive relative clauses in Hindi. While much remains
inconclusive about generalizations to be gained from this study. I think we
can say that word order in Hindi is more restricted than in a thoroughly

inflective language, but at the same time more free than in a language which
determines syntactic relationships solely from word order. This greater
freedom is exercised by the speaker in his choice of position with the S for the
relative clause, and in his choice within the clause for the relative pronoun. It

appcars that the grammar contains the necessary mechanism for moving the
clause containing the presupposition to either sentence-initial or post-main

clause position from wherever it arises, and that this movement can be

vacuous in case the underlying order is that of the surface manifestation.

(203] English, James B. 1971

French: How to predict the stress

The purpose of this paper is to show that French can adequately be
described by positing only seven vowels instead of fourteen (seven tense and
seven lax). I will discuss vowel alternation and then propose another

interpretation of French stress without attempting to analyze the former

problem. The paper concludes that stress is always ultimate in French due to
the existence of a stress rule much like that of Spanish (Harris 1969) and the
rule PSVD, which deletes all vowels after thc stress.

(204) Foster, James Frederick 1967

Advisor: Henry R. Kahanc
Over Konyunctiveyt in AR talk About subjunctiveness in Germanized Ozark

English

The purposes of this paper arc threefold: a) to present data about thc uses
of the so-called konyunktiv verb forms of thc Germanized Ozark dialect of

American English, b) to give a reasonable description of this data in the

context of a transformational generative grammar, and c) to point out and

discuss as yct unsolved problems in accounting for the data in a descriptively
and/or explanatorily adequate way. I have used myself as an informant where

possible, as I speak this dialect quasi-natively. With my honored father I have

also consulted as this is his native dialect. My final authority has been the

I.ady Peter Schärmer, Sr., of near Scranton, Arkansas, who was born and
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reared in the district and who has never been out of it for more than a fcw
days at a timc unlike my father and me both of whom have travelled
considerably in other areas.

12051 Gilpin, Marie lien 0. 1965
Advisor: Robcrt B. Lees

A partial grammar of English superlatives
There arc two primary goals of an optimal grammar of superlatives in

English: to account for the phenomena of superlativization in a maximally
simple, productive set of ordered rules, and to relate those rules to more
general phenomena in the grammar. Specifically, if we can find a
grammatical basis for the native speaker's intuition that the comparative and
superlative are related in some way, justifying in some sense the traditional
paradigm tall, taller, tallest/ beautiful, more beautiful, most beautiful, the
resulting grammar will be so much the closer to achieving the second goal of
linguistic theory. It is clear upon the most cursory examination, however, that
such a relationship is not a simple or obvious one. This paper will attempt to
show that deep similarities do exist, and to point out where thcy may be found.

[2061 Hammerschlag, Doris 1967

On the notions subject, predicate, and universals
It seems that some linguists may be overlooking thc need for

observational and descriptive adequacy in their grammars. A quick look at the
past studies of Malayo-Polynesian languages shows that there is a tendency
either to try to make thc languages look exactly like English or to neglect the
possibility that they might have anything at all in common with English. We
cannot attack languages with the view that they are identical or that they arc
completely diffcrcnt.

Thc similarities we do find by working on the languages individually will
be more substantial for the support of universals than those found by basing
analyses on English. And, of course, we wish to describe the differences
between languages as well as thc similarities among them. Basing new
grammatical descriptions on English is just as sinful as basing dcscription of
English on those of Greek and Latin.

[2071 Hutchinson, Arno M. Jr. 1966

Classical Greek phonology: Vowel contractions

The purpose of this paper is to lay a foundation for the diachronic study
of Ancient Greek phonology from a transformational generative grammar
approach. It was felt that before wc should launch into the broader area of
diachronics we ought first to get a fair idea of the phonological system of onc
dialect in one period. For this purpose we chose what is, perhaps, the best
studied dialect, Classical Attic.

It may bc in place at this point also that wc should explain why we have
choscn to approach Ancient Greek phonology through transformational
grammar. It might be concluded by some that such a well studied language as
Ancicnt Greek could serve as little more than a practice board for scholars in
transformational grammar. In actual fact I believe that this relatively new
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approach can contribute a grcat deal to our better understanding of language
in general.

(2081 Ito, Katsutoshi 1968

Advisor: Henry R. Kahane
The nature of wa and its relodon to Japanese negation

The postposition wa has long been supposed to be simply a topicalizer of a
sentence. The purpose of this paper is to show that w a has a function of
bringing "contrast" into a sentence and that the contrastive function of w a
can most adequately be described by assuming a "shadow sentence" in the

underlying structure. We will argue that the introduction of a shadow

sentence in the underlying structure will provide adequate description of
such postpositions as ma 'also and dake 'only' and the occurrence of w a in
negative sentences.

(2091 James, Dorothy J. 1966
Advisor: Robert B. Lees

A phonological cycle in Siane

The purpose of this paper is to show the value of ordered rules and the
need for a cyclical application of a subset of those rules in the phonological
component of a transformational-generative grammar of Sianc, a language of
the New Guinea Highlands. Motivation for cach rule and its specific ordering
is given in sections two and four, and motivations for a phonological cycle is

shown in scction three. In thc appendix the ordered rules arc listed together

followed by the full derivation of every example not fully derived in the body
of the paper.

[2101 Janjigian, Sona 1972

The PIE consonant shift in Armenian dialects

The consonant shift from Proto-Indo-European in Classical Armcnian is

similar to the consonant shift that independently took place from PIE in

Germanic. As in the Gcrmanic languages, sccondary and tertiary shifts took

place in the various dialects of Armenian. Some scholars including Gharibian
and his followers postulated that some of the Modern Armenian dialects
evolved through sister dialects of Classical Armenian rather than directly
from it. In doing so. thcy rejected the consonant shift phenomenon.

In earlier versions of this paper I tended to agree with Gharibian's view.
However, I have come to realize that Classical Armenian is the older dialect
that underwent the first consonant shift. Because of the absence of earlier
written documents in Armenian it is impossible to follow the various stages of
the development of Armenian consonantism extending from the PIE period to

the first translation of the Bible in the fifth-century AD. Gharibian's view can
best be refuted by considering the historical background of Armcnia and the
nature of the internal and the external influences to which the speakers of
Armcnian became exposed. Following this a brief discussion of thc

consonantal outcome in Classical Armcnian will be given and thcn the

problem will be discussed in more detail.
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[ 2 1 11 Jessen, Marilyn 1969
Advisor: Frederic K. Lchman

The compatative construction in Shan

Shan or Thai Yai is a language (or group of dialects) spoken in the Shan
States of Burma and Yunnan, with some speakers in the Mac Hong Son arca of
northwest Thailand. It is usually grouped together with Thai and Laotian into
thc Kadai or (Kam-Thai) family. Thc number of speakers of Shan is estimated
to bc around 1,350,000.

This paper is an attcmpt to give a grammatical characterization of the
comparative construction(s) in Shan within thc framework of a
transformational-generative grammar. Much of what is to be presented here
will be of a purely observatioal nature, either because any deeper a
treatment of it would be well beycnd the scope of this paper or because the
writer knows just too little about it to say anything of interest or significance.
However, it can only bc hoped that the many problems hinted at or left
unsolved in the course of what follows will provide starting points and
motivations for others beginning work on thc Shan language.

1 2 1 2 1 Jolly, Richard John 1968
Advisor: Henry R. Kahane

The Plautine noun phrase

Most prev;ous studies of Latin word order have taken the view that,
although Latin word order is "freer" than most languages, certain patterns or
regularities can be noticed which would allow one to formulate what I would
call nothing more than "rules of thumb." Since Latin gramm ars have
neglected to discuss word order in anything other than generalities, this is the
one arca in which the grammars can bc supplemented and it is also the topic to
which I direct this paper.

I have choscn the comedies of Plautus as the basis of my study. With
Plautus we can establish structural description of a spoken Latin ideolect at a
fixed period of time. The general scope of this paper will be to present the
predominant patterns observed in the noun phrase and to indicate various
problems involved in the structural description.

[ 21 3] Kajiwara, Hideo 1985
Advisor: Seiichi Makino

A study of stative expressions

There arc two ways to describe an object. One can speak of an objcct
actively, as in "A dog is running toward us", or stativcly, as in "That dog is
ferocious." In this thesis 1 compare active and stative expressions in English
and Japanese. In particular, I offer examples to show that determining
whether a phrase is active or stativc depends on context. I will focus on the
stative verhals used in English and in Japanese, and the relationship between
ASPECT and STATE.

This thesis consists of five chapters including a conclusion. In chapter
one I discuss the claims of six linguists, namely Lakoff, Kuno, Alfonso, Martin,
Teramura and King. This leads to twenty-three questions for discussion. I

divide these questions into five categories, and in chapter two I discuss the
first three of these. In chapter three I address three questions concerning
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stative and nonstative verbals. This requires making some additional
definitions. In chapter four I analyze the remaining question concerning the
relationship between stative transitive verbs and the Japanese nominative
case-marker GA. I tie these results together in the concluding chapter.

[2141 Kim, Sun Boo 1982
Advisor: Howard Mac lay

Acquisition of English as a Second Language for Korean children in
declarative and interrogative sentences

This research will investigate the second language acquisition processes
of two Korcan children in thcir performance of declarative and interrogative
utterances in English. In declarative utterances, the acquisition order of
grammatical morphemes will be studied, based on Brown's (1973) framework
that represents the semantic relationships of Fillmorc's (1968) case grammar.
In interrogative utterances, inversion of yes/no questions. WH-questions, and
do-support including models arc to be investigated.

This research on second language acquisition was based on the
hypothesis that (1) high frequency of input would not play an important role;
(2) semantics would be a significant consideration but not imitation; (3)
development of intelligence or perception would be one of the most important
factors; and (4) ego-centrism or nearness would influence second language
acquisition for pre-school children.

[215] Koul, Omkar N. 1971

Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Coordinating conjunctions in Hindi

In An Introduction to Hindi Syntax Y. Kachru devotes a brief section to
the -discussion of conjunctions in Hindi. While making some remarks on the
coordinatc conjunction structures in Hindi, shc refers to the "general rule"

that thc strings conjoined by conjunctions must have 'like' structures.

The nature of deep structure constraints on coordinatedly conjoincd
sentences in Hindi has not been studied in any work so far. Both
transformational and deep structural constraints must bc formulated to apply

to all conjuncts of a coordinate structure in Hindi. It is equally important to
study different types of coordinately conjoined structures for determining the
deep structure of sentences or pans of sentences which can be conjoined by
the coordinate conjunction morpheme 0 r. Here I intend to make some
rcmarks on the different types of coordinated conjoincd structures, and to

point out some deep structural and transformational constraints on such
structures which can be conjoined coordinately with o r.

12161 Langacker, Ronald W. 1964

Some embeddings and interrogatives of French

Thc purpose of this paper is to propose a theory accounting for selected
portions of thc grammatical structure of French. Thcsc include a large but by
no means inclusive body of interrogative expressions, a number of related
generalized transformations projecting the output of thc rules comprising this
theory into an infinite sct, and a fairly elaborated though admittedly rough

constituent structure component describing a finite set of strings together
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with their structural descriptions, constituting the domain over which the
transformational rules are defined.

As with any theory, its claims arc only tentative and approximatc. There
arc no complete descriptions, and there is always some artificiality and
oversimplification involved in dissccting out some part of the body of data in
order to describe fully that part. Therefore the rules presented here do not
constitute a closed system. They arc obviously inadequate in many respects,
and an attempt has been made to point out some of these inadequacies as well
as to indicate possible ways of extending this theory to account for a fuller
body of data. The noun expan:Aon rules, for example, clearly will not survive
deeper analysis as they stand, although it is hoped that they will have
contributed something towards a satisfactory treatment. The scheme of verb
classification is proposed more seriously. Although naturally incomplete, the
main outlines of it arc probably valid.

[217) Leich, Harold M. 1971

Patterns of verbal accentuation in Slovene

The aim of this paper is to investigate the basic pattern and broad outlines
of the accentual system of the standard Siovcnc conjugation, particularly in
light of the hypothesis of M. Halle, who has claimed (1971) that accentual
phenomena on the surface level of Slavic languages are the result of two
distinct components or levels in the grammar the morphology and the
phonology. More specifically, Halle claims that information associated with
individual lexical elements determines where stress will bc marked in the
underlying phonological representations of words; the phonological rules, in
turn, determine the pitch or stress contour of the phonetic representation of
the word, on the basis of the morphological marking or stress-assignment.
Halle. in his paper, discusses largely accentual alternations of the nominal
paradigms of the Slavic dialects: he also deals primarily with the phonological
rules involved in producing these phenomena, largely leaving aside the
question of the morphological rules which determine the input to the
phonological componcnt proper, and the problem of how the lexicon is to bc
marked by features which determine the original accenting of underlying
representations. The purposc of this paper is, in part, to discover whether
Halle's theory, and the rules he proposes, can account for the accentual
patterns found in the Slovene verbal system, and also to see what
morphological rules, of the type Halle mcntions, must be positcd in the
grammar of Slovene to explain the certain accent-classes found in verbal
conjugation.

L2181 Leskosky, Richard J. 1973

intensive reflexes

While reflexive pronouns have bccn analyzed and found to have
important implications for transformational grammar study, tha closely
related phenomenon of the intensive reflexive has been ignored, perhaps on
thc assumption that in itself it is uninteresting or that it at least has nothing to
contribute beyond the insights garnered from the study of thc other reflexive
pronouns. This paper will examine some of the facts of intensive reflexives,
relate these to other facets of the grammar, and raise some other questions
without providing any answers to them,
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[219) Li, Angela W. 1970

Advisor: Michael Geis

On some Chinese syntactic rules

This paper is divided into two sections: Section 1 is to show whether the
Chinese Topicalization Rule is subject to the constraints which Ross proposes
in his dissertation. Section II is to present some data in order to get a clearer
idea about the Chinese Relative Clause Formation by applying the Constraints.

The four constraints arc: thc Complex NP Constraint, the Coordinate Structure
Constraint, the Sentential Subject Constraint and the Left Branch Condition.
Ross claims that the first two of these are universal. He made a further survey
to find out the differences between the rules which arc subject to the

Constraints and the rules which arc not subject to thc Constraints.

In this paper I will test two Chinese rules to see if the Constraints operate
in Chincsc and to see whether or not wc have to add some other constraints to
the language-particular grammar. 1 have chosen two Chinese rules. They are:
A. Topicalization Rule, B. Relative Formation Rule. The reasons I have chosen

these two rules are because I) topicalization is a chopping rule, 2) the Chinese
Relative Formation Rule is still a mystery. If thc Constraints also apply to it. it

is very strong evidence to support that it involves movement; otherwise it does

not.

(220) Malstrom, Jean Marie 1974

The oral narrative ability of children in grades one, four, and seven

This is a study of thc development of elementary school children's ability
in oral narration at three-year intervals. My purpose in this study is to

examine stories told by children on three grade levels, with a view to

improving their training in this arca. Teachers of language arts often find the

tcaching of composition, oral or written, the most difficult part of their

program. It calls for creativity, which is the result of hard work. I believe that

if we know what grasp of thc structures of language and of narrative
discourse a child has acquired at various levels of schooling, we can help him
to make the best use of the former to improve his performance in the latter.

And so, I undertook this project to see how 1 might work with others to achieve
such a goal.

(221) McCloy, William B. 1971

Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

Some unsolved problems in Korean phonology

The purposes of this paper arc: 1) to describe the synchronic phonology
of Korean in such a way as to be optimally efficient both in descriptive and
explanatory adequacy aiming to illustrate the basic symmetry of thc

phonological system and thc inter-relatedness of phonological rules; 2) to

describe thc historical sound changes that have led to present forms: 3) to

relate Korcan to its ancestral (and "sister") language; and 4) to evaluate and
describe all thc above in terms relevant to our understanding of universals in

language. The task of thc generative-transformational linguist extends beyond

the already difficult tasks to which taxonomic linguists have always devoted
themselves -- observation and description: what happens in language and how.
Now linguists arc beginning to try to find out why things happen in language

(the realin of tntcrprctationt as witnessed particularly by recent concern to
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describe "function" and "motivation" in linguistic patterning and change. I
personally feel strongly that it is important to keep on looking for the what,
how, and why even when simple answers are far from immediately apparent.
For this reason I present in this paper not mainly solutions but problems. I
feel that even though satisfactory answers have not been found for these
phonological cnigmas in Korean, a look at some possible or partial solutions
can be beneficial perhaps even illuminating to others who will continue the
search for solutions.

[2221 Meshon, Steven Philip 1966
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

A linguistic study of sound and meaning in poetry
My central thesis is that if literary analysts, critics, critical readers,

readers for simply enjoyment. etc., can make a statement about "musicality" of
verse, i.e., "the hissing of the striking snakc," "rapid flowing rhythms and
sounds," "the babbling of the brook," "a general feeling of soft whispering
sounds," etc., the sound-meaning connections can, much of the time, be taken
as evidence of a very real linguistic phenomenon which is little understood,
and upon which much elaboration is needed. I would likc to provide several
descriptive techniques by which one can, in part, account for sonority of
English verse. My study will not necessarily lead to a rigid proceduralist
approach toward sound in poetry, but hopefully will offer insights in thc
understanding of sonority and sound analysis. I believe that such a view
toward poetic analysis, appreciation, and perhaps criticism will help lift the
awesome, mysterious authority from one of a poet's chief tools sound.

My paper is divided into three parts. The first is a collection of
misconceived or only partly appropriate statements that literary specialists
have claimed in reference to sound and sound effects. The second chapter
deals with phonemic selectivity and phonemic distribution, as seen by Yeats's
"Leda," and how this sonnet deviates from the prosaic norm. Chapter three
presents a sketch of how syllabification can effectively be used by the poet to
set up patterns of sonority.

L2231 Minow, Martin 1966

Random generation of sentences from context free and context sensitive
phrase structure grammars

This paper describes a set of computcr programs which generate
sentences from context-free (CF) and context-sensitive (CS) phrase-structure
grammars. The paper is divided into three main sections: introductory
comments on the linguistic assumptions reflected in the CS programs,
descriptions of the overall structure of the programs and their use, and a
series of appendices giving more detailed information. Future publication of
flow diagrams, program listings, and sample output is planned.

The discussion which follows deals only with the CS and transformation
programs. The CF program will be dealt with separately as it is completely
independent of the CS programs and models a different type of grammar.
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[224) Nakano, Keiko 1971
Advisor: Seiichi Makino

Notes on transitivity and subcategorization of verb-verb compounds in
Japanese

In this paper, first I would like to show how the transitivity-
intransitivity of verb-verb compounds in Japanese should be treated. Then,
following Newmeyer, how these verb-verb compounds can be subcategorized
in Japanese.

One of the big differences between English and Japanese is that some
action takes two separate verbs in English but one compounded form in

Japanese. Since the surface forms are distinctive in transitivity, we are
interested in the transitivity when two verbs are compounded. Japanese
sentences which have verb-verb compounds will be tested in this paper.

[225] Nee Id, Ronald 1971

Pronouns and constraints on coreference

The occurrence of pronouns and the determination of what antecedents
they refer to is one of the most difficult questions in linguistics. Vast amounts
of pulp and pen-ink have been spent on discussion of the phenomena, yet no
firm conclusions have been reached. In addition to the intricacy of the
relation of anaphora to other grammatical phenomena, there is enormous
difficulty in making judgments of relative grammaticality, as well as
substantial cross-dialect variation. All statements made at this time must
therefore be highly tentative. In this paper I wish to take one approach to the
representation of anaphora in a grammar and explore some of the
consequences. It should be recognized that the approach here is no more
firmly supported than any othcr discussion of the topic, and probably a .od

deal less so than many.

[226] Paik, Keurnja 1973
Advisor: Chin-Wu Kim

Tonal characteristics of Kyongsang dialect of Korean

The Kyongsang dialect in the Southeastern province of Korea has been
regarded as a tone language by many Korean linguists. Although some argue
whether the Kyongsang dialect is a 'registered tone language with contour
overlap' or 'registered tone language without contour overlap', most Korean
linguists presupposed that thc Kyongsang dialect is a tone language since the
dialect meets the traditional definition of a tone language as it has 'lexically
contrastive pitch'.

Will thc Kyongsang dialect still be a tone language in the light of a ncw
concept of a tone language by Mc Cawley? In this paper I will give somc
supporting evidence that indicatc that thc Kyongsang dialect is more a 'pitch-
accent' language than a 'true tone language.

12271 Peng, Wei-San Lily 1972

Explanation of the tonal change from Middle Chinese to the modern dialects

Several recent papers have discussed thc tonal changes in thc evolution
of Middle Chinese (MC) into Modern Chinese dialects. Cheng and Wang (1971a)
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discussing thc Chao-zhou dialect and Cheung (1971) the Chang-sha dialect,
dealt with the internal causes of these phonological changes. In this paper I

will, in the same way, discuss thc internal causes for the change of Middle
Chinese tone Ill with unvoiced aspirated initials into tone Il in the modern
Nan-chang dialect.

[2281 Pratt, Mary 1971
Advisor: Herbert Stahlkc

Tone in some Kikuyu verb forms

This paper deals first and mainly with some processes of tone assimilation
governing the tonal configuration of affirmative verb forms in Kikuyu. The
first part of the paper deals with tonal assimilations triggered by high and low
tone verb stems, pronouns, prefixes and suffixes respectively. With the
support of evidence from verb-noun constructions, it is suggested that the
assimilation processes in question are most naturally viewed as cyclic and that
a linear approach leads eventually to false claims about the nature of the
assimilations. Subsequently it is shown that the assimilation rules fall into two
classes according to their behaviour in forms where vowel coalescence is
operative. More light is shed on this dichotomy by the presentation of a rule of
dissimilation operative under rathcr special circumstances. Various means of
expressing the dichotomy arc discussed and all found wanting.

The data for this paper has bccn taken from L. E. Armstrong's Phonetic
and Tonal Structure of Kikuyu and from the Kikuyu-English Dictionary edited
by T. G. Benson, the latter serving mainly as a source for verifying the former.
All thc examples given here arc attested in Armstrong or Benson. In a few
cases, mostly involving the tone of initial pronouns, the isolation examples
cited by Armstrong differ unpredictably from the identical forms quoted later
in thc book in verb-noun constructions. When in doubt, I have adopted thc
forms given in thc verb-noun examples.

12291 Satyanarayana, Pulavrthi 1969
Advisor: Yamuna Kachru

On the syntax of Hand in Hindi

This paper deals with thc syntactic analysis of thc verb hond in Hindi,
which is translated as 'to be', 'to become', 'to have', etc. in English. The main
body of the text has been divided into four sections. The first section is a brief
survey of previous work done on hond, along with some comments about
deficiencies. The second section attempts to give motivations for establishing
different hond's. The third section, following the current transformational-
generative grammatical model, formulates deep structures underlying thc
several surface hand's established in the second section. The fourth section
comprises some concluding remarks.

12301 Shih, Celia Mou-Pin 1972

Question words in Chinese

This paper discusses two important points concerning the transformation
theory on interrogations. Onc is that thc so-called 'question formation rule' is
thc proccss of transforming the questioned elements Irons the underlying
level to an intermediate stage which is the replacement of lexicon entries
without involving the movement at those questioned elements. The 'question
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formation rule', apart from the 'crastion movement rule is an obligatory
transformational process in all languages. With this analysis, wc can account
for the derivational history of interrogations in a more general way.

Another point is that the question formation rule can actually apply in

sentences to almost anything, as far as the different grammatical categories

arc concerned. The questioned elem,..nts on the underlying level will be

represented by a dummy clement with a list of features from which all the

WH-words in the language can be derived. The analysis here of using a dummy
element as the questioned strings in the underlying structure of interrogation
has a more general insight into some linguistic facts on language structure
than the thcory of WH-marker many linguists have proposed. It provides more
consideration on the aspects from phonological, semantic, and syntactic
viewpoints.

[231] Shih, Katherine I-Ping 1972

Advisor: Chin-Chuan Cheng

Phonetic nature of even-tone split in Chinese

Tone plays a very significant role in Ch:.lesc. In this paper. I will
concentrate my attention on one phenomenon in tone change, which is called
tone split. There arc four tones in Mandarin Chinese: Tone I, Tone II, Tone III,
and Tone IV, which arc also called Ying Ping (Yin Even), Yang Ping (Yang
Even), Shang (Rising) and Qu (Going), respectively. Certainly this is not the
only tone system in Modern Chinese dialects, nor in that of the ancient

Chinese. However, in comparison with MC tone categories which arc Ping
(Even), Shang (Rising), Qu (Going) and Ru (Entering) we find that the Even
tone in Middle Chinese is split into two tones: Yin Even and Yang Even in
Mandarin. This paper is focused on thc tone split in Even tone. I shall discuss
the correspondences between Middle Chinese and Mandarin Chinese and try to

give some credible explanations.

[232) Shimizu, Katsumasa 1969

Some classes of noun modifiers in Japanese

The aim of thc present study is to examine the syntactic structure of noun
modifiers in Japanese in tcrms of generative grammar, thc basic theory of
which was systematically and successfully developed by N. Chomsky, and to

attempt to formulate the rules to generate them.

In thc past ten years, study of thc theory of a language has developed
remarkably and many attempts have been made to apply thc theory of
generative grammar to languages other than English. The application to

Japanese is by no means new. In the present study, however, wc would likc to

consider thc generation of noun modificrs in terms of the assumption that

thcy are mainly generated by the process called relativization.

[ 233] Skousen, Royal 1971

Topics in Finnish phonology

In closed syllables most consonant clusters ending in a stop will be

altered. Any liquid or nasal before a double consonant will not affect gradation
of the geminate consonant cluster. In addition, gradation cannot apply to an

initial consonant cluster. In general terms, it appears that liquids and glides do
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not affect gradation: p--) v, d, and k ---) 0. We could write three separate rules
for this gradation process, one for each stop. If k is preceded by either a liquid
1 or r, or h and followed by a front unrounded vowel, then k--> j.

The problem is that we need a natural explanation for these and othcr
rules in Finnish. This paper will consider several natural solutions to
problems in Finnish phonology.

12341 Su, Maria Shu-Hsiang 1971

Chinese classifiers

A long time ago people had noticed thc difference between classifiers and
nouns: however, classifiers were usually put into the category of nouns. Li
ling Syi called them "measures" because thcy denote the quality of nouns.
Now. "measures" are widely adopted by grammarians. Somc grammarians
called them "adnouns" or "auxiliary nouns." Whatever thcy called them, one
thing they wanted to makc clear was that they arc not nouns but they arc used
with nouns. We call them "classifiers" in this paper because we emphasize the
fact that they separate nouns into different categories according to their
semantic regularities. Also, we arc not concerned with so-called "measures for
verbs" since they arc quite different from those of nouns. Furthermore, wc
put emphasis on what Chao called "Individual measures."

12351 Surintramont, Aporn
Advisor: Charles W. Kisseberth

1973

Some aspects of underlying syllable structure in Thai
Word games arc interesting to phonologists in general for thc reason that

they arc a phenomenon of language which may reveal phonological rules
operative 1n the language and thus may be helpful to phonologists in working
with the language. To others, namely anthropologists, sociologists and
psycholinguists, this kind of verbal play is meaningful for its deviation from
common linguistic usage. This deviation sometimes expresses the
characteristics of thc society and its culture: it is a particular manner in
which society, due to conventional regulations or cultural taboos, chooses to
express its experience.

In this paper, we wish to investigate some phonological aspects of Thai
through this word game. We hope that the evidence from thc game will help us
to gain a clearer understanding of the nature of the underlying structure of
Thai syllables going beyond what has been proposed in the literature. Our
tentative proposals concerning the phonological constraints on syllable
structure will involve aspects of tone in Thai. Additionally. wc will try to
postulate some phonological rule^ to accou -it for the neutralization of tonc as
noted by Haas (1956).

We arc unable to determine independently on phonological grounds
which of thc words or syllables in the sentence string will be exchanged in
the word game. Semantics surely plays a crucial role in Thai puns as well as in
English. But what wc will try to show is how this exchange is done. Our study is
baser' on data collected from a group of Thai students at the University of
Illinuis.
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12361 Tsitsopoulos, Stamatis 1966

Aspects of Modern Greek phonology

According to the generative theory of language, the phonological
component of a grammar consists of ta set of partially ordered rules that

related surfacc structures (i.e. thc final outputs of the syntactic component) to
phonctic interpretation. These rules are divided into rcdundancy,
transformational and phonetic, applied in this order. The first group fills in

for cach segment the features that were left unspecified in thc lexicon by
virtue of their non-phonemic character. The third group transforms binary
features into multi-valued ones, thus yielding a phonetic transcription.

In this paper we will be mainly concerned with rules of the second type.
Morc specifically, we will discuss a sct of cyclical rules whose application
entails thc following procedure:

Rules apply first, in their marked order, within the innermost
pair of labeled brackets. When the end of the cyclical rules is

reached, (i.e. at the end of a cycle), the aforementioned brackets
arc erased and the same set of rules applies over again within the
presently innermost pair. Where no more brackets arc left in the

utterance, wc pass to the post-cyclical rules.

12371 Walsh, Robert Emmet 1971

The Intrusive Velar in the Romance present tense

The appearance in certain Spanish verbs of an unexpected -g- in the first
person singular present indicative and throughout th. present subjunctive
poses a vexing problem for the historical investigator. The occurrences of this
intrusive velar element can be grouped into three categories those of thc
types tengo, salgo, and caigo.

In this paper we observe the very similar development of tened, valed,

cadeô, etc. in other Romancc languages. After a cursory examination of the
Spanish dialects, we describe the situation in Castilian. Each of the major

problem areas will be examined, with pertinent data from thc various
Romance languages playing an imponant role.

12381 Wentz, James P. 1972

Advisor: Herst Stahlke
Kanuri verb morphology

Kanuri is an Ea: t-Saharan language spoken by the Kanuri of Bornu
Province just wcst of Lake Chad in northeast Africa. Most of the nearly two
million speakers of this language live in Yerwa and Dikwa and the country
surrounding these cities. Since most of thc data under analysis have been
taken from Lukas grammar, our discussion will center around the Ycrwa
dialect which he studied. Although much would be gained no doubt from an in-

depth. erosslinguistic study comparing the various dialects of Kanuri. our

primary conccrn in this paper is for the synchronic phonology of Kanuri

alone. In particular, we will limit discussion mainly to thc verbal morphology
and thc rules needed to generate the various verb forms in Kanuri.
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[239] Wilson, Dan A. 1965
Advisor: Robert B. Lees

Disjunctive conjunction in English: An outline

This paper consists of a basic study of the syntax of conjunction with BUT,
and a brief examination of the semantic necessities involved. The problem of
conjunction appears, at first glance, to be quite simple syntactically, and quite
complex semantically. Although I believed this to be the ease when I bcgan
developing this paper, the gradual evolution of the content considerably
altered my opinion. I feel that when all of the syntactic complexity of
conjunction is resolved, the semantics will be extremely simple.

The discussion of some "counterexamples" to this thesis will serve both to
introduce its content and to illustrate the "semantic" difficulties involved in
conjunction in general, though conjunction with BUT is the only kind about
which this paper makes claims of reasonable accuracy.

12401 Yingphaibul, Duanngarm 1984
Advisor: Braj B. Kachru

Contextualized language teaching: English texts for military school in Thailand
This paper is an attempt to use sociolinguistic insight o design

appropriate courses and texts for the military school in Thailand. Th.: research
is based on the Royal Thai Armed Forces Preparatory Academy. which is
consi :lered the gateway to the higher level of other military schools such as:
The Air Force Academy, Thc Royal Thai Army School, Thc Naval School. and
The Police Academy.

This research will focus only on the teaching of English in a special arca,
namely. English for military purposes. In the case of English for military
purposes. the designed program will permit the Precadets and Cadets to read
textbooks in their specific field of study. Moreover, as officers-to-be, they are
also to be trained to perform their jobs properly in English whcn needed.

A portion of this study will look at the sociolinguistic background of the
people involved, namely, the Precadets and the English language instructors
in the Royal Thai Armed Forces Preparatory Academy. In addition, teaching
materials used in this institute, including textbooks and supplementary
activities designed for the Precadets will be discussed in detail.

An attempt is also made to answer the following questions:

(1) What will be the appropriate texts for the Precadets?
(2) What will be thc appropriate approach for teaching ESP to the

Prccadets?
(3) What implication can bc found in the Precadets achievement and

failure in relation to Bernstein's theory of the varieties of language?
(4) What an be done in order to prevent such a failure in learning the

language of thc Precadets?

[241] Yoon, Young Ja 1968
Advisor: Theodore Lightner

Phonological rules in Korean

The purpose of this paper is to describe the phonological behavior of
Korean within the framework of generative phonology. Only thc obligatory
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phonological rules of Modern Korean will be discussed; thus, no optional rules

will be introduced. The conclusion includes a list of the phonological rules
which have been discussed in the paper. Thc dialect used in this study is my
native dialect of Seoul. Neither dialectal nor ideolect differences will be

considered.

[242] Zimnie, John Anthony 1975

A contrastive analysis of sentential noun phrases in English and French

Contrastive analysis has long figured as a pedagogical tool in the foreign
language classroom. Yct t he nature of its contribution remains a subject of
controversy. On the one hand its value is seen to lie entirely in its explanatory
powcr: problems areas identified through error analysis and shrewd classroom
observation arc traced to their source v ia an investigation of the contrasts that
exist between the target and native languages. A morc powerful claim is that

contrastive studies are themselves capable of predicting which errors will
occur through a careful comparison of the structure and rules of the two
languages. This claim has bccn criticized for numerous reasons: e.g.. areas of
greatest contrast are not necessarily those of greatest di fficulty to thc learner;

and vice versa, while it nay bc claimed that similarities between L I and L2 will
facilitate learning, experience shows that when the two languages sharc a

great many features, interference is frequently maximized and confusion on
the learner's part increased.

This paper deals with the current controversy. I assume that a great

numbcr of errors made by American students of French arc absolutely
unavoidable. These include mistakes regarding thc grammatical gender of
French nouns, agreement between noun and adjective, the proper shape of
verb stems and endings, and to a ccrtain extent correct word ordcr, e.g., ADJ +
N in English versus both ADJ + N and N + A DJ in French. These crrors are the
result of imperfect memorization of a vast amount of i -mation idiosyncratic
to French. There arc errors, however, which from the generative standpoint

arc the result of differing transformational histories of roughly equivalent
sentences in the native and target languages. It is with the prcdiction of this
kind of error that I am concerned. To that end a discussion of sentential
subjects and complements in French and English is presented. The results of
this comparison will indicate that beyond some initial similarities, the

treatment of sentential elements in the two languages differ markedly.

[243] Ziv, Yael 1973

Relative clause extraposition: Some observations

In this paper I have attempted to investigate some aspects of ex traposition
of relative clauses. In thc first part I have attempted to show that extraposition
of relative clauses applies only to restrictive relative clauses. I have also tried
to explain why this should bc the case. The sccond part of this paper is devoted

to the analysis of some sentences with extraposed relative clauses. It is claimed
that somc such sentences arc more acceptable than others. and there arc

attempts at discovering the factors which play a crucial role in determining
the acceptability of such sentences. The third and last part of this paper deals
with thc relations between restrictive relat ive clauses that modi fy generic

NP's and the matrix sentences.
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FACULTY MEMBERS
DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
1993-94

ANTONSEN. ELMER H.: Professor & Head (historical, comparative, and synchronic
Germanic linguistics: runic inscriptions; phonology, morphology, and
orthographies).

13AMGI3OSE, AYQ: (U. of Ibadan, Nigeria): Miller Visiting Professor (African and
sociolinguistics).

BENMAMOUN, ELABBAS: Visiting Assistant Professor (Arabic and Semitic linguis-
tics).

BOK AMBA, EYAMBA G.: Professor (African linguistics, Bantu syntax, socio-
linguistics: multilingualism, language variation, code switching, language
planning and policy).

CHAO. RUTH: Visiting Assistant Professor (phonetics).

CIIENG, CIIIN-CIIUAN: LAS Jubilee Professor (computational linguistics, quanti-
fying dialect affinity, and Chinese discourse analysis).

COLE, JENNIFER: Assistant Professor (phonology and computational linguistics).

DONCIIIN, RINA: I.ecturer (Hebrew language and literature, teaching methodol-
ogy).

DOWNING. LAURA: Visiting Assistant Professor (phonology, historical linguis-
tics).

GREEN, GEORGIA M.: Professor (syntactic theory, pragmatics, discourse under-
standing).

HOCK. HANS HENRICH: Protessor (general historical.linguistics, Indo-European.
historical and synchronic Sanskrit studies, Old English syntax).

KACHRU. BRAJ B.: Center for Advanced Study and LAS Jubilee l'rofessor (socio-
linguistics. World Englishes. multilingualism, and language and idealogy).

KACHRU, YAMUNA: Professor (applied linguistics, discourse analysis. pedagogi-
cal grammar, and Hindi).

KIM. CIIIN-WOO: Professor (phonetics, phonology, morphology. Korean linguis-
tics, and stylistics).

KISSEBERTIL CHARLES W.: Professor (phonology and tonology).

MACLAY. HOWARD S.: Professor (psycholinguistics and applied linguistics).

MORGAN, JERRY Professor (syntax. pragmatics. morphology, computational
linguistics, natural language processing, and Albanian).

PANDHARIPANDE, RAJESHWARI: Associate Professor (Hindi language and litera-
ture. language of religion, syntax and semantics of Sanskrit, llindi and
Marathi, sociolinguistics. Asian mythology, Hinduism).

YoON, JAMES: Assistant l'rofessor (syntax, morphology. Korean and Japanese
linguistics).

l:GUS'FA. LADISLAV: Center tor Advanced Study Professor (lexicography and
Indo-Furopean linguistics)

/ITCH!. ALESSANDRO: Assistant Professor (semantics. syntax interface, and Ro-
mance linguistics)
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The annual rutussIetter of the Department of Linguistics at the University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign appears each summer and contains information on the preceding aca-

demic year. including Departmental Personnel. Honors and Recognitions, Instructional

Programs. Research and Service, Public Events, Individual Recognition and Projects, and

Departmental Publications.

Beginning with the 1994 issue, we would like to feature a new section. News from

Alumni. We encourage (actually, beg) all former students, faculty, or staff members of the

Department to drop a note with any information they would like to share with us and with

other former members of the Department to:

The Editor, Annual Newsletter
Department of Linguistics, 4088 FLB
University of Illinois
707 S. Mathews Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801

e-mail: huffman@uxl.cso.uiuc.edu
fax: (217) 333-3466

If you have not received a free copy of this year's rittule Wm and would like one,

or would like to have your name placed on the mailing list for next year's edition, send

your name, current mailing address, telephone number, and e-mail address (if any) to the

above address. It would he helpful to us if you would also indicate your degree(s) and the

year(s) of conferral, or the years of your affiliation with the Department.

It is always a pleasure to hear from former students, colleagues. and friends. so do

not be. bashful, write us today!
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STUDIES IN THE LINGUISTIC SCIENCES

The following issues are available

Vol. 17:1 Spring 1987 Papers from the 1986 South Asian $6.00
Languages Analysis Roundtable
(Editor: Hans Henrich Hock)

Vol. 17:2 Fall 1987 Papers in General Linguistics $6.00

Vol. 18:1 Spring 1988 Papers in General Linguistics $6.00

Vol. 18:2 Fall 1988 Papers in General Linguistics $6.00

Vol. 19:1 Spring 1989 Papers in General Linguistics $7.50

Vol. 19:2 Fall 1989 The Contribution of African Linguistics
to Linguistic Theory, Vol. I

$7.50

(Editor: Eyarnba G. Bokamba)

Vol. 20:1 Spring 1990 The Contribution of African Linguistics
to Linguistic Theory, Vol. 2

$7.50

(Editor: Eyamba G. Bokamba)

Vol. 20:2 Fall 1990 Linguistics for the Nineties: $7.50
Papers from a Lecture Series in Celebration
of the Department's Twenty-Fifth Anniversary
(Editor: Hans Henrich Hock)

Vol. 20:3 Spring 1991 Meeting Ilandbook: Thirteenth South Asian
Languages Analysis Roundtable, 25 - 27 May
1991, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign $5.00

Vol. 21:1 Spring 1991 Papers in General Linguistics $7.50

Vol. 21:2 Fall 1991 Illinois Studies in Korean Linguistics, 2 $7.50
(Editor: Chin-W. Kim)

Vol. 22:1 Spring 1992 Papers in General Linguistics $7.50

IN PREPARATION:

Vol. 23:1 Spring 1993 Papers in General Linguistics $8.00

FOR EARLIER ISSI 'ES AND ORDER INFORMATION SEE INSIDE COVFR

Orders should be sent to:
SI.S Subscript:ons, Department of Linguistics

University of Illinois
.I0S8 Foreign Languages Building

707 S. Mathews
Urbana. Illinois (111,01

21.:18



MI checks and money orders must be in U.S. Dollars, drawn on a U.S. Bank,
and made payable to University of Illinois. Sales Tax must be included as follows (ex-
cept tax exempt organizations: IL 71/4%, IN 5%, MI 4%, MN 6%, OH 5%, WI 5%.

While quantities last, Volumes 7:2 through 16:2 are being offered at half-price.

Vol. 7:2 Fall 1977 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 $.5A0

Vol. 8:1 Spring 1978 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 $-5:00

Vol. 8:2 Fall 1978 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 $5,00

Vol. 9:1 Spring 1979 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 $343

Vol. 9:2 Fall 1979 Relational Grammar and Semantics $2.50 $4,00
(Editor: Jerry L. Morgan)

Vol. 10:1 Spring 1980 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 8-54)0

Vol. 10:2 Fall 1980 Studies in Arabic Linguistics $2.50 $:5700

(Editor: Michael J. Kenstowicz)

Vol. 11:1 Spring 1981 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 OM

Vol. 11:2 Fall 1981 Dimensions of South Asian Linguistics
(Editor: Yamuna Klchru) $2.50 $5-.-00

Vol. 12:1 Spring 1982 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 $-5:00

Vol. 12:2 Fall 1982 Papers on Diachronic Syntax: $2.50 $540
Six Case Studies
(Editor: Hans Henrich Hock)

Vol. 13:1 Spring 1983 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 $5700

Vol. 13:2 Fall 1983 Studies in Language Variation: $2.50 $-5,00
Nonwestern Case Studies
(Editor: Braj B. Kachru)

Vol. 14:1 Spring 1984 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 $5700

Vol. 14:2 Fall 1984 Language in African Culture and Society $2.50 $5:00
(Editor: Eyamba G. Bokamba)

Vol. 15:1 Spring 1985 Papers in General Linguistics $2.50 $-5410

Vol. 15:2 Fall 1985 Linguistic Studies in Memory of $2.50 $3,00
Theodore M. Lightner
(Editor Michael J. Kenstowicz)

Vol. 16:1 Spring 1986 Papers in General LinguistIcs $3.00 $6700

Vol. 16:2 Fall 1986 Illinois Studies in Korean Linguistics $3.00 $6700

(Editor: Chin-W. Kim)
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